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Preface

Since the publication of the First Edition of Bacteriophages: Methods and Protocols in 2009,
the field of bacterial virus research has evolved extensively. This can be readily observed from
the fact that this latest volume contains all new chapters addressing newly emerging themes
and methodologies.

One of the first key trends is the successful and broad-scale introduction of phage-based
teaching innovation tools within the field of phage biology and beyond. Most notable in this
regard is the “phage hunting program” from the University of Pittsburgh, headed by
Dr. Graham Hatfull and the Science Education alliance (SEA). This program has exposed
university and high school students across the United States to the scientific method and the
joy of bacteriophage discovery.

Phage research is undergoing a clear shift from the microbiological and genomic to the
postgenomic era. New phage genome sequences and metavirome analyses are flooding
public databases and are revealing new insights into the field of ecology, all supported by
new bioinformatics approaches and tools. This type of research has now also reshaped
bacterial virus taxonomy from the morphology-driven classification (originally introduced
by Professor Hans-Wolfgang Ackermann) to an integrated genome-driven taxonomy, which
has gradually been implemented in the last decade. Affordable high-throughput sequencing
is now also opening the door to systematic transcriptome analysis using RNAseq, introdu-
cing new standard towards experimental validation of gene predictions, genome organiza-
tion, and the importance of ncRNAs.

This postgenomic era is driven by curiosity of the vast numbers of unknown gene
products encoded by phage, also termed the “viral dark matter.” The functional elucidation
of the function of these proteins using new state-of-the-art approaches is rekindling research
questions which have driven the “Golden Age” of phage research and have led to key
advances in biotechnology between the 1950s and 1970s. One may argue that a new
generation of researchers is currently emerging which may hopefully lead us into a “Second
Golden Age” of phage research. Indeed, the discovery and impact of the CRISPR/cas
system and its derived biotechnological techniques is yet again a driving force impacting
entire research fields. The CRISRP/cas genome editing tools are just a single example of the
impact of phage research on synthetic biology. The advances in our ability to engineer phage
in various bacterial hosts provide a scaffold for new and innovative antibacterial design
strategies.

Indeed, the last decade has also resulted in the re-evaluation of phage and phage-derived
strategies to combat multidrug resistant human pathogens and approaches for the food and
agriculture industry. Companies driven/supported by academic research have emerged and
develop phage-based antimicrobials (phage therapy, endolysins, Artilysins™), the first of
which have now entered the market in agriculture and food industry and for human
applications (diagnostics, ongoing clinical trials).
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All of these developments in phage research have been supported by initiatives from
within the research society to organize and broaden its scope. The establishment of the
“International Society for Viruses of Microbes” has expanded the community, made it more
tightknit, and is coming together through social media initiatives (e.g., PhageBook, “A
smaller flea” blog). We hope this edition of Bacteriophages: Methods and Protocolswill like the
previous volumes assist both the established and novice phage scientist.

Leicester, UK Martha R.J. Clokie
Guelph, ON, Canada Andrew M. Kropinski
Leuven, Belgium Rob Lavigne
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Part I

Key Basics of Phage Biology



Chapter 1

Basic Phage Mathematics

Stephen T. Abedon and Tena I. Katsaounis

Abstract

Basic mathematical descriptions are useful in phage ecology, applied phage ecology such as in the course of
phage therapy, and also toward keeping track of expected phage–bacterial interactions as seen during
laboratory manipulation of phages. The most basic mathematical descriptor of phages is their titer, that
is, their concentration within stocks, experimental vessels, or other environments. Various phenomena can
serve to modify phage titers, and indeed phage titers can vary as a function of how they are measured. An
important aspect of how changes in titers can occur results from phage interactions with bacteria. These
changes tend to vary in degree as a function of bacterial densities within environments, and particularly
densities of those bacteria that are susceptible to or at least adsorbable by a given phage type. Using simple
mathematical models one can describe phage–bacterial interactions that give rise particularly to phage
adsorption events. With elaboration one can consider changes in both phage and bacterial densities as a
function of both time and these interactions. In addition, phages along with their impact on bacteria can be
considered as spatially constrained processes. In this chapter we consider the simpler of these concepts,
providing in particular detailed verbal explanations toward facile mathematical insight. The primary goal is
to stimulate a more informed use and manipulation of phages and phage populations within the laboratory
as well as toward more effective phage application outside of the laboratory, such as during phage therapy.
More generally, numerous issues and approaches to the quantification of phages are considered along with
the quantification of individual, ecological, and applied properties of phages.

Key words Adsorption rate, Efficiency of plating, Killing titers, Multiplicity of infection, Phage
ecology, Phage population growth, Phage therapy modeling, Poisson distribution, Titer
determination

1 Introduction

The relative simplicity of phage biology, especially as observed on a
whole organismal level—i.e., as free phages, phage-infected bacte-
ria, or not-yet infected bacteria—lends itself to simple mathematical
description. The simplest of these descriptors involves the counting
of phage numbers. Once a means of counting is achieved, then it is
only natural to consider how these counts can change over time.
For most phages, it requires only straightforward manipulation to
assure that counts mostly correspond to individual phages,
whether as free phages or instead as phages that are infecting

Martha R.J. Clokie et al. (eds.), Bacteriophages: Methods and Protocols, Volume 3, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1681,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7343-9_1, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2018
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bacteria at low multiplicities, that is, low ratios of phages that have
adsorbed or are infecting to total numbers of adsorbable bacteria,
thereby assuring that most phage-infected bacteria are singly phage
infected. Changes in free phage counts are seen when phages
adsorb bacteria, which one observes simultaneously as declines in
free phage numbers, as increases in adsorbed-phage counts, and as
increases in numbers of phage-infected bacteria. The latter addi-
tionally can give rise to reductions in bacterial counts and, after a
time lag, increases in phage counts as well. Those increases in phage
counts are an additional and fundamental mathematical descriptor,
one that corresponds to what is known as the phage burst size.

We can then consider rates of change, whether this is the rate
that free phages are lost to adsorption—as well as, somewhat
equivalently, uninfected bacteria are lost to phage adsorption—or
instead the rate corresponding to the lag between phage adsorption
and subsequent burst (i.e., the phage latent period). These effec-
tively are physiological or ecological phenomena. Also potentially
of interest are evolutionary rates such as the occurrence within
individual phages or phage populations of spontaneous mutations
or, instead, rates of deterministic changes in phage allele frequen-
cies as described, for example, by the relative Darwinian fitness
associated with different phage genotypes.

In this chapter we consider mathematical descriptions of
phages that are applicable to the manipulation of phages as whole
organisms, especially in the laboratory, and consider in particular
descriptions that are more ecological (numbers and interactions)
rather than evolutionary (changes in allele frequencies as a function
of time). We thus consider, mostly in verbal form, the mathematics
of phage titers, phage efficiency of plating, ratios of phages to
bacteria, Poisson distributions, virion adsorption rates, and phage
population growth as well as mention of the modeling of phage–-
bacterial interactions as they can occur such as within chemostats,
some consideration of the impact of spatial structure on phage
presence (e.g., as during phage plaque growth), and also mathe-
matics in considering the phage impact on bacteria during phage-
mediated biocontrol (aka phage therapy). We then turn to consid-
eration of basic statistical underpinnings of phage enumeration
such as via plaque count determination. Our overall goal is to
provide an introduction to mathematical concepts that may other-
wise have become less appreciated in the decades since their intro-
duction. We also hope to motivate an at least intuitive appreciation
of basic phage mathematics such as can be useful while manipulat-
ing phages in the laboratory or while studying their interactions
with bacteria under less controlled circumstances.

4 Stephen T. Abedon and Tena I. Katsaounis



2 Phage Enumeration

The near-term impact of phages on bacteria tends to increase as a
function phage concentrations within a given environment, partic-
ularly concentrations of virions. Phage concentrations typically are
considered in terms of some measure of their numbers per unit
volume, often as phages or the equivalent per mL.When the phages
involved are free virions, then we can describe these concentrations
as titers. A related concept is that of plaque-forming units or PFUs,
where PFUs typically are a measure of virion numbers, and thus a
titer can presented as PFUs/mL. Alternatively, when plaquing it
can be difficult to distinguish between free phages and phage-
infected bacteria, in which case the term infective center can be
employed instead. An infective center, that is, is essentially a plaque-
forming unit that consists either of a free phage or phage-infected
bacterium, since both will tend to give rise to only a single plaque.

A complication especially on these concepts is that of virion
clumping, where multiple otherwise free phages can give rise to
only a single plaque. Phage secondary adsorption, secondary infec-
tion (superinfection), and/or coinfection [1] all represent, as well,
essentially bacteria-mediated phage “clumping,” where multiple
virions adsorbed to or infecting a single bacterium also give rise to
only a single plaque. Multiple phage adsorptions to multiple,
clumped bacteria such as found within a bacterial arrangement
also will, upon plating, give rise to only a single plaque. Indeed,
even a productive phage infection can be viewed as a form of phage
clumping since such infective centers can give rise to only a single
plaque regardless of the number functional virions that currently
may be present within a prelysis phage-infected bacterial cell.

Additional means of phage enumeration exist besides plaquing.
These include via a transmission electron or epifluorescence micros-
copy [2]. Phage numbers can also be counted via additional detec-
tion methods that do not involve microscopic visualization [3, 4].
It is possible as well to determine phage titers using liquid growth
media rather than plaquing, resulting in a phage equivalent to the
most-probable number (MPN) method employed to determine
bacterial counts. One such alternative approach to phage enumera-
tion is based on the phage ability to kill target bacteria, such as one
sees with the use of killing titers, as discussed following consider-
ation of the Poisson distribution. What most of these latter meth-
ods have in common is that they are not direct measures of phage
viability, that is, ability to productively infect target bacteria. As a
result, we can determine ratios of viable phages present within a
sample to total numbers of phages that are present. Since viability is
typically determined using plaque assays [5–7], that is, a form of
“plating,” discrepancies between total phage counts and viable
counts—something that ecologically is sometimes described as

Basic Phage Mathematics 5



the “great plaque count anomaly,” e.g., [8]—one describes more
prosaically in terms of what is known instead as efficiency of plating
or EOP [9].

2.1 Efficiency of

Plating

Efficiency of plating (EOP) can be distinguished into absolute
efficiency of plating, relative efficiency of plating, and also what
can be described as efficiency of center of infection, or ECOI (aka
efficiency of infective center formation). Absolute efficiency of
plating is the ratio of viable phage counts to total counts, the latter
as determined using methods that do not distinguish between
viable (i.e., active) versus nonviable (inactive) phages. This value is
simply the ratio of especially plaque counts (i.e., PFUs) to measures
of total phage presence. An absolute EOP of 1.0 means that every
phage that is known to be present by means other than plaque
formation, and particularly in terms of total rather than viable
counts, not only is able to productively infect a target bacterium
but is able to do so with sufficient vigor so as to give rise to a visible
plaque [10].

Relative efficiency of plating, by contrast, is a comparison
between plaque counts using one host as the indicator bacterium
versus another (or otherwise plaquing under different conditions).
In this case the EOP in principle could be represented as a number
that is either higher than or lower than 1.0, though typically instead
it is shown as lower than one. Thus, if the number of plaques from a
given phage stock that form upon plating on a lawn of bacterial
strain A is 100 and the number that form on a lawn of bacterial
strain B is 50, then we can say that the relative efficiency of plating
on strain B is 0.5 or 50% of that on strain A. Typically when the
EOPs are stated without qualification it is this latter, that is, relative
connotation that is implied. One often sees EOP measurements in
phage host range determinations such that a higher EOP on a given
host is taken as an indication of greater potential by a given phage
type to propagate on that host, e.g., [11].

Plaques are more complicated phenomena than many appreci-
ate and so as a consequence it may not be reasonable to attempt to
infer phage inviability based solely upon a lack of plaque formation
[10]. That is, an ability to form plaques can require greater phage
“performance” (or “infection vigor”) than simply an ability to
productively infect a given bacterial strain, where to productively
infect is to produce virion progeny following virion adsorption of a
host cell. To distinguish between phages that are able to form
plaques from phages that can productively infect but nevertheless
are unable to form plaques, e.g., due to a display of relatively small
burst sizes, we can employ ECOI determinations instead of EOP.
ECOI determinations [12] involve virion preadsorption to a given
host bacterium, removal of remaining free phages, and then plating
using as indicator bacteria an alternative host type upon which the
phage is known to plaque with high efficiency. Any infections of the

6 Stephen T. Abedon and Tena I. Katsaounis



preadsorbed host that are productive, over reasonable time frames,
should result in plaque formation on the sensitive host. With careful
accounting of numbers of phages plated it can be possible to
compare efficiencies of productive infection of a test host strain
versus productive infection of the known sensitive host.

2.2 Additional

Aspects

of Enumeration

Efficiency

An ability to productively infect requires greater phage perfor-
mance than simply phage adsorption. Phage adsorption that results
in bacterial killing, but not necessarily productive infection, is mea-
surable instead using the above-noted killing-titer procedure. In
general we can predict that phage total counts as determined via
microscopy (e.g., transmission electron microscopy) will be greater
than or equal to phage killing titers, which will be greater than or
equal to phage titers that are determined via ECOI-like procedures,
which in turn should be greater than or equal to phage titers that
are determined via the standard plaquing approaches used for EOP
determinations. That is, absolute numbers of phage particles
(microscopically determined) may be greater than or equal to
numbers of phage particles that are capable of adsorbing and then
killing bacteria (killing titer, KT, determined), which in turn should
be greater than (or equal to) the number of those killing phage
particles that are capable to giving rise to a productive phage
infection (ECOI determined). This latter number should be greater
than (or equal to) the number that also can form plaques (EOP
determined).

At the other extreme, virus-like particles (VLPs) as may be
observed within a given environment, as may be determined via
epifluorescence microscopy, can be greater than or equal in number
to counts of confirmed phage particles (PPs) or even confirmed
virus particles (VPs), such as determined electron microscopically
[13]. Thus, at least in terms of numbers of bactericidal viruses:

VLP � VP � PP � KT � viable phages � infective centers �
plaques,

where the latter two are what one quantifies in ECOI and EOP
determinations, respectively. As noted above, infective-center or
plaque counts can be lower than numbers of viable phages as a
consequence of various forms of phage clumping.

3 Ratios of Phages to Bacteria

The rate at which bacteria become phage adsorbed is proportional
to free phage densities (i.e., phage titers) whereas the rate at which
phages are lost to adsorption, within a given environment, is pro-
portional to concentrations of phage susceptible bacteria. Thus,
more bacteria means faster phage loss to adsorption whereas more
free phages means faster rates at which bacteria become phage
adsorbed. If we hold phage densities constant, which can be
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approximated over finite time periods when ratios of phages to
bacteria are high, then phage adsorption of bacteria should occur
at a constant rate, at least until successive phage adsorption
becomes physically difficult on a per-bacterium basis, that is,
exceeds a bacterium’s physical capacity [14] to support phage
adsorption. Alternatively, if ratios of phages to bacteria are not
terribly high and, in addition, either bacterial densities are relatively
high or sufficient time is allowed, then phage numbers may decline
appreciably. At the point at which 100% of accounted for free
phages have succeeded in adsorbing then we have achieved what
is known as a multiplicity of infection or MOI, that is, the ratio of
infecting phage particles to total numbers of bacteria present. This
is true even if not all free phages present or added to a given
environment have succeeded in adsorbing, e.g., they instead
could be removed or inactivated prior to adsorbing, just so long
as we take into account only those phages that are thought or
known to have succeeded in adsorbing when making MOI calcula-
tions. Also relevant to issues of phage multiplicity of infection are
those of Poisson distributions and phage killing titers.

3.1 Multiplicity

of Infection

The concept of multiplicity of infection likely has never been with-
out conflict between those for whom precision is preferable to
expediency and those with the opposing proclivity. Unfortunately
for the former, not only has the precision of MOI determinations
tended to decline through the decades but the very concept of
multiplicity of infection has become less precise as well [15]. With
precision, MOI is determined from the number of phages added to
a bacterial culture over a given time period minus the number of
phages that have failed to adsorb, with effort necessarily made to
prevent phage bursts from occurring over the time period of inter-
est. That is, in MOI determinations one generally takes into
account only those phages that were explicitly added to cultures
and which have succeeded in adsorbing. At a minimum, this mea-
sure requires some means of post-adsorption-interval enumeration
of remaining free phages—abbreviated here as R, as measured in
units of phages/mL, and as distinct from phage-infected bacteria—
as well as an account of the total number of free phages (P) that
have been added to or at least have been present within an adsorp-
tion vessel over the internal of interest (P also is in units of phages/
mL or, more precisely, the phage density present at the beginning
of an adsorption interval may be described as P0). In addition, one
needs a measure of the density of bacteria, i.e., number of bacteria/
mL (B), to which P0 phages have been added. Thus,
MOI ¼ (P0–R)/B.

Because phage adsorption often occurs fairly quickly when
bacterial densities are relatively high (e.g., >107/mL) and phages
adsorb with mostly consistent ability across a phage population
(though this is not always the case), then a standard “cheat” is to
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assume that 100% phage adsorption has occurred soon following
phage addition to bacteria, that is, without actually confirming that
100% efficiency in adsorption has actually occurred. Thus, in this
less precise approach, MOI ¼ P0/B. Note regardless that P0/B
should exist as the limit of (P0–R)/B as time (t) goes to infinity and
thereby R goes to zero. Nevertheless, if MOI determinations are
important—e.g., killing titers, as can be relevant to phage-mediated
biocontrol of bacteria, or phage therapy—then it can be relevant to
MOI calculations for R in fact to succeed in declining to some
approximation of zero over appropriate time frames, which typically
are multiple minutes or, outside of the laboratory, at most a few
hours. It nevertheless is possible to predict multiplicities of adsorp-
tion/infection as functions of phage density and time and to do so
even independently of knowledge of bacterial density [16–19].

Alternatively, imprecision in use of MOI has cropped into the
phage literature in what in fact is alarming frequency [15, 20].
This imprecision has involved what appears to be either an inten-
tional ignoring or instead ignorance of the issue of R. Semanti-
cally, this has resulted effectively, if implicitly, in the concept of
multiplicity of infection being replaced with that of multiplicity of
addition, which especially at lower bacterial densities (e.g., <106/
mL) can wildly exceed actual MOIs over meaningful time frames
[15, 20–24]. An additional issue, relevant to issues of phage
performance, stems from the distinction between phage adsorp-
tion and phage infection. The concept of multiplicity of infection
predates adequate understanding of the distinction between
phage adsorption and infection, where the former need not always
give rise to the latter [1]. Consequently, it can be more precise to
consider the concept of multiplicity of adsorption. Such usage,
even if not explicitly employed, nonetheless might allow for a
better appreciation of what MOI is not, that is, it is not a multi-
plicity solely of phage addition. An online MOI calculator can be
found here [25].

3.2 The Poisson

Distribution

Multiplicity of infection is relevant in a number of contexts as it is a
direct measure of the number of phages that, on average, have
adsorbed each bacterium within a culture. If MOI is less than 1.0,
for example, then a fair number of bacteria will remain unadsorbed
within a culture. If MOI is greater than 1.0, then not only will more
bacteria have been phage adsorbed, but more bacteria will have
been adsorbed by more than one phage. Adsorption by more than
one phage can have a number of consequences. It can give rise to
coinfection, genetic recombination, multiplicity reactivation, and/
or interference between phages [1] as well as phage “clumping”
more generally, i.e., as considered above. Coinfection can result in
higher likelihoods of temperate phage infections resulting in lysog-
eny [26] while multiple adsorptions can switch the T-even phage
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genetic program from one of rapid lysis to that of lysis inhibition
[16, 26], or even to what is known as lysis from without if the
total number of adsorbing phages per bacterium is sufficiently high
[26, 27]. In addition, in terms of phage-mediated biocontrol, not
only do lower MOIs imply that fewer bacteria are being subject to
bactericidal phage infections but, at higher MOIs, phage adsorp-
tions are literally being wasted since usually only a single phage
adsorption is required to kill an adsorbed bacterium. Lastly, if we
can calculate phage MOIs from the total number of bacteria that
have been killed upon exposure to a phage population then, assum-
ing 100% phage adsorption has occurred, we can calculate what is
known as a phage stock’s killing titer [14, 28–30].

In these examples it often is not sufficient to consider solely the
average ratios of adsorbed phages to bacteria, i.e., MOI, but instead
to be aware of the distribution of adsorbed phages to phage-sus-
ceptible bacteria. That distribution is usually assumed to be Poisso-
nal [31]. For general discussion of the Poisson distribution, see for
example [32]. Because phages adsorb with a Poisson distribution,
this means especially that the number of multiply adsorbed bacteria
or the number of not-adsorbed bacteria, within a population, may
be greater than one would expect based solely on average ratios. In
practical terms, this means that there will be more multiple phage
adsorptions to individual bacteria than one might expect given low
MOIs as well as greater bacterial survival than one might expect
given higher MOIs.

The Poisson distribution as applied to phages is a function of
MOI, that is, the average number of phages that have adsorbed per
bacterium. The equivalent value for generation of Poisson distribu-
tions is typically abbreviated as λ, though we will use the abbrevia-
tion, m, to avoid confusion with the well-known phage λ. For a
given MOI (m) we can then describe the probability of bacterial
adsorption by a specific number of phages (n) as f(n,m). Rather
than starting with the generalized equation, instead we start with
the probability that a given bacterium will have been adsorbed by
n¼ 0, 1, 2, and 3 phages (we use n here rather than, for example, k,
to avoid confusion with the phage adsorption rate constant, which
often is abbreviated also as k). Note that, formally speaking, n as
used here must be a nonnegative integer. To further simplify things,
let us define MOI (m) as equal to 1. The associated probability (P)
that n ¼ 0 can be written as P(n ¼ 0) ¼ f(0,1) ¼ e�1 ¼ 0.37.

In addition, P(n ¼ 1) ¼ f(1,1) ¼ e�1 ¼ 0.37, P(n ¼ 2) ¼ f(2,
1) ¼ e�1/2 ¼ 0.18, and P(n ¼ 3) ¼ f(3, 1) ¼ e�1/6 ¼ 0.061. You
will note in these examples that the probability that a bacterium has
not been phage adsorbed (n ¼ 0) and the probability that a bacte-
rium has been adsorbed by one phage (n ¼ 1) are expected to be
equal in magnitude and this is so even though on average 1 phage is
adsorbed per bacterium (i.e., MOI¼ 1¼m). The probability that a
bacterium has been adsorbed by 2 phages, in turn, is half that
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(0.37/2), and the probability that a bacterium has been adsorbed
by 3 phages is one-third of the probability of adsorption by two
(0.37/6).

The above ratios we present as examples and are what one
observes given an MOI of 1, i.e., where m ¼ 1, but will differ for
different MOIs. Specifically, the generalized representation of a
Poisson distribution is f(n,m) ¼ mne-m/n!, that is multiplicity, m,
raised to the category, n, that we are interested in (n ¼ 0 phages
adsorbed, n¼ 1 phage adsorbed, etc.) multiplied by the base of the
natural logarithm, e, raised to the multiplicity, m, and then divided
by the category of interest, factorial (n!). That is, 0! ¼ 0, 1! ¼ 1,
2!¼ 2, 3!¼ 6, etc. For the example given in the previous paragraph,
mn ¼ 1 no matter what the value of n since m ¼ 1, and also e-m is a
constant. Therefore, the difference in values for f(n,m) is deter-
mined solely by n!, as described. When MOI is greater than or less
than 1, however, then this shortcut of holding mn constant and
equal to 1 is not applicable and hence, as noted, ratios between
categories will differ from those calculated for m ¼ 1.

3.2.1 Solving the Poisson

Distribution (Using Excel)

UsingMicrosoft Excel one can employ thePOISSON.DIST function
(or simply POISSON). The arguments are X,Mean, andCumulative.
X is equivalent ton as defined above andMean is equivalent tom, that
is, to themultiplicity of infection. Cumulative, by contrast, is a logical
operator. It should be set equal to False to generate the probabilities
described above. Thus, POISSON.DIST(2,1,False)¼ 0.18. Alterna-
tively, POISSON.DIST(2,1,True) ¼ 0.92 ¼ POISSON.DIST(0,1,
False)þ POISSON.DIST(1,1,False)þ POISSON.DIST(2,1,False),
which is the cumulative probability, P(n � 2) ¼ P(n ¼ 0) þ
P(n ¼ 1) þ P(n ¼ 2). Do not forget to place an equal sign in front
of expressions when evaluating them using Excel. Thus, the
proper syntax to place in the formula bar, in the first example,
would be “¼ POISSON.DIST(2,1,False)” (without the quotation
marks), which would return 0.18.

Though the probability that a bacterium will not be phage
adsorbed given a known multiplicity of infection is straightforward
to predict on its own, as it is equal simply to e-m, nonetheless using
Excel we can go through the exercise of calculating this
probability—that is, that bacteria will remain unadsorbed—for
m ¼ 1, 2, 3, 5, or 10. These are 0.37, 0.14, 0.05, 0.01 (the latter
as equivalent to 1%), and 4.5� 10�5 (0.0045%), respectively. Thus,
even with a confirmed multiplicity of 5, and assuming that all
bacteria are equally susceptible to phage adsorption, still approxi-
mately 1% of bacteria are predicted to remain unadsorbed despite
100% adsorption by accounted for phages.

One can also calculate the probability that bacteria are adsorbed
by more than one phage, which is equal to 1—POISSON.DIST(0,
m,False)—POISSON.DIST(1,m,False) ¼ 1—POISSON.DIST(1,
m,True). Thus, for m ¼ 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 2, these numbers are
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0.00005, 0.005, 0.26, and 0.59, respectively (0.0005%, 0.5%, 26%,
and 59%). For the latter, only a little more than one half of the
bacteria are predicted to be adsorbed by more than one phage
despite a multiplicity of 2. Alternatively, a facile conclusion that
one can make from, for example, the m ¼ 0.01 calculation, is that
very few bacteria are multiply adsorbed at this low phage multiplic-
ity. This latter inference, however, simultaneously is both true and
misleading.

3.2.2 Per Infection

Versus per Bacterium

Themisleading aspect results from our often beingmore concerned
with what fraction of adsorbed bacteria are predicted to have been
adsorbed by more than one phage rather than what fraction of total
bacteria have been multiply adsorbed. For determination of total
number of multiple phage adsorptions as a function of total num-
ber phage-adsorbed bacteria, the calculation instead is (1–POIS-
SON.DIST(1,m,True))/(1–POISSON.DIST(0,m,True)). Again
for m ¼ 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 2, these numbers are 0.5%, 4.9%, 42%,
and 69%, respectively.

In other words, even with on average only 1 phage adsorbed per
100 bacteria, approximately 0.5% of those bacteria that are phage
infected will have been adsorbed by more than one phage, which is
1000-fold larger in magnitude than as calculated as a function of all
bacteria present (0.5% versus 0.0005%).On the other hand, evenwith
an MOI of 2, nearly one-third of bacteria that have been phage
adsorbed will have been adsorbed by only one phage, though that
fraction drops to below 5% with anMOI of 5. Thus, to fully appreci-
ate what fraction of bacteria are or are not expected to become phage
adsorbed, or what fraction of phage infections have been multiply
phage adsorbed, it is crucial to understand how Poisson probabilities
can beused aswell as the truemeaningofMOI as the ratio ofadsorbed
phages to total bacteria. For consideration of how differences in the
relative adsorbability of different bacteria can affect assumptions of
Poissonal distribution, see ref. [31].

3.3 Killing Titers As the Poisson distribution is calculated based upon MOIs, so too
can MOIs be calculated based upon Poisson distributions. The
latter is most easily accomplished as a function of the number of
unadsorbed bacteria that remain within a culture following phage
exposure since this number can be determined simply by plating for
bacterial viable counts. As the formula predicting this number as
based onMOI is e-m, we can predict MOI based on the fraction of a
known quantity of bacteria that remain viable following phage
exposure. That is, m, or MOI, must be equal to the opposite of
the natural logarithm of the fraction of bacteria that have not been
killed. In Excel this would be ¼ �LN([CFUs post phage]/[CFUs
pre phage]) where CFU stands for Colony Forming Unit. Thus, if
1% of bacteria remain able to form colonies, then the multiplicity of
infection must have been -ln(0.01) or 4.5. As noted above, that is, a
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multiplicity of approximately 5 is necessary to eliminate 99% of
bacteria through phage adsorption alone, i.e., through what is
known as passive treatment [19, 33, 34]. Implicit to this concept,
however, is that adsorption of one phage to one CFU will result in
loss of that CFU, even if a CFU should consist of multiple cells. An
online killing titer calculator can be found here: [35] For mathe-
matical consideration of the ecological implications of this latter
point, see ref. [36, 37].

The phage killing titer, taking these various considerations into
account, is equal to the thus calculated MOI multiplied by the
number of bacteria that were originally present prior to phage
addition, that is, pre-phage-addition CFUs. For example, this
would be equal to 4.5 � 107 phages/mL added and adsorbed
given a bacterial culture that is reduced from 107/mL to 105/
mL, with that reduction occurring through phage adsorption
alone (since a 100-fold reduction in bacterial densities results
from a phage multiplicity of 4.5 and 4.5 � 107 phages/mL is
literally that ratio of phages to bacteria, in units of phages/bacteria,
multiplied by the density of bacteria in units of bacteria/mL). As
noted above, however, this value could very well be in excess of the
number of phages that are able to successfully form plaques upon
plating or even in excess of the number that can productively infect
bacteria, as phages can be inactivated such as due to DNA damage
in such a way that they can retain both their adsorption ability and
subsequent bactericidal action while losing their ability to produce
new phages.

By combining the concept of phage killing titers with that of
rates of phage adsorption to bacteria we can predict the rapidity
with which a given titer of phages may be able to reduce, through
adsorption alone, a bacterial population by a given amount. Alter-
natively, this would be the titer of phages that can initiate that
reduction should CFUs consist of multiple bacterial cells, thereby
potentially requiring in situ generation of new phages via lytic cycles
to subsequently remove those bacteria that are in addition to the
number which were initially adsorbed [36, 37]. That is, the rate
that phages can eliminate bacteria from environments can be deter-
mined from a knowledge of phage titers, as giving rise to a phage
multiplicity of addition, in combination with what is known as the
phage adsorption rate constant.

4 Phage Adsorption

The rate of attachment of free virions to bacteria [38] is typically
described as a rate of phage adsorption [37, 39]. The more phage-
susceptible bacteria that are present within a given environment
then the faster a phage population will become adsorbed. At the
same time, the more phages that present within a given
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environment then the faster a bacterial population will become
phage adsorbed. The rate at which adsorbed and/or infected bac-
teria are created in absolute terms via phage–bacterial adsorption,
however, is a function of both phage and bacterial densities as well
as phage-virion diffusion rates, virion attachment affinity for bacte-
ria, and bacterial target size. The latter together define what is
known as the phage adsorption rate constant [14]. Thus, we can
predict how fast free phages should be lost, how fast uninfected
bacteria should be lost, and also how fast adsorbed and infected
bacteria should be created, all as functions in part of phage adsorp-
tion rates. In addition is the complication of the potential for
multiple phage adsorptions per bacterium, which has the effect of
reducing the rate that bacteria are killed per phage adsorption, and
also that phage infections are created as a function of the absolute
rate of phage adsorptions to uninfected bacteria. For simplicity, in
all cases we assume that adsorptions are occurring within a well-
mixed fluid environment, though if that assumption is not valid
then some bacteria may be more likely to become phage adsorbed
than others and so too some phages may be more likely to adsorb a
bacterium than others.

4.1 Rate of Phage

Adsorption

The rate at which phages are lost to adsorption is directly propor-
tional to the concentration of phage-susceptible bacteria that are
found within an environment. That is, if one should double the
number of bacteria present then that should result also in a dou-
bling of the rate at which phages encounter those bacteria as well as
a doubling of the likelihood that a given phage will adsorb per some
unit time. The actual rate that a phage will adsorb a single bacte-
rium found in this environment is equal to the phage adsorption
rate constant, or k. This constant is the likelihood of a single phage
adsorbing a single bacterium per unit volume per unit time. The
phage adsorption rate constant often is described using units of
mL/min (or mL�1 min�1) though alternatively units of mL/h. can
be seen, which is a 60-fold larger value that otherwise conveys the
same information.

As the rate of adsorption of one phage to one bacterium is
defined by k, the rate at which phages are lost to adsorption of a
given target population consisting of more than one bacterium is
equal simply to Bk, where B is the concentration of bacteria. As
noted, the phage adsorption rate constant is a function phage virion
diffusion rates, bacterial target size, and the likelihood of phage
adsorption given phage collision with a bacterium. Stent [14], for
example, describes an adsorption rate constant for phage T4 of
2.5 � 10�9 mL/min. In an environment consisting of 105 bacte-
ria/mL, we as a consequence would expect a loss of 2.5 � 10�4 of
those free phages present per min (¼105 � 2.5 � 10�9). If there are
109 phages present per mL then this would be 2.5� 105 phages lost
per minute (¼ 109 � 105 � 2.5 � 10�9), or more phages lost per
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minute than there are bacteria that are present (for an MOI of 2.5
achieved every minute¼ 109 � 105 � 2.5� 10�9/105). If there are
only 107 phages present per mL, then only 2.5 � 103 phages will be
lost to adsorption per minute, which corresponds instead to a per-
minute multiplicity of 0.025 (¼ 107 � 105 � 2.5 � 10�9/105).

4.2 Rate of Bacterial

Adsorption

The latter calculations are indicative of the dependency on phage
titers of the rate that bacteria are adsorbed by phages. Consistently,
the calculation for the rate at which bacteria are lost to phage
adsorption, as a function of phage density, is equivalent to that
provided in the previous paragraph, i.e., it is Pk, where P is the
phage titer. This calculation implies that for every tenfold increase
in phage titer one should observe a tenfold increase in the rate at
which bacteria are adsorbed by phages. The converse, however, is
also true, and that is that the rate at which bacteria become phage
adsorbed should decrease tenfold for every tenfold decrease in
phage titer. The difference between the rates that bacteria are
adsorbed given titers of 108 phages/mL thus should be 100-fold
greater than rates at which bacteria are adsorbed given 106 phages/
mL. While it should take 4 min to achieve an MOI of 1 given 108

phages/mL, assuming Stent’s adsorption rate constant, the same
multiplicity starting with 106 phages/mL should require instead
400 min to achieve, which is over 6 h.

4.3 Rate of Infection

Creation

The rate at which phage infections are created via phage adsorp-
tions is both a continuation of the above idea and, as a consequence
of phages adsorbing over a Poisson distribution, more complicated.
The complication, however, is often ignored, and to a degree
legitimately so [40]. Thus, we will focus on the simple case where
essentially multiple phage adsorption of bacteria is ignored, mean-
ing in effect that every phage adsorption is considered to result in
one bacterium being converted from not yet phage adsorbed to,
instead, no longer not phage adsorbed. We will then speak to the
occurrence of multiple adsorptions. Ignoring multiple adsorption,
the rate at which new infections are created, I in units of, e.g.,
infections/mL, is equal to PBk, that is, the phage titer (in free
phages) times the bacterial density times the phage adsorption
rate constant. The rate at which infections are created, in other
words, increases as either phage or bacterial densities increase, or
both. A complication, however, is that P will decline as a conse-
quence of this adsorption. A further complication is that so too will
B decline. Declines in P means that rates of infection creation will
also decline. The same is true for declines in B, though declines in B
will not immediately result in declines in rates of phage adsorption if
multiple adsorptions in fact are allowed, as usually phage-infected
bacteria will continue to be able to adsorb phages. Rates of phage
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loss, in other words and allowing for multiple phage adsorptions
per bacterium, should be equal more or less to k(B + I).

4.4 Rate of

Secondary Adsorption

Consistent with the previous calculation, the rate of phage adsorp-
tion to already phage-infected bacteria is simply kI. This calculation
does not quite describe how many infected bacteria end up being
adsorbed by more than one phage, however, because infected
bacteria are not themselves distinguished into those that have
been adsorbed by a second phage and those that have not. That
is, phage adsorption to an already multiply phage adsorbed bacte-
rium does not have the effect of increasing the number of multiply
phage adsorbed bacteria. In addition, infected bacteria should
eventually lyse (assuming lytic infections), so for any given infected
bacterium there is only a limited span over which secondary adsorp-
tion might occur.

To solve the question of to what degree phage infections expe-
rience subsequent adsorptions, we have to turn again to the Poisson
distribution. The expression IkL, where L is the phage latent
period, describes the fraction of phages that we expect would
adsorb to a given quantity of already phage-infected bacteria, I,
over one latent period. Multiplying this fraction by the number of
phages present, holding that density of phages constant as a func-
tion of time for the sake of simplifying the calculation, and then
dividing this number of phage adsorptions by the number of infec-
tions—i.e., I—provides a multiplicity of secondary adsorption or
infection, and this is equal to simply PkL. The fraction of infected
bacteria that we would expect would be adsorbed by additional
phages prior to lysing therefore is simply 1—e-PkL, where e-PkL is the
zero-adsorption fraction (i.e., 1–POISSON.DIST(0,PkL,False)).
The case where phage density is not held constant is considered
elsewhere [16] and a number of additional comparisons, both with
and without holding phage densities constant over time and espe-
cially as applicable to phage therapy, have also been explored [19].

Note that the longer the interval between phage adsorption
and phage-induced bacterial lysis then the more phage secondary
adsorptions that will occur per already infected bacterium. The
more phage secondary adsorptions then the more phages that will
be lost to adsorption per bacterium killed, again since only a single
phage adsorption typically is necessary to result in bacterial death;
that is, phages display single-hit killing kinetics [41]. Also, and
obviously, the more secondary adsorptions then the more phage
secondary adsorption-associated phenomena that will occur within
a culture, such as increased rates of phage induction of lysogenic
cycles or of lysis inhibition [26].
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5 Phage Population Growth

Phage population growth can described as a reaction-diffusion
process. The reaction component is the phage infection, and it
has the effect of generating more phages. The diffusion component
describes the means by which new infections are acquired. The
processes together define the phage generation, e.g., as starting
with phage adsorption and ending with phage adsorption, the latter
by phage progeny. The infection also gives rise to a phage burst size,
that is, the release from phage-infected bacteria of multiple phage
progeny. The shorter the generation time and/or the larger the
burst size, then, all else held constant, the greater the rate of phage
population growth. An important simplification in considering that
growth is to assume that bacterial densities remain constant and,
further, that the volumes within which phage population growth
occurs are infinite. The result is that we can describe a rate of phage
population growth that exists at a given, constant bacterial density.
In mathematical terms, we assume simply that phages adsorb bac-
teria with bacterial replacement. In other words, for every unit of I
created an equivalent unit of B is created.

These growth rates can be complicated by multiple phage
adsorptions to individual bacteria, but we can ignore that by assum-
ing that not only are environments infinite but that they are infi-
nitely rapidly mixed as well, such that the potential for a free phage
to adsorb an already phage-infected bacterium is equal essentially to
zero. An additional complication, not as readily ignored, is that
phage adsorption occurs in a manner that is equivalent to a free
phage-population exponential decline. Thus, the interval over
which phages adsorb is not constant from phage virion to virion
and for an infinitely large phage population in fact overall, that is,
for the entire phage population, is infinitely long in duration.
Interestingly, though, the interval over which the phage infection
occurs, the latent period, can be assumed to be constant but
actually supplies an even greater complication toward the modeling
of rates of phage population growth. This latter issue sometimes is
ignored in models of phage population growth. The result of
ignoring latent period in terms of rates of phage population growth
is biologically unrealistic, however, so will not be considered here.
The interval over which phage infections occur, i.e., the phage
latent period, itself is not a constant in practice but instead exists
over a distribution [42, 43], but this too we will ignore, though not
before noting that while there can be a temptation to assume that
shorter phage latent periods over this distribution might give rise to
smaller phage burst sizes (as shorter individual infections would
have less time to generate phage progeny intracellularly over
shorter infection intervals), in fact there is little evidence for a
universality to this assertion and indeed there exist logical
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arguments for why it might not be the case. For example, it is
known that phages that as a population display metabolically
more robust infections can display both shorter latent periods
and larger burst sizes [44].

5.1 The Phage

Generation Time

Rates of phage population growth at a minimum are a function of
the length of the phage infection period (the latent period or L),
the phage burst size (β in phages released/infection), and the
interval over which adsorption occurs (which we call A). If for
the moment we hold the latter constant, then the phage generation
time is equal to L + A. If this interval is doubled, then the rate of
phage population growth should decline by half (i.e., it should take
twice as long to reach a given phage density). Latent periods can be
reduced via so-called phage clock mutations [45], but a hard limit
exists as to how short latent periods can be since lysis that occurs
prior to the production of progeny phages—which are not pro-
duced (by definition) until the end of what is known as the phage
eclipse [46]—will not contribute to phage population growth,
including in terms of plaque formation [47]. A further complica-
tion is that shorter phage latent periods, all else held constant and
thus not contradicting the Hadas et al. [44] observation, really
should (and do) result in smaller phage burst sizes. We will ignore
these complications as well, however, and focus instead on the A
term, noting that, no matter how short the rate that phages find
bacteria to infect, it is not possible for the phage generation time to
be reduced to below L. Indeed, L represents a limit that phage
generation times in principle can approach but nevertheless cannot
reach since phages are unable to find and then adsorb bacteria
instantaneously.

Since A becomes shorter as bacterial densities increase—recall
that the rate of phage adsorption is equal to Bk—this means that
greater bacterial densities will result in shorter phage generation
times. Phage generation times, however, will nevertheless display
saturation kinetics as a function of bacterial densities, with high
bacterial densities resulting in generation times approaching L just
as high substrate densities will result in enzyme-mediated reaction
rates that approach an enzyme’s turnover rate, i.e., Michaelis–Men-
ten enzyme kinetics [48]. Consistently, while a doubling of bacte-
rial densities at lower bacterial densities will result in an
approximate doubling of rates of phage population growth, at
already high bacterial densities instead there may be little impact,
even ignoring the potential negative consequences of higher bacte-
rial densities on the physiology of phage infections. Lastly, at the
end of one generation one phage should, with this simple model,
give rise to β new phages for a net gain of β � 1, where the 1
represents the phage lost to the initial adsorption.
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5.2 Modeling

Population Growth

As noted, the exponential-decline nature of free phage loss to
adsorption in combination with the need to account for the
phage latent period greatly complicates modeling of phage popula-
tion growth. We, as a consequence, present but otherwise do not
greatly consider this model here. Nevertheless, we use this oppor-
tunity to distinguish between continuous and iterated models.
Both approaches offer advantages. Continuous models, if one suc-
ceeds in incorporating biologically relevant details, are more realis-
tic than iterated models. Alternatively, continuous models can be
more difficult to solve, often for phage population growth are
solved as iterated models, and are more difficult to introduce addi-
tional potentially biologically relevant details into. Nonetheless,
models of phage population growth often are presented as contin-
uous models so it can be important to recognize these, as well as
appreciate what they mean. Caution, though, as these models
involve use of calculus. See Stopar and Abedon [49] for further
discussion.

The basic continuous model of phage population growth can
be written as follows:

dP

dt
¼ βkbB bP � kBP

Here β is the phage burst size, B is bacterial density, P is phage
density, k is the phage adsorption rate constant, and bB and bP are the
bacterial and phage densities, respectively, but from one phage
latent period (L) earlier. Use of the latter two terms results in
phage infections being an implicit part of the model rather than
explicitly shown, which is possible since phage adsorptions of
already infected bacteria are being ignored. Thus, in words, the
instantaneous change in free phage density as a function of time is
equal to the rate of lysis of bacteria that had become phage infected
Lminutes previously as multiplied by the phage burst size, with the
rate of phage loss due to bacterial adsorption subtracted from this
amount (the latter, also, has the effect of implicitly increasing the
density of phage-infected bacteria). Note the simplifying absence of
additional terms such as any for phage loss or gain other than in
association with bacterial adsorption and infection, particularly
such as phage inactivation or, instead, outflow or inflow to or
from another environment.

The iterated model follows this same pattern:

Ptþ1 ¼ Pt þ βkBt�LPt�L � kBtPt

This can be simplified, by assuming that bacterial density is held
constant, to the following (for continuous and iterated models,
respectively):
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dP

dt
¼ Bk βbP � P

� �

Ptþ1 ¼ Pt þ Bk βPt�L � Ptð Þ

As presented it would appear that rates of phage population
growth should increase as a direct function of bacterial density,
which to a degree is true. Even ignoring issues of declining bacterial
physiology, however, at higher bacterial densities phage population
growth will display saturation kinetics as bacterial densities increase,
with phage generation times limited at their lower end by the
duration of the phage latent period. This is, as noted above, just
as enzymes are limited in their activity at very high substrate den-
sities by their turnover rate [48].

The impact of increasing phage adsorption rate constants is
equivalent to that of increasing bacterial density. With larger
adsorption rate constant values (as analogous to enzyme affinity
for substrate) or with greater bacterial densities (as analogous to
densities of enzyme substrate), then there will be diminishing
returns in terms of phage population growth rates (as analogous
to increases in enzyme activity) that are associated with absolute
increases in rates of phage adsorption (as analogous to rates of
formation of enzyme-substrate complexes). Strictly speaking, how-
ever, note that we are assuming that any increases in the adsorption
rate constant is in terms of the rate of phage encounter and then
reversible attachment to target bacteria and not in terms of the rate
of transition from reversible to irreversible phage adsorption. In
continuing the analogy to enzyme kinetics, the reversible-
irreversible transition would be equivalent to formation of an acti-
vated complex, which serves as a component of enzyme turnover
rate, that is, a component of the phage latent period, where latent
period length is held constant in the above scenario.

With iterated models, loss and gain functions occur over short
but nevertheless finite intervals. These processes are quite tractable
and in fact may be solved using simple computer code or even
spreadsheet programs such as Microsoft Excel. The continuous
models, by contrast, typically will be solved employing a differential
equation solving program, particularly what is known as Berkeley
Madonna, which ultimately also generates an iterative solution. In
either case, calculations over finite intervals are inherently imprecise
since, in this case, phage losses will not occur among those phages
which are not gained until the end of intervals, that is, rather than
both gains and losses occurring continuously throughout intervals.
The impact of these imprecisions can be small, however. In partic-
ular, one can test whether they make much of a difference by
varying the interval length that one employs to solve an iterated
model to see whether there is a substantial impact on modeling
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outcomes. Generally shorter intervals will provide greater precision
but at the cost of greater amounts of computer processing per
modeled unit time. For models of phage population growth, an
interval length of 1 min can be a good place to start in establishing
associated modeling costs and benefits.

5.3 Modeling Phages

Within Chemostats

Modeling the population dynamics of interactions between phages
and bacteria, as they can occur within chemostats, has received a fair
amount of attention and this is in part because it is possible to
perform relatively complex corresponding experiments. It is out-
side of the scope of this chapter to consider the modeling of
bacterial growth and resource utilization components of these
interactions, but see Stopar and Abedon [49] as well as Abedon
[40] for discussion of how this is accomplished. Instead, we focus
on the impact of washout on phage population densities within
chemostats. A chemostat is a laboratory apparatus involving a con-
stant rate of addition of fresh media into a well-stirred growth
chamber from which partially spent media washes out at a constant
and equivalent rate. What is kept track of are densities within the
growth chamber, which for free phages increase as a consequence of
bacterial-infection burst and are lost due to bacterial adsorption,
with both infections and free phages fractionally lost from the
growth chamber at the same rate that media is lost.

The continuous model is as follows:

dP

dt
¼ e�LωβkbB bP � kBP � ωP

where ω is the washout rate and L is the phage latent period. The
two expressions involving ω describe phage losses. These losses
occur in terms of phage-infected bacteria and free phages, respec-
tively (going from left to right), with the more elaborate nature of
the first expression (e�Lω) a consequence of its describing what is
happing to a cohort of phage infections over an entire latent period
rather than instantaneously. Thus, phage infections are initiated
and for L min are lost from chemostats at some constant rate (ω)
while free phages are simply lost at a constant rate (also ω). In both
cases these losses represent an exponential decline in the densities of
a given cohort.

Typically in such models at least two additional equations will
be employed. One that keeps track of instantaneous changes in
bacterial densities and the other instantaneous changes in the den-
sity of limiting nutrients that control rates of bacterial replication.
As noted, however, these additional details go beyond the scope of
this chapter.

5.4 Modeling Phages

Within Plaques

Phage population growth is not limited to environments contain-
ing randomly dispersed, well-mixed populations of bacteria but also
can occur in environments in which the movement of bacteria as
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well as that of free phages is constrained. Most notably, in nature
these spatially constrained environments include those of bacterial
biofilms. Serving as a potential model for phage population growth
within biofilms are phage population dynamics as they can occur
during the formation of phage plaques [15, 33, 50]. The biology of
phage plaques has been reviewed by Abedon and Yin [10, 51]. A
review of mathematical models of phage plaque formation is pre-
sented by Krone and Abedon [52].

Phage population growth within broth cultures can be viewed
as consisting of alternating phage infection of stationary bacteria
(that is, not moving rather than necessarily stationary phase) and
then free phage dispersal. During phage plaque formation, how-
ever, a free phage is limited, spatially, in terms of that dispersal.
Particularly, as distances between free phages and bacteria increase
so too does the instantaneous likelihood of subsequent phage
adsorption decline. The models employed to approximate the
resulting interactions are quite a bit more complicated than those
used to model broth–growth interactions, including as occurs
within chemostats, and this increase in complexity is the case even
though bacterial densities traditionally have been held constant
within these models. See the above-cited reviews for further
consideration.

6 Phage-Therapy Relevant Models

Many of the ideas considered above can be employed to gain a better
appreciation of phage–bacterial interactions as they can occur in the
course of phage-mediated biocontrol of bacteria, i.e., such as is seen
with phage therapy. Though attempts have been made to model
these interactions as based on assumptions of equivalency to pha-
ge–bacterial interactions as they can occur within chemostats [53],
in fact it is questionable to what degree even qualitative predictions
can be reached using that approach. In particular, an assumption of
bacterial population growth occurring over the course of phage
application may be overly complicating while an assumption of
broth-like environments may be overly simplifying. More recent
consideration has been of how in vitro phage properties which are
potentially mathematically modellable may or may not be predictive
of experimental phage therapy success [11, 54, 55].

With simpler models, better predictability may be possible,
though even here these models should be viewed as descriptions
of what should be happening during treatment efforts rather than
predictions of what actually will occur or is occurring. Thus, simple
models of phage and bacterial population dynamics during phage
therapy should be viewed more as a means of applying theory
toward planning and/or “debugging” protocols rather than as
accurate representations. That is, in principle, knowledge of what
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should be happening during phage treatments can be helpful, even
if what actually occurs is not identical to what is predicted. Particu-
larly, the concepts of adsorption rates and killing titers can be
helpful toward gaining a more intuitive appreciation of phage–bac-
terial population interactions, e.g., such as in terms of the degree to
which a given protocol may be relying on phage population growth
and therefore so-called active treatment to achieve bacterial eradi-
cation [56].

A great deal of the original work in this area of applying such
simpler mathematical models toward gaining a better understand-
ing of the dynamics of phage therapy can be traced to that of Payne
and Jansen [57–60], with elaboration especially in Abedon and
Abedon-Thomas [33]. See also Levin and Bull [54, 61–63] as well
as Cairns et al. [64] and Gill [53]. See particularly Abedon [15] for
review, summary, critique, and extension of various calculations.
Included there are discussions of phage minimum inhibitory con-
centration (MIC) and minimum bactericidal concentration
(MBC), with consideration of why MIC can be difficult to measure
or even define for phages. MBC, by contrast, can be approximated
in terms of phage killing titers, though even here calculations are
not necessarily straightforward. Additional concepts that can be
addressed to at least a first approximation using mathematical
models, and which also can be of relevance to phage therapy, are
phage-mediated decimal reductions times, time until bacterial erad-
ication, and consideration of the frequency of phage dosing.

7 Accuracy and Precision in Phage Enumeration

Modeling aside, the most basic application of mathematics to phage
biology is seen in determinations of phage titers. While at the
beginning of this chapter we considered the basic mathematics of
titer determination, here we address instead the minimization of
errors in those determinations. Such errors can come about due to
four basic causes: (1) apparatus/technician/operator error, (2)
inherent phage biological properties, (3) sampling error (including
random sampling error but also bias), and (4) statistical depen-
dence. Errors in laboratory technique are beyond the scope of
this chapter though nonetheless we address their consequences in
the case of failure to achieve statistical independence of data. Pro-
blems stemming from phage biological properties to a degree have
been addressed (e.g., efficiency of plating) but also help to define
reasonable plate-count upper limits (i.e., Too Numerous To
Count, TNTC). Sampling error is seen particularly in terms of
Too Few To Count (TFTC) and has implication in statistical infer-
ence, as too does the issue of the noted statistical independence.
Here we briefly consider TNTC, TFTC, and statistical indepen-
dence toward phage titer determination with emphasis on plaque
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count determinations, all as considered from the perspectives of
accuracy, i.e., avoiding biases in measurement, as well as achieving
reasonable levels of precision in terms of margin of error (which
measures random sampling error).

The accuracy or bias of a measurement is defined in terms of its
closeness to an actual, expected value. Precision, by contrast,
addresses the degree to which the spread of a distribution about
its center, the mean value, has been minimized. Note that a mea-
surement can be accurate (unbiased) without being precise (broad
data point spread). Similarly, it is possible to attain a precise mea-
surement that nonetheless is not highly accurate (narrow data point
spread around something other than the expected value). As an
example, if an actual value is 5, a measurement of 4 would be
considered to be more accurate than one of 9. If three measure-
ments were taken, values of 3, 5, and 7 would be more precise
(smaller random sampling error) than ones of 1, 4, and 10 (larger
random sampling error), even though the sample means of both
data sets are the same. Similarly, values such as 7, 9, and 11 display
similar random sampling error as 3, 5, and 7 but nevertheless would
be less accurate (more biased) given an actual value of 5. We now
consider issues of TNTC, TFTC, and statistical independence in
terms of their impacts on the accuracy or precision of measure-
ments, or both.

7.1 Too Numerous to

Count

The issue of TNTC is its impact on accuracy. Specifically, the
intention of declaring a plate count as TNTC, besides avoiding
operator fatigue, is to avoid under counts, that is, where the actual
number of PFUs is greater than the amount that can possibly be
determined. The issue here is that the higher the density of plaques
found on a plate then the lower the potential to spatially resolve
what appears to be individual plaques into what instead are closely
spaced plaques. Mathematics could be applied to determine the
likelihood of such overlap based on individual plaque area and
overall plaque numbers, but a much simpler issue results simply
from the elimination of a count as TNTC, that is, without elim-
inating as well the entire dilution within which that count was
determined.

The problem here is that eliminating high values, and only high
values, even if done for valid reasons, has the effect of reducing
mean counts, potentially resulting in an underestimation of mea-
surements. A solution to this issue is to employ a trimmed mean.
Thus, if among five determinations values of 100, 200, 300, 400,
500, and TNTC were obtained, a trimmed mean based solely on
200, 300, and 400 could be employed instead (that is, “trimming”
the lower 20% and upper 20% of data points). An even simpler and
still valid approach would involve employing the median value,
essentially serving as the ultimate trimmed mean (trimming the
lower 50% and the upper 50% of the data). In both cases, with
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this example, the sample would be assumed to have given rise to a
plate count centering on 300.An online trimmed mean-determin-
ing titering calculator which takes into account TNTC entries can
be found here [65]

7.2 Too Few to Count A similar argument based on accuracy can be made for TFTC,
though here it is an overestimation that may be avoided through
the use of trimmed means. Thus, given five plate counts of, for
example, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60, instead of declaring a count of 20
as TFTC and thereby discarding that value, a far better approach
would be to simply calculate the mean based on all five values,
which here would be 40 (rather than 45 if calculated without the
20 value). Alternatively, one could employ a trimmedmean as based
on 30, 40, and 50, or instead simply the median value, of 40. Note,
though, that an equivalence between a given trimmed mean and
median value will not always be the case, e.g., values of 25, 30, 45,
and 60 have a mean of 40, a median of 37.5 ¼ (30 þ 45)/2, and a
25% trimmed mean also of 37.5 (i.e., as equal to the mean of 30
and 45).

The Microsoft Excel functions which may be employed to
calculate these values are AVERAGE, MEDIAN, and TRIM-
MEAN. These functions are not directly applicable to TNTC cal-
culations, however, since they require an input of actual values,
which is possible when plates counts are very low but either is not
or is less possible (and/or desirable) when plate counts are too
high. Thus with the TNTC example we trimmed 20% of the data
points whereas with the Excel function the “trimming” is of a
percentage of the distribution as estimated based upon knowledge
of the actual value of all data points (though note that a mock high
value could be substituted for TNTC when using MEDIAN or
TRIMMEAN, e.g., 1000 plaques, since in this case the value is
not directly involved in mean calculation but instead is present
solely for the sake of being trimmed). In addition, note that the
Excel TRIMMEAN function uses a different convention to calcu-
late the trimmed mean, i.e., with a 25% trimmed mean as described
above indicated as 0.5, that is, the sum of both trims, rather than as
0.25. Keep in mind also that statistical comparisons are preferably
done using means rather than medians, though they can be done
using less fully trimmed means.

A way to view the issue of precision, as random sampling error,
is that more data is preferable to less. The problem of having too
few data is that random sampling error can be higher and thereby
precision lower. In the earlier example, if the true value is 5 and
instead of three measurements of 7, 9, and 11 we collect six of 7, 7,
9, 9, 11, and 11, then we have not corrected the problem of bias
since, even though the latter data set possesses a smaller margin of
error, it is still just as far from the actual value in terms of accuracy.
In terms of TFTC, throwing out too low values of a total of many
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determinations, rather than factoring those low values into means
or trimmed means, has the effect not only of overestimating the
resulting mean but of lowering its precision as well.

Relying on lower versus higher numbers of plaques per plate
for titer determinations nevertheless does have the effect of
decreasing the precision of the resulting mean. This loss of preci-
sion in fact serves as the reason for invoking TFTC, that is, higher
expected error given lower counts, but still should not serve as a
justification for completely ignoring TFTC results since, as noted,
doing so results simultaneously in a reduction in accuracy (i.e., as
resulting in overestimation) and reduction in precision of the
resulting aggregate measure. Alternatively, the expected loss of
precision does serve as reason for ignoring the results of a dilution
that resulted in lower counts in favor of one that instead results in
higher counts, even though the latter can require greater operator
effort to obtain. Thus, if a tenfold lower dilution results in counts of
25, 30, and 35 while the tenfold higher dilution results in counts of
290, 305, and 315, the recorded titer, all else equivalent, should be
based on latter data set.

7.3 Statistical

Independence

Of these various issues, that of statistical independence is the least
straightforward. The goal again is one of achieving accuracy, with
reduction especially in the impact of operator error. In particular,
given statistical independence between measurements then we can
reasonably assume a greater precision of the mean for a set of
measurements. The mean of independent observations, that is, is
more accurate than any of the individual measurements. The sim-
plest scenario is where two independent measurements are made,
both of which possess some random sampling error. Three mea-
surements can be preferable, however, based simply on the idea that
with very small samples, e.g., such as two or three, use of the
median as an estimation of the true value again, as above, can be
preferable to use of the mean. With two measurements, the mean
and the median are generated based on the same calculation
whereas with three measurements the calculations can differ in a
useful manner. Another way of viewing the same issue is that with
three measurements it is possible that the smallest and/or the
highest of three values may represent outliers, and use of the
median rather than the mean to make this calculation allows one
to drop from the calculation those values that are furthest from the
mean, and this can be done without requirement for further justifi-
cation. Use of four measurements, or more, represents further
improvement, but is less of a qualitative leap than the jump from
two measurements to three.

A much more complex case occurs when error is inherent to a
given sampling technique or even a specific laboratory, in which
case the assumption of independence might be questionable. In this
case greater accuracy may be attained instead by comparing
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repeated measurements obtained “independently,” e.g., via differ-
ent techniques or by comparing “independent” measurements that
have been arrived at using the same technique but in different
locations. In between these extremes are measurements taken
within a single experiment done on a given day, which most likely
are not independent, and measurements obtained during separate
experiments performed on different days (or using different stock
solutions, etc.), which can more reasonably be expected to be
independent. In terms of individual phage titer determinations,
the implication is that multiple titer determinations obtained from
a single phage dilution series inherently are less independent than
multiple titer determinations made from multiple dilution series.
Thus, for example, if a dilution series itself is off by 10%, then you
should expect that a mean obtained solely from that dilution series
will also be off by 10%. As a consequence, if for the sake of
enhancing precision you take the time to make multiple titer deter-
minations, it similarly can be useful to keep those individual mea-
surements statistically independent.

With relatively simple as well as inexpensive experiments, single
measurements per individual data point nevertheless may be justi-
fied, with experiments as a whole repeated numerous times in order
to achieve a desired level of precision of means. Alternatively, if
experiments are difficult and/or expensive, then it can pay to take
multiple, redundant measurements to determine individual data
points. This should be at least three statistically independent mea-
sures per mean determined, or more if individual data points are
easily obtained or inexpensive relative to the experiment as a whole,
and this would be done in conjunction with fewer repeats of the
overall experiment.

8 Concluding Statement

The application of mathematics to the study of phage biology has a
long and in fact illustrious history, for example see Luria &Delbr€uck
[66] but also Schlesinger [67] (the latter as originally published in
1932). At first the tradition was one of employing math toward
better understanding phage molecular or organismal biology. From
that a tradition began in which mathematics instead was used
toward gaining a better understanding of phage ecology, e.g.,
Campbell [68]. Subsequently these considerations have been har-
nessed toward gaining a greater appreciation of the applied ecology
of phage-mediated antibacterial biocontrol, i.e., phage therapy.
Because phages are whole organisms and often handled in the
laboratory as populations, a mathematical appreciation of phages
continues to be relevant, especially toward phage phenotypic char-
acterization—i.e., as an extension of the concept of “to really know
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them, you have to grow them” [69]—even as molecular techniques
have become ever more powerful. In this chapter we provide an
overview of the most basic means by which mathematics may be
employed in the laboratory as well as toward better understanding
the natural world and even to some degree the impact of phages in
the clinic. It is not our expectation that mathematics will suddenly
become central to research programs as a consequence of these
efforts, but instead that the utility of simple mathematical modeling
toward better intuitive understanding of phage-related phenomena
might at least become better appreciated.
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Chapter 2

Analysis of Host-Takeover During SPO1 Infection of Bacillus
subtilis

Charles R. Stewart

Abstract

When Bacillus subtilis is infected by bacteriophage SPO1, the phage directs the remodeling of the host cell,
converting it into a factory for phage reproduction. Much synthesis of host DNA, RNA, and protein is shut
off, and cell division is prevented. Here I describe the protocols by which we have demonstrated those
processes, and identified the roles played by specific SPO1 gene products in causing those processes.

Key words Host-takeover, Host-shutoff, Macromolecular syntheses, Cell division, Resistant mutants,
Bacteriophage SPO1, Bacillus subtilis

1 Introduction

When Bacillus subtilis is infected by bacteriophage SPO1, the phage
directs the remodeling of the host cell, converting it into a factory
for phage reproduction. Much synthesis of host DNA, RNA, and
protein is shut off, presumably to prevent those syntheses from
competing with the corresponding phage biosyntheses for materi-
als, energy and access to biosynthetic machinery [1–3]. Host cell
division is inhibited, possibly to prevent separation of phage com-
ponents synthesized in different parts of the cell [4]. Here I
describe the protocols that we have followed in elucidating these
and other elements of the host-takeover process, including: (a)
Assay of shutoff of host DNA synthesis. (b) Assays of shutoff of
host RNA and protein synthesis. (c) Selection of bacterial mutants
resistant to the cytotoxic effects of host-takeover gene products.
This makes use of the fact that, since some SPO1 gene products
inhibit essential functions of the host cells, expression of certain
SPO1 genes in uninfected cells has a cytotoxic effect. (d) Effect of
SPO1 infection on host cell division.

Measurement of rates of host DNA, RNA, and protein synthe-
sis is done by pulse-labeling with tritiated thymidine, uridine, or
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leucine, respectively. Comparing these syntheses in uninfected and
infected cells shows that SPO1 infection strikingly reduces each of
those syntheses. Comparing the effects of wild-type SPO1 with
those of specific SPO1 mutants has identified specific genes that
play specific roles in accomplishing these shutoffs [1–3]. Measure-
ment of the effect on cell division is shown by observing micro-
scopically the effect of SPO1 infection on average cell size, and
observing the prevention of that effect by a specific gene mutation
[4].

2 Materials

2.1 B. subtilis

Strains

CB313 and CB10 are the SU+ (suppressor plus) and Su� strains,
respectively [5]. The suppressor in CB313 inserts lysine at nonsense
codons [6].

2.2 Cloning Vector The primary B. subtilis/E. coli shuttle vector that we have used is
pPW19, described by Wei and Stewart [1]. It has a selectable
chloramphenicol-resistance gene, and an IPTG-inducible promoter
just upstream of its polylinker.

2.3 Growth Media 1. TSA plates: 40 gm Trypticase Soy Agar (BBL) in 1 L of water.
This is used for plating for colonies and as bottom agar for
plating phage plaques.

2. TC plates: TSA plates containing 10 μg/mL of chlorampheni-
col (Cm).

3. TCI plates: TC plates containing 4 μg/mL IPTG (seeNote 1).

4. TSA top agar: 12 g Trypticase Soy Agar (BBL) in 1 L of water.
This is used as top agar for plating phage for plaque formation.

5. VY broth: 25 g Veal Infusion Broth (Difco), 5 g Yeast Extract
(Difco), 1000 mL water.

6. Penassay Broth: 17.5 g Antibiotic Medium 3 (Difco), 1000mL
water.

7. NY Broth: 8 g Nutrient Broth (Difco), 5 g Yeast Extract
(Difco), 1000 mL water.

8. NY plus Cm: NY Broth containing 5 μg/mL chloramphenicol.

2.4 Solutions 1. Amino Acid Group I. 1 g arginine, 1 g methionine, 1 g cyste-
ine, 1 g lysine, 100 mL water.

2. Amino Acid Group III. 1 g tryptophan, 1 g phenylalanine, 1 g
tyrosine, 100 mL water.

3. Amino Acid Group IV. 1 g threonine, 1 g histidine, 1 g glu-
tamic acid, 1 g aspartic acid, 100 mL water.
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4. Amino Acid Group V. 1 g serine, 1 g alanine, 1 g glycine,
100 mL water.

5. Spizizen’s minimal medium: 200 mg MgSO4∙7H2O, 1 g
sodium citrate.2H2O, 2 g ammonium sulfate, 14 g K2HPO4,
6 g KH2PO4, 1000 mL water [7].

6. 40% glucose: 40 g glucose, 60 mL water (see Note 2).

7. C4 medium: 96.6 mL Spizizen’s minimal medium, 0.6 mL of
each of Amino Acid groups I, III, IV, and V, 1.0 mL 40%
Glucose (see Note 3).

8. Adsorption buffer: 0.05 M Tris–pH 7.5, 0.1 M NaCl, 0.01 M
MgSO4.

9. 4 μCi/mL tritiated thymidine: 4 μL of 1.0 mCi/mL Methyl-
3H thymidine (MP Biomedicals), 996 μL water.

10. 4 μCi/mL tritiated uridine: 4 μL of 1.0 mCi/mL 5-3H uridine
(MP Biomedicals), 996 μL water.

11. 4 μCi/mL tritiated leucine: 4 μL of 1.0 mCi/mL 4,5-3H
leucine (MP Biomedicals), 996 μL water.

12. 10% TCA: 10 g trichloroacetic acid (TCA), 90 mL water.

13. CSC (concentrated saline citrate): 1.5 M NaCl, 0.15 M
Sodium Citrate.

14. DSC (dilute saline citrate): 0.015 M NaCl, 0.0015 M Sodium
Citrate).

15. 0.3% TCA in DSC: 30 mL 10% TCA, 10 mL CSC, 960 mL
water.

16. SP (saline phosphate): 48.75 mL 0.2 M NaH2PO4, 76.25 mL
0.2 M Na2HPO4, 8.8 g NaCl, 875 mL water.

3 Methods

3.1 Assay of Shutoff

of Host DNA Synthesis

Pulse labeling must be done in medium lacking unlabeled precur-
sors, which would compete with the labeled precursors for incor-
poration into macromolecules. For this reason, all of the pulse-
labeling experiments are done in C4 medium, and the phage to be
used for these experiments are first resuspended in adsorption
buffer.

1. The infecting lysate is prepared by doing a large volume infec-
tion under optimal conditions (see Note 4), and resuspending
the resulting lysate in adsorption buffer. Grow 100 mL of
CB313 in VY at 37� to a cell density of about 2 � 108/mL.
(see Note 5). Infect with 10 mL of the desired SPO1 strain,
having a titer of about 2 � 1010/mL. (see Note 6) Continue
shaking under the same conditions until lysis. Centrifuge for
5 min at RCF¼ 4080�G (5000 rpm in Sorvall GSA rotor), to
pellet unlysed cells. Centrifuge the supernatant for 150 min at
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RCF ¼ 13,200 � G (9000 rpm in Sorvall GSA rotor) to pellet
the phage. After discarding supernatant, add 25 mL of adsorp-
tion buffer, and allow pellet to resuspend overnight at 4�. Swirl
the bottle gently to complete the resuspension and produce a
homogeneous culture. Plate a 10�7 dilution for pfu to deter-
mine titer of phage. (see Notes 7 and 8).

2. For each assay, a culture of CB10 in 5 mL of C4 medium is
grown at 30� with vigorous shaking to a cell density about
1 � 108/mL. (see Notes 5 and 9) That culture is infected
with enough of the phage lysate (as prepared in the preceding
paragraph) to give >5 � 108 phage/mL in the infected culture
(i.e., MOI > 5). Continue shaking at 30�. At varying times,
remove 0.5 mL aliquots for pulse labeling. In a typical experi-
ment, we would pulse-label at 0, 5, 12, 25, and 45 min after
infection, with the 0 time aliquot being taken before infection.

3. To check the MOI, plate the culture for colonies on TSA plates
at 10�4 and 10�5 dilutions, just before infection, and again
between 5 and 10 min after infection.

4. At the time of each pulse, transfer 0.5 mL of the culture from
the flask to a 20 � 150 mm culture tube containing 0.1 mL of
4 μCi/mL tritiated thymidine, and continue shaking both flask
and tube at 30�. (see Note 10) After 5 min, place the tube on
ice and add 0.6 mL cold 10% TCA to precipitate macromolec-
ular DNA.Mix by swirling the tube. Hold on ice at least 15 min
(no more than 2 h). Pour the contents of the tube through a
0.45 μm nitrocellulose filter, which retains the precipitate and
allows unincorporated precursors to pass through (see Note
11). Wash the filter with 30 mL cold 0.3% TCA in DSC. The
counts per minute (cpm) retained on the filter is determined by
liquid scintillation counting (see Note 12).

5. The cpm determined at each time point is proportional to the
rate of host DNA synthesis at that time point. Since SPO1
DNA has hydroxymethyluracil in place of thymine in its
DNA, the labeled thymidine is not incorporated into phage
DNA, so its rate of incorporation measures only the rate of host
DNA synthesis, which is shut off almost completely by 25 min
after SPO1 infection.

3.2 Assays of Shutoff

of Host RNA and

Protein Synthesis

For assaying the rate of RNA synthesis, the same procedure is used,
except that tritiated uridine is used instead of thymidine. For assay-
ing the rate of protein synthesis, the same procedure is used except
that tritiated leucine is used instead of thymidine, and that, after the
tubes have been on ice for 15 min after adding 10% TCA, they are
heated in a boiling water bath for 15 min and then held on ice for at
least 10 more minutes before filtration (see Note 13).
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Measurement of shutoff of host RNA and protein synthesis is
not as precise as that of host DNA synthesis for two reasons: First,
host RNA and protein syntheses are not entirely shut off during
SPO1 infection. Ribosomal RNA and protein synthesis continue,
and constitute a significant fraction of total RNA and protein
synthesis [8, 9]. Secondly, 5-3H uridine and 4,5-3H leucine are
also incorporated into phage RNA and protein, so each data point
from infected cells represents the sum of host and phage RNA or
protein synthesis. Nevertheless, reasonable estimates of the extent
of host-shutoff can be made, because total RNA and protein syn-
thesis in uninfected cells is substantially greater than that in infected
cells. The measured decrease in total RNA or protein synthesis
provides a minimum estimate of the extent to which host RNA or
protein synthesis was shut off in each culture [3].

3.3 Selection of

Bacterial Mutants

Resistant to Cytotoxic

Effects of Host-

Takeover Gene

Products

Since some host-takeover gene products inhibit essential functions
of the host cells, expression of such genes in uninfected cells is
inhibitory to cell growth. The cellular target of such a cytotoxic
gene can tentatively be identified by selecting mutants resistant to
its cytotoxic effect, and identifying the gene in which the resistant
mutation is located. Since the cloning vector used for this purpose,
pPW19, replicates in both B. subtilis and E. coli, and since many of
the host-takeover genes have similar effects on both bacteria, resis-
tant mutants can frequently be selected in either B. subtilis or E. coli.
Here, I just describe the procedure for selecting and isolating
resistant mutants of B. subtilis. Procedures for E. coli are analogous.

1. Clone the gene to be tested. The cloning vector, pPW19, is
described above. We have usually made the fragment to be
cloned by PCR amplification from an SPO1 genomic DNA
template. The region amplified includes the ribosome-binding
site(s) of the gene(s) to be cloned, but not their natural pro-
moter, so their expression would be dependent upon the
IPTG-inducible promoter on the vector. We include the
restriction site to be used for cloning near the 50 end of each
PCR primer.

2. The cloned gene is tested for cytotoxic activity by plating a
culture of cells carrying the cloned gene on TC and TCI plates.
Failure to form colonies on TCI indicates a strongly inhibitory
effect of the expressed gene product, which can be used to
select for resistant mutants.

3. Grow an overnight culture of CB10 carrying the plasmid with
the cytotoxic gene, in NY plus Cm. Plate at 10�5 dilution on
TC plates and at 10�5, 10�3, 10�1, and 10�0 dilutions on TCI
plates. Incubate at least 24 h at 37 �.

4. The rare colonies that grow on TCI plates are due to either
chromosomal mutations (which presumably alter the cellular
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target to make it resistant) or plasmid mutations (which inacti-
vate the cytotoxic gene product). Label up to 20 of these
colonies A, B, C, etc.

5. Grow overnight cultures of each of these resistant colonies in
2 mL NY þ Cm. Make plasmid minipreps from each (see Note
14).

6. Transform each of the plasmids into CB10 cells. Include, as
controls, pPW19 and the above plasmid carrying the cytotoxic
gene. Plate each transformation culture at 10�2 and 10�0 dilu-
tions on TC and TCI plates. Those that form substantial num-
bers of colonies on TCI no longer have their cytotoxic effect
and are therefore plasmid mutants, which are discarded.

7. For those transformants that did not form colonies on TCI, the
plasmid retained its cytotoxic effects and the resistance must
have been provided by a chromosomal mutation. Refer back to
their original colonies. Grow overnight cultures of these colo-
nies in NYmediumwithout chloramphenicol. Many of the cells
in these cultures will have been cured of the plasmid. Plate
these cultures on TSA plates at 10�5 dilution.

8. Replica streak about 20 individual colonies from each plate
onto TSA and TC plates. Strains which have been cured of
the plasmid should not grow on TC. Of the colonies that did
not grow on TC, grow overnight cultures from the
corresponding TSA streak to make competent cells for
transformation.

9. Transform each of the putatively resistant cultures from step
8 with the wild-type plasmid carrying the cytotoxic gene. Plate
each transformation culture at 10�2 and 10�0 dilutions on TC
and TCI plates. If colonies grow on TCI, the strain being
transformed is a resistant strain, resulting from a chromosomal
mutation, which presumably alters the cellular target of the
cytotoxic gene product.

3.4 Effect of SPO1

Infection on Host Cell

Division

In analyzing the cytotoxic genes discussed in the preceding section,
it is often desirable to distinguish between bacteriostatic and bacte-
ricidal effects. To do this, a culture carrying the cytotoxic gene is
grown in liquid medium (NY plus Cm) at 37� with vigorous
shaking. At cell density about 1 � 107/mL, the culture is divided
into two halves, 1.0 mM IPTG is added to one half, and the
cultures continue shaking at 37�. At regular time intervals, the
cultures are tested for viable count by plating appropriate dilutions
on TC plates, and for turbidity by measurement in the Klett-
Summerson colorimeter. A substantial decrease in viable count
after adding IPTG indicates a bactericidal effect.

When this assay was performed with SPO1 gene 56, the tur-
bidity continued to increase despite the loss of viability [4],
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suggesting that gp56 may prevent cell division without preventing
cell growth. This was confirmed by showing microscopically that
expression of gene 56 caused formation of long filaments. The
following is the procedure that we followed to show that gp56
also prevents cell division during SPO1 infection.

1. Cultures of CB10 are grown in VY at 30� to a cell density of
about 7 � 107/mL and are then infected with the appropriate
SPO1 strain at MOI about 3.5. A parallel culture remains
uninfected. The cultures continue shaking vigorously at 30�.
At 30, 50, and 70 min after infection, 0.5 mL samples are taken
from each flask for microscopy.

2. The samples are centrifuged for 15 s at 13,200 rpm in a
microfuge, resuspended in 0.5 mL of 0.3% Triton X-100,
4.5 M paraformaldehyde in saline phosphate (SP), and incu-
bated for 20 min at room temperature.

3. Coverslips are prepared ahead of time by spreading a 10 μL
aliquot of 0.01% poly-L-lysine onto each coverslip and allowing
it to dry. The coverslips are rinsed by dipping in sterile water,
and allowed to dry.

4. Each 0.5 mL sample is spread onto one of the polylysine-coated
coverslips, allowed to stand for 30 min, and the coverslip then
rinsed by dipping in water and allowed to dry at room
temperature.

5. For each sample, a drop of 2.5 μg/mL Hoechst 33342 in 50%
glycerol is placed on a microscope slide (see Note 15). The dry
coverslip containing the cells is inverted over that drop, and the
edges sealed with nail polish.

6. The slides are observed under 63� and 100� oil immersion
objective lenses on a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope equipped
with a digital CoolSnap camera (Photometrics). Cell images are
viewed using differential interference contrast (DIC) optics.
Images are recorded, and cell length is measured using Meta-
Morph software (Molecular Devices).

7. The average length of cells infected with wild-type SPO1
increased with time after infection, showing that infection
permitted continued cell growth but prevented cell division.
That increase was not observed during infection with a gene 56
mutant, showing that the gene 56 product is responsible for
the inhibition of cell division [4].

4 Notes

1. Neither chloramphenicol nor IPTG can tolerate autoclaving.
They must be dissolved in media that are already sterile. For
supplementation of TSA plates, the TSA solution is autoclaved
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and then placed in a 50� water bath until its temperature has
equilibrated at 50�. A sterile solution of Cm or IPTG is added
and mixed with gentle swirling to avoid bubble formation,
before pouring into petri dishes.

2. To dissolve glucose at this high concentration, it is best to add
the water to the glucose just before putting it in the autoclave.
Autoclave for no more than 15 min, to minimize carameliza-
tion of the glucose.

3. Prepare C4 medium in a sterile vessel. Each of the components
must be sterile when added. Do not autoclave the prepared C4.

4. Conditions for maximal burst size of SPO1 are growth in VY
medium at 37� with vigorous shaking.

5. We estimate cell density by measurements of turbidity, using a
side-arm flask (Klett flask), and a Klett-Summerson colorime-
ter. A cell density of 1 � 108/mL yields a reading of about 50
on our colorimeter, which corresponds to an optical density at
500 nm of about 0.9.

6. 2 � 1010/mL is a typical titer for a fresh lysate of an SPO1
strain prepared under optimal conditions. It is usually not
necessary actually to measure the titer, since large deviations
from the targeted MOI of 10 will still yield successful
infections.

7. For plating for colonies or plaques, we typically plate 0.1 mL of
the indicated dilution and incubate the plates at 37�.

8. Usually, a significant number of phage is lost in the centrifuga-
tion process, which is the reason for resuspending in a smaller
volume.

9. Infection at 30� approximately doubles the latent period, in
comparison with 37�, without substantially affecting the burst
size [1]. We do these experiments at 30�, so experimental
operations can be done at a slower pace, and also because the
differential effects of mutations are enhanced at 30�. To
decrease the time of preliminary growth, the culture may be
grown at 37�, and shifted to 30� 10 min before infection. For
multiple assays, a single culture may be grown in the prelimi-
nary flask, and distributed in 5 mL aliquots to 125 mL Erlen-
meyers at the time of shift to 30�.

10. The tubes of tritiated precursors should be prepared ahead of
time and kept on ice. 5–10 min before use, the tube is placed
into the 30� water bath shaker, to prewarm it to 30�. Flask or
tube should be removed from the shaker for the minimum
time necessary to make the transfer, as it is important to main-
tain temperature and aeration.
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11. We filter through a circular filter, 25 mm in diameter, into a
filter flask, with suction provided by a faucet aspirator.

12. The procedure for scintillation counting would vary with the
facilities available. We place each filter into the top of a 10 mL
filmware bag (Nalgene). When all filters are ready, they are
dried for 30 min under a Fisher “Infra-Rediator” drying
lamp. After cooling, the filters are pushed to the bottom of
the filmware bags, and 1.5 mL of scintillation fluid (Insta-Fluor
Plus, PerkinElmer) is added, completely covering the filter.
The bags are sealed and placed in counting vials, and cpm is
determined in a Packard Tri-Carb 2100TR Liquid Scintillation
Analyzer.

13. This is for the purpose of removing 3-H leucine from leucyl
tRNA molecules, which would also be precipitated by the
TCA.

14. We use a Qiaprep Spin Miniprep kit from Qiagen for our
plasmid preparations.

15. The Hoechst was included in all of our slides to stain the
bacterial nucleoids. Its presence is irrelevant for the current
protocol.
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Chapter 3

Practical Advice on the One-Step Growth Curve

Andrew M. Kropinski

Abstract

The one-step growth experiment is fundamental to the description of a new bacteriophage. The following
protocol is optimized for those working with rapidly growing bacterial cultures.

Key words Adsorption, One-step growth, Latent period, Burst size

1 Introduction

The one-step growth experiment [1] is one of the classic bacterio-
phage techniques used in the characterization of new isolates; and
defining the latent period and the average burst size. Though the
theory associated with this experiment was discussed in a previous
chapter in this series [2] we have received numerous requests for
specific instructions on how to carry out a one-step growth (OSG)
experiment. The following protocol is based upon Symond’s
approach [3], and primary experience with Escherichia coli and
Pseudomonas strains.

1.1 Preliminary

Points

1. This experiment needs to be refined after the preliminary run
which could be used just to determine the length of the latent
period.

2. It is based upon the assumption that 90–95% of the phages
adsorb to the host cells within 5 min. If they adsorb poorly
alternative approaches have to be taken to remove unadsorbed
phages (see Note 1).

3. While the equipment and medium should be sterile, strictly
aseptic technique is not necessary if you are dealing with a
rapidly growing bacterium.

4. Accuracy in pipetting is essential; as is following a rigid time
frame.
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5. If your phage has, like coliphage T7, a very short latent period
at 37 �C you might consider running the OSG experiment at
30 �C.

6. This protocol is set up to eliminate the need to carry out
dilutions prior to plating.

7. This is not the type of experiment that you can do once and
obtain publication quality results; and the more samples you
take, the better.

2 Materials

1. A water bath set at optimum growth temperature of bacterium
(or phage).

2. Log phase bacterial culture; and an ON culture.

3. Phage preparation diluted to 107 PFU/mL (for small plaques,
1 mm) or 5 � 106 PFU/mL for large plaque-forming phages
(>2 mm; e.g., coliphage T7).

4. Four small sterile Erlenmeyer flasks—one empty; one with
exactly 9.9 mL of broth; and, two with exactly 9.0 mL broth.

5. Numerous 1000 and 100 μL sterile pipette tips.

6. One empty 13 � 100 mm test tube.

7. One 13 � 100 mm tube containing 50 μL of chloroform in an
ice bucket.

8. Numerous tubes of molten OVERLAYmedium in 48 �C water
bath (see Note 2).

9. Numerous fresh prewarmed agar plates (UNDERLAY
PLATES; see Note 2).

10. Accurate timer.

11. Pasteur pipettes and bulbs.

3 Methods

1. Subculture host bacterium in medium of choice plus 2 mM
CaCl2 and grow to mid-log phase (ca. 0.5 OD650nm).

2. Label the small flasks as indicated in the accompanying diagram
(Fig. 1) and place in the water bath.

3. Pipette 9.9 mL of the log phage culture into the empty flask
and place at the appropriate incubation temperature for 5 min.

4. Pipette a couple of mL of ON host culture into a 13� 100 mm
tube, place in rack with Pasteur pipette and bulb (PLATING
HOST).
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5. Add 0.1 mL of phage preparation to the 9.9 mL culture
(ADSORPTION FLASK), swirl gently and replace in incuba-
tor for 5 min. (N.B. this represents a 1/100 dilution of phage
titer: 1 � 105 PFU/mL).

6. After 5 min remove 0.1 mL from this flask to 9.9 mL of fresh
prewarmed medium (FLASK A. N.B. 1/100 dilution; titer:
1 � 103 PFU/mL); mix well.

7. Transfer 1.0 mL from FLASK A to the test tube containing
chloroform, Vortex 10 s.; replace on ice (ADSORPTION
CONTROL; see Note 3).

8. Transfer 1.0 mL from FLASK A to 9.0 mL of prewarmed
medium (FLASK B. N.B. 1/10 dilution; titer: 1 � 102 PFU/
mL); mix well.

9. Transfer 1.0 mL from FLASK B to 9.0 mL of prewarmed
medium (FLASK C. N.B. 1/10 dilution; titer: 1 � 101

PFU/mL); mix well (see Note 4).

10. At various times remove 0.1 mL from the appropriate FLASK
(A, B or C) add to the molten OVERLAY; add 1–3 drops of
PLATING HOST; mix and pour on surface of UNDERLAY
plates (see Note 5).

Fig. 1 OSG experiment—layout
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11. At the end of the sampling plate two 0.1 mL samples via the
overlay procedure from the ADSORPTION CONTROL.

12. When the overlays have hardened (ca. 15 min) invert the plates
and place them in an incubator.

13. After an appropriate incubation period (ON for E. coli or
Pseudomonas aeruginosa) count the plaques on each of the
plates (see Note 6).

3.1 Data Analysis 1. Normalize all the data to the concentration of phage in flask A,
by multiplying the number of plagues obtained from sampling
the ADSORPTION CONTROL and FLASK A by 10; multi-
ply by 100 for FLASK B and 1000 for FLASK C. The results
are expressed as PFU/mL.

2. Plot the data (see Table 1; PFU/mL) against time (see Fig. 2)
using a commercial package such as Microsoft Excel or Graph-
Pad Prism (http://www.graphpad.com/) or manually using
semilog paper.

3. Determine the average number of infected cells by subtracting
the number of phage in the ADSORPTION CONTROL from
AVERAGE 1. If you divide this value into the AVERAGE
2 value you will obtain the average burst size for your phage.

4. Determine the intersect between the AVERAGE 1 line and the
slope will give you the latent period of your phage.

4 Notes

1. Some phages, such as Pseudomonas phage Φ-S1 [4], while
recognizing a common receptor such as LPS adsorb poorly to
their hosts. In other cases such as pilus or flagella-specific
phages the culture may not constitutively produce the receptor
which also complicates the one-step growth experiment. Clas-
sically the presence of unadsorbed phages was circumvented by
using anti-phage serum; which is probably now available to
you. Alternative approaches include testing on different hosts
to select for the strain to which your phage adsorbs the best.
Or, after the 5 min adsorption period the contents of the
ADSORPTION FLASK can be rapidly centrifuged and resus-
pended in fresh prewarmedmedium; or, collected on a 0.45 μm
low protein binding filter, which is then inverted and the cells
washed off. Please note that both of these techniques need to
be carried out quickly. We do not recommend chilling the
phage-host mixture.
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Table 1
Data from an OSG experiment

Time
(min)

Plaque numbers
(flask A)

PFU/
mL

Plaque numbers
(Flask B)

PFU/
mL

Plaque numbers
(Flask C)

PFU/
mL

6 100 1000

8 100 1000

10 100 1000

12 100 1000

14 100 1000

16 100 1000

18 100 1000

20 100 1000

22 100 1000

24 100 1000

26 100 1000

28 100 1000

30 100 1000 10 1000

32 300 3000 30 3000

34 TMTC 80 8000

36 110 10000

38 200 20000 20 20000

40 300 30000 30 30000

42 TMTC 40 40000

44 50 50000

46 70 70000

48 90 90000

50 95 95000

52 100 100000

54 100 100000

56 100 100000

58 100 100000

60 100 100000

TMTC to many to count
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2. The composition of the growth and phage overlay and under-
lay media will depend on the host. We recommend the inclu-
sion of 2 mMCaCl2 since many phages require divalent ions for
efficient adsorption [5]

3. The use of chloroform to kill phage-infected cells may not work
since members of the families Corticoviridae, Cystoviridae,
Plasmaviridae, and Tectiviridae contain lipids and are therefore
chloroform sensitive. A significant number of members of the
Caudovirales are also solvent sensitive (Ackermann, personal
communication). In these cases a rapid spin in a microcentri-
fuge or filtration through a 0.22–0.45 μm low protein binding
filter will remove the phage-infected cells from the free phage
particle.

4. The dilution series must be completed within 2 min.

5. If you are planning on just determining the latent period in the
first experiment you do not need FLASKS B or C.

6. After running your experimental OSG experiment the first time
you will be able to judge how often you should sample and
from which flask. To make sampling easier, an overlapping
timing of sampling from each flask is recommended.

Fig. 2 OSG experiment—plotted results
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Chapter 4

Iron Chloride Flocculation of Bacteriophages from Seawater

Bonnie T. Poulos, Seth G. John, and Matthew B. Sullivan

Abstract

Viruses influence ecosystem dynamics by modulating microbial host population dynamics, evolutionary
trajectories and metabolic outputs. While they are ecologically important across diverse ecosystems, viruses
are challenging to study due to minimal biomass often obtained when sampling natural communities. Here
we describe a technique using chemical flocculation, filtration and resuspension to recover bacteriophages
from seawater and other natural waters. The method uses iron to precipitate viruses which are recovered by
filtration onto large-pore size membranes and then resuspended using a buffer containing magnesium and a
reductant (ascorbic acid or oxalic acid) at slightly acid pH (6–6.5). The recovery of bacteriophages using
iron flocculation is efficient (>90%), inexpensive and reliable, resulting in preparations that are amenable to
downstream analysis by next generation DNA sequencing, proteomics and, in some cases, can be used to
study virus–host interactions.

Key words Iron chloride flocculation, Ocean viruses, Bacteriophages, Viral ecology

1 Introduction

Viruses in the ocean are abundant [1, 2] and they play a significant
role in ecosystem dynamics through lysing their microbial hosts
[3–5], horizontally transferring genes [6], and encoding host genes
that modulate the microbial metabolisms underlying ocean ecosys-
tem function [7–12]. Because viral biomass in the oceans is rela-
tively low, the ability to study ocean viruses is dependent on
methods which efficiently and reproducibly concentrate them
from large volumes of water. The method that has been used
most frequently by aquatic virologists is tangential flow filtration
(TFF) [13–15]. TFF is efficient for concentrating viruses from large
sample volumes but the filters are expensive, the method is not
well-suited to field use and, more importantly, the recovery of
viruses may be highly variable due to numerous factors [16, 17].
The chemical flocculation method described here using iron chlo-
ride was developed as an alternative to TFF that can be easily
applied to various field conditions, is inexpensive, and requires little
technical expertise to perform. The technique was adapted from
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wastewater treatment methods [18] and it has been used success-
fully to obtain ocean viruses for metagenomic sequencing [19].
When Fe is added to waters at circumneutral pH, the Fe flocculates
as Fe oxyhydroxide particles and binds negatively charged viruses.
These large flocculate particles can then be recovered on large pore
size (1 μm) membranes Storing the filters moist at 4 �C until
further processing protects the viruses from degradation and pre-
vents the Fe from recrystallizing into different Fe oxyhydroxide
minerals which are more difficult to dissolve. Viruses can later be
recovered from the filters with a buffer that contains a reductant to
dissolve the Fe oxyhydroxide minerals (ascorbic acid or oxalic acid),
EDTA to chelate Fe in solution and prevent reprecipitation of Fe
minerals, and magnesium (Mg) to maintain the integrity of virus
particles. The resuspended virus particles can be used for down-
stream analyses including metagenomic sequencing [19, 20] and
proteomics as well as infectivity assays if oxalic acid is used as the
reductant in the resuspension buffer [17]. This method was used
exclusively to isolate viruses for metagenomic sequencing underly-
ing the temporally and spatially resolved Pacific Ocean Virome
(POV) dataset [21], as well as the global surface waters from the
TARA Oceans Expedition that are represented in the Tara Oceans
Virome (TOV) dataset [22]. The resulting information derived
from those virus samples has revealed new insights into the ecology
of ocean viruses and has expanded the repertoire of bacteriophages
that exist in the world’s oceans ([22], reviewed in [23]).

2 Materials

All solutions should be prepared in water that has been purified
from deionized water through a filtration system at>18MΩ-cm or
using “molecular biology” (MQ-H2O) grade water purchased
from a reliable vendor. Chemicals should be analytical grade or
better. Where specified, solutions should be subsequently 0.2 μm
filtered and then 0.02 μm (Whatman Anotop 25, Sigma-Aldrich)
filtered if deep sequencing is planned to minimize contamination.

2.1 Precipitate

Viruses from Seawater

Using Iron Chloride

1. 10 g/L Fe stock solution: Weigh 4.83 g FeCl3.6H2O and
transfer to beaker with 100 mL MQ-H2O. Stir until dissolved.
Store at room temperature or 4 �C (see Notes 1–4).

2. Seawater: Collect seawater using acid-washed and rinsed col-
lection vessels (see Note 5). The volume of water collected is
dependent on the planned downstream analyses. Next-
generation sequencing methods currently require a minimum
of 109 viral-like particles for reliable construction of DNA
sequencing libraries.
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2.2 Filtration to

Remove Bacteria

1. Two 142 mm filtering towers (see Note 6 for alternative pre-
filtration method).

2. Peristaltic pump with a pressure gauge (maximum pres-
sure ¼ 15 psi) and appropriate tubing (see Note 7).

3. 150 mm Whatman GF/A prefilter (1.6 μm retention).

4. 142 mm Millipore Express Plus filter (0.22 μm pore size;
http://www.emdmillipore.com/).

5. Acid-washed carboy for collecting filtered water (see Note 5).

2.3 Filtration to

Collect Iron-

Precipitated Viruses

1. One 142 mm filtering tower.

2. Peristaltic pump with pressure gauge and appropriate tubing
(see Note 7).

3. 142 mm GE Waters (http://www.gelifesciences.com/) Poly-
carbonate membrane collection filter (1.0 μm pore size; avail-
able through Midland Scientific; http://www.midlandsci.
com/) (see Note 8).

4. 142 mm Supor-800 backing filter (0.8 μm pore size; Pall
Corporation; http://www.pall.com/) (see Note 9).

5. Sterile 50 mL centrifuge tubes, filter forceps, Parafilm.

2.4 Resuspension of

Viruses

1. Resuspension buffer: 0.1 M EDTA-0.2 MMgCl2-0.2 M ascor-
bic acid buffer. Make this buffer fresh on the day it is to be
used. Dissolve 1.51 g Tris base (FW ¼ 121.14) in 80 mL MQ-
H2O. Add 3.72 g disodium EDTA dihydrate (FW ¼ 373.24)
and stir until completely dissolved. Next, add 4.07 g
MgCl2∙6H2O (FW ¼ 203.3) and stir until completely dis-
solved. Check pH and adjust to ~pH 6.5 with 5 M NaOH
(prepare using 20 g NaOH per 100 mL MQ-H2O), added
dropwise in 0.5 mL volumes. Finally add 3.52 g ascorbic acid
(FW¼ 176.12) and stir until completely dissolved. Adjust final
pH to 6.0 with 5 M NaOH. Adjust final volume to 100 mL
with MQ-H2O (see Note 10).

2. The viability of virus particles may be compromised when using
ascorbic acid as the reductant. If viability is important, oxalic
acid dihydrate (FW ¼ 126.07) may be substituted for ascorbic
acid, but the amount of MgCl3-6H2O must be reduced by half
(see Note 11). Store the resuspension buffer at room tempera-
ture, protected from light. It may be 0.2 μm filtered and may
also be 0.02 μm filtered (Whatman Anotop syringe filters) if
metagenomic sequencing is planned downstream.
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3 Methods

3.1 Virus

Precipitation

1. Assemble two 142 mm filtering towers and attach the filter
apparatus to a peristaltic pump with a pressure gauge (seeNote
6 for alternative prefiltration method).

2. Wear gloves and use forceps for handling all filters.

3. Collect 20 L seawater and prefilter using a 150 mm Whatman
GF/A filter followed by a 0.22 μm, 142 mmMillipore Express
Plus filter into an acid-washed and rinsed carboy (see Note 5).

4. Treat the virus fraction (i.e., the 0.22 μmfiltrate) with FeCl3, to
precipitate the viruses by adding 1 mL of 10 g/L Fe stock
solution for each 20 L of filtered seawater. Immediately after
adding Fe, shake gently for 1 min to mix.

5. Add an additional 1 mL of 10 g/L Fe stock solution for each
20 L of filtrate (for a total of 2 mL Fe stock solution per 20 L
filtrate). Shake for 1 min. Repeat shaking several times.

6. Let the FeCl3-treated filtrate sit for 1 h at room temperature.

7. Attach the filter apparatus to the peristaltic pump and filter the
FeCl3-treated filtrate through a 1.0 μm, 142 mm, polycarbon-
ate (PC) membrane on top of a 0.8 μm, 142 mm, Supor
support filter (Pall Corporation; see Notes 8 and 9).

8. Using forceps, place all of the polycarbonate filters into a
50 mL sterile centrifuge tube being careful not to scrape off
any of the FeCl3 on the edge of the tube (seeNote 13). Discard
the Supor support membrane.

9. Be sure the cap is on securely and seal the tube containing the
filters with Parafilm. Store dark at 4 �C until ready to resuspend
the precipitated viruses (see Notes 14 and 15).

3.2 Virus

Resuspension

1. Prepare fresh 0.1 M EDTA-0.2 M MgCl2–0.2 M ascorbic acid
(or oxalic acid) buffer, pH 6.5 (see Notes 10–12).

2. Make sure the filter(s) is turned precipitate-side out in the
50 mL centrifuge tube to provide direct contact of the buffer
with the precipitate (see Note 16).

3. Add 1 mL fresh resuspension buffer for each 1 mg Fe, which is
20 mL of buffer for 20 L seawater precipitate. Shake the tube
vigorously.

4. Places the tubes on a tube rotator, or an orbital shaker, and
resuspend overnight at 4 �C in the dark (see Note 17).

5. Recover the resuspended viral precipitate by pipetting off the
liquid into a fresh tube. To recover the liquid remaining on the
filters, cinch the filter 2–3 mm over the edge of the tube, and
hold in place with the lid. Centrifuge gently (500 � g) for
3–5 min so that the remaining liquid falls to the bottom of
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the tube. If the filters still retain precipitate, additional resus-
pension buffer may be added to them and rotated for another
1–2 h (see Note 18). Repeat the centrifugation step to recover
the liquid.

6. The viral suspension is now ready for downstream processing.
Microscope counts may be performed to determine the quan-
tity of viruses recovered. The viruses may be further purified by
CsCl density centrifugation which will also act to remove traces
of iron from the preparation. Alternatively, the viral nucleic acid
may be extracted for sequencing (see Notes 19 and 20).

4 Notes

1. Iron chloride solution is acidic and should be handled with
care.

2. The solution of ferric chloride hexahydrate is calculated based
on the amount of iron, not on the amount of salt. The stock
solution has 10 g Fe per liter. For precipitation, the final
optimal concentration is 1 mg Fe per liter seawater, which is
equal to 2.9 mg FeCl3 per liter seawater or 4.83 mg
FeCl3.6H2O per liter seawater.

3. Discard iron chloride solution if a cloudy precipitate forms. Do
not dilute the solution as iron hydroxide precipitate will form
quickly.

4. For use on board ship, it is best to preweigh iron chloride into
50 mL centrifuge tubes and add water as needed during the
cruise: preweigh 0.966 g FeCl3∙6H2O into several 50 mL
tubes. Add 20 mL MQ-H2O when ready to precipitate viruses
from seawater.

5. Use 1 M HCl to clean carboys and tubing: dilute concentrated
HCl (12 M) 1:12 with MQ-H2O. Place approximately 1 L in
the carboy (or other vessel) to be cleaned, tightly close lid,
shake acid around in carboy for 5 min. Decant acid back into
acid container (it can be reused indefinitely). Rinse out acid
from the carboy using MQ-H2O in a similar manner, discard-
ing rinse water and repeating for a total of three rinses. For
tubing, soak tubing 5–10 min in 1 M HCl and rinse with at
least three changes of MQ-H2O. Check tubing before use and
replace if worn.

6. An alternative method for preparing seawater is to prefilter the
seawater through a Whatman GF/D glass fiber filter to remove
large particles (2.7 μm retention). The filtrate is filtered again
using a Millipore Steripak GP10 (<10 L) or GP20 (<20 L)
with 0.22 μm pore size. Larger capsule filters will easily filter
100–200 L (Pall Acropak 200, 500, 1000 and 1500). The
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cellular fraction is retained on the filter while the virus fraction
is in the filtrate.

7. Filtration should be done at a maximum pressure of 15 psi so as
not to damage viral particles or cells. Peristaltic pumps (such as
MasterFlex I/P with an Easy Load pump head) should be used
with appropriate tubing (such as Platinum silicone tubing I/P
82 for the abovementioned pump) for optimal performance.
Plastic hose clamps and connectors should fit tightly around
the tubing. If something comes loose, turn off the pump first to
prevent a flood.

8. The 1.0 μm polycarbonate membrane from GE Waters is the
recommended membrane for collection of precipitated viruses.
It is manufactured in Canada, available in the USA through
Midland Scientific, and can take 4–5 weeks for delivery. Alter-
natively, if this membrane is not available, Millipore Isopore
membrane 0.8 μm may be substituted. Although this mem-
brane has not been evaluated for quantitative recovery of VLPs,
successful sequencing libraries have been prepared using them.
From surface ocean waters, it will take 1–3 filters to collect
precipitate from 20 L starting volume.

9. The Supor-800 membrane is simply a backing filter to support
the polycarbonate collection membranes in the filtration appa-
ratus. The pore-size of this filter is not crucial, though it is
advantageous to use a pore size larger than the prefilter to
prevent clogging. Normally only one backing membrane is
needed for filtering each batch of seawater (fresh polycarbonate
membranes are placed on top) and it can be discarded when the
filtration is complete.

10. The resuspension buffer should be prepared fresh since the
reductant (ascorbic acid) is unstable and it is necessary for
dissolving the iron precipitates. The buffer should be used
within 24–48 h of preparation. The buffer may start to discolor
after 24 h.

11. The original formulation for EDTA-Mg buffer used the chem-
ical dimagnesium-EDTA from J.T. Baker (C10H12Mg2N2O8,
FW ¼ 336.82), which is no longer available. The resuspension
buffer was reformulated to use Na2-EDTA∙2H2O and
MgCl2∙6H2O. When preparing this buffer keep in mind that
EDTA needs a pH above 8.0 to dissolve, and will come out of
solution when the pH drops below about 5.0. The 0.125 M
Tris base solution has a pH >10 which allows the EDTA to
dissolve quickly. The MgCl2 and the ascorbic acid will drop the
pH. For this reason, it is best to adjust the pH close to the final
desired pH (6.0–6.5) after the addition of each of these two
chemicals.
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12. The amount of reductant (ascorbic acid or oxalic acid) can vary
between 0.125 M and 0.25 M; this formulation uses 0.2 M.
With the reformulation of the buffer using Na2- EDTA and
MgCl2, the addition of oxalic acid causes an irreversible precip-
itate to form. For this reason, when preparing the buffer with
oxalic acid dihydrate (2.52 g per 100 mL for 0.2 M), the
amount of MgCl2-6H2O should be reduced by half (2.04 g
per 100 mL) to prevent the precipitate from forming.

13. When handling the PC filters after filtration, it helps to have
two pairs of forceps so that the membrane can be folded into
quarters to put into the 50 mL centrifuge tube. Having the
precipitate facing out aids in dissolving the precipitates, but be
careful not to lose precipitate on the edge of the tube when
doing this.

14. Do not shake off excess liquid; the filters must not be allowed
to dry out before the precipitated viruses are resuspended and
the excess liquid will create a sufficiently humid atmosphere in
the sealed tube. If excess fluid is not present, adding 1–2 mL of
sterile water or 0.22 μm filtered seawater to the tube will keep
the filters moist.

15. Keep filters at 4 �C until processed. Processing is best done
soon after collection, although we have successfully resus-
pended particles after several years if stored properly.

16. Turning the filters precipitate-side out for resuspension is criti-
cal for efficient resuspension. Wear gloves. Forceps for
handling the filters should be disinfected in 10% bleach and
rinsed in MQ-H2O before touching the filters. Use of alumi-
num foil placed on the lab bench can provide a clean surface for
opening up the folded filters; replace with a fresh piece of foil
before each new sample.

17. The tubes containing filters and resuspension buffer can be
packaged in aluminum foil and placed together on the rotator
or shaker to keep them in the dark while resuspension is taking
place. The goal is to remove all of the precipitate from the
filters so constant contact of the filter with buffer is important.

18. The resuspension solution will change colors a number of
times. This is due to the changing oxidation state of the Fe
and is to be expected. However, if precipitates form in the
liquid, there is a possibility that viruses are trapped or adhered
to the particles. Remove as much liquid as you can and then
gently centrifuge to pellet the precipitate. Add additional resus-
pension buffer to redissolve or at least wash the precipitate and
recover the liquid phase which may contain residual viruses.

19. DNA extraction may be performed by various methods. This
laboratory routinely treats the resuspended virus with DNaseI
(to remove free DNA from the virus preparation), chemically
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inactivates the enzyme with EDTA and EGTA (0.1 M final
concentration) and then concentrates the volume using Ami-
con Ultra 100 kDa centrifugal concentrators (1000 � g for
10 min intervals). The DNA is extracted from this suspension
using Wizard Prep resin and mini-columns from Promega
(http://www.promega.com) at a ratio of 0.5 mL virus suspen-
sion to 1.0 mLWizard Prep resin. DNA isolated in this manner
has been successfully used for library preparation for next
generation (i.e., 454 and Illumina) sequencing. The DNA is
also now amenable to PCR testing due to the removal of
EDTA and excess Mg that is contained in the resuspension
buffer.

20. Updates to this protocol, as well as other protocols mentioned
in this manuscript may be found at the protocols.io website
https://www.protocols.io/view/Iron-Chloride-Precipita-
tion-of-Viruses-from-Seawat-c2wyfd or at the Sullivan Lab
webpage: http://u.osu.edu/viruslab/.
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Chapter 5

Purification of Bacteriophages Using Anion-Exchange
Chromatography

Dieter Vandenheuvel, Sofie Rombouts, and Evelien M. Adriaenssens

Abstract

In bacteriophage research and therapy, most applications ask for highly purified phage suspensions. The
standard technique for this is ultracentrifugation using cesium chloride gradients. This technique is
cumbersome, elaborate and expensive. Moreover, it is unsuitable for the purification of large quantities
of phage suspensions.
The protocol described here, uses anion-exchange chromatography to bind phages to a stationary phase.

This is done using an FLPC system, combined with Convective Interaction Media (CIM®) monoliths.
Afterward, the column is washed to remove impurities from the CIM® disk. By using a buffer solution with
a high ionic strength, the phages are subsequently eluted from the column and collected. In this way phages
can be efficiently purified and concentrated.
This protocol can be used to determine the optimal buffers, stationary phase chemistry and elution

conditions, as well as the maximal capacity and recovery of the columns.

Key words Bacteriophage, Concentration, CsCl, Ion-exchange chromatography, Purification

1 Introduction

Bacteriophage research and applications (e.g., phage display, prote-
omics, genomics, crystallography, and phage therapy) require pur-
ified phage suspensions. Nowadays, the standard procedure still
involves polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation and/or CsCl-den-
sity gradient ultracentrifugation [1]. While PEG precipitation is an
easy and inexpensive way to concentrate phages, it often fails at
obtaining sufficiently pure phage preparations. CsCl-density ultra-
centrifugation on the other hand, results in highly purified phage
particle suspensions, but it is very elaborate, time-consuming,
expensive, and is not suitable for purifying industrial-size volumes.
Furthermore, some phages cannot be purified via this method
because of their instability in the high osmotic environment of the
dense CsCl-gradients [2–4]. Thus, the need for a high-throughput
method for bacteriophage purification still exists.

Martha R.J. Clokie et al. (eds.), Bacteriophages: Methods and Protocols, Volume 3, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1681,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7343-9_5, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2018
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Chromatographic methods can be an alternative method of
bacteriophage purification. Anion-exchange chromatography was
already proposed in 1953 as a useful method to purify and concen-
trate phages [5]. Creaser and Taussig set up a reliable and easy
protocol for the anion-exchange chromatography of phages using
a resin [6]. Recently, monolithic ion-exchange columns were devel-
oped for the purification of biomolecules (e.g., plasmid DNA,
viruses, proteins). The highly interconnected network of hollow
channels with large and well-defined pore sizes, creates a strong and
robust sponge-like structure [7]. This enables a laminar flow profile
of the mobile phase, ensuring a large contact surface with limited
pressure drops, even at high flow rates. These conditions favor a
high binding capacity for large molecules, like phages [8, 9]. Fur-
thermore, the resolution and capacity are not influenced by the flow
rate. These features make this technique suitable for processing
large volumes and is thus relevant not only on laboratory scale,
but also for industrial and biomedical purposes.

Ion-exchange chromatography has been proven useful for the
purification of phages, with more and more studies being published
over the last few years describing the purification of a wide variety of
bacteriophages [3, 8–11]. The amount of phages recovered from
the purified fraction after the process is generally high, typically
ranging from 35–70% of the original number of bacteriophages
loaded, sometimes reaching as high as 99.99% [3]. This technique
is specific enough to separate different phages from amixture, given
that the elution conditions are sufficiently different for each phage
[9]. Lock and colleagues achieved a separation of the elution peaks
of DNA packed and empty viral capsids [12]. Although the resolu-
tion was high enough for relative quantification of the different
fractions by comparing the difference in peak surface, a higher
resolution will be necessary to completely separate these particles
into different fractions. Even though the research was done with
viruses quite different from bacteriophages, the fact that it was
possible to differentiate between empty and DNA-containing par-
ticles shows the high purification possibilities of ion-exchange
chromatography.

The available column sizes range from 0.1 mL for small-scale
research purposes to 8000 mL suitable for pilot tests and industrial
purification of phage lysate at flow rates between 2 and 10 L/min.
The binding and elution conditions can be optimized using a small-
scale column, and easily transferred to larger columns, without the
need for further optimization [13]. Although ion-exchange chro-
matographic purification of phages demands for an elaborate opti-
mization, afterward, the protocol is fast, reproducible, can handle
high-throughput volumes, is easily upscalable to industrial size, and
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can be almost entirely automated [3, 7, 10]. These advantages
make this technique an alternative method for the classical CsCl-
density gradient purification.

Here, we describe a step-by-step protocol for the optimization
of phage purification applicable to almost any phage, using the
Convective Interaction Media (CIM®) anion-exchange monolith
columns from BIA Separations (Slovenia; http://www.
biaseparations.com/) on an ÄKTA FPLC system (or the more
recent ÄKTA pure system, GE Healthcare, UK; http://www3.
gehealthcare.co.uk/) running UNICORN™ software.

2 Materials

2.1 Media

Preparation

1. Degassed ultrapure water.

2. Loading buffer: 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 0.22 μm filter
sterilized (see Note 1).

3. Elution buffer: 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 2 M NaCl, 0.22 μm
filter sterilized (see Note 1).

4. Cleaning buffer: 1 M NaOH, 0.22 μm filter sterilized.

5. Storage buffer: 20% (v/v) ethanol, 0.22 μm filter sterilized.

6. Bacteriophage suspension, 0.22 μm filter sterilized (seeNote 2).

2.2 FPLC and

Accessories

1. CIM® Anion-exchange column DEAE or QA (BIA Separa-
tions, Slovenia).

2. HPLC or FPLC system with analyzing software (see Note 3).

3 Methods

Purification of phages using anion-exchange chromatography
requires optimization for each phage isolate, after which only the
stepwise gradient purification method of this methods section is
needed for the purification of additional lysates. The optimization
is a step-by-step process involving different parameters such as
buffer composition, binding and elution conditions, and column
chemistry. Prior to this, stability tests with the phages in the used
buffers and pH should be performed.

Before proceeding with the protocol, the filtered phage suspen-
sions should be diluted (1/1 v/v) in loading buffer in order to
lower the ionic strength of the loaded sample (see Note 4).
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Definitions and abbreviations

CV Column volume, the volume of a column as defined by the
manufacturer

FT Flow through, the loaded sample that ran over the column and is
collected afterward

E Eluate, the collected volume at the elution step

W0% Wash using 0% elution buffer to wash unbound particles off the
column

W100% Wash using 100% elution buffer to wash all the bound particles off
the column

3.1 Preparing the

FPLC for Phage

Purification

It is advised to keep the FPLC machine and monolithic columns in
a 20% ethanol storage solution when not in use. Since the presence
of ethanol or other chemicals can be harmful to phages, they need
to be removed before phages are applied. The first step is removing
the storage solution from the whole system.

1. Place the selected CIM® disk (QA or DEAE) in the column
housing and attach it in line with the flow path.

2. Rinse the pumps, the sample loop, the column and the FPLC
system’s flow path with degassed ultrapure water to remove any
traces of ethanol from the storage buffer and to create optimal
binding conditions in the column.

3. Place pump A in a bottle with loading buffer and pump B in a
bottle with elution buffer. Make sure an adequate amount of
buffer is present so that the pumps always remain immersed.
Fill both pumps with their respective buffer solution.

4. Wash the system with elution buffer, until the UV absorbance
and conductivity signals stay stable.

5. Create the binding conditions by flowing loading buffer
through the system. Do this until the UV absorbance and
conductivity signals reached a stable base line.

6. Load the phage suspension onto the sample loop and attach the
sample loop with phage suspension onto the injection valve in
the correct position.

This protocol results in a clean machine with a loaded sample,
ready for use. The following optimization protocols require these
steps to be performed first and will start from this point.

In between two phage purification protocols, the right binding
conditions have to be recreated. This is done by repeating steps
4–6 of this protocol after the finalization of one purification proto-
col and before the start of the next. When the last phage purifica-
tion is preformed, the column and machine need to be cleaned (see
Cleaning protocol).
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3.2 Optimization

Protocol for Binding

Conditions: One-Step

Gradient

This protocol is the first step in the optimization of chro-
matographic purification of phages. The binding conditions for
phages can depend on column chemistry, buffer composition and
pH, or ionic strength of the phage suspension.

1. Load a small volume of phage suspension on the column at 0%
elution buffer concentration. The FPLC software will show a
peak in UV absorbance on the chromatogram when the phage
suspension is loaded. This can be used to determine how long it
takes for the phages to be loaded onto the column.

2. Wash the column with loading buffer until the baseline for the
UV absorbance and conductivity is reached and stable.

3. Collect all of the flow through (FT) and the wash (W0%) of the
column in one tube.

4. Elute the bound particles from the column using 100% elution
buffer.

5. Collect the eluate (E) in one tube. A peak in UV absorbance
indicates elution of particles bound to the column.

6. Titrate FT þ W0% and E fractions using the double agar layer
method (under conditions appropriate for the purified phage).
Ideal binding conditions are those with which no phages are
found in the FT þ W0% fraction and the majority of phages is
present in E. Optimization of this step can be done by further
diluting the phage suspension, by changing the loading buffer
chemistry or pH, or by changing column chemistries.

3.3 Optimization

Protocol for Elution

Conditions: Linear

Gradient

The linear gradient helps determining the conditions of phage
elution. The percentage of elution buffer at which the bound
phages will elute from the column can be defined precisely. The
goal is to find the exact conditions at which the phages elute from
the column, while leaving unwanted impurities bound to the col-
umn, in order to separate the phages from impurities.

1. Load a small volume of phage suspension on the column at 0%
elution buffer concentration. Wash the column with loading
buffer until the UV absorbance and conductivity signals reach
their respective baselines.

2. Collect FT and W0% in one tube.

3. Set the system to linearly increase the ratio of elution buffer
from 0 to 100%.Make sure this increase is done over a sufficient
volume to derive the optimal elution conditions. An example of
the chromatographic output of such a gradient is found in
Fig. 1.

4. Collect the eluate periodically in fractions of 1–2 mL in sepa-
rate tubes.
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5. Wash the column with 100% elution buffer (W100%) until the
UVabsorbance signal shows nomore peaks and has reached the
baseline and the conductivity signal stays stable. Collect this
W100% fraction.

6. Titrate all collected fractions using the double agar layer
method (under conditions appropriate for the purified phage).

7. Match the titer of each E fraction with the UV absorbance
peaks seen on the chromatogram (Fig. 1). This will show
which of the peaks are caused by phage elution and which by
elution of impurities. Based on this data, the concentration of
the elution buffer at which impurities and phages elute can be
calculated. If the titer of theW100% fraction is higher than 1% of
the total phage content loaded on the column, binding condi-
tions are too stringent for the chosen elution buffer used and
the ionic strength of this buffer needs to be increased.

Fig. 1 Linear gradient of phage purification using a DEAE column. The UV absorbance (black curve) is given at
a corresponding elution buffer concentration (grey curve). On top of the figure, the different phases in the
process are indicated: Flow through (FT), Washing the column after loading (W0%), Elution (E) with the different
collected fractions indicated by numbers, and the final wash to regenerate the column (W100%). The arrow
indicates the peak that corresponds with the presence of phages
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3.4 Optimization

Protocol for Capacity

Determination

Once the optimal binding conditions are set, the capacity of the
column can be defined. This allows one to determine the maximum
of phage particles that can be bound to the column, and subse-
quently purified (see Note 5). In short, this is done by loading an
excess of phages onto the column. The moment the phages start to
run off the column, the maximum amount of bound phages is
reached. By subtracting the number of phages in the FT from the
total number of phages loaded onto the column, the exact number
of phages bound to the column can be derived.

1. Load an excess of phages. Literature shows a high variety in
capacity for different phages, ranging from 109 up to over 1012

pfu/mL column volume for the CIM monolith with a CV
equal to 0.34 mL [3]. For correct determination of the capac-
ity, the number of loaded phages should exceed the maximal
capacity.

2. Collect FT in one tube, discard W0%, E and W100%.

3. Titrate the FT fraction using the double agar layer method
(under conditions appropriate for the purified phage). Phages
found in the FT are phages which could not bind anymore to
the column. Determine the capacity as follows:

Capacity ¼ Total number of phages loaded
�Number of phages in FT

When no phages are found in the FT, this indicates that the
maximum capacity was not reached. The capacity cannot be derived
correctly.

3.5 Purification of

Phages Using

Monolithic Anion-

Exchange Columns:

Stepwise Gradient

Once all the above parameters are set, this information can be used
to optimally purify and concentrate the phages. The amount of
phages should not exceed the capacity of the column, and optimal
binding and elution conditions as determined in previous steps
should be chosen (see Note 6). The elution will now happen in
three distinct phases (Fig. 2).

1. Load a volume of the phage suspension from the sample loop
onto the column at 0% elution buffer concentration so that the
capacity of the column is reached, but not exceeded. Discard
the FT (see Note 7).

2. Wash the column with loading buffer until UV absorbance and
conductivity signals reach a stable baseline to remove all impu-
rities. Discard the W0%.

3. Raise the percentage of elution buffer to 5–10% lower than the
optimal concentration for phage elution as determined by the
linear gradient. This will wash all the weaker bound impurities
of the column. Discard this fraction.
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4. Raise the percentage of elution buffer to 5–10% above the
optimal concentration for phage elution to elute phage parti-
cles. Collect this eluate, containing the purified phages.

5. Raise the percentage of elution buffer to 100% to remove all
remaining particles from the column and regenerate it. Discard
this W100%.

6. Titrate the fraction with the eluted phages using the double
agar layer method (under conditions appropriate for the pur-
ified phage). The recovery of the phages from the column when
used at capacity can now be calculated as follows (see Note 8):

Recovery ¼ Total number of phages in pure fraction

Total number of phages loaded

The recovery reflects the efficiency of the column.

Fig. 2 Stepwise gradient of phage purification using a DEAE column. The UV absorbance (black curve) is given
at a corresponding elution buffer concentration (grey curve). On top of the figure, the different phases in the
process are indicated: Flow through (FT), Washing the column after loading (W0%), Elution (E), and the final
wash to regenerate the column (W100%). The first fraction of E contains the impurities; the second is the
purified phage fraction. The arrow indicates the peak that corresponds with the presence of phages
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This final protocol results in a fraction containing the purified
phages, which is collected in step 4.

The conditions of this final protocol can now be used for every
additional purification of the same phage.

3.6 Cleaning

Protocol After Phage

Purification Using

FPLC

To avoid cross-contamination with subsequent experiments and
purifications, the FPLC, sample loop and column need to be exten-
sively cleaned of all remaining phages. This cleaning protocol
should be performed after every run.

1. Fill the sample loop with 1 M NaOH cleaning buffer.

2. Fill pump A of the FPLC with the cleaning buffer. Let the
cleaning buffer flow through the whole flow path to clean the
system. Make sure the column is in line with the pathway. Pass
at least ten CVs through the column.

3. Remove the cleaning buffer from the sample loop, pumps,
machine flow path and column by rinsing it with an extensive
amount of degassed ultrapure water until the pH returns to
neutral.

4. Regenerate the ion-exchange column by passing ten CVs of
100% elution buffer over the column. After regeneration the
column is ready to be used again.

5. For long-term storage, rinse both pumps, the flow path and the
column with storage buffer until the UV absorbance and con-
ductivity signals reach a stable baseline. Remove the column
from its housing and store in a closed vial, submersed in sterile
storage buffer at 4 �C for optimal preservation.

4 Notes

1. Other compositions of loading and elution buffer are possible
depending on the phage used. Examples used in recent pub-
lications include phosphate and HEPES buffers, although the
latter was used for a eukaryotic enterovirus not a phage [3, 14].
Prior to the phage chromatography, stability testing of the
phage in different buffers and at different pH should be per-
formed. Adjust the buffer composition and pH accordingly.

2. Phage amplification is often a nonoptimized step, limiting the
usability of other purification and concentration processes.
This protocol allows one to purify phages from highly concen-
trated suspensions as well as from low phage-containing sus-
pensions. For an optimal yield of purified phages, it is advised
to adapt the loaded volumes of phage suspensions to reach the
column’s capacity. When the limitations of the FPLC system do
not allow the loading of an adequate volume of phage lysate,
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this might result in a lower yield, although the quality of the
purified phage suspension should not be affected.

3. This protocol was optimized using an ÄKTA™ FPLC system,
equipped with a P900 pump and UNICORN™ control and
analysis software (GE Healthcare) and a CIM® disk with a total
column volume of 0.34 mL (BIA Separations). A constant flow
rate of 2 mL/min was used, according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (seeNote 9). With few adaptations, this protocol is
applicable to comparable systems and setups.

4. High ionic strength will result in the inability of the phages to
properly bind the column. Phage lysates with a high ionic
strength may require greater dilutions, while low ionic strength
suspensions do not need dilution and can be used as is.

5. The maximum capacity of a column is different for each phage.
For laboratory scale purifications using a 0.34 mL column, it
was noted that the maximum capacity was often not reached.
The main limiting steps are the finite amount of phage suspen-
sion that could be loaded, combined with a limited efficiency of
phage amplification.

6. To prevent unnecessary loss of phages, it is advised to work at
approximately 70% of the maximal capacity. Since the capacity
can be influences by different factors (e.g., temperature, buffer
conditions, column age), working with a slight sub-optimal
amount of phages ensures that all phages can be bound to the
column.

7. When performing the stepwise gradient elution for the first
time, it can be useful to collect all different fractions. In case of
unexpectedly low phage titers in the purified fraction, titration
of all the collected fractions can give an indication of where the
problem is situated.

8. This formula is only valid when the capacity of the column was
not exceeded.

9. Read the column manufacturer’s instructions carefully. Verify
the optimal working conditions (e.g., flow rate, chemical resis-
tance to acidic or basic solutions, maximal back pressure).
Never neglect these important notes and adjust the protocol
accordingly to avoid any damage to the FPLC system or ion-
exchange columns.
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Chapter 6

Encapsulation Strategies of Bacteriophage (Felix O1)
for Oral Therapeutic Application

Golam S. Islam, Qi Wang, and Parviz M. Sabour

Abstract

Due to emerging antibiotic-resistant strains among the pathogens, a variety of strategies, including
therapeutic application of bacteriophages, have been suggested as a possible alternative to antibiotics in
food animal production. As pathogen-specific biocontrol agents, bacteriophages are being studied inten-
sively. Primarily their applications in the food industry and animal production have been recognized in the
USA and Europe, for pathogens including Salmonella, Campylobacter, Escherichia coli, and Listeria.
However, the viability of orally administered phage may rapidly reduce under the harsh acidic conditions
of the stomach, presence of enzymes and bile. It is evident that bacteriophages, intended for phage therapy
by oral administration, require efficient protection from the acidic environment of the stomach and should
remain active in the animal’s gastrointestinal tract where pathogen colonizes. Encapsulation of phages by
spray drying or extrusion methods can protect phages from the simulated hostile gut conditions and help
controlled release of phages to the digestive system when appropriate formulation strategy is implemented.

Key words Encapsulation, Microencapsulation by spray drying, Alginate–whey microsphere, Acid
resistance of phages, Phage therapy, Bacteriophage

1 Introduction

Antibiotics are extensively used in agriculture (both plants and
animals) and specifically in food animal production (poultry,
swine, and cattle) as growth promoters for feed efficiency. This
practice has been linked to antibiotic resistance in food pathogens
and a decrease in their efficiency in clinical applications [1]. In
response, European Union has banned use of antibiotics as growth
promoters in animal feed and this issue is under consideration by
many other countries [2]. It is expected that the international trade
restriction and consumer demand would limit their nonclinical use.

Amongst a variety of strategies that are being suggested to
replace antibiotics in food animal production, bacteriophages as a
pathogen specific biocontrol is being intensively tried [3].
Currently use of bacteriophages against some pathogens such as
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Salmonella spp., E. coli O157:H7, and Listeria monocytogenes, in
foods has been approved by FDA [4].

Although there are some published reports of successful phage
therapy in food animals, the extent of the efficiency is variable,
which may be related to the amount of active phage that makes it
through to the pathogen site [3]. It is known that a variety of
factors such as gastric acidity affect survival of some phages [5–7].
Therefore for successful phage therapy in animal production it is
important to identify the limiting factors in the GI tract of each
animal species and develop appropriate remedies to protect phage
from damage during therapy and increase its therapeutic efficiency.
To meet this challenge researchers have been developing encapsu-
lation formulation to protect phage from gastric acid and control
the release in simulated intestinal condition for efficient pathogen
control [6, 8].

In this chapter, we present two protocols for encapsulation of
phage where Felix O1 is used as a model example. We also include
the protocols for testing the protection and release characteristics
along with the infection efficiency of the encapsulated phage against
the host pathogen in simulated gastric and intestinal conditions.

2 Materials

A microbiological laboratory equipped with laminar air flow cham-
ber, chemical safety hood, and standard equipment such as bal-
ances, pH meter, and magnetic mixer.

2.1 Equipment and

Supplies

1. Equipment, media, and supplies for preparing solid culture
media, broth, buffers.

2. Micropipettes of variable and fixed volume (10–1000 μL) and
sterile pipette tips.

3. Millex® 0.22 μm, 33 mm syringe filters, Corning® Spin-X®

centrifuge tube filters (0.22 μm), Steriflip® centrifuge tube
filter unit (Millipore), Corning disposable vacuum filtration
system, (0.22 μm).

4. Centrifuge tubes (15 and 50 mL), 10 mL dilution tubes,
Eppendorf tubes (1 and 2 mL).

5. Disposable petri dishes (100 mm), disposable square petri
plates with grids.

6. Incubator shaker (such as Innova™ 4200, New Brunswick
Scientific, NJ, USA).

7. Beckman preparative ultracentrifuge with Beckman SW28
rotor.

8. Thermo ScientificTM SorvallTM RC 6 PLus Centrifuge with
Fiberlite F14-6 � 250y rotor.
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9. Bench-top microcentrifuge.

10. Laboratory homogenizer—Polytron 2500 E stand dispersion
unit or similar.

11. Encapsulator—Inotech Encapsulator IER-50 (Inotech Biosys-
tems Intl. Inc.) or similar with nozzle size 300 μm (seeNote 1).

12. Spray dryer: Laboratory-scale spray dryer, such as Yamato spray
dryer ADL 310 (Yamato Scientific America, Inc., CA, USA) or
similar, nozzle orifice diameter 720 μm.

2.2 Chemicals 1. Eudragit S100 (Evonik Industries).

2. Skim milk powder (SMP), sorbitan monopalmitate (Span 40).

3. Gelatin from porcine skin (Type A).

4. Sodium citrate tribasic dehydrate, monobasic potassium phos-
phate (KH2PO4), sodium phosphate dibasic (Na2HPO4).

5. Maltose, maltodextrin (dextrose equivalent 16.5–19.5).

6. Whey protein (BiPro®, Eden Prairie, MN, USA).

7. Sodium alginate (medium viscosity, Sigma-Aldrich).

8. Pepsin (3200–4500 units/mg protein).

9. Pancreatin (4� USP specification, from porcine pancreas).

10. Sodium chloride (NaCl), calcium chloride, hexahydrate
(CaCl26 H2O), sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3), hydrochloric
acid (HCl), cassium chloride (CsCl), ammonium hydroxide
(NH3OH).

11. Magnesium sulfate (MgSO4), magnesium chloride (MgCl2),
Tris base (NH2C(CH2OH)3).

12. DNase, RNase, polyethylene glycol (PEG 8000).

2.3 Buffers 1. Tris–HCl buffer, 50 mM (pH 8.0):

Dissolve 6.057 g of Tris powder into 0.4 L of distilled deio-
nized water. Add 1 M HCl to the Tris solution until the pH
reaches 8.0, make up to a final volume of 1 L with distilled
deionized water.

2. Microsphere breaking solution (MBS):

50 mM of sodium citrate tribasic dehydrate and 200 mM of
NaHCO3 in 50 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 7.5.

3. SM Buffer:

0.1% gelatin (w/v), 100 mM NaCl, 8 mM MgSO4, 50 mM
Tris–HCl, pH 7.5.

4. Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS):
Mix 37 mM NaCl, 5.4 mM KCl, 4.2 mM NaHCO3, 1.3 mM
CaCl2, 0.6 mM MgSO4, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 0.4 mM KH2PO4,
0.3 mM Na2HPO4 with distilled water, autoclave and refriger-
ate at 4 �C.
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2.4 Simulated

Gastrointestinal Fluids

2.4.1 Simulated Bile

Fluid

1 or 2% (w/v) porcine bile extract

2.4.2 Simulated Gastric

Fluid (SGF)

1. Dissolve 3.2 mg of pepsin and 2.0 g of NaCl in 800 mL water.

2. Adjust the solution with 0.2 M HCl to a desired pH, such as,
2.0 and make up to 1 L with water (see Note 2).

2.4.3 Simulated

Intestinal Fluid (SIF)

1. Dissolve 6.8 g of KH2PO4 in 750 mL of water,

2. Add 10 g pancreatin (4� USP specification),

3. Adjust pH to 6.8 with either 0.2 M NaOH or 0.2 M HCl
solutions, and make up to 1 L with water.

2.5 Stock Solutions

for Spray Drying

2.5.1 Eudragit S100

Solution

1. In a 250 mL glass bottle disperse 4 g Eudragit S100 in 63 mL
of distilled water and stir for 30 min.

2. Inside a chemical safety hood, place the bottle on a magnetic
stirrer and set it at 300 rpm.

3. Add 12 mL of 1 NNH3OH drop wise and stir continuously till
Eudragit completely dissolves.

2.5.2 Phage Felix O1

Lysate Stock

1. In a sterile glass vial dispense 10 mL Felix O1 liquid lysate
containing desired titer of phage (see Note 3).

2. Add 1% (w/v) SMP and 1% (w/v) maltose to the phage lysate
and shake gently until dissolved completely.

2.5.3 Gelatin Solution Dissolve gelatin (1% w/v) in 5 mL distilled water at 40 �C under
constant stirring.

2.5.4 Nonionic

Surfactant Solution

1. Take 10 mL of distilled water in a small glass vial and place on a
water bath set at 60 �C.

2. Add Span 40 (1% w/v) to the hot water and shake to melt
completely.

3. Using a laboratory homogenizer blend the molten Span 40 at
high speed (~12,000 rpm) for 1 min. At this point no further
creaming occurs. (Do not place the vial into hot water bath
again.)

2.6 Stock Solutions

for Encapsulation by

Extrusion

2.6.1 Whey Protein

Solution

1. Dissolve whey protein isolate (6–10% w/v) in deionized water
in a screw capped bottle with continues stirring on a magnetic
stirring plate for 1 h at room temperature (22 �C).

2. Adjust the protein solution to pH 8.0 using 1 M NaOH
solution.
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3. Heat the protein solution at 80 �C for 30 min to denature the
protein, and then cool to room temperature.

2.6.2 Sodium Alginate

Solution

Dissolve sodium alginate (1.5–3% w/v) in 50 mM Tris–HCl buffer
(pH 8.0) at 80 �C for 2 h under continues stirring in a water bath
on a magnetic stirring plate.

2.7 Media Prepare the following media according to manufacture’s instruc-
tion: Tryptic Soy Agar (TSA), Brilliant Green Sulfa Agar (BGS
Agar), Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB), Brain Heart Infusion Broth and
Agar (BHI broth and agar).

2.7.1 Phage Agar (PA-

Nal)

For enumeration of phages by direct plating plaque assay.
8.4 g NaCl, 13 g bacteriological agar, 10 g Nutrient Broth,

water 1000 mL, autoclave. Add 20–40 μg/mL nalidixic acid (Nal)
filtered using 0.2 μm syringe filter and mix prior to pouring into
petri dishes.

2.8 Culture Salmonella Typhimurium DT104 NalR (Nalidixic acid resistance)
strains, Bacteriophage Felix O1 (Felix d’Herelle reference center,
Université Laval, Quebec, Canada).

3 Methods

3.1 Bacteria

Culturing

1. Use Salmonella Typhimurium DT104 NalR (nalidixic acid
resistant, from Guelph Research and Development Center col-
lection) for propagating and enumerating phage Felix O1.

2. Transfer 10 μL of culture into 5 mL BHI broth containing
20–40 μg/mL nalidixic acid (BHI-Nal). Incubate overnight
(O/N) at 37 �C with vigorous shaking at 180 rpm.

3. Purify the O/N culture by streaking a small amount of inocu-
lum on a TSA-Nal plate and incubate for 18–20 h at 37 �C.

4. Using a sterile loop pick a single colony and transfer to 5 mL
BHI-Nal broth and incubate O/N at 37 �C.

5. Subculture these O/N cultures at 10�2 dilution into fresh TSB
and grow until an optical density of 0.2 at 600 nm (OD600) is
reached.

3.2 Bacteriophage

Propagation and

Purification

Propagate phage Felix O1on Typhimurium strain DT104 accord-
ing to [9], then purify the bacteriophage Felix O1 using the
method of [10] with some modification. A brief description of
the method is given below.

1. Prepare crude phage Felix O1 lysate in TSB liquid culture,
filter-sterilize by a vacuum-driven disposable filter (0.22 μm),
and store at 4 �C.
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2. Clarify the crude TSB lysate by centrifugation at 13,000� g for
20 min at 4 �C.

3. Digest the collected supernatant with 1 μg/mL each DNase
and RNase. Centrifuge at 13,000 � g for 10 min at 4 �C to
further clarify the lysate.

4. Precipitate the supernatant in the presence of 10% polyethylene
glycol (PEG) 8000 and 1 M NaCl at 4 �C O/N.

5. Centrifuge at 11,000 � g for 10 min at 4 �C, and discard the
supernatant.

6. Reconstitute the pellet in SM buffer and store at 4 �C.

7. Extract the PEG from the reconstituted phage suspension by
mixing with equal volume of chloroform and centrifuge at
11,000 � g for 20 min at 4 �C.

8. Purify the phage suspension by CsCl density gradient centrifu-
gation (0.75 g/mLCsCl, run at 25,000� g at 4 �C for 24 h) in
a Beckman SW28 rotor.

9. Resuspend the phage pellet in SM buffer, dialyze extensively
against Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS).

10. Sterilize the purified phage suspension using 0.22 μm filters,
and store as a high-titer stock at 4 �C until use.

3.3 Phage Titer—

Rapid Plaque Assay

Bacteriophages can be enumerated by double agar overlay plaque
assay [11], small drop plaque assay [12] or direct plating plaque
assay [13]. However, we have used rapid plaque assay where there is
no requirement of top agar overlay which makes the set up faster
and simpler. The procedure is as follows:

1. Inoculate 5 mL of BHI broth with a colony of S. typhimurium
DT104 NalR and incubate O/N at 37 �C at 180 rpm.

2. Transfer 200 μL of an O/N culture of S. typhimurium DT104
to 20 mL of BHI.

3. Incubate at 37 �C with shaking (220 rpm) for 5–6 h.

4. Transfer 900 μL of SM buffer to the appropriate number of
sterile, disposable microtiter tubes.

5. Label the tubes according to the samples being titrated and the
following dilutions: 10�1–10�8.

6. Using filter-tipped 200 μL pipette tips, transfer 100 ul of stock
phage lysate to the 10�1 tube, discard the tip.

7. Using a new filter-tip, mix the contents of the tube by gently
pipetting up and down, 20 times.

8. Transfer 100 μL of this dilution to the 10�2 tube, discard the
tip and repeat step 7.

9. Repeat steps 7–8 until all dilutions have been prepared.
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10. Label the PA-Nal plates with sample name and dilutions.

11. In the biological safety cabinet, dilute the fresh log-phase
culture of S. typhimurium DT104 1/10 in BHI, vortex gently
(prepare as much of the 1/10 dilution as you will need to seed
the appropriate number of PA-Nal plates).

12. Seed a PA-Nal plate by flooding the surface of a plate with
3–4 mL of the S. typhimurium DT104 1/10 dilution. Gently
rock the plate to ensure that the entire surface has been wetted
by the culture.

13. Tilt the plate, and using a sterile pipette, aspirate the excess
culture into a sterile flask (waste container).

14. Seed as many plates as required.

15. Keep the lids of the plates open to allow the seeded agar surface
to dry.

16. Spot 10 μL of each dilution of phage, in duplicate, to the
appropriate squares on the PA-Nal plates.

17. Allow spots to dry. Cover the plates with lids and incubate O/
N at 37 �C.

18. Count plaques and calculate plaque forming units (PFU)/mL
or gram. Using the following formula

PFU/mL or g ¼ Number of plaques � 100 � reciprocal of
counted dilution

4 Encapsulation of Phage Felix O1 into Alginate–Whey Protein Microspheres

4.1 Preparation of

Encapsulation Mixture

1. Mix sodium alginate and whey protein stock solutions at
desired concentration ratio (see Note 4).

2. Add 1 mL of phage Felix O1 to 20 mL of alginate–whey
protein solution, mix for 10 min at room temperature with a
magnetic stir bar at slow speed.

4.2 Preparation of

Alginate–Whey

Microspheres (Wet)

1. Set the encapsulator at 1000 Hz, 1.2 kV.

2. Place the encapsulation mixture on a magnetic stirrer and stir at
low speed.

3. Dip the feeding tube connected to the encapsulator into the
bottom of the encapsulation mixture.

4. Adjust the flow speed of the feeding solution until the stream
coming out of the nozzle splits into many fine streams of
droplets.

5. Collect the droplets in a gelation bath containing 0.1 M CaCl2
solution with slow agitation by a magnetic bar at room
temperature.
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6. Leave the microspheres in the gelation bath for 30 min to
harden.

7. Drain the CaCl2 solution and collect the microspheres using a
sieve, rinse with distilled water, and then remove the excess
water by shaking gently.

8. Weigh the microspheres and place into capped 50-mL sterile
polypropylene tubes and store at 4 �C.

9. Perform plaque assay to determine the phage load and encap-
sulation efficiency.

4.3 Preparation of

Alginate–Whey

Microspheres (Dry)

1. Immerse 5 mL of the freshly prepared wet microspheres in
5 mL of 40% (w/v) maltodextrin solution. To allow sufficient
diffusion of the solutes, keep the microspheres in this protec-
tive solution for 12 h at 4 �C (see Note 5).

2. Drain the excess liquid from the microspheres, then spread
them on a filter paper and leave them in a running laminar air
flow chamber at 22 �C for 30 h.

3. Immediately after drying, determine the surviving phage titer.

4. Store the dried microspheres in sealed bottles at 4 �C or 23 �C
to study the storage stability of the phages inside the micro-
spheres (see Note 6).

5. Perform plaque assay to determine the titer (survival rate) of
encapsulated phage upon storage for desired time period.

5 Encapsulation of Phage Felix O1 by Spray Drying

Spray drying encapsulation technique is ideal for producing bulk
materials at an economical manner. The formulation of the micro-
encapsulated phages by spray drying method is different from the
alginate–whey-based encapsulation. We have prepared the spray
drying feed solution using an enteric polymer which dissolves at
around pH 7 (see Note 7).

5.1 Encapsulation

Mixture Preparation

To prepare the encapsulation mixture for spray drying the compo-
nents need to be mixed together in an orderly manner.

1. Mix the phage solution with gelatin solution; pour this phage-
gelatin mixture into the surfactant solution followed by homo-
genizing at a speed of 6000 rpm for 1 min.

2. Pour the homogenized solution into eudragit S100 solution
with constant stirring at 150 rpm on a magnetic stirrer plate for
2 h.
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5.2 Spray Drying of

Bacteriophages

The spray drying process needs to be optimized depending on the
type and model of the spray dryer. For this encapsulation protocol a
laboratory scale Yamato spray dryer model ADL 310 was used.

1. Start up the spray dryer according to the manufacturer’s
instruction.

2. Set inlet temperature, atomization, drying air flow, and feeding
pump flow rate at 75 �C, 0.1Mpa, 0.8 m3/min, and 4mL/min
respectively.

3. Submerge the silicone tubing connected to the feeding pump
into the encapsulation mixture in order to deliver the feed
solution to the spray nozzle for atomization. The atomized
particles will be carried to the cyclone by the drying air and
get deposited in to the collection vessel. Turn off the spray
dryer when the process is finished and harvest the spray-dried
particles. (Fig. 1 and see Note 8).

4. Determine the surviving phage titer by plaque assay and store
rest of the particles in sealed vials at 4 �C (see Note 9).

6 Phage Survival and Encapsulation Efficiency Determination

6.1 Alginate–Whey

Microsphere

We have used direct plating plaque assay to determine phage titer
per gram of microspheres.

1. Weigh 200 mg of wet or 100 mg of dry microspheres into a
vial.

Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopic image of spray-dried encapsulated phage Felix O1 powders. Feed
solution containing Felix O1 was spray-dried at inlet temperature of 75 �C and 0.1 Mpa atomization air
pressure
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2. Add MBS solution to dissolve the beads into a volume
corresponding to a 10�1 initial dilution (see Note 10).

3. Enumerate phage by rapid plaque assay and calculate plaque
forming units (PFU) per gram of microspheres (see Note 11).

4. Calculate encapsulation efficiency of phage Felix O1 using the
following formula:

Encapsulate efficiency (%) ¼ (quantity of phage released from
the microspheres/quantity of phage initially added to the mix-
ture for preparing the microspheres) � 100.

5. Determine the survival rate of phage after drying as follows:
Survival rate (%) ¼ (number of phage (PFU per g wet micro-
sphere) after drying/number of phage (PFU/g wet micro-
sphere) before drying) � 100.

6.2 Spray-Dried

Powder

1. Suspend 100 mg spray-dried microparticles in 10 mL of pre-
warmed (39 �C) SM buffer adjusted to pH 7.5 and mix gently
by inverting the tube for 30 s.

2. Incubate the sample at 39 �C for 120 min shaking at 150 rpm.
Pipette 100 μL of samples at the end of 120 min followed by
decimal dilutions up to 10�7 to determine surviving phage titer
by rapid plaque assay.

3. Use the following formula to determine encapsulation effi-
ciency of spray-dried particles (Fig. 1 and see Note 11).
Encapsulation efficiency (%)¼ (quantity of phage released from
the dissolved dried particles/quantity of phage added to the
feed solution) � 100.

7 Resistance to Bile Salts, Simulated Gastric Fluid, and Release in Simulated
Intestinal Fluid

7.1 Stability in Bile

Salts

We have found that titer of free Felix O1 significantly decreases in
2% bile salt solution upon 1–3 h exposure but remained viable when
protected by encapsulation. Hence, stability of the phages in the
wet, dried microspheres or spray-dried powder was evaluated in
simulated bile solution.

7.1.1 Free Phages For free phage, dispense 100 μL of phage suspension (about 108

PFU/mL) into a culture tube with 9.9 mL of simulated bile fluid
and incubate at 39 �C or 41.4 �C for 1 h and 3 h. Serially dilute the
samples in SM buffer and determine phage survival by direct plating
plaque count.

7.1.2 Encapsulated

in Microspheres

1. Place 100 mg of microspheres into a tube with 9.9 mL of
simulated bile fluid and incubate at 39 �C for 1 h and 3 h (see
Note 12).
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2. Afterward, collect the microspheres and wash with SM buffer.
Dissolve the microspheres in 10 mL MBS and immediately
assay the survival of released phage by plaque assay.

7.1.3 Encapsulated

in Spray-Dried Powder

1. Take 100 mg spray-dried powder and add to 15 mL centrifuge
tubes containing 9.9 mL of prewarmed (39 �C) bile solution (1
or 2%).

2. Incubate at 39 �C for 1 and 3 h while shaking gently.

3. At 1 and 3 h take the respective sample tubes and centrifuge at
9,820 � g for 5–10 min. Discard the supernatant and replace
with 9.9 mL of SM buffer pH 7.5. Incubate the tubes again at
39 �C for 1 h while shaking gently to dissolve the particles.

4. Draw 100 μL aliquots from each tube, serially dilute for enu-
meration of surviving phages by plaque assay (see Note 13).

7.2 Resistance

to Simulated Gastric

Fluid (SGF)

7.2.1 Free Phages

1. Add 100 μL of phage suspension (~108 PFU/mL) to 9.9 mL
of prewarmed (39 �C or 41.1 �C) SGF solution (final pH of 3.8
and 4.4) (see Note 14).

2. Incubate for 5, 15, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min at 39 �C or
41.1 �C.

3. Pipette out 100 μL aliquots, serially dilute and immediately
assay for phage survival.

7.2.2 Encapsulated

Phages in Microspheres

1. Weigh approximately 250 mg of microspheres and add it to a
test tube containing 9.75 mL SGF (final pH 2.0 and 2.4 or
pH 3.8 and 4.4) prewarmed to desired temperature (41.1 �C).

2. Incubate at the same temperature for up to 120 min.

3. At predetermined time intervals, such as 30, 60, and 90 min,
drain the SGF solution; dissolve the microspheres in 2.25 mL
MBS solution.

4. Transfer 100 μL aliquots and immediately conduct plaque assay
to enumerate viable phages (see Note 15).

5. Record the phage titer and compare with the initial phage titer
in the microspheres before the SGF treatment (Fig. 2).

7.2.3 Encapsulated

Phages in Spray-Dried

Powder Particles

1. Add 100 mg spray-dried powder to a 15-mL centrifuge tube
containing prewarmed (at 39 �C) SGF adjusted to pH 2.0 and/
or 2.4.

2. Incubate the tube at the same temperature for 2 h.

3. At 5, 15, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min collect 100 μL aliquots in
Eppendorf tubes, centrifuge the tubes at 9,820 � g for
3–5 min, drain the SGF solution and replace with 9.9 mL of
SM buffer pH 7.5. Incubate the tubes again at 39 �C while
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shaking gently at 150 rpm to dissolve the particles for 1 h. (see
Note 16).

4. Withdraw 100 μL aliquots, serially dilute to enumerate the
number of viable phages by plaque assay (Fig. 3).

7.3 Release of

Phages in Simulated

Intestinal Fluid

Phage encapsulation strategies are intended to protect them from
adverse gastrointestinal condition especially gastric acid and deliv-
ering the phages in the intestinal tract by dissolution at neutral pH.
Hence it is very important to determine release of the phages from
the encapsulation matrices in simulated intestinal condition.
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Fig. 2 Survival of phage Felix O1 encapsulated in alginate (alg) and whey protein (w.p.) microspheres during
incubation in simulated gastric fluid at pH 2.0. Each value in the figure represents the mean � SE (n ¼ 3)

Fig. 3 Survival of phage Felix O1 encapsulated in spray-dried powders during incubation in simulated gastric
fluid at pH 2.0 and pH 2.4. SM buffer at pH 7.5 was used as a control
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7.3.1 From

Alginate–Whey

Microspheres

1. Weigh 250 mg of microspheres and add it to a test tube con-
taining 9.75 mL SGF prewarmed to desired temperature
(41.1 �C) and incubate at the same temperature for 2 h.

2. Drain the microspheres, add 19.75 mL SIF pH 6.8, and incu-
bate at the same temperature while shaking at 100 rpm.

3. At predetermined time points, such as 0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 4 h,
remove 100 μL of this solution and immediately assay for phage
titer. Replace the same volume of the fresh SIF withdrawn at
each time point.

4. Plot the cumulative amount of released phage against time in
order to get phage release profile (Fig. 4 and see Note 17).

7.3.2 From Spray-Dried

Powder Particles

1. Add 100 mg of the spray-dried powder to a 15 mL centrifuge
tube containing 10 mL prewarmed SGF pH 2.0 or 2.4 (at
39 �C) and incubate at the same temperature while shaking at
150 rpm.

2. After 2 h centrifuge the tube at 9,820 � g for 5–10 min and
discard the supernatant.

3. Add 9.9mL of prewarmed (at 39 �C) SIF adjusted to pH 6.8 or
pH 7.2 and incubate for 6 h at 39 �C with shaking at 150 rpm.

4. Every 1 h, transfer 100 μL of samples into Spin-X centrifuge
filter tubes and centrifuge at 11,000 � g for 1–2 min. Replace
the same volume of the fresh SIF withdrawn at each time point
(see Note 18).

Fig. 4 Release profile of biologically active phage Felix O1 from alginate (alg) and whey protein (w.p.)
microspheres in simulated intestinal fluid at pH 6.8. Each value in the figure represents the mean� SE (n¼ 3)
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5. To the filtrate, add 900 μL of SM buffer and serially dilute to
carry out plaque assay. Plot phage titer against each time point
to plot release profile (Fig. 5).

8 Notes

1. The instrument equipped with a series of nozzles in the size
range of 0.08–1.0 mm. As a rule of thumb, the size of micro-
spheres is approximately two times the nozzle size used to
produce them; it decreases with the frequency of electrical
current applied. The sizes of microspheres are also affected by
the total polymer concentration in the encapsulation formula.
In general, the higher of the polymer concentration, the larger
of the microsphere will be. Repeated adjustment of these para-
meters will lead to the desired microsphere size.

2. According to United States Pharmacopeia 33-28NF (2010),
the pH of SGF is 1.2, which is intended to represent stomach
acid in a fasted state of healthy humans. The pH of gastric fluid
of a monogastric animal can range from 1.2 to 5.0 depending
on the fed state.

3. There is no specific requirement for phage titer to be
encapsulated. It is mainly determined by the target applica-
tions. High titer of 1011 pfu/mL was encapsulated with negli-
gible loss of phage using this protocol [14].

4. We have initially tested various ratios and concentrations of
alginate and whey protein in the encapsulation mixture

Fig. 5 Release profile of Felix O1 encapsulated in spray dried powders incubated in simulated intestinal fluid
(SIF) at pH 6.8 and 7.2. Samples were treated with simulated gastric fluid at pH 2.0 for 2 h prior to subjecting
in SIF. Samples which were not treated with SGF were used for comparison
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[8, 14]. The two polymer concentrations can be selected to suit
for intended applications. Both the protection effect and the
release rate of phage from the microspheres are influenced by
varying the formulation, as shown in Subheadings 7.2.2 and
7.3.1 of this chapter.

5. We have also tested other protectants, among which maltose,
which also provides good protection to phage Felix O1,
whereas sucrose, maltodextrin and skim milk showed good
protection to phage K [15].

6. No loss of viability is observed for phage Felix O1 in such dried
microspheres when stored at 4 �C for 2 weeks.

7. It is possible to choose different enteric polymers that release
the encapsulated phage at different pH levels according to the
applications.

8. Adjust the spray parameters if outlet temperature increases to
higher than 57–60 �C as the dried particles loaded with phages
remain exposed in the outlet temperature till the spray drying
process is completed. Prolonged exposure to higher tempera-
ture may reduce survival of certain phages. SEM micrographs
(Fig. 1) revealed spray-dried powder particle of varying sizes
ranging 350 nm to 15 μm.

9. Plaque assay can also be performed at desired time periods in
order to determine the titer (survival rate) of encapsulated
phage upon storage. Felix O1 encapsulated in spray-dried par-
ticles did not show loss of viability for 6 months when stored at
4 �C.

10. Use 5� or lower volume of MBS for the samples subjected to
storage stability assessment and where low phage survival is
expected.

11. The final beads contained up to ~1 � 1011 PFU/(g of wet
beads).

12. Determine incubation temperature based on the end applica-
tion. Normal human body temperature is 37 �C while average
body temperature of a chicken is 41–45 �C and 38–40 �C for a
pig. Our application was focused on delivering the phages in
chicken and pig digestive system; hence incubation tempera-
ture was chosen around the range of body temperature of the
test animals (41.1 and 39 �C, respectively).

13. Survival of phages per g of spray-dried powder found to be
~7.71 � 0.16 log pfu while the initial loading of Felix O1 was
~8 log pfu / g in the encapsulation mixture; approximately
96.3% encapsulation efficiency was achieved.

14. Our initial results indicated that pH 2.0 and 2.5 is not condu-
cive for free phage Felix O1 survival, hence for the comparative
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study, experiments were also conducted at higher pH 3.8 and
4.4.

15. A minimum of three replicates are required for each sample at
each time interval. When encapsulated in the current formula-
tion, less than 0.5 log pfu reduction is observed after 2 h
incubation in SGF at pH 2.0, whereas at pH 2.5, the viability
of phage was fully maintained. The protection effect varies with
the formulation. In general, higher total polymer concentra-
tion favors a better protection as shown in Fig. 2. However, a
further increase in polymer concentration is restricted by the
increasing viscosity of the solution.

16. A small amount of residual SGF remaining at the bottom of the
tube can lower the pH of the SM buffer which is added to
dissolve the spray-dried powder. Prior to adding the SM buffer
solution, make sure to pipette out as much SGF as possible
without agitating the pelleted particles. After adding SM
buffer, check the pH of the solution and, if required, adjust
to pH 7.5. Subjecting the spray-dried particles to either SGF
pH 2.0 or pH 2.4 for 2 h resulted in ~0.29 and 0.23 log pfu
reduction in phage viability respectively [16] (Fig. 3).

17. The release rate of phage from the microsphere is determined
by the formulation and size of the microsphere (Fig. 4). Studies
have clearly demonstrated that high polymer concentration
tends to retard the release of encapsulated component from
alginate based microspheres [8, 14].

18. This step is important to ensure that only the phages released
from the spray-dried particles during the incubation period are
plated while preventing any undissolved particles that were
unintentionally pipetted out.
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Chapter 7

Encapsulation of Listeria Phage A511 by Alginate
to Improve Its Thermal Stability

Hanie Ahmadi, Qi Wang, Loong-Tak Lim, and S. Balamurugan

Abstract

Microencapsulation is a versatile method for enhancing the stability of bacteriophages under harsh condi-
tions, such as those which occur during thermal processing. For food applications, encapsulation in food-
grade polymer matrices is desirable owing to their nontoxicity and low cost. Here, we describe the
encapsulation of Listeria phage A511 using sodium alginate, gum arabic, and gelatin to maximize its
viability during thermal processing.

Key words Gelatin, Alginate, Gum arabic, Microencapsulation, Bacteriophages, Listeria phage A511,
Thermotolerance

1 Introduction

Bacteriophages are generally sensitive to temperatures greater than
60 �C. In order to successfully apply them as a preservative agent in
foods, especially those that are heat-treated, the viruses must be
stabilized against harsh thermal processes. Microencapsulation
(ME) is a versatile technique for stabilizing bioactives within poly-
meric solid, liquid or semisolid miniature particles [1]. This tech-
nique is effective for protecting bioactives from deleterious effects
of food-processing, as well as reducing their undesirable interac-
tions with the environment [2]. Various ME techniques have been
used to encapsulate bioactive compounds. Spray-drying has been
commonly used for the encapsulation of oil soluble vitamins and
fatty acids [3, 4]. Emulsion and electrospining have also shown the
potential for encapsulation of omega-3 fatty acids, yeasts, and
enzymes [5–7]. However, ME technologies applied to live micro-
organisms are generally limited [8].

Microencapsulation using gel particles is promising for protect-
ing viable microorganism. Among the various polymers available as
encapsulant material, alginate is by far the most useful for the
encapsulation of viable cells [9]. For example, alginate has been
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extruded into a calcium chloride solution to encapsulate live micro-
organisms. Starch and whey proteins have been blended with algi-
nate in order to improve the encapsulation efficacy [10, 11]. ME
with alginate has been applied to enhance the viability of probiotic
bacteria for oral delivery and in simulated gastric juices and a bile
salt solution [12, 13].

In several studies, bacteriophages have been encapsulated for
effective delivery to the lower intestines of animals for control of
bacterial pathogen [14–17]. Tully et al. proposed the use of encap-
sulation of bovine herpesvirus-1 with anionic polymer-amine mem-
brane for delivering vaccine orally [18]. Ma et al. reported a
method to microencapsulate bacteriophage Felix O1 for oral deliv-
ery [14]. In another study, T4 bacteriophage was incorporated into
core/shell electrospun fibers made from poly ethylene oxide
(PEO), cellulose diacetate (CDA), and their blends for potential
uses as food packaging materials [19]. However, encapsulation of
phage for enhancing viability during thermal processing has not
been reported in literature.

Here, we report a process for the microencapsulation of Lis-
teria phage A511 in sodium alginate gel particles by extruding the
phage-containing alginate solution into calcium chloride solution.
In this approach, gum arabic and gelatin are blended with alginate
in order to improve the thermal stability of the Listeria phage.
Encapsulating Listeria phage A511 by this method significantly
improves the thermal stability of the phage compared to free phage.

2 Materials

2.1 Personal

Protective Equipment

1. Disposable gloves.

2. Lab coat.

3. Biological safety cabinet (BSC).

4. Appropriate footwear.

2.2 Equipment 1. Refrigerators set at 4 �C.

2. Incubator and shaking incubator set at 37�C.

3. Magnetic stir bar heater.

4. Pipettor and pipettes.

5. Micropipettors and pipette tips.

6. Stomacher® 80 microBiomaster lab blender (Seward Labora-
tory Systems, Inc. Bohemia, NY, USA) and Stomacher® 80
bags.

7. 10 mL sterile, disposable syringe.

8. Disposable needles.

9. Laboratory film (Parafilm®, Oshkosh, USA).
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10. Sterile disposable loops.

11. Water baths for tempering media (50 �C).

12. Vortex.

2.3 Reagents 1. Listeria phage A511 (see Note 4.1).

2. Listeriamonocytogenes 08-5578 (serotype 1/2a) (seeNote 4.2).

3. Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB; BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, U.S.
A.) prepared according to manufacturer’s directions.

4. Tryptic Soy Agar (TSA; BD Biosciences) prepared according to
manufacturer’s directions.

5. Overlay TSA agar (see Note 4.3).

6. Saline-Magnesium (SM) buffer (10 mM NaCl, 10 mM
MgSO4, 50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5).

7. 1 M Calcium chloride (CaCl2).

8. 0.1 M Calcium chloride (CaCl2).

9. 0.1 M Phosphate buffer solution (pH 7).

10. Sodium alginate, from brown algae (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim,
Germany), Viscosity of 2% solution at 25 �C, 250 cps.

11. Gelatin, Type B: from bovine skin, Approximately 75 bloom
(Sigma-Aldrich).

12. Gum arabic, from acacia tree (Sigma-Aldrich).

13. Distilled deionized (Nanopure®) water.

3 Methods

3.1 Encapsulation

Solution: Alginate 3%

(w/w), gum Arabic 1%

(w/w), Gelatin 1% (w/

w) Solution (100 g)

1. Weight 3 g of alginate in a 300 mL beaker (see Note 4.4).

2. Add 1 g of gum Arabic and 1 g of gelatin to the same beaker.

3. Adjust the weight to 100 g by adding distilled water.

4. Seal the top of beaker using Parafilm®.

5. Dissolve the ingredients in water by mixing on a magnetic stir
bar heater (80 �C).

6. When completely dissolved turn the heater off to cool to room
temperature with stirring.

3.2 Encapsulation of

Phage (Fig. 1)

1. Transfer 49 mL of the encapsulation solution to a 300 mL
beaker using 50 mL pipette.

2. Add 1 mL of A511 phage (109 PFU/mL).

3. Mix suspension usingmagnetic stirrer for 10min (seeNote 4.5).

4. Transfer the suspension into 10 mL syringe with a 16-gauge
needle.
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5. Place a 300 mL beaker on magnetic stir plate and add 200 mL
of sterile 0.1 M CaCl2.

6. Inject the phage suspension through the needle by applying
gently pressing the plunger as to generate droplets into the
beaker with 0.1 M CaCl2 to form beads (see Note 4.6).

7. Allow to stand for 1 h for solidification.

8. Decant the supernatant and rinse the beads with sterile water
three times.

9. Collect the beads by draining or filtration.

10. Add 5 mL SM buffer to keep the beads moist.

11. Seal and store at 4 �C.

3.3 Phage Release

and Enumeration

1. Suspend 1 g of beads in 9 mL of sterile phosphate buffer
solution in stomacher bag.

2. Homogenize suspension using a Stomacher at normal setting
for 10 min (see Note 4.7).

3. Perform appropriate serial dilution of homogenate in SM
buffer.

4. Perform the overlay assay as described by Kropinski et al. [20]
(see Note 4.8).

Fig. 1 Encapsulating phage A511 by alginate beads in CaCl2
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5. Incubate the plated samples at 30 �C overnight (seeNote 4.9).

6. Count the plaques on plates with 30–300 plaques.

4 Notes

1. Phage Propagation:

Phage A511 was propagated with the bacterial host; Listeria
monocytogenes 08-5578 (serotype 1/2a) as described by Rad-
ford et al. [21].

(a) Inoculate 5 mL of tryptic soy broth (TSB) with a single
colony of L. monocytogenes and incubate at 37 �C for 18 h
at 120 rpm.

(b) Mix 200 μL of above culture (109 CFU/mL) and 100 μL
of phage A511 (109 PFU/mL) with 4 mL of molten top
agar, supplemented with CaCl2 (TSB, 5% granulated agar,
10 mM CaCl2).

(c) Gently mix the solution to avoid generation of air bubbles
and pour onto sterile tryptic soy agar (TSA) plates.

(d) Incubate the plates at 30 �C for 18 h to form a top agar
layer of phage-host coculture.

(e) Add 5 mL of SM buffer to the plates after the 18 h of
incubation to cover the surface of top agar entirely and
refrigerated at 4 �C overnight.

(f) Extract all the liquid after refrigeration time using a micro-
pipette and then filter using a 0.2 μm sterile syringe filter
(VWR International, Texas, USA)

(g) Retain the filtrate at 4 �C until required.

(h) Determine the titer of propagated phages by overlay assay
as described by Kropinski et al. [20].

2. Bacterial culture

(a) Pipet 5.0 mL of sterile TSB into 15 mL screw cap, sterile
falcon tubes.

(b) Inoculate with a single colony of L. monocytogenes 08-
5578 (serotype 1/2a).

(c) Incubate the tube at 37 �C and 120 rpm overnight.

3. Top agar

(a) Dissolve 30 g of TSB in 1 L of distilled water (as per
manufacturer’s direction).

(b) Add 5.0 g of granulated agar.

(c) Dissolve ingredients by heating on a magnetic stir plate
heater to mix.
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(d) Add 10 mL of 1 M CaCl2 solution (10 mM final
concentration).

(e) Autoclave for 20 min at 121 �C.

(f) Aliquot 200 mL and cool.

(g) Store at 4 �C.

4. Using sodium alginate with higher viscosity or higher concen-
tration gives harder beads.

5. Mix on low setting (but well) to prevent phage damage.

6. To better control the bead size, consider using an encapsulator.
Parameters that affect the beads size include polymer concen-
tration, spray voltage, vibration frequency, and flow rate.
Higher vibration frequency can help to produce smaller
beads. To obtain beads with good morphology (I.E., round
in shape and uniform in size), the alginate concentration must
be >1.5% (w/w).

7. If particles are visible in stomacher bag, continue to stomach
the content for two or more minutes.

8. Phage enumeration by overlay assay technique.

(a) Label TSA underlay plates.

(b) Melt the overlay agar.

(c) Transfer 3 mL of overlay agar to glass tube.

(d) Place tubes in 50 �C water bath.

(e) Transfer 100 μL of host bacteria and 100 μL of homoge-
nate dilution to glass tube by sterile pipette.

(f) Vortex.

(g) Transfer content over the surface of TSA plate.

(h) Incubate overnight at 30 �C.

9. Retrieve plate from incubator overnight. Incubating plates for
longer times will result in larger plaques, which may be more
difficult to enumerate.
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Chapter 8

Application of a Virucidal Agent to Avoid Overestimation
of Phage Kill During Phage Decontamination Assays
on Ready-to-Eat Meats

Andrew Chibeu and S. Balamurugan

Abstract

We describe a method for assessing the effectiveness of tea extract based virucide (TeaF) application to
remove phage LISTEX™ P100 not bound to Listeria monocytogenes from stomached rinses prior to direct
plating and bacterial enumeration, where the phage is being used as a decontaminant to reduce L.
monocytogenes levels on ready-to-eat meat.

Key words Bacteriophage, Virucide, Tea extract, LISTEX™ P100, Listeria monocytogenes, Ready-to-
eat meat

1 Introduction

Bacteriophages are effective in the control of Listeria monocytogenes
on food [1–7]. Two bacteriophage preparations (LISTEX™ P100
and LMP-102) were approved by the United States Food and Drug
Administration to control L. monocytogenes contamination in a
select number of foods [8–10]. Health Canada issued a letter of
no objection for application of LISTEX™ P100 as a processing aid
against L. monocytogenes in deli meat and poultry products, cold-
smoked fish, vegetable prepared dishes, soft cheeses, and/or other
dairy products [11]. The Food Standards Australia/New Zealand
(FSANZ) also approved LISTEX™ P100 as a processing aid to
reduce contamination of L. monocytogenes in a variety of foods [12].

Guenther et al. [4] pointed out that phage-based pathogen
intervention in ready-to-eat (RTE) products greatly depends on
the phage dose applied, the chemical composition of the food and
its specific matrix. The study further suggested that there is a need
to individually optimize protocols for the application of phages
with respect to the viruses and the target bacteria as well as consid-
ering the food matrix. In addition to these considerations,
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researchers should avoid common sources of errors that negate
their study assays depicting actual phage effect on bacterial cell
numbers on RTE product in a real life setting. One common source
of error is the overestimation of the bacteriophage killing effect due
to determining bacterial viable counts without removal of unbound
phages from stomached rinses prior to direct plating to enumerate
the number of remaining viable bacteria. The rationale of including
this additional phage removal step is to prevent the phages which
had not come into contact with the bacterial cells on the meat
surface from interacting with the bacteria during stomaching and
plating, thus causing additional lysis to cells more than what
occurred on the food surface. Chibeu et al. [6] put into consider-
ation this source of error and applied the use of the virucidal agent
to remove unbound phage particles from stomached rinses prior to
plating in a study on phage use in decontamination of RTE meats.

Jassim et al. [13] developed a virucidal agent which comprised
of a mixture of a ferrous sulfate and a plant extract of Punica
granatum (pomegranate) rind, Viburnum plicatum (Japanese
snowball) leaves or flowers, Camellia sinensis (tea) leaves, or Acer
saccharum (sugar maple) leaves in aqueous solution. This virucidal
agent destroyed phages of various species without damaging meta-
bolically active bacterial cells, by the activation of Fe2+ ions with the
plant extracts. The tea with ferrous sulfate (TeaF) virucidal agent
has been used previously as specific inhibitor of phage during phage
amplification assays [14] and, to decrease phage populations in soils
to determine how bottom-up and top-down controls differentially
affected microbial respiration in situ [15]. More recently, Helsley
et al. [16] studied TeaF as a virucidal agent to assess the role of
phage predation in soils.

The effectiveness of each virucide in removal of external phages
in phage amplification assays is variable based on the phage type
[14, 17]. Therefore, in phage decontamination of ready-to-eat
meats, it is necessary to ascertain the efficacy of the virucidal
agent before use to avoid overestimation of phage kill.

2 Materials

2.1 Personal

Protective Equipment

1. Disposable gloves.

2. Lab coat.

3. Disposable solid-front gown.

4. Biological safety cabinet (BSC).

5. Appropriate footwear.

2.2 Equipment 1. Refrigerators set at 4 �C and 10 �C.

2. Incubator and shaking incubator set at 37 �C.
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3. Styrofoam meat trays (Dyne-A-Pak Inc., Laval, QC Canada;
http://www.dyneapak.com/en/).

4. 800 � 600 commercial barrier bags [oxygen transmission rate:
40–50 cc m�2 24 h�1; (Winpak Ltd., Winnipeg, MB, Canada;
http://www.winpak.com/)].

5. Chamber machine C200 (MULTIVAC AGI, Knud Simonsen
Industries Ltd., Rexdale, ON, Canada).

6. Sterile disposable spreaders (Arben Bioscience Inc., Rochester,
NY, USA; Catalogue number KG-5P; http://www.arbenbio.
com/).

7. Pipettor and pipettes.

8. Micropipettors and pipette tips.

9. Meat core cutter (Custom made to cut RTE meat slices into
10 cm2 cores; alternatively can use a biscuit cutter, e.g., Endur-
ance®, RSVP International, Inc. Seattle, WA, USA; http://
www.rsvp-intl.com/).

10. Steel plate work surfaces precooled to 4 �C (Custom made).

11. Stomacher® 80 microBiomaster lab blender (Seward Labora-
tory Systems, Inc. Bohemia, NY, USA; http://seward.co.uk/)
and Stomacher® 80 bags.

12. Benchtop centrifuge with swinging bucket rotor (Eppendorf
5804 R; Westbury, NY, USA).

13. Sealable Tupperware® containers.

14. Autoclavable plastic Nalgene™ buckets (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA).

15. 0.45 μm syringe filter.

16. 10 mL sterile, disposable syringe.

17. Whatman™ filter paper (Grade 4; 20–25 μm).

18. Spectrophotometer.

19. Disposable cuvettes with lids.

20. Water baths for tempering media (42 and 50 �C).

21. Vortex.

2.3 Reagents 1. LISTEX™ P100 (Micreos Food Safety B.V., Wageningen,
Netherlands; http://www.micreos.com/) (see Note 1).

2. Listeria monocytogenes cocktail (must consist of 1/2a, 1/2b,
and 4b serotypes) (see Notes 2 and 3).

3. Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS; 100 mM NaCl, 20 mM
Na2HPO4, pH 7.4).

4. Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB; BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA;
http://m.bdbiosciences.com/) prepared according to manu-
facturer’s directions.
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5. Sliced, ready-to-eat meat (roast beef or cooked turkey).

6. 5 M HCl.

7. Tryptic Soy Agar (TSA; BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA)
prepared according to manufacturer’s directions.

8. Oxford Agar (EMD Chemicals Inc., Gibbstown, NJ, USA;
http://www.emdmillipore.com) prepared according to manu-
facturer’s directions.

9. Black loose-leaf tea (Kenyan Tinderet from Davids Tea, Mon-
treal, QC, Canada or equivalent).

10. SM buffer (10 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgSO4, 50 mM Tris–HCl,
pH 7.5).

11. Ferrous sulfate (FeSO4
.7H2O).

12. Distilled deionized (Nanopure®) water.

3 Methods

3.1 Virucidal

Solution Preparation

Prepared 1–2 min prior to use and protected from sunlight.
Preparation of tea infusion (can be done in advance)

1. Add 7.5% w/v loose-leaf black tea to Nanopure®water and boil
for 10 min.

2. Filter the infusion using Whatman™ paper (Whatman™ Inter-
national Ltd., Ipswich, UK).

3. Sterilize the filtered solution by autoclaving at 121 �C for
15 min, cool and store at 4�C.

4. Preparation of 4.3 mMFeSO4 in SM buffer: Freshly prepare
0.53% FeSO4 stock solution. (0.053 g FeSO4∙7H2O in 10 mL
SM buffer) and sterilize by membrane filtration (0.45 μm).
Transfer 4.1 mL of 0.53% sterile FeSO4 stock solution to a
sterile test tube containing 14 mL sterile SM buffer to prepare
4.3 mM FeSO4 solution.

5. Prepare virucidal solution by mixing 330 μl of sterile tea infu-
sion with 700 μl of freshly prepared 4.3 mM sterile FeSO4.

6. Any unused 0.53% stock solution cannot be stored for future
use and must be discarded.

3.2 Ready-to-Eat

Meat Sample

Preparation (Fig. 1)

1. Obtain freshly sliced meat products direct from the processing
facility and store in tightly sealed Tupperware® containers at
4 �C until ready to use.

2. Place fresh, refrigerated samples on the precooled steel block
work surfaces (wrapped with clean aluminum foil and refriger-
ated to 4 �C).
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3. Using autoclave sterilized meat core cutter or stainless steel
cookie cutters, cut 135 uniform slices of meat with 10 cm2

top-surface area.

4. Discard the remaining meat remnants in a biohazard waste bag.

5. Return all sliced meat samples to the Tupperware® container at
4 �C while not in use.

3.3 Preparation of

Negative Controls

1. Place three 10 cm2 meat slices individually on Styrofoam trays
in the BSC and put in individual 800 � 600 commercial barrier
bags (Fig. 1).

2. Vacuum seal 9 of the bags using the MULTIVAC chamber
machine.

3. Store 9 of the vacuum sealed triplicate samples at 4�C and label
them “negative control” and: 30 min; 1 day; 2 days; 3 days;
7 days; 10 days; 14 days; 20 days; and 28 days (shelf life)
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Sample preparation flowchart
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3.4 Inoculating

Samples with L.

monocytogenes

1. Place three 10 cm2 meat slices individually on Styrofoam trays
(Fig. 1) in the BSC, inoculate 108 sliced 10 cm2 meat slices
from Subheading 3.2, step 3 (36 sets of triplicate samples on
Styrofoam trays) by spreading 100 μl of the
1.5 � 103 CFU mL�1 of L. monocytogenes inoculum on one
side of the slice.

2. Air-dry the inoculum for 15 min in BSC to allow binding of the
bacterium to the meat surface.

3. Take 18 triplicate sets of inoculated meat samples on Styrofoam
trays from previous step and spread with 100 μL SM buffer and
allow to air dry for 15 min and then put in individual 800 � 600

commercial barrier bags.

4. Vacuum seal 18 of the triplicate samples using theMULTIVAC
chamber machine.

5. Label 9 vacuum sealed triplicate sample trays “L. mono with-
out virucide” and: 30 min; 1 day; 2 days; 3 days; 7 days;
10 days; 14 days; 20 days; and 28 days (shelf life).

6. Store these samples at 4 �C.

7. Label 9 vacuum sealed triplicate sample trays “L. mono with
virucide” and: 30 min; 1 day; 2 days; 3 days; 7 days; 10 days;
14 days; 20 days; and 28 days (shelf life).

8. Store these samples at 4 �C.

3.5 Inoculating

Samples with Phage

1. Determine the volume of phage dilution to be spread over the
meat slice to ensure application of 107 PFU cm�2.

l If phage was accurately diluted to ~109 PFUmL�1 expected
plating volume will be 100 μl.

2. Take the remaining 18 triplicate sets of inoculated meat sam-
ples on Styrofoam trays from Subheading 3.3, step 2 and
spread the appropriate volume of phage preparation on the
same surface as the L. monocytogenes inoculation.

3. Vacuum seal 18 of the samples using the MULTIVAC chamber
machine.

4. Label 9 of triplicate sample trays “L. mono þ phage without
virucide” and: 30 min; 1 day; 2 days; 3 days; 7 days; 10 days;
14 days; 20 days; and 28 days (shelf life).

5. Store these samples at 4 �C.

6. Label 9 sets of triplicate sample trays “L. mono þ phage with
virucide” and: 30 min; 1 day; 2 days; 3 days; 7 days; 10 days;
14 days; 20 days; and 28 days (shelf life).

7. Store these samples at 4 �C.
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3.6 Enumerating

Viable Bacteria in the

Samples

1. Use dissecting scissors to aseptically open the vacuum sealed
meat samples.

2. Using sterile forceps aseptically transfer each meat sample to an
appropriately labeled Stomacher® 80 bag.

l Double-bag each sample to minimize the risk of infectious
material leaking from the bags.

3. For all samples labeled “negative control” and “without viru-
cide”, use a sterile pipette to add 15 mL of sterile PBS to the
bag.

4. Place the bag in an autoclavable Nalgene™ bucket.

5. Place the bag into the Stomacher® lab blender, taking care to
leave the top 3–4 inches of the bag above the paddles.

6. Blend the sample for 2 min (use a timer) at medium setting.

7. Transfer the bag containing the homogenized sample to
another autoclavable Nalgene™ bucket.

8. For all samples labeled “with virucide”, use a sterile pipette to
add 10 mL of sterile PBS to the bag.

9. Using a sterile pipette, add 5 mL TeaF virucidal solution (Sub-
heading 3.1) to the bag to inactivate the remaining phage on
the samples.

10. Repeat Subheadings 3.6, step 5 and 3.6, step 7.

11. Serially dilute the homogenate, tenfold, in sterile PBS to yield
1000 μL each of 10�1 and 10�2 dilutions.

12. For each sample plate 100 μL of the10�1 and 10�2 dilutions on
90 mm Oxford agar plates in triplicate.

13. If no colonies are observed on any of the plates, plate 1000 μL
of undiluted homogenate (spread plate four 250 μL aliquots of
the undiluted homogenate on four 90 mm Oxford agar plate).

14. Incubate the plates for 48 h at 37 �C and enumerate typical
Listeria colonies.

15. L. monocytogenes appears on Oxford Agar as green colonies
surrounded by a black halo.

4 Notes

4.1. Phage preparation
Fresh LISTEX™ P100 should be prepared and employed in
the amount recommended by the manufacturer. Phage stock
should be serially diluted in sterile SM buffer to a working
stock of 2 � 109 PFU/mL. Standard soft agar overlay
method can be employed to confirm the phage titers.
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Titration plates must be incubated at 30 �C. Plated volumes
should be adjusted to ensure plating of 107 PFU cm�2.

4.2. Handling of Listeria monocytogenes: Aseptic Precautions

1. All manipulations of pathogen will be performed in a
BSC.

2. All disposable plastic ware will be disposed in the autoclave
waste bucket in the hood, and autoclave sterilized prior to
disposal.

3. All glassware will be decontaminated by autoclaving prior
to washing and reuse.

4. All work areas, and laboratory equipment used should be
labeled with signs indicating the use of Listeria
monocytogenes.

4.3. Listeria monocytogenes Inoculum Preparation
1. Using a sterile, disposable inoculating loop, transfer a

single colony of L. monocytogenes from a fresh plate (not
more than 3 days old) to a labeled culture tube containing
5 mL of tryptic soy broth (TSB).

2. Incubate for 24 h at 37 �C with shaking, at 160 rpm, to
obtain a concentration of approximately 109 CFU mL�1

(equivalent to an optical density at 600 nm [OD600]
~1.2).

3. Confirm the optical density, OD, by transferring
600–1000 μL of culture to a cuvette and measuring absor-
bance at λ ¼ 600 nm.

4. Transfer the remaining culture to a sterile centrifuge tube.

5. Harvest the cells by centrifuging at 7000 � g for 10 min.

6. Use a sterile pipette to aspirate the supernatant from the
tube.

7. Resuspend the cell pellet in 5 mL of PBS.

8. Repeat steps 5–7 two times to wash the cells twice.

9. Prepare 10 mL of serial tenfold dilutions of the L. mono-
cytogenes cell suspensions, in sterile PBS, to obtain the
desired cell concentrations (The target counts on spiked
food are 103 CFU cm�2).

10. Mix equal volumes (e.g., 10 mL) of prepared L. mono-
cytogenes cell suspensions of isolates belonging to sero-
types 1/2a, 1/2b, and 4b and one representative
outbreak strain.
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Part II

Sequencing Analysis of Bacteriophages



Chapter 9

Sequencing, Assembling, and Finishing Complete
Bacteriophage Genomes

Daniel A. Russell

Abstract

Next-generation DNA sequencing (NGS) technologies have made generating genomic sequence for
organisms of interest affordable and commonplace. However, NGS platforms and analysis software are
generally tuned to be used on large and complex genomes or metagenomic samples. Determining the
complete genome sequence of a single bacteriophage requires a somewhat different perspective, workflow,
and sensitivity to the nature of phages. Because phage genomes consist of mostly coding regions (see Pope/
Jacobs-Sera chapter), a very high standard should be adopted when completing these genomes so that the
subsequent steps of annotation and analysis are not sabotaged by sequencing errors. While read quality and
assembly algorithms have continued to improve, achieving this standard still requires a significant amount
of human oversight and expertise. This chapter describes our workflow for sequencing, assembling, and
finishing phage genomes to a high standard by the NGS platforms Illumina, Ion Torrent, and 454.

Key words DNA sequencing, Library preparation, Coverage, Illumina, Ion Torrent, 454, Sanger,
Newbler, PhagesDB, Consed, PAUSE, Genome termini, Galaxy, AceUtil

1 Introduction

In some ways, sequencing a phage genome is a simple proposition.
Phage genomes are relatively small (~15 kb to ~500 kb) and only
very rarely contain the long repetitive elements that hinder assem-
bly of larger genomes. Yet phage genomes can present their own
specific challenges, such as determining the type and location of
genome ends, or planning the optimal number of genomes that can
be multiplexed in a single high-throughput NGS run. In addition,
the modern emphasis in sequence quality control has been toward
higher coverage and away from finishing work, such as careful
attention to questionable areas or targeted Sanger sequencing.
Experience has shown that finishing phage genomes in the modern
area of sequencing is both manageable and important; a bit of time
and attention to the quality of an assembly can substantially reduce

Martha R.J. Clokie et al. (eds.), Bacteriophages: Methods and Protocols, Volume 3, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1681,
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sequencing errors and provide a firm foundation for later bioinfor-
matic or comparative genomics findings.

The broad strokes of our workflow are below.

(a) Plan an NGS run so that each multiplexed phage gets enough
coverage.

(b) Prepare libraries from phage DNA for sequencing.

(c) Select a subset of the resulting reads for assembly
(recommended).

(d) Assemble reads with Newbler.

(e) Open and view the assembly using consed.

(f) Verify that the entire genome has been sequenced.

(g) Run PAUSE to locate genome ends, if present.

(h) Run AceUtil to locate potential problems with the consensus
sequence.

(i) Run targeted Sanger sequences, if necessary, to resolve prob-
lem areas.

(j) Generate a final sequence (.fasta) file.

The workflow described in this chapter has several features that
should make it useful to most people doing phage genome
sequencing. First, all the software is free for academic use. Second,
it is not limited to a single sequencing platform, and can be used
with data from Illumina, Ion Torrent, or 454 sequencers. Third,
with experience and good data, it can take less than 1 h to complete
the steps from assembly through publishable sequence. Finally, this
method has been extensively tested, having been used on hundreds
of genomes of phages of dozens of hosts that have been sequenced
and/or quality-controlled at the Pittsburgh Bacteriophage
Institute.

A complete guide to every possible situation that may be
encountered when sequencing, assembling, and finishing phage
genomes would require far more space than a single chapter, as
would complete user manuals to UNIX, Newbler, consed, PAUSE,
and AceUtil. Instead, I have attempted to provide an overview of
the entire sequencing process that emphasizes the questions and
concerns that should occupy the phage genome researcher’s mind,
while still giving detailed walkthroughs at some critical steps. The
workflow described here will be enough to produce high quality
sequences in many circumstances, but protocols for marginal situa-
tions and further details are available at PhagesDB (http://
phagesdb.org/).
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2 Library Preparation

Most commercially available library preparation kits and workflows
are satisfactory for sequencing phage genomes, with one important
exception. “Tagmentation” kits—those that rely on transposon-
mediated shearing and adapter ligation, such as Nextera kits—
should often be avoided. Though these kits are fast and easy to
use, the libraries they generate will rarely have the phage’s genome
ends represented, resulting in a petering out of coverage near the
termini, and no buildups of read starts to indicate ends. Because
end determination is an important part of phage genome sequenc-
ing, it is best to avoid these kits unless the type and location of ends
are already known, or if the phage is known to have a circularly
permuted genome.

Because the yield from NGS platforms is so high, any library
preparation workflow will need to include a DNA barcoding step so
that multiple genomes can be sequenced together in a single run
(multiplexed) and the resulting reads can subsequently be separated
bioinformatically. Fortunately, all NGS platforms have DNA tag-
ging available in their library-prep kits. See the Coverage section
below for details on how many samples can be multiplexed on
different platforms.

3 Coverage

Coverage, or read depth, is the number of reads underlying a given
position in a consensus sequence after assembly. It can be thought
of as the number of times a particular base in the genome has been
sampled; the more reads that are generated for a genome, the
higher the average coverage will be. Generally, higher average
coverage is better because random errors in individual reads will
be overcome by a multitude of correct reads, and because it is more
likely that the entire genome will be represented. Too much cover-
age, however, can cause problems with assembly, represents a waste
of money, and doesn’t overcome platform-specific errors.
(See Note 3 for some information on systematic errors). Sequenc-
ing phage genomes on NGS platforms thus requires a careful
balancing act. On one hand, you want enough reads to make sure
your entire genome is represented and high quality. At the same
time, it is quite easy to have superfluous reads.

So what is the right amount? For phage genomes, 100-fold
average coverage with NGS reads is a good minimum number to
shoot for. The median phage genome in GenBank is ~65 kb long,
so to get 100-fold coverage for this representative genome you
would need 65,000 � 100 ¼ 6.5 Mb (megabases, or million bp)
of shotgun sequence. When sequencing novel phage genomes,
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however, the expected genome length may be unknown, so we aim
to acquire �10 Mb of sequence per phage.

Using 10 Mb per phage as a guideline, you can decide how
many genomes can be multiplexed on a single NGS run. For
example, an Ion Torrent run using 400 bp reads and an Ion
314™ Chip v2 is expected to yield 60–100 Mb of sequence [1],
and therefore 6–10 phage genomes could be multiplexed in this
run. Similarly, a 454 GS FLXþ run yields 700 Mb of sequence [2]
and could accommodate up to 70 multiplexed phage genomes. An
Illumina MiSeq run using a 150-cycle Reagent Kit v3 yields
~3.3 Gb (gigabases, or billion bp) of data [3], meaning as many
as 330 phage genomes could be combined on this run, though the
number of available indexing sequences may not allow for such a
large number. Knowing how much data your sequencer will gener-
ate, and how much data is needed for each genome, is essential to
getting the best value for your sequencing dollar. See Note 6 for
more details on multiplexing.

4 Assembly

Assembly is the process whereby shotgun sequencing reads are
aligned and contigs (contiguous assemblies of reads) are generated.
Though assembly can be a difficult process for complex genomes, it
is usually fairly simple for phage genomes provided the input DNA
sample was pure. An ideal assembly would contain a single contig
representing the complete phage genome.

There are many software options for assembling phage gen-
omes de novo from sequencing reads, but Newbler (formally
known as GS De Novo Assembler) is our program of choice. It
handles reads from 454, Illumina, or Ion Torrent in .fastq or .sff
format; has an easy-to-use graphical user interface; is provided for
free upon request; and produces consed-ready output for use in
downstream quality control. Newbler must be installed on a Linux
system, but you can request a Windows- or Mac-compatible virtual
disk image with Newbler preinstalled from the author.

One common pitfall occurs when attempting to assemble a
phage genome using all available reads, particularly when the aver-
age coverage is very high. Though counterintuitive, often an excess
of reads can be detrimental to the quality and length of the assem-
bly process. We recommend assembling with no more than
100,000 reads, and often use 50,000 reads for our initial assem-
blies. Reads not included in the initial assembly need not be dis-
regarded or discarded, however, as they can be incorporated into an
assembly project at a later point (see Note 13).

The protocol below describes how to assemble a phage genome
with Newbler, including limiting the number of input reads if
necessary. It assumes that you are working within a system that
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has Newbler installed, and that reads are in .fastq format. If they are
.sff reads, they can be converted using the tool sff2fastq, available
at: https://github.com/indraniel/sff2fastq.

4.1 Assembling

a Phage Genome

with Newbler

1. Prepare your fastq file.

(a) Open a terminal and navigate to the location of your
fastq file.

(b) Determine the number of lines in your fastq file using the
“wc” command. Replace the sample name below with
your file name.

wc my_phage_reads.fastq

(c) Divide the first number shown (the number of lines in the
file) by 4, and the result is the number of reads present in
the file.

(d) If your fastq file contains more than 100,000 reads, select a
subset of reads to be used for assembly, using the “head”
command. For example, the command below selects
50,000 reads (200,000 lines) from the file my_phage_-
reads.fastq and stores them in a new file called my_pha-
ge_50k.fastq.

head –n 200000 my_phage_reads.fastq > my_phage_50k.fastq

(e) The number of reads used can drastically affect assembly
quality.

2. Create a Newbler project.

(a) Launch Newbler and select “New Assembly Project.”

(b) Enter a name for your project and click “OK”.
3. Add reads to your project.

(a) Select the “Project” tab.

(b) Select the “FASTA and FASTQ reads” sub-tab.

(c) Click the “þ” icon on the left.

(d) Navigate to the directory containing your prepared fastq
file, select it, and click “OK.”

4. Set parameters.

(a) Select the “Parameters” tab.

(b) Select the “Output” sub-tab.

(c) In the “ACE Format:” field, select the “Complete Consed
folder” option.

(d) Other parameters may also be set as desired, though we
most commonly use the defaults.

5. Run the assembly.

(a) Click the “Start” button on the right side of the window.

(b) If prompted, select “Yes.”
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(c) Wait for “Ready for Analysis” to display in the progress
window. Assemblies using 50,000 reads on modern com-
puters should take less than 10 min.

6. Check results.

(a) Select the “Alignment results” tab to see a list of assem-
bled contigs and their sizes.

(b) Select the “Project” tab to view the numbers and percen-
tages of reads used.

(c) Select the “Result files” tab to view some of the files
output by Newbler.

7. Quit and save.

(a) Click the “Exit” button on the right side.

(b) When prompted, select “Yes” to save the assembly.

4.2 Consed There are several popular and commercially available software suites
that can be used for bioinformatics purposes, but none is tailored to
quality-control of assemblies like consed. Consed was developed
during the Human Genome Project to do just the type of jobs
necessary for genome finishing, such as assessing quality values,
closely inspecting reads, tagging of consensus positions of interest,
locating sequence matches between or within contigs, editing the
consensus, joining contigs, designing primers, incorporating new
reads, and exporting .fasta files [4]. Importantly, consed is also is
free for academic use.

Though consed was developed before NGS technologies were
available, it has been consistently updated to handle new read types
and higher coverage levels while retaining the suite of features
mentioned above. Therefore, it is the basis for all of our post-
assembly finishing work. As described in the subsequent sections,
we use other tools such as PAUSE and AceUtil, but ultimately they
point us to regions we should look at in consed.

4.3 Verifying

the Sequence is

Complete

In most cases, when the complete phage genome sequence is
present in an assembly, the genome will “circularize,” meaning
the reads at one end of the contig will overlap with those at the
other end of the contig. This is true for circularly permuted gen-
omes, sticky-overhang (50 or 30 cohesive end) genomes, and direct
terminal repeat genomes. To determine whether a sequence is
complete, its assembly can be opened in consed, and then the
reads at one end of the contig of interest can be compared to
reads at the other end (see Fig. 1). If they match, the genome has
been circularized, and all of the sequence is present. If not, PCR
across the contig ends followed by Sanger sequencing may be
required.
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5 Determining the Genome Ends

An important but sometimes overlooked step in phage genome
sequencing is determining the type and location of biological
genome ends. Many types of genome ends have been identified,
and experiments have been devised to ascertain the nature of the
termini for a given phage [5].

Fig. 1 Checking for genome circularization. Reads from the left and right end of the same contig in consed are
shown. The bases highlighted in yellow match, indicating that the contig has been circularized and the entire
genome is present
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While the process of end determination may have been onerous
in the past, now NGS reads often contain all the information
necessary to deduce the genome end types and locations. This is
because defined chromosome ends are essentially “pre-sheared”
positions in the input DNA sample, so those ends will be over-
represented in library fragments, and thus reads will disproportion-
ately begin on the precise base of a genome end. By searching for
large buildups of read starts and changes in coverage, ends can
often be identified. The protocol below describes how to use a
program called PAUSE (Pileup Analysis Using Starts and Ends)
to obtain a useful diagram showing coverage levels and read pileups
that will draw attention quickly to the locations of potential ends.
PAUSE requires a draft sequence file in fasta format, and a .fastq file
of reads; the former can be exported from consed, and the latter is
simply the file of reads output by the sequencer.

Once ends have been determined, a final sequence (.fasta) file
should faithfully represent the DNA molecule packaged in each
phage capsid (see Note 15). Note that some genomes are circularly
permuted and will not have defined genome ends. For these gen-
omes, a starting point or “Base 1” must be chosen based on
convention (see Note 16).

5.1 Running PAUSE

(Pileup Analysis Using

Starts and Ends)

1. Create an account on the CPT (Center for Phage Technology)
public Galaxy instance.

(a) Go to: https://cpt.tamu.edu/galaxy-public/

(b) Under the “User” dropdown menu select “Register” and
complete the necessary steps.

2. Import the PAUSE workflow.

(a) Select the “Shared Data” dropdown menu, then click on
“Published Workflows.”

(b) Click on an appropriate PAUSE workflow (for example,
“PAUSE v4.0 (Single End)”) and select “Import.”

(c) This import only needs to be done once per user account.
3. Upload your .fastq and .fasta files.

(a) Select “Get Data” from the left column, then click
“Upload File.”

(b) In the window that opens, select “Choose local file” and
select your .fasta file. Manually set the “Type” column to
fasta.

(c) Select “Choose local file” again and select your .fastq file.
Manually set the “Type” column to fastqsanger.

(d) Click “Start” and wait for the upload to complete.
4. Run the PAUSE workflow.

(a) From the left column, click on “All workflows.”
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(b) Click on your PAUSE workflow (for example, “imported:
PAUSE v4.0 (Single-End)”).

(c) In the center pane, make sure your .fasta file is selected
under the “Library to re-format” field.

(d) In the center pane, make sure your .fastq file is selected
under the “FASTQ file” field.

(e) Scroll to the bottom of the center pane and click “Run
workflow.”

5. Check/download results.

(a) Once all boxes in the right column have turned green,
click on the Eyeball icon in the “Aligned BAM PAUSE
Plotter. . .” box. Your PAUSE image will display in the
center pane.

(b) Right-click on the image to save it.
6. Analyze results.

(a) Scan your coverage/buildup graph for spikes in read starts
and abrupt coverage changes. View these positions in
consed to determine whether they are true ends.

(b) See Fig. 2 for examples.

Fig. 2 PAUSE Output Examples. Output from PAUSE shows forward- and reverse-strand read coverage in gray
above and below the center line. Buildups of read starts and stops are shown in red, green, purple, or blue. (a)
Ibantik, a phage with 30 cohesive ends, shows even coverage throughout the genome except for a sharp drop
over a small region, the 10 bp overhang (magnified area). The overhang is flanked by a read buildup on each
strand. (b) ProfessorX, a circularly permuted genome, shows fairly even coverage throughout with no obvious
read buildups. (c) Ceto, a phage with direct terminal repeats, shows a region with approximately double
coverage flanked by a sharp read buildup on either side
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6 Identifying and Resolving Weak Areas

Assembling reads into a single contig is a critical step, but it is not
sufficient for producing high-quality complete genomes. Sequen-
cers and assemblers make errors, and so a human review of assembly
quality is essential to resolving potential weak areas. But scanning
an entire assembly by eye to search for potential problems is imprac-
tical in today’s high-throughput world, so we use a program called
AceUtil to efficiently draw our attention to only the consensus
positions that may be problematic.

AceUtil takes an .ace file as input, scans the assembly for posi-
tions that have a high number of discrepancies or low coverage, and
outputs a new .ace file with those positions tagged. The output .ace
file can be opened in consed, and the tagged positions quickly
reviewed and, if necessary, changed. AceUtil can scan one contig
at a time, so to tag multiple contigs from the same assembly, simply
run AceUtil again and select a different contig. Through experi-
ence, we have tweaked AceUtil’s default parameters to catch all
positions of an assembly that may be problematic without over-
whelming the user with false positives, but the parameters can be
adjusted to perform a more or less stringent inspection when
desired (see Note 14). AceUtil is written in Java, and is thus
cross-platform. More details and installation instructions are avail-
able here: http://phagesdb.org/AceUtil/.

6.1 Using AceUtil

to Identify Weak Areas

1. Launch AceUtil.

2. Set the input/output.

(a) Click the “Set Input File” button.

(b) Navigate to your .ace file. If you assembled with Newbler
with the “Complete Consed folder” option, this will be in
a folder like ProjectName ! assembly ! consed !
edit_dir.

(c) By default, the output name is auto-incremented from the
input file. This is perfectly acceptable, but if a new name is
desired, click the “Set Output File” button.

3. Select a contig from the “Contig” dropdown menu.

4. Use default parameters, or adjust as desired (see Note 14).

5. Run AceUtil.

(a) Click “Analyze.”

(b) A short report of the number of tagged regions is shown
in the terminal window.

(c) A new ace file is created with regions of interest tagged.

6. Review tags in consed.
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(a) Open a terminal and navigate to your project’s edit_dir.

(b) Type “consed” and press enter.

(c) Select the output .ace file generated by AceUtil, and click
“Open”.

(d) Double-click on the contig of interest to open its Aligned
Reads view.

(e) In the Aligned Reads view, select the “Navigate” menu,
then “Tags,” then “comment” tags.

(f) Review the list of positions tagged by AceUtil that opens
by using the “next” button in the bottom left corner of
the Aligned Reads window. Many will be simple misalign-
ments or sequencing errors, but some will require the
consensus sequence to be changed, or targeted Sanger
reads to resolve.

6.2 Targeted Sanger

Sequencing

Ideally, after shotgun sequencing, no additional wet-lab experi-
ments will be necessary to produce a finished genome sequence;
indeed, this is the case in over 90% of the genomes we sequence
with our Illumina MiSeq. At times, however, even close inspection
of the existing shotgun reads is not enough to give confidence that
a consensus sequence is correct, and targeted Sanger reads may be
required to definitively resolve a region. This may happen, for
example, when discrepancies are caused by systematic errors in
NGS platforms (see Note 3). Fortunately, consed makes both
primer design and Sanger read incorporation simple.

Details on primer design are available in the consed documen-
tation, but the process can be as simple as opening a contig’s
Aligned Reads view and right-clicking on the consensus sequence
at a position of interest, then selecting “Pick primer from Clone.”
Consed creates a list of acceptable primers from which the user can
select one. We have used thousands of primers designed by consed
in both direct sequencing and PCR reactions, and have found
consed’s primer design algorithm to be excellent.

When resolving low-coverage or poor quality regions, Sanger
reads can follow a PCR amplification of the region of interest. In
this case, you must be mindful to use polymerases with proofread-
ing activity, to limit mutations that may impact the sequencing
result. If Sanger reads are needed to help determine ends, they
must be done using phage genomic DNA as a direct template, as
only reads generated in this manner will have the characteristic
abrupt signal drops that confirm chromosome ends (see Fig. 3).
Though this is more difficult than acquiring a high-quality read
from a PCR product or plasmid, we regularly have success
performing Sanger reactions with genomic DNA as the template
using the following recipe. We run these reactions with standard
cycling conditions except that we use 35–50 cycles instead of 25.
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Fig. 3 Shotgun and Sanger reads at genome ends. The precise end of a genome can be determined in consed
using read buildups and/or Sanger reads. (a) Babsiella, a genome with 30 cohesive ends, shows read start
buildups on each strand in close proximity (orange arrows, top). Sanger reads from either direction terminate
suddenly, confirming physical genome ends (bottom). (b) Monty, a genome with direct terminal repeats,
shows a read start buildup at one end of the terminal repeat (top). A Sanger read toward this end has an abrupt
drop to half the intensity because those primers that annealed within the left copy of the terminal repeat can
continue extension, but those primers that annealed within the right copy of the terminal repeat hit a physical
end
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Reactions can be cleaned up with any standard sequencing-reaction
cleanup product, then run on a Sanger sequencer.

Amount Component

x μL Clean phage genomic DNA (300–500 ng)

1 μL BigDye® terminator v3.1 mix

1.5 μL 5� BigDye sequencing buffer

2 μL 5 M Betaine (particularly helpful for GC-rich genomes)

0.5 μL 5 μM primer

Up to 10 μL HPLC water

Once the Sanger read has been generated, it can be
incorporated into the existing assembly using steps outlined in
the consed documentation. Be sure to collect the .ab1 file as this
is the file you need to add a Sanger read to a consed project. After
incorporation, the consensus sequence can be adjusted or con-
firmed based on the results of the Sanger read, and the Sanger
trace can be viewed within consed (see Fig. 3).

7 Generating a Final Fasta File

After ends have been determined, presence of the entire genome
has been confirmed, and all weak areas have been resolved, the
remaining step is to generate a final sequence file for annotation
and publication. From the Aligned Reads view in consed, the “File”
menu has two useful options for this purpose. The first, “Export
consensus sequence”, writes the current contig’s entire consensus
sequence to a fasta-formatted text file. This file can then be edited if
necessary, for example to relocate genome ends to the start and end
of the file or remove duplicated sequence. The second menu
option, “Export consensus sequence (with options)”, allows you
to select only a portion of the consensus sequence to write to a file
using the contig coordinates. In this case, a final genome can be
exported in two parts and the text files combined. Care should be
taken that the final .fasta file is of the appropriate length, orienta-
tion, and has ends in the correct places (see Note 15).

8 Notes

1. I’ve created some video tutorials to elaborate upon the techni-
ques described here. They are available at: http://phagesdb.
org/workflow/Sequencing/
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2. Our current preferred sequencing method is Illumina due to
the ease of finishing genomes thus sequenced, so long as tag-
mentation library preps are avoided. Illumina reads are high
quality, have few systematic errors that cause problems, and
show clear read buildups at genome ends. We typically multi-
plex 32–48 phage genome libraries on a single MiSeq run,
using a 150-cycle Reagent Kit v3, and the total reagent cost
with such a setup is less than $100 per phage genome.

3. Each NGS platform has nonrandom errors that may occur.
Both 454 and Ion Torrent have intrinsic difficulties with runs
of a single nucleotide longer than six bases [6]. Ion Torrent
reads have an issuewith strand-specific deletions [7, 8]. Illumina
reads are more likely to contain errors following certain
sequence motifs, such as GGCGGG [9]. Because these errors
are systematic, increasing coverage is unlikely to fix the pro-
blems they cause. Awareness of these types of errors is impor-
tant when checking assemblies for weak areas and deciding
whether or not targeted Sanger reads are needed to resolve
problematic consensus regions.

4. Since tagmentation library preps should be avoided, and
because some labs may be preparing libraries in-house without
access to a Covaris or other recommended shearing option, we
suggest using a low-cost enzymatic shearing option if neces-
sary. We use dsDNA Shearase™ from Zymo Research. A
20-min, 10 μL reaction with 250 ng of input phage genomic
DNA and 0.75 μL of Shearase produces fragments that are
ready for an Illumina TruSeq library prep kit. The amount of
Shearase can be adjusted to increase or decrease fragment size
as needed.

5. Assembly using Newbler works best with read lengths of at
least 100 bp. Longer reads may assist in assembly, but even
75 bp Illumina reads will generally assemble into a single con-
tig, provided a pure sample and good sequencing run, so
having the longest available reads is much less of a concern
than it is when sequencing bacterial or eukaryotic genomes.

6. When considering the number of genomes to include in a
single NGS run, remember that the barcode distribution will
not be precisely even; there may be an order of magnitude
difference between the most- and least-represented samples.
Thus, it is often advisable to err on the side of including fewer
genomes to ensure that even the least-represented sample gets
enough coverage. For example, if you set up a run so that each
phage will get on average 30 Mb of data, one might get 80 Mb
of coverage, while another will get 8 Mb.

7. Because phage genomes are generally simple to assemble, the
information contained in paired-end reads is superfluous.
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Single-end reads are sufficient, though no harm will come from
having paired-end reads.

8. The number of reads to use in an initial assembly can vary from
platform to platform or even sample to sample. Because run-
ning an assembly with Newbler often takes only a few minutes,
it is possible to experiment with different numbers of input
reads to obtain the best possible assembly. We usually begin
with 50,000 reads, and increase or decrease the number if
necessary.

9. When Newbler assembles a circularized genome, it must select
a break point to display the contig. By default, it cleaves all
underlying reads precisely at this break point, and puts half the
read at one end of the contig, and the other half at the other
end. This is convenient, as there is no duplicated sequence at
the contig ends to remove. The left end picks up precisely on
the base where the right end leaves off (see Fig. 1).

10. Contig ends should not be confused with genome ends. Often,
genome ends will appear within the interior of the main contig
because the genome has circularized. This can happen because
cohesive ends ligate during library preparation, or direct termi-
nal repeats assemble on top of one another.

11. Assemblies that result in multiple contigs may or may not be
problematic. In some cases, a single genome may be split into
several contigs and can be rejoined. In other cases, small con-
tigs may be contamination, and can be disregarded. BLAST
and/or relative coverage can be useful for determining
whether or not small contigs are part of the phage genome.

12. Sometimes, an input DNA sample is inadvertently or deliber-
ately mixed, meaning it contains two or more phage genomes.
If the genomes in the mixed sample contain little sequence
similarity, it is likely they will assemble independently and can
be quality-controlled separately; this is sometimes a strategy for
getting two library preps for the price of one. If, however, the
two genomes share sequence similarity, it is likely that Newbler
will break the contigs at the questionable regions, and the
project may have to be scrapped.

13. A video tutorial for incorporating additional reads into an
existing assembly is available. This is useful if some reads were
excluded during the initial assembly. It can be found here:
http://phagesdb.org/workflow/Sequencing/

14. AceUtil can scan for four types of assembly issues, with default
values shown in parentheses: high discrepancies (>18% of reads
disagree with the consensus), low coverage (<20-fold coverage
at the position), high strand-specific discrepancies (>70%), and
low strand-specific coverage (<4-fold). We’ve used these
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parameters with success for all types of NGS output, though
they can be adjusted.

15. Final fasta sequence files should have the following
characteristics.

(a) Oriented so the terminase is transcribed in the forward
direction. (This is a convention.)

(b) Defined genome ends, if present, at the start and end of
the sequence.

(c) If a 30 cohesive overhang is present it should be at the
right end of the genome. If a 50 cohesive overhang is
present it should be at the left end of the genome.

(d) If a direct terminal repeat is present, both copies should be
included (one at the left end and one at the right end).

16. To choose “Base 1” of a circularly permuted genome, we use
the following criteria.
(a) If a highly similar genome is present in GenBank, select

the same Base 1 as that genome.

(b) Using DNA Master (see Pope/Jacobs-Sera chapter),
locate the terminase gene in the genome, and orient the
genome so that the terminase is transcribed in the forward
direction.

(c) Begin at the terminase, and look upstream for a logical
break point. This can be a noncoding gap or a flip between
forward and reverse genes.

(d) Choose Base 1 so that it is upstream of, but close to, the
terminase, and is at a logical break point. We recommend
using the first base of the start codon of the first gene
downstream of the break point.
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Chapter 10

Identification of DNA Base Modifications by Means
of Pacific Biosciences RS Sequencing Technology

Philip Kelleher, James Murphy, Jennifer Mahony,
and Douwe van Sinderen

Abstract

Whole phage genomes can be sequenced readily using one or a combination of next generation sequencing
(NGS) technologies. One of the most recently developed NGS platforms, the so-called Single-Molecule
Real-Time (SMRT) sequencing approach provided by the PacBio RS platform, is particularly useful in
providing complete (i.e., un-gapped) genome sequences, but differs from other technologies in that the
platform also allows for downstream analysis to identify nucleotides that have been modified by DNA
methylation. Here, we describe the methodological approach for the detection of genomic methylation
motifs by means of SMRT sequencing.

Key words SMRT sequencing, PacBio, Bacteriophage, Methylase, Methylome

1 Introduction

Epigenetic modification of genomes by methylation plays an
important role in expanding the functionality of the four traditional
DNA bases, and is a process that is carried out by DNA methyl-
transferases (MTases). MTases are encoded by eukaryotes, prokar-
yotes, viruses, and (bacterio)phages [1], and their modifications
play a variety of important roles including regulation of the cell
cycle, DNA repair, and pathogenesis, although they are most fre-
quently linked to their cognate restriction endonucleases (REase)
to form restriction-modification (R–M) systems [2–5]. Three
methylase classes exist in prokaryotes, all functioning by methyl
transfer from S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) to a target nucleo-
tide base. Methylase classes I and II target the exocyclic nitrogens at
position N6 in adenine and position N4 in cytosine, forming N6-
methyladenine (m6A) and N4-methylcytosine (m4C), respectively.
Class III MTases target the C5 position in cytosine yielding C5-
methylcytosine (m5C) [6]. Akin to their bacterial hosts, many
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phage genomes harbor genes encoding (predicted) MTases with
several different functions [7], including the regulation of progeny
phage particle release as exemplified by the Escherichia coli phage
P1 which encodes a DAM MTase [8]. Failure to methylate the
GATC sites within the phage packaging site results in a reduction
of the number of released phage particles [9]. The majority of
phage-encoded MTases are, however, believed to have been
acquired by a given phage as a defense mechanism against host-
encoded R-M systems. Several lactococcal phages harbor MTases
thereby blocking the activity of restriction endonucleases, a finding
echoed in Bacillus phages [10, 11]. Nonetheless, as the number of
available phage genomes increases, it is clear that many encode one
or more putative MTases. The development of Single-Molecule
Real-Time (SMRT) DNA sequencing provides an experimental
platform to couple whole genome sequencing to the characteriza-
tion of (phage-encoded) MTases.

SMRT DNA sequencing is a single molecule, sequence-by-
synthesis approach developed by Pacific Biosciences (through
sequence analysis employing a PacBio RS instrument). The
SMRT technology utilizes a single molecule polymerase enzyme
immobilized on a zero-mode waveguide (ZMW) nanostructure to
incorporate fluorescently labeled nucleotides complementary to a
DNA template strand [12, 13]. The incorporation of a new nucle-
otide results in the cleavage of the phosphate backbone, to which
the base-specific fluorophores are linked, generating a nucleotide-
specific fluorescent signal which is captured in a real-time movie
format [14].

SMRT sequencing is the first high-throughput approach that
can directly detect DNA base modifications concomitantly with the
acquisition of primary DNA sequence information [15]. The signal
generated during fluorophore cleavage, called a “pulse,” can be
exploited to detect m6A, m4C and m5C base modifications on
the template strand. This method exploits two parameters of the
kinetic rate of incorporation of each nucleotide: (1) the pulse width
(PW), which reflects the duration of time the polymerase is bound
to a particular nucleotide and (2) the interpulse duration (IPD),
which is the time it takes for the polymerase to move from one
nucleotide to the next. Distinct variations in the PW and IPD are
observed when the polymerase encounters a modified base in the
DNA template and this signature is used to identify individual
modifications [16]. However, there are some issues which affect
the detection of these signatures. The m5C kinetic signature is
difficult to detect accurately and (at low sequence coverage)
requires the DNA to be treated with 10–11 translocation methyl-
cytosine dioxygenase 1 (Tet1) enzyme prior to sequencing. Tet1
treatment converts 5-methylcytosine to 5-carboxylcytosine which
has a stronger pulse signature and thus makes m5C modifications
easier to detect [17]. The other dependent factor is the
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fold-coverage of the sequencing data. Pacific Biosciences recom-
mends individual minimum fold-coverage of a particular analysed
sequence for each type of base modification (Table 1). The fold-
coverage obtained from a sequencing run will depend on the run
chemistry and genome size with larger genomes requiring the use
of multiple SMRT cells to achieve higher fold-coverage.

2 Materials

The following protocol describes the steps necessary to conduct
base modification analysis on SMRT sequencing projects. This
protocol utilizes the Pacific Biosciences SMRTanalysis v2.3.0 soft-
ware, which supports analysis of DNA sequence data from the
PacBio RS sequencing platform. All software used is open source
and available from the Pacific Biosciences web page (http://www.
pacb.com/devnet/), along with detailed installation guides. The
installation of the SMRTanalysis software package may be techni-
cally challenging and will require a reasonable level of proficiency
with Linux-based systems. System administrator privileges are
required for installation and the set-up of user accounts to access
the portal. Installation and running SMRTanalysis requires a 64-bit
Linux machine with a minimum of 8 cores with 2GB RAM per core
and 250 GB of disk base. An installation summary with complete
system requirements is available from (https://github.com/Paci-
ficBiosciences/SMRT-Analysis/wiki/SMRT-Analysis-Software-
Installation-v2.3.0). In this study, SMRTanalysis v2.3.0 was

Table 1
Minimum sequence fold-coverage for accurate detection of base modificationsa

Base Modification Fold-coverageb

4-methylcytosine 25�
5-methylcytosine 250�
5-hydroxymethylcytosine 250�
Glucosylated 5-hydroxymethylcytosine [18] 25�
Hydroxymethylcytosinec 25�
6-methyladenine 25�
8-oxoguanine 25�

a Data sourced from (http://www.pacb.com/applications/base_modification/)
b SMRT sequencing follows a Poisson distribution across a genome, to ensure the entire genome meets the 25�
threshold, Pacific Biosciences recommend a total coverage of 100�
c Enriched with theHydroxymethyl Collector™Kit available from (http://www.activemotif.com/catalog/775/hydroxy

methyl-collectortrade)
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installed on a Bio-Linux machine and accessed using SSH Secure
Shell Client. Xming X server for Windows was used to tunnel
Mozilla Firefox browser to connect to the SMRT portal (Table
2). A number of commercial sequencing providers are currently
providing PacBio sequencing services and an exhaustive list of
PacBio NGS providers is available from (http://www.pacb.com/
support/sequencing_provider/).

3 Methods

3.1 Protocol

Overview

There are a number of steps involved in performing the base
modification analysis protocol detailed below (schematically out-
lined in Fig. 1). The starting point of the analysis will depend on the
input data, particularly the availability of a good quality reference
genome.

3.1.1 To Perform the

Analysis with Raw SMRT

Cell Data Only

In this case all steps in the protocol will be necessary. Subheading
3.2 “Importing Data” describes how to import the raw SMRT cell
data from the sequence service provider into the SMRT portal. The
base modification analysis protocol requires a reference genome to
detect modifications. This reference genome is generated from
SMRT cell data using the protocol described in Subheading 3.3
“RS_HGAP_Assembly.2 Protocol”. Following this protocol, the
reference sequence is generated from an initial assembly of the
SMRT data, and Subheading 3.4 “HGAP Assembly Results”
describes how to check and download this reference. The final
step in this section of the protocol is to import the reference
genome sequence to SMRT portal; this is described in Subheading
3.5 “Import HGAP Reference.” To initiate the base modification
analysis, follow the steps described in Subheading 3.6 “RS_Moti-
f_and_Modification.1 Protocol”. On completion of this protocol
analysis of the results is described in Subheading 3.7 “Base Modifi-
cation Results.”

Table 2
Software used for PacBio RS SMRT assemblies

Software package Download source

SMRTanalysis v2.3.0 http://www.pacb.com/devnet/

SSH secure Shell http://en.kioskea.net/download/download-1423-ssh-secure-shell

Xming X server http://sourceforge.net/projects/xming/

Bio-Linux http://environmentalomics.org/bio-linux/
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3.1.2 To Perform the

Analysis with Raw SMRT

Cell Data and an Available

Reference Genome

In this case it is not necessary to generate a new reference genome
from the SMRT cell data and some steps can be removed from the
protocol. To begin, follow the steps described in Subheading 3.2
“Importing Data,” this allows the user to import the raw SMRT
cell data from the sequence service provider into SMRT portal.
Subheadings 3.3 and 3.4 are no longer required and the user can
proceed to Subheading 3.5 “Import HGAP Reference.” Here, the

Fig. 1 Flowchart overview of SMRT RS sequencing, assembly, and base modification analysis
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available reference genome can be supplemented for the HGAP
assembly sequence that previously came from Subheading 3.4 (see
Note 6). The base modification analysis described in Subheadings
3.6 and 3.7 can then proceed as described below.

3.2 Importing Data 1. To import raw sequencing data to the SMRT portal, select the
“Design Job” tab (Fig. 2a), click on the “Import and Manage”
icon, and then select “Import SMRT Cells.”

2. Specify the file pathway for the required data, then click “Scan.”
Scanning may take several minutes and a notification will be
received once the data has been added successfully.

3. Click “OK” and return to the “Design Job” tab, after which the
“Create New” icon is selected. The data should now be visible in
the SMRT cell list.

3.3 Hierarchical

Genome Assembly

Process Protocol (See

Note 1)

1. To perform the hierarchical genome assembly process (HGAP)
on the raw sequence data, create a new job by selecting the
“Create New” icon in the Pacific Biosciences SMRT portal.

2. Enter the name of the job and add any relevant comments.

3. Navigate to the protocol drop-down menu and select the
“RS_HGAP_Assembly.2” protocol (see Note 2).

4. Open the protocol parameters (Square icon with three dots).

5. Under the Assembly drop-down option, change “Genome Size
(bp)” to the estimated genome size. The remaining parameters
are run using the default settings (Fig. 2b).

6. Select the relevant SMRT cell data from the SMRT cell list and
transfer to the active SMRT job.

7. Then select “Save,” followed by selecting “Start” to start the
data processing. This process may take several hours depending
on the number of SMRT cells added, available computational
capacity, and the level of coverage achieved during sequencing.
Assembly progress can be monitored in the ‘“Monitor Jobs”
tab.

3.4 HGAP Assembly

Results (Fig. 2c)

1. Open the SMRT portal Job Metrics tab and navigate to the
reports menu. The raw read yield of the assembly project is listed
under Assembly (seeNote 3). The mapping and coverage data of
the assembly is listed under Resequencing.

2. Under the polished assembly tab, the number of contigs in the
final polished assembly of the phage genome is shown, along
with the size of the contigs.

3. To download the fasta file of the assembled phage genome,
which will be used as the reference file for the base modification
protocol, navigate to the “Data” menu and under “Assembly”
click on the polished assembly “FASTA” (see Note 4).
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Fig. 2 Screen shots from the PacBio SMRT portal showing the various windows/tabs associated with the
phage methylome analysis. (a) Design Job tab (b) Parameter settings for “RS_HGAP_Assembly.2” protocol (c)
Results screen for HGAP assembly, assembly “Reports” and “Data” menus are on the left hand side of the
screen (d) Uploading reference file for base modification analysis (e) Setting the QV cut-off values for
“RS_Modification_and_Motif_Analysis.1” protocol (f) Results screen for base modification analysis, base
modification and motif data are added to the “Reports” and “Data” menus are on the left hand side of the
screen and (g) Motif’s report from base modification analysis



3.5 Protocol for

Importing HGAP

Reference

1. To upload the phage genome reference file from the HGAP
assembly, select the “Import and Manage” icon in the “Design
Job” tab and click on the reference sequences link (see Note 5).

2. Select “New” and enter the assembly name and organism (Fig.
2d).

3. To select the reference file, use the “Select Fasta File(s)” option
and browse to your previously downloaded polished phage
assembly fasta file; click upload (see Note 6).

3.6 Base

Modification Analysis

Protocol

1. To perform the base modification analysis, create a new job, by
clicking on the “Create New” icon in the “Design Job” tab.

2. Enter the name of your job and add any relevant comments.

3. Navigate to the protocol drop-down menu and select the
“RS_Modification_and_Motif_Analysis.1” protocol.

4. In the “Reference” drop-down list, select your previously
uploaded phage reference file from the HGAP assembly.

5. Select the raw SMRT cell data used to perform the HGAP
assembly from the SMRT cell list and add to the job.

6. Open the protocol parameters. The filtering, mapping and con-
sensus protocols are the same as for a standard sequencing
protocol (Fig. 2e).

7. Ensure the “Identify Modifications” option is checked. The
quality value “QV” cut-off is set to QV ¼ 30 as default. This
may be increased to improve the stringency of the analysis. All
other parameters may be run in default mode (see Note 7).

8. Then “Save” and “Start” the job. Processing may take several
hours depending on the number of SMRT cells added, compu-
tational power available, and the level of coverage achieved
during sequencing. Assembly progress can be monitored in the
‘“Monitor Jobs” tab.

3.7 Base

Modification Results

(Fig. 2f)

1. On the results page, first check the consistency of the polished
assembly with the raw reads (see Note 8).

2. Assess the base modification report in “Modifications” under
“Base Modifications.”

3. The modification report shows a plot of “Per-Strand Coverage
versusModification QV (Quality Value)” and “Modification QV
versus Count of Bases.”

4. To view the motif report, select “Base Modifications” and scroll
to “Motifs.”

5. The table at the top of the page summarizes the modification
motifs found and the frequency of their detection (Fig. 2g).
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6. The plot shows theModifications QVs with the identified motifs
in comparison to all other modifications not found to be within
a motif.

7. The base modification data can be downloaded from the “Data”
menu under “Base Modifications” to be used for further
analysis.

4 Notes

1. To conduct base modification analysis on PacBio SMRT
sequencing data, a reference genome sequence is required (i.e.,
an assembled [phage] genome). The reference sequence is
obtained by performing a HGAP assembly on the raw
sequence data.

2. “RS_HGAP_Assembly.2” in the protocol is specific to SMRTa-
nalysis v2.3.0. When employing SMRTanalysis v2.0, use assem-
bly protocol “RS_HGAP_Assembly.1”, to perform the HGAP
assembly.

3. The preassembly report provides the preassembled yield, which
is the number of preassembled reads over the number of preas-
sembled bases. This is a useful check of the raw read coverage of
the sequencing project. If this value is low, the assembly may be
limited by the raw-read coverage.

4. Files downloaded from the SMRT portal are stored in the Inter-
net browsers’ Downloads folder. The polished phage assembly
fasta reference file will need to be transferred to a reference file
drop box on the server, from where it can be uploaded directly
to the SMRT portal for the base modification analysis protocol.

5. A directory should be created to store the reference sequences
on the server running SMRT portal. This directory should be set
up as a reference drop-box on the SMRT analysis user account.

6. It has been found in previous analyses [10] that a completed
phage genome, if available, should be used as a reference, rather
than an assembly fasta file. Once uploaded your reference file will
be validated, which may take several minutes. An e-mail will be
sent upon completion.

7. When using SMRTanalysis v2.0, it is required that the user
specify in the parameters menu if the sample has been Tet1
treated. To reliably detect 5mc base modifications, samples
should be treated with Tet1 enzyme prior to sequencing.
SMRTanalysis v2.3.0 does not require the user to specify if the
sample has been Tet1 treated.
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8. During the initial HGAP assembly, polishing has been imple-
mented with Quiver (consensus polisher program). This process
is repeated during the base modification protocol. Looking at
the variants analysis under “Reports” indicates whether this
assembly polishing was successful or if the assembly can be
polished further; if there are few variants shown it indicates
that the data polishing was successful. Regions with insufficient
coverage will have a PHRED quality score of zero (usually
located at the edge of contigs), these regions should be removed
from the final sequence. If there is a large number of variants
shown, the analysis can be repeated with a lower “Minimum
Subread Length” (default is 500) or a lower “Minimum Poly-
merase Read Quality” (default is 0.80). These parameters can be
adjusted in the “Protocol parameters” filtering section, in the
“Design Job” tab, when setting up the protocol. This is usually
caused by highly repetitive targets, and will be unnecessary with
most phage sequencing projects.
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Chapter 11

Analyzing Genome Termini of Bacteriophage Through
High-Throughput Sequencing

Xianglilan Zhang, Yahui Wang, and Yigang Tong

Abstract

High-throughput sequencing (HTS) is an effective tool for bacteriophage genome and its termini analysis.
HTS technology parallelizes the sequencing process, producing thousands to millions of reads concur-
rently. Terminal information of a bacteriophage genome is important and basic knowledge for understand-
ing the biology of the bacteriophage. We have created a high-occurrence reads as termini theory and
developed practical methods to determine the bacteriophage genome termini, which is based on the large
data of HTS. With this method, the termini of the bacteriophage genome can be efficiently and reliably
identified as a by-product of bacteriophage genome sequencing, by solely analyzing the sequence statistics
of the raw sequencing data (reads), without any further lab experiments.

Key words High-throughput sequencing (HTS), Bacteriophage, Genome termini, High Occurrence
Read Termini theory, High frequency read sequence (HFS)

1 Introduction

Bacteriophages play an important role in molecular biology
research. For example in 1952, Hershey–Chase demonstrated that
DNA is the hereditary material by using bacteriophage [1]. A
variety of useful enzymes are encoded in bacteriophage genomes,
such as T4 DNA ligase, T4 RNA ligase, and T4 polymerase.

Recently, a rise in the spread and severity of bacterial antibiotic-
resistance has become amenacing health problem [2]. For example,
strains of enterococci have emerged to resistant to vancomycin
(vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus, VRE), with an increased inci-
dence reported worldwide [3–5]. Vancomycin was thought to be
one of the last antibiotics that are reliably effective against the
multidrug-resistant superbug [6]. Furthermore, methicillin-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) causes intractable infections
[7]. Except VRE and MRSA, vancomycin-resistant S. aureus
(VRSA), extended spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL) producing
bacteria and multidrug-resistant Acinetobacter baumannii

Martha R.J. Clokie et al. (eds.), Bacteriophages: Methods and Protocols, Volume 3, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1681,
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(MRAB) are also common types of antibiotic-resistant bacteria
[8]. Bacteriophage therapy has great potential to be developed to
target bacteria that are resistant to antibiotics and therefore the
identification and study of bacteriophages specifically infect
antibiotic-resistant bacteria is likely to have a significant medical
impact in the near future.

An important aspect of characterizing bacteriophages is their
genome packaging, which plays an important role in the phage’s life
cycle, starting from initiation [9], to viral DNA replication [10],
termination and regulation of transcription [11]. Genome termini
identification is a crucial stage of the whole DNA packaging pro-
cess. High-throughput sequencing (HTS) is an effective tool for
bacteriophage genome sequence analysis [12–14], including
genome termini analysis. HTS generates a large number of reads
data. Determination of phage genome termini is usually a challenge
to molecular biologists. Conventional methods first use these data
to assemble the full sequence of a bacteriophage genome, and then
carry out molecular biology experiments to identify its termini.
Conventional termini analysis is complicated, time-consuming
and expensive. Unlike these conventional methods, we propose a
High Occurrence Read Termini theory to study the bacterio-
phages’ genome termini, as well as genome packaging, directly
using only the HTS reads data. Compared to conventional meth-
ods, our approach acquires relevant information of a bacterio-
phage’s genome termini, including genome type, the position and
sequence of termini and the length of gene repeated termini
sequences, without any secondary lab experiments, largely shortens
the analysis time and decreases the cost.

Experiments on the T4-like bacteriophages, the Enterococcus
bacteriophages, the Twort-like bacteriophages, T7-like bacterio-
phage, Viuna-like bacteriophage, and some other bacteriophages
(see Table 1) have proved the correctness and effectiveness of the
High Occurrence Read Termini theory and the related termini
determination method. Using this theory, we have already identi-
fied the genome termini and sequence characteristics along with
replication of T4-like, Enterococcus faecalis, Enterococcus faecium,
Twort-like Staphylococcus aureus, and λ-like bacteriophages. For
this chapter we have summarized the different groups of bacterio-
phage termini and replication characteristics. For example the T3,
T7-like and N4-like bacteriophages, have biospecific and repeat
termini (the termini analysis of T3 and the replications of T3 and
IME-11, are given in Table 2 and Fig. 1). The T4-like bacterio-
phages, have bioconsensus (nonspecific) and repeat termini (the
results of IME-08 are given in Table 3 and Fig. 1). Enterococcus
bacteriophages IME-EF4, IME-EFm1 and IME-EF3, have biospe-
cific and nonrepeat termini with 9 bp 30 protruding cohesive ends
(we listed the results of IME-EF4 and IME-EFm1 here, see Table 4
and Fig. 1). The Twort-like S. aureus IME-SA1 and IME-SA2 have
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Table 1
Bacteriophages analyzed in our laboratory

Bacteriphage Family Genus
Genome length
(bp) Host bacteria

Accession
number

IME-EF4 Siphoviridae N/A 40,713 Enterococcus faecalis NC_023551.1

IME-EFm1 Siphoviridae N/A 42,599 Enterococcus faecium NC_024356.1

IME-SA1 Myoviridae Twort-like
virus

140,218 Staphylococcus aureus

IME-SA2 Myoviridae Twort-like
virus

140,906 Staphylococcus aureus

IME-08 Myoviridae T4-like 172,253 Escherichia coli 8099 NC_014260

IME-09 Myoviridae T4-like 166,499 Escherichia coli 8099 NC_019503

IME-EC1 Myoviridae T4-like 170,335 Escherichia coli

IME-EC2 N/A N/A 41,510 Escherichia coli

IME-EC16 Podoviridae T7-like 38,870 Escherichia coli

IME-EC17 Podoviridae T7-like 38,870 Escherichia coli

IME-11 Podoviridae N4-like 72,570 Escherichia coli NC_019423

T3 Podoviridae T7-like 38,208 Escherichia coli KC960671

IME-SF1 Podoviridae T7-like 38,842 Shigella flexneri

IME-SF2 Podoviridae T7-like 40,387 Shigella flexneri

IME-AB2 Myoviridae N/A 43,665 Acinetobacter
baumannii

JX976549

IME-AB3 Myoviridae N/A 43,050 Acinetobacter
baumannii

NC_023590.1

IME-SM1 N/A N/A 149,960 Serratia marcescens

IME-SL1 Myoviridae Viuna-like
virus

153,667 Salmonella

Iridovirus
W150

Iridoviridae Irido virus 162,590 Aedes albopictus C6/36
cells

Table 2
T3 terminal sequence occurrence frequency statistics

Bacteriophage Strand Ave. freq. Ter. freq.
Occurrence
frequency ratios Terminal sequence

Tagged T3 Positive 1.35 890 659 TCTCATAGTTCAAGAACCCA
Negative 709 525 AGGGACACATAGAGATGTAC

Un-tagged T3 Positive 5.12 1570 306 TCTCATAGTTCAAGAACCCA
Negative 1262 246 AGGGACACATAGAGATGTAC
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bispecific and long repeat termini with an adjacent variable region
(see Fig. 1). The λ-like bacteriophage IME-EC3 and IME-EC2,
have biospecific and nonrepeat termini with about 10 bp 50 pro-
truding cohesive ends (see Fig. 1 about the replication of
IME-EC3). Finally the Acinetobacter baumannii bacteriophages
IME-AB1 and IME-AB2 have no special termini characteristics,
and thus we hypothesize that they have completely random termini.

Theoretically, this method can be applied to analysis of other
microbe genome termini, like that of plant and animal viruses.

2 Materials

2.1 Software

and Website

Velvet, ABYSS, SOAPdenovo, CLC genomics workbench (Aarhus,
Denmark), MEGA 5.10, in-house UNIX shell commands, NCBI
website, RAST (Rapid Annotation using Subsystem Technology),
Kodon (Applied Math, Sint-martens-Latem, Belgium), the bacteri-
ophage genome database of the European Molecular Biology Lab-
oratory (EMBL), tRNAscan-SE (v.1.21).

2.2 Reagents DNase I and RNase A (Thermo Scientific, USA), 10% sodium
dodecyl sulfonate, 500 mM EDTA, 1 mg/mL proteinase K, phe-
nol, phenol–chloroform–isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1), isopropanol,
ice 75% ethanol, distilled water, Ion Shear™ Plus Reagents,
E-Gel® SizeSelect™ agarose gel, Fastx toolkit, AMPure beads
(Beckman Coulter, California, USA), T4 DNA polymerase

Fig. 1 Bacteriophage replication
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(IonTorrent, San Francisco, USA). All the primers were synthe-
sized by the Sangon Company (Beijing, China).

2.3 Instruments Life Technologies Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine (PGM)
Ion Torrent sequencer (IonTorrent), Solexa HiSeq2000 Genome
Analyzer (Illumina, San Diego, USA).

2.4 Bacteriophages The analyzed lytic Enterococcus bacteriophages IME-EF4 and
IME-EFm1, Twort-like bacteriophages IME-SA1 and IME-SA2,
T4-like bacteriophage IME-08 and IME-09, N4-like bacterio-
phage IME-11, and λ-like bacteriophage IME-EC3 and
IME-EC2 were isolated from sewage in the Chinese PLA hospital
307 (Beijing, China),. The detail information of above bacterio-
phages and others analyzed in our laboratory is listed in Table 1.
The information of bacteriophages from IME-08 to Iridovirus
W150 is reproduced from [3], Fig. 2 displays their genera.

3 Methods

All bacteriophages were processed through isolation, purification,
concentration (optional step), genomic DNA extraction and high-
throughput sequencing. The termini and replication characteristics
of abovementioned bacteriophages were discovered using High
Occurrence Read Termini Theory theory.

3.1 Samples

Preparation

3.1.1 Bacteriophage

Isolation and Purification

Enrichment cultures [4] were used to isolate bacteriophages from
sewage in the Chinese PLA hospital 307 (Beijing, China), while the
host bacteria for these bacteriophages were isolated from clinical
samples in the same hospital. Bacteriophage purification, concen-
tration, and replication were carried out by standard methods as
described previously [5]. The bacteriophage titer was assessed
using the double layer agar technique according to methods
described in [4].

3.1.2 Bacteriophage

Genomic DNA Extraction

Bacteriophage DNA was extracted based on the previously pub-
lished method [6]. In brief, DNase I and RNase A were added to

Table 4
IME-EF4 and IME-EFm1 terminal sequence occurrence frequency statistics

Bacteriophage Strand Ave. freq. Ter. freq.
Occurrence
frequency ratios Terminal sequence

IME-EF4 Positive 6.73 1322 196 ATTAGTTTCTTCAAAAAATT
Negative 6.73 2318 344 CTTTCGCTTAAACGAATCTC

IME-EFm1 Positive 12.95 3194 246 ATTAATTCGTTATAAAAAGG
Negative 12.95 4412 341 CTCTTCTTCGCACGAAATTC
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Fig. 2 Phylogenetic tree of bacteriophages. The bacteriophages analyzed in our
laboratory are indicated by arrows. The tree was generated from an amino acid
alignment (gap open cost—10; gap extension cost �1; end gap cost—free)
using the Maximum Likelihood method with 1000 bootstrap replicates
(MEGA 5.10)
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the bacteriophage stock solution to a final concentration of 1 μg/
mL respectively. The mixture was incubated overnight at 37 �C.
Then samples were incubated at 80 �C for 15 min to deactivate the
DNase I. Lysis buffer (final concentration, 0.5% sodium dodecyl
sulfonate, 20 mM EDTA, and 50 μg/mL proteinase K) was added
to samples, which were then incubated at 56 �C for 1 h. An equal
volume of phenol was added to extract the DNA. Following centri-
fugation at 7000� g for 5 min, the aqueous layer was removed to a
fresh tube containing an equal volume of phenol–chloroform–isoa-
myl alcohol (25:24:1) and centrifuged at 7000 � g for 5 min. The
aqueous layer was collected and mixed with an equal volume of
isopropanol, and stored at �20 �C overnight. The mixture was
centrifuged at 4 �C for 20 min at 10,000 � g, and the DNA pellet
was washed with ice 75% ethanol. The resulting DNA was then
air-dried at room temperature, resuspended in distilled water, and
stored at �20 �C.

3.2 High-Throughput

Sequencing

After the bacteriophage DNA extraction, the genomes of bacter-
iophages were sequenced using the semiconductor sequencer Per-
sonal Genome Machine (PGM) Ion Torrent sequencer
(IonTorrent), while the genomes of T3 and IME-11 were
sequenced using Solexa HiSeq2000 Genome Analyzer. This PGM
IonTorrent technology exploits emulsion polymerase chain reac-
tion (PCR) and incorporates a sequencing-by-synthesis approach
[7]. The library preparation, amplification, and sequencing were
performed according to the IonTorrent sequencing protocols. In
particular, the genome DNA samples were sheared using the Ion
Shear™ Plus Reagents. These DNA fragments were then ligated to
adapters for subsequent nick repair and purification. For the best
sequencing results, purified DNA fragments of about 300 bp were
selected by using the E-Gel® SizeSelect™ agarose gel. After ampli-
fying and purifying the selected library, emulsion PCR was used to
process the library. The PCR was carried out in a water-in-oil
microreactor containing a single DNA molecule on a bead
[8]. The H+ ion torrent signal was detected during the sequenc-
ing-by-synthesis. In this process, four fluorescently labeled nucleo-
tides were added to the flow-cell channels during DNA synthesis.
The florescent light signals were detected by the Genome Analyzer,
which performed base calling [9]. The protocol of HiSeq2000
Illumina sequencing is similar to the PGM IonTorrent. The only
difference exists in the final step, where instead of using emulsion
PCR, HiSeq2000 Illumina applies “bridging” amplification to pro-
cess DNA fragment library [10].

3.3 Bioinformatics

Analysis

Bacteriophage complete genome sequences were assembled using
one of the following software: Velvet [12], ABYSS [13], SOAPde-
novo [14], and CLC genomics workbench (Aarhus, Denmark).
The adaptor sequences were removed using Fastx toolkit
[15]. The occurrence frequency of each read was calculated using
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in-house UNIX shell commands. Blast search was performed on
NCBI website [16] to find each bacteriophage’s similar sequences.
Genome sequences without adaptors were mapped onto the assem-
bled sequences using CLC genomics workbench. Genome annota-
tion was implemented using RAST (Rapid Annotation using
Subsystem Technology) [17]. Bacteriophage conserved coding
DNA sequences (CDSs), such as large terminase subunit, were
selected for phylogenetic analysis using MEGA 5.10. The potential
coding regions of genome was predicted using the software Kodon
(Applied Math, Sint-martens-Latem, Belgium) with a minimum
open reading frame (ORF) size of 50 amino acids, and with the
“Bacterial and Plant Plastid Code” as translation table. These puta-
tive coding regions were then aligned with the bacteriophage
genome database of the European Molecular Biology Laboratory
(EMBL), where the best matches were used to annotate and finally
identify the number ORFs. tRNA genes were predicted using
tRNAscan-SE (v.1.21) [18].

3.4 High Occurrence

Read Termini Theory

As illustrated in Fig. 3, a bacteriophage with a linear double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) has terminal repetitions. These repetitions
are used for homologous recombination during the bacteriophages
DNA replication. The bacteriophages dsDNA can be circularized
through the genome terminal repetitions; therefore, identifying the
natural genome termini of bacteriophage, which are cleaved by the
terminase, is difficult. In this study, we conceived the High Occur-
rence Read Termini theory, which can find the natural termini using
the read occurrence frequency (see Note 1).

Suppose that there are m identical genomes, the length of each
genome is L. All the genomes are divided into Nr short sequences.
Each short sequence is called a read. The average length of the reads
is Lreads.

Theorem 1: R ¼ Freqter
Freqave

¼ 2� Lreads.

Proof 1.: There are m identical genomes. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the
high-throughput sequencing (HTS) machine reads each read from 50

Fig. 3 Simplified sketch of the bacteriophage linear dsDNA. Terminal repetitions are located at 50 and 30 ends
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to 30. Thus, each genome with dsDNA has two termini. The occurrence
frequency of the reads starting with a natural terminus is:

Freqter ¼ m ð1Þ
There are totally Nr reads for the m genomes. As shown in

Fig. 4, two different reads, A and B, start with base A and base
T. Thus, the average occurrence frequency of all the reads is:

Freqave ¼
Nr

2� L
ð2Þ

The ratio of Freqter to Freqave is

R ¼ Freqter
Freqave

¼ m
Nr

z�L

¼ 2�m � L

Nr
¼ 2� Lreads ð3Þ

3.4.1 High Occurrence

Read Termini Theory

Verification (Optional Step)

To verify High Occurrence Read Termini theory, we firstly tag the
termini of a bacteriophage genomic DNA. If the termini are identi-
cal with the HTS reads having the highest occurrence frequencies,
the High Occurrence Read Termini theory works. In this chapter,
the HTS reads having the highest occurrence frequencies is shortly
named high frequency read sequences (HFS).

In particular, a pair of complementary oligonucleotides is
designed as shown in Table 5. The two oligonucleotides were
annealed together and formed a double stranded adaptor with a
base T overhanging at the 30 terminus. As shown in Fig. 5, this
designed adaptor was used as a tag of bacteriophage termini. The
termini of a bacteriophage genome were polished blunt with T4
DNA polymerase (IonTorrent, San Francisco, USA) and were
phosphorylated at the 50 end with T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (Ion
Torrent). A base A was added at the 30 end with Taq DNA poly-
merase (Ion Torrent) using standard protocols. The designed tag
adaptors wehre then ligated to the modified bacteriophage termini
in a reaction mixture containing 25 μL end repaired genomic DNA
sample, 1 μL annealed adaptor, 1 μL T4 DNA ligase (Ion Torrent)

Fig. 4 Reads generation in dsDNA by high-throughput sequencing (HTS). The sequence of Read A is
ATCGCATT. The sequence of Read B is TAGGTCGC. The starting bases are shown in red color. Read Ter.
1 and Read Ter. 2 are the two reads beginning with the natural termini
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and 10 μL 10� ligase buffer (Ion Torrent) followed by incubation
at 25 �C for 10 min., then the ligated DNA was purified using
AMPure beads.

We choose a well-studied T3 bacteriophage as a model. First
the termini of T3 genome sequences were identified using our
theory. Then the termini of T3 genomic DNA were tagged using
the synthetic dsDNA adaptor (Table 5). A sample of un-tagged T3
bacteriophage genome was also prepared as a control group (see
Note 2). The HTS results of tagged T3 genome and untagged T3
genome were analyzed. As shown in Fig. 6, the respective two HFS
of the tagged T3 genome and the untagged T3 genome are rightly
located at their termini. As shown in Table 2, the occurrence
frequency ratios of terminal reads to general reads are 659 (positive
strand of tagged T3 genome), 525 (negative strand of tagged T3
genome), 306 (positive strand of un-tagged T3 genome), and
246 (negative strand of un-tagged T3 genome), respectively. More-
over, the terminal tagged T3 genome sequences were identical to
the terminal un-tagged T3 genome sequences, and also consistent

Table 5
Adaptor ligated into a bacteriophage termini

Tag Adaptor Sequence

1 50-AGTGTAGTAGT-30

30-TCACAT CATCA-50

Fig. 5 Tag adaptor ligation to the genome termini of a bacteriophage
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with the previously reported T3 terminal sequences (NC_003298).
This result confirms the validity of the High Occurrence Read
Termini theory. After identifying the termini of T3 and assembling
its complete genome using CLC genomics workbench, its replica-
tion is acquired and shown in Fig. 1, where the full length of T3 is
38,208 bp with 230 bp repeat.

Fig. 6 Distribution of high occurrence frequency reads in the T3 genome. Reads with highest occurrence
frequencies are the T3 genome termini (a) Adaptor tagged T3 genome. (b) Un-tagged T3 genome. Strand
orientation and nucleotide numbering are adopted from the complete genome sequence record of T3 phage in
GenBank (NC_003298)
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3.4.2 Consensus Termini

Determination of T4-Like

Bacteriophage Using High

Occurrence Read Termini

Theory

T4-like bacteriophages is a model species contributing broadly to
our understanding of molecular biology. T4-like DNA replication
and packaging share various mechanisms with human double-
stranded DNA viruses such as herpes virus. Our HTS data and
experimental results illustrate that T4-like bacteriophage has con-
sensus termini with sequence-preferred terminase cleavage. More
details can be reached at [19].

Here, taking T4-like bacteriophage IME-08 as an example, we
use High Occurrence Read Termini theory to analyze its genome
termini.

HTS Read Occurrence

Frequency Statistics

The IME-08 was high-throughput sequenced using the Solexa
Genome Analyzer, which generated 5,011,480 pairs of reads.
Each pair of read was separately stored in 1.fq and 2.fq files, with
average lengths of 73 bp and 75 bp respectively [20]. The occur-
rence frequencies of HTS generated reads were calculated using
High Occurrence Read Termini theory (see Note 3). As shown in
Fig. 7, about 70% reads have 6–22 occurrence frequencies with the
most occurrence frequency 13. The top 20 HFS are listed in
Table 3. Compared with the average occurrence frequency of
13, all the occurrence frequencies of the top 20 HFS have more
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Fig. 7 Read sequence distribution in T4-like bacteriophage IME-08 genome
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than 400 times. For further start base statistics, the genome
sequences containing each read upstream sequence is also listed in
Table 3, where the bases are highlighted when they are both in read
sequence and in upstream-contained sequence.

Consensus Termini Reveal

Sequence-Preferred

Cleavage by Bacteriophage

Terminase

Weblogo [21] was used to generate the sequence logo of the top
20 HFS along with their upstream sequences, which were retrieved
from the assembled IME-08 genome (full length: 172,253 bp). As
shown in Fig. 8, an obvious consensus sequence exists around the
cleavage breakpoint, with the major part in HTS upstream
sequences. Among the top 20 HFS, 16 of them have an identical
cleavage site 50-TTGGA. . .G-30, which indicates that T4-like bac-
teriophage genome cleavage is highly sequence-preferred (not
sequence-specific). After identifying the termini of IME-08 using
High Occurrence Read Termini theory, assembling its complete
genome using Velvet and further verification using ABYSS and
SOAPdenovo, the replication of IME-08 is shown in Fig. 1,
where its full length is 172,253 bp with a repeat region acquired
after sequence-preferred cleavage.

3.4.3 Nine bp 30

Protruding Cohesive Ends

Determination

of Enterococcus

Bacteriophage Using High

Occurrence Read Termini

Theory

9 bp 30 protruding cohesive ends exist in both Enterococcus faecalis
bacteriophage IME-EF4 and Enterococcus faecium bacteriophage
IME-EFm1 genomes. The 9 nt 30 protruding cohesive ends are
TCATCACCG (IME-EF4) and GGGTCAGCG (IME-EFm1).
Further molecular biological experiments could confirm the
above results. These experiments included mega-primer polymer-
ase chain reaction sequencing, terminal run-off sequencing, and
adaptor ligation followed by run-off sequencing. More details of
their termini analysis can be reached at [22]. More details of
IME-EFm1 characteristic analysis can be reached at [23].

Here, taking Enterococcus faecalis bacteriophage IME-EF4 and
Enterococcus faecium IME-EFm1 as an example, we use High
Occurrence Read Termini theory to identify the termini of Entero-
coccus bacteriophages.

Fig. 8 Sequence logo of the upstream-contained read with top 20 highest occurrence frequencies (This figure
was generated by using Weblogo [21])
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HTS Read Occurrence

Frequency Statistics

As shown in Fig. 9, IME-EF4 and IME-EFm1 HTS read data have
two significant high frequency read sequences (HFS), beginning
with CTTTCGCTTAAACGAATCTC and ATTAGTTTCTT-
CAAAAAATT, CTCTTCTTCGCACGAAATTC and
ATTAATTCGTTATAAAAAGG, respectively. The HTS data of
IME-EF4 and IME-EFm1 share similar sequence occurrence fre-
quency curves. Figure 10 shows that more than 99% of reads have
occurrence frequencies less than 237.2 (IME-EF4) and 446.6
(IME-EFm1). Using the High Occurrence Read Termini theory,
we concluded that the two reads with the highest occurrence
frequencies rightly represent the termini of bacteriophage
IME-EF4. As shown in Table 4, the occurrence frequency ratios
of terminal reads to general reads are 196 (positive strand of
IME-EF4), 344 (negative strand of IME-EF4), 246 (positive
strand of IME-EFm1), and 341 (negative strand of IME-EFm1),
respectively.

Nine bp 30 Protruding
Cohesive Ends of IME-EF4

and IME-EFm1

CLC genomics workbench was used to assemble the complete
genomes of IME-EF4 and IME-EFm1. All related HTS reads
were mapped to assembled IME-EF4 and IME-EFm1 genome
sequences, separately. The mapping results are shown in Fig. 11,
where the occurrence frequency of reads having the 9 nt protruding
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cohesive end is less than 20 times. Using the termini and complete
sequence analysis results, their replications are depicted in Fig. 1,
where IME-EF4 and IME-EFm1 both have 9 bp 30 protruding
cohesive ends.

Mega-Primer PCR

Sequencing (Optional

Verification Step)

We carried out PCR amplification for the IME-EF4 DNA genome.
The PCR implements a mega-primer guided polymerization
through the protruding cohesive end.

The genome sequence snapshot including the 9 base is shown
in Fig. 12 (a), where the upstream sequence is
“. . .GAGATTCGTTTAAGCGAAAG” and the downstream
sequence is “ATTAGTTTCTTCAAAAAATT. . .”. The PCR result
is consistent with our HTS data statistical mapping result (see
Fig. 11 (a)). It proves that both the IME-EF4 complete genome
and the protruding cohesive ends acquired from the HTS data
statistics are correct.
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number to the next number, i.e., “2318” means the read occurrence frequency during the range
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Fig. 11 IME-EF4 and IME-EFm1 mapping results. The mapped reads are acquired from the original HTS data.
The 30 terminal sequences are underlined in orange, the 50 terminal sequences are underlined in dark red, and
the 30 protruding cohesive ends are underlined in blue.
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Fig. 12 Chromatograms of the three molecular biology experiments, including IME-EF4 complete genome
sequencing (a) IME-EF4 terminal run-off sequencing (b) and IME-EF4 adaptor ligation to the terminal
sequences (c)
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Terminal Run-off

Sequencing (Optional

Verification Step)

The IME-EF4 complete genome was used as the template for
terminal run-off sequencing, the process of which is described in
[11]. The 30 end of the IME-EF4 genome was marked using
the primer P1 (50-CTCTAGTTTGTTGCGTGCGTAAATC-30).
The 50 end of the IME-EF4 genome was marked using the primer
P4 (50-AGGTACGGACCGCAATGGGTTGGGA-30).

As illustrated in Fig. 13, four different dsDNA protruding
cohesive end cases hypothetically exist. Case 1 describes the situa-
tion of a negative strand protruding cohesive end, case 2 represents
the positive strand protruding cohesive end, case 3 shows the 50

protruding cohesive end situation, and case 4 describes our putative
IME-EF4 situation of the 30 protruding cohesive end.

If the IME-EF4 has the protruding cohesive end situation
according to cases 1, 2, or 3, then we would find signals after either
the terminal sequence “GAGATTCGTTTAAGCGAAAG”,
“ATTTTTTGAAGAAACTAATA”, or both of them in the terminal
run-off sequencing result. However, as shown in Fig. 12 (b), no
signal was detected after the termini “GAGATTCGTTT AAGC-
GAAAG” in the positive strand or after the termini “ATTTTTT-
GAAGAAACTAATA” in the negative strand. This result further
confirmed our conclusion that IME-EF4 has a linear, double-
stranded DNA genome with a 9 nt 30 protruding cohesive end,
represented by case 4 of the 30 protruding cohesive end situation.

Fig. 13 Hypothetical genome dsDNA protruding cohesive end situations
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Adaptor Ligation

to the Termini (Optional

Verification Step)

To further prove that IME-EF4 is linear dsDNA ending with a 30

9 nt protruding cohesive end, we created two pairs of adaptors
ligated with the ends of IME-EF4, which are shown in Fig. 14. In
particular, combining C1 and C2 formed adaptor 1, and combining
C3 and C4 produced adaptor 2. To ligate adaptors with IME-EF4
terminal sequences, we added phosphoric acids to C1 and C4. The
prepared adaptors are shown in Table 6. At the same time, we
prepared primers to be used in the next step of PCR amplification,
as illustrated in Fig. 14. The primer sequences are shown in Table 7.
The Sangon Company prepared the oligonucleotides for these
adaptors and primers. The adaptor oligonucleotide mix was then
individually hybridized by running the ligation program on a PCR
machine. To ligate the IME-EF4 genome with the prepared adap-
tor, the phosphoric acid was added for the IME-EF4 genome end
repair. Specifically, 800 ng IME-EF4 genome was diluted to 16 μL

Fig. 14 Illustration of the adaptors and primers used in the experiments. Adaptor 1 includes C1 and C2, and
adaptor 2 includes C3 and C4. P2 is highlighted in green, and the P3 is highlighted in blue

Table 6
Prepared adaptor list

Adaptor Sequence (From 50 to 30)

Adaptor C1-P P-GCCGGAGCTCTGCAGATATC

1 C2 GATATCTGCAGAGCTCCGGC-CGGTGATGA

Adaptor C3 GCCGGAGCTCTGCAGATATC-TCATCACCG

2 C4-P P-GATATCTGCAGAGCTCCGGC

Table 7
Prepared primer list

Primer Sequence (From 50 to 30)

P1 CTCTAGTTTGTTGCGTGCGTAAATC

P2 GATATCTGCAGAGCTCCGGC

P3 GCCGGAGCTCTGCAGATATC

P4 AGGTACGGACCGCAATGGGTTGGGA
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using nuclease-free water, and then the end repair mix was
prepared. The phosphate groups were added also by running the
program on a PCRmachine. The adaptor ligated DNA was purified
according to the instruction manual described in the NEBNext®

Fast DNA Library Prep Set for Ion Torrent™ (version 3.1). The
purified DNA samples were used as templates for PCR amplifica-
tion and sequencing with the primer group of P1 and P2, and
group of P3 and P4.

As shown in Fig. 15, the size of the 30 IME-EF4 genome
sequence ligated with adaptor 1 is about 280 bp, and the size of
50 IME-EF4 genome sequence ligated with adaptor 2 is about
250 bp, which are consistent with our experimental design (please
referring to the P1 and P2 illustration in Fig. 14). The sequencing
results are shown in Fig. 12 (c). It further proves that the two
adaptors (adaptor 1 and adaptor 2) have successfully ligated with
the IME-EF4 genome, which means the IME-EF4 genome has a
9 bp 30 protruding cohesive end.

3.4.4 Long Direct Termini

of Twort-Like

Bacteriophage

Here, taking Twort-like bacteriophage IME-SA1 and IME-SA2 as
examples, we use High Occurrence Read Termini theory to identify
the termini of Twort-like bacteriophage. About 8 kb direct termi-
nal repeats (DTR) exist in both IME-SA1 (with 7592 kb DTR) and
IME-SA2 (with 8118 kb DTR) genomes. More details can be
reached at [24].

Fig. 15 Agarose gel electrophoresis to confirm adaptor ligation. “M” represents marker, “1” is the PCR result
of the 30 IME-EF4 genome sequence ligated with adaptor 1 (primer P1 and P2), “3” is the PCR result of the 50

IME-EF4 genome sequence ligated with adaptor 2 (primer P3 and P4), and “2” and “4” are the negative
control PCR results of the 30 and 50 IME-EF4 genome sequence without any adaptor
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HTS Read Occurrence

Frequency Statistics

For the IME-SA1 and IME-SA2 samples, we statistically analyzed
all the HTS reads and then ranked all the read occurrence frequen-
cies in descending order (see Note 3). As shown in Fig. 16,
IME-SA1 and IME-SA2 HTS read data have two significant high-
occurrence frequency reads, beginning with GGAATTCTTT-
TACCTCTCTC and GGTAGACCATAGGGGTATAT, respec-
tively. The HTS data of IME-SA1 and IME-SA2 share similar
sequence occurrence frequency curves. Figure 17 shows that
more than 99% of reads have occurrence frequencies less than
330 (IME-SA1) and 74 (IME-SA2). Using the High Occurrence
Read Termini theory, we concluded that the two reads with the
highest occurrence frequencies rightly represent the termini of
bacteriophages IME-SA1 and IME-SA2. As shown in Table 8, the
occurrence frequency ratios of terminal reads to general reads are
184 (positive strand of IME-SA1), 62 (negative strand of
IME-SA1), 650 (positive strand of IME-SA2), and 234 (negative
strand of IME-SA2), respectively.
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Table 8
IME-SA1 and IME-SA2 terminal sequence occurrence frequency statistics

Bacteriophage Strand Ave. freq. Ter. freq.
Occurrence
frequency ratios Terminal sequence

IME-SA1 Positive 8 1473 184 GGAATTCTTTTACCTCTCTC
Negative 498 62 GGTAGACCATAGGGGTATAT

IME-SA2 Positive 1 650 650 GGAATTCTTTTACCTCTCTC
Negative 234 234 GGTAGACCATAGGGGTATAT
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Long Direct Termini of IME-

SA1 and IME-SA2

CLC genomics workbench was used to assemble the complete
genomes of IME-SA1 and IME-SA2, respectively. Using the ter-
mini and complete sequence analysis results, their replications are
depicted in Fig. 1, where IME-SA1 has 147,810 bp long with
7592 bp long direct termini, while IME-SA2 has 149,024 bp
long with 8118 bp long direct termini.

4 Notes

1. High Occurrence Read Termini theory provides a theoretical
occurrence frequency ratio of terminal reads to general reads.
In the real situation, we choose only 300 bp reads rather than
the whole amount of reads for analysis. Such a library selection
will decrease the practical occurrence frequency ratio. How-
ever, we can still practically distinguish the termini from the
other reads (see Subheading 3).

2. In the experiments, the control trial is necessary.

3. We use the below commands (Table 9) to do read occurrence
frequency statistics.

Table 9
Linux commands for termini analysis and genome sequence assembly

Command Usage

awk ‘NR % 4 ¼ ¼ 2’ input.fastq | sort | uniq -c |
sort -g -r -o output.Freq

Do HTS read occurrence frequency statistics based
on .fastq file

awk ‘NR % 2 ¼¼0’ input.fasta | sort | uniq -c |
sort -g -r -o output.freq

Do HTS read occurrence frequency statistics based
on. fasta file

sed ‘li temp’ input.fastq | awk ‘NR % 4 > 1’ |
sed ‘s/^@/\>/g’ > output.fasta

Convert .fasta file to .fastq file

awk ‘length ($1) > 50’ input.fasta | cat -n |
sed ‘s/\t/\n/g’ | sed ‘s/\ //g’ > output.fasta

Choose the reads of which the lengths are longer
than 50 bases.

grep ‘HFS in 500 | sed ‘s/^.*HFS in 50/HFS in 500|
grep ‘HFS in 300 | sed ‘s/HFS in 30.*/HFS in
30/g’

Choose out the high frequency read sequences
(HFS)

echo sequences | rev | tr [ATCG] [TAGC] | tr
[atcg] [tgac]

Convert a sequence into its reverse-complement
counterpart

cat inputfile | awk ‘{print length, $0}’ | sort -g |
cut -d ‘’ -f2

Order lines according to their lengths

grep ‘Unmapped’ ReadStatus.txt | cut -f
1 > unMappedReads

Extract the unmapped reads from HTS result
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Chapter 12

Amplification for Whole Genome Sequencing of
Bacteriophages from Single Isolated Plaques Using SISPA

Derick E. Fouts

Abstract

Genomics has greatly transformed our understanding of phage biology; however, traditional methods of
DNA isolation for whole genome sequencing have required phages to be grown to high titers in large-scale
preparations, potentially selecting for only those phages that can grow efficiently under laboratory condi-
tions. This may also select for mutations or deletions that enable more efficient growth in culture. The
ability to sequence a bacteriophage genome from a single isolated plaque reduces these risks while
decreasing the time and complexity of bacteriophage genome sequencing. A method of amplification and
library preparation is described, utilizing Sequence Independent Single Primer Amplification (SISPA), that
can be used for whole genome shotgun sequencing of bacteriophages from a single isolated plaque.

Key words SISPA, Bacteriophage, Genomics, Single plaque, Sequencing

1 Introduction

Several methods for sequence-independent amplification of viral
genomes for the purpose of whole genome sequencing have been
developed [1–9]; however, none of them have been optimized for
the purposes of whole genome sequencing from a single viral
plaque until our method was first published [10]. Our method is
based on the modifications that Djikeng et al. [6] made to the
original SISPA method [11] to randomly amplify rather than ligate
tagged primers and to clone via TOPOTA cloning instead of blunt-
end ligation. One of the biggest advantages of the SISPA method is
the simultaneous amplification and fragmentation of the genome.
We further modified the Djikeng et al. protocol to increase sensi-
tivity by 1000-fold, from 10 ng to as little as 10 pg of starting DNA.
Specific modifications include: more robust removal of host nucleic
acids, altered denaturation and annealing conditions, reduced reac-
tion volumes, increased primer concentrations, additional primer
and small fragment cleanup steps, and PCR conditions optimized
for products between 300 and 850 bp. The continued popularity of

Martha R.J. Clokie et al. (eds.), Bacteriophages: Methods and Protocols, Volume 3, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1681,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7343-9_12, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2018
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the SISPA method in general is emphasized by recent applications
to sequence positive-strand RNA viruses [12], and for rapid whole
genome surveys of bacterial isolates [13].

The SISPA method described here incorporates high sensitivity
optimizations for low yields of nucleic acids [10], but is geared
more toward bacteriophages rather than eukaryotic viruses. It
begins with the isolation of single, well-isolated plaques on a lawn
of indicator host cells (Fig. 1). Phage particles are released from the
agar plug through diffusion and filtered to remove host cells and

(~1×106-1×107 pfu)

Soak
& filter

Isolate viral
nucleic acids

SISPA

Sequence

Extract plaque plug

Fig. 1 Genome sequencing from a single plaque workflow. Single phage plaques
are recovered using a sterile Pasteur pipette, soaked in SM buffer to release
viral particles and filtered to remove bacterial and agar debris. Viral nucleic
acids are extracted and libraries are created and amplified using a modified
SISPA procedure. Gel-purified fragments are then sequenced following
platform-specific methods
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debris. Host and unpackaged phage nucleic acids are removed by
cocktails of nucleases prior to extraction of the genomes using a
proteinase K/SDS and phenol extraction method and precipitation
aided by the addition of linear acrylamide [14]. The SISPA method
begins with a mixture of template nucleic acids, primers and
DMSO, denatured by heat and snap cooled on ice (Fig. 2). For
DNA templates, two rounds of random-primed extension are

Viral RNA Viral DNA

2nd strand synthesis (Klenow)

RT Klenow

Anneal random primer A
3’- NNNNNN-barcodes - 5’

3’barcodes Remove unused primer A
PCR with specific primer B

Size selection (agarose gel)

Extract DNA from gel

Ligate adaptors and emPCR (Next-generation platforms)
Clone into TOPO TA vector (for Sanger Sequencing)

Fig. 2 Overview of the SISPA workflow. Oligonucleotide primers with a 30 random
hexamer and a 50 bar-coded “tag”, referred here as the “A” primer, are used to
generate random single-stranded DNA products using either reverse transcrip-
tase (for RNA genomes) or the large (Klenow) fragment of E. coli DNA polymerase
I lacking exonuclease activity. A complementary second strand is generated
using the Klenow fragment and amplified using primers specific to the 50 tag
sequence (the “B” primer). Fragments between 300 and 850 bp are extracted
from agarose gels and ready for DNA sequencing
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conducted using the large (Klenow) fragment of Escherichia coli
DNA polymerase I. Unincorporated primers, small fragments (i.e.,
<200 bp), and single-stranded DNA are removed using PEG/
MgCl2 [15] and E. coli Exonuclease (Exo) I. The Klenow reaction
product is then used as a template for PCR using a single primer
representing the 20 bp barcode sequence portion of the SISPA
random priming oligonucleotide. Amplicons of 500–850 bp are
gel purified, and for next-generation sequencing platforms, size
selected PCR products are directly processed for adaptor ligation,
library construction and emulsion PCR.

2 Materials

Prepare all enzymatic reactions using sterile deionized water, such
as that obtained from Milli-Q® or Barnstead™ water purification
systems. For working with RNA phages, use diethylpyrocarbonate
(DEPC)-treated water instead. All reagents should be molecular
biology grade or higher. Enzymes, buffers, water aliquots, nucleo-
tides, and oligonucleotide primers should be stored in a non-
cycling �20 �C freezer until used.

2.1 Sourcing of

Reagents

Benzonase® was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (https://www.
sigmaaldrich.com/). RNaseZap® and a cocktail of RNases A and
T1 was obtained from Ambion/Thermo Fisher Scientific, RNase-
OUT™ and SuperScript® III Reverse Transcriptase (SSIIIRT) were
obtained from Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific. BioMix™
Red DNA polymerase was obtained from Bioline (http://www.
bioline.com/). The RNeasyMini and QIAquick Gel Extraction kits
were purchased from Qiagen (https://www.qiagen.com/). Sterile,
RNase-free DEPC-treated water was sourced from Sigma-Aldrich.
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) 8000 was obtained from USB Corpora-
tion (http://www.affymetrix.com/estore/browse/brand/usb/).
Phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (PCI) was purchased from
Invitrogen. Oligonucleotide primers were obtained from
Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT; https://www.idtdna.com/)
at the 25 nmol scale with standard desalting. The 6� gel loading
dye used is the Invitrogen™ TrackIt™ Cyan/Yellow Loading
Buffer available from Thermo Fisher Scientific (catalog number
10482035). Ethidium bromide (EtBr), and the 1 kb Plus DNA
Ladder were purchased form Invitrogen.

2.2 Buffers and

Solutions

1. SM buffer: 0.01% gelatin, 250 mM NaCl, 8.5 mM MgSO4,
50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5. Filter sterilize through a 0.22 μm
filter and stored at 4 �C. For 1 l, mix together the following
reagents:

(a) 20 ml or 5 M NaCl.
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(b) 8.5 ml of 1 M MgSO4.

(c) 50 ml of 1 M Tris–HCl, pH 7.5.

(d) 10 ml of 1% gelatin (1 g/100 ml Milli-Q® water).

(e) Milli-Q® Water to 1 l in a graduated cylinder.
2. 10� Proteinase K digestion mix:

Reagent
10�
Conc.

For
100 μl

For
200 μl

For
500 μl

For
1 ml

20 mg/ml
Proteinase K

500 μg/
ml

2.5 μl 5 μl 12.5 μl 25 μl

0.5 M EDTA 80 mM 16 μl 32 μl 80 μl 160 μl

10% SDS 5% 50 μl 100 μl 250 μl 500 μl

Sterile watera – 31.5 μl 63 μl 157.5 μl 315 μl
aUse DEPC-treated water if isolating RNA

3. 10� TAE buffer.

Reagent Total volume Final Conc.

500 ml 1 l 2 l

Tris base 24.2 g 48.4 g 96.8 g 400 mM

Glacial acetic acid 5.72 ml 11.44 ml 22.88 ml 400 mM

0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0 10 ml 20 ml 40 ml 10 mM

Procedure

1. Weigh out the Tris base, and add half the final volume of
autoclaved Milli-Q water.

2. Stir (with stir bar) to dissolve while adding the next two
reagents. Check the pH if needed, but recipe should produce
a final solution at pH 8.0.

3. Bring up to the final volume with autoclaved Milli-Q water.

4. Do not autoclave, store at room temperature and dilute ali-
quots to 1� as needed with autoclaved Milli-Q water.

2.3 SISPA Primer

Sequences

Primer name Sequence Usage

27F-YM AGAGTTTGATY
MTGGCTCAG

bacterial
contamination check

1492R TACCTTGTTACGACTT bacterial contamination check

FR20RV-N GCCGGAGCTCTGCAGATATCNNNNNN SISPA random priming

FR20RV GCCGGAGCTCTGCAGATATC SISPA PCR step

BC004N CGTAGTACACTCTAGAGCACTANNNNNN SISPA random priming
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BC004CG CGTAGTACACTCTAGAGCACTA SISPA PCR step

BC009N CGAGCTCTATACGTGTAGTCTCNNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC009CG CGAGCTCTATACGTGTAGTCTC SISPA PCR step

BC015N CGTCGTACGCTGTCGTCGCGATNNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC015CG CGTCGTACGCTGTCGTCGCGAT SISPA PCR step

BC019N CGAGTATACGTACGTCTCAGTCNNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC019CG CGAGTATACGTACGTCTCAGTC SISPA PCR step

BC024N CGTAGTAGATAGTCACTCTACGNNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC024CG CGTAGTAGATAGTCACTCTACG SISPA PCR step

BC025N CGTCTATCATACGACTGTCTACNNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC025CG CGTCTATCATACGACTGTCTAC SISPA PCR step

BC026N CGCGTCTAGATACTCTGTAGAGNNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC026CG CGCGTCTAGATACTCTGTAGAG SISPA PCR step

BC031N CGTACATGTGTCGTATACACTCNNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC031CG CGTACATGTGTCGTATACACTC SISPA PCR step

BC034N CGAGACACTCATACGACTACTANNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC034CG CGAGACACTCATACGACTACTA SISPA PCR step

BC035N CGAGATGACGAGACGCACGACGNNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC035CG CGAGATGACGAGACGCACGACG SISPA PCR step

BC044N CGAGTAGACGATCGACGCGCTGNNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC044CG CGAGTAGACGATCGACGCGCTG SISPA PCR step

BC045N CGTGTCGTCTCGACGTGTGTGTNNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC045CG CGTGTCGTCTCGACGTGTGTGT SISPA PCR step

BC081N CGAGAGATACTGTACTAGAGCGNNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC081CG CGAGAGATACTGTACTAGAGCG SISPA PCR step

BC0391N CGTGACTATCTCGCGAGTACGANNNNNN SISPA random priming

BC0391CG CGTGACTATCTCGCGAGTACGA SISPA PCR step

3 Methods

3.1 Phage Plaque

Purification

1. Pick single, well-isolated plaques from agar plates, that
contained a lawn of host cells using sterile 5 in. Pasteur pipettes
(see Note 1).

2. Add a single agar plug to a sterile 1.5 ml Eppendorf-style tube
containing 100 μl of SM buffer and soak overnight at 4 �C.
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3. The following morning, increase the total volume to 400 μl
with SM buffer before filtration through a 0.22 μm syringe
filter to remove bacterial cells and debris.

3.2 Removal of

Unpackaged and Host

Nucleic Acids

1. For 500 μl volume of lysate, add 5 μl of 1 MMgCl2 and 2 μl of
1 M CaCl2 to bring the final concentration of MgCl2 and
CaCl2 to 10 mM and 4 mM, respectively (see Note 2).

2. Add 0.5 μl (125U) of Benzonase, 5 μl (10 U) of DNase I, 10 μl
RNase cocktail (a mixture of 50 U of RNase A and 200 U of
RNase T1) (see Note 3). Incubate at 37 �C for 1 h.

3. Remove 1 μl aliquot into a new sterile thin walled PCR tube for
PCR-based bacterial DNA contamination check using 16S
primers 27F-YM/1492R (see Note 4).

4. If plug suspension is free of contaminating DNA, add 50 μl of
0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0 and 50 μl of 0.5 M EGTA pH 8.0 to
inactivate DNases (see Note 5).

3.3 PCR-Based

Bacterial

Contamination Check

1. PCR Master Mix (24 μl/rxn) plus 1 μl of the aliquot from
Subheading 3.2, step 3 or positive control

Reagent Volume (μl)

Sterile water 19.5

10� PCR Buffer 2.5

50 mM MgCl2 0.75

10 mM dNTPs 0.50

10 μM 27F-YM Primer 0.25

10 μM 1492R Primer 0.25

Platinum Taq Polymerase 0.25

Protocol
1. Reaction or master mix should be made by adding the reagents

in the order listed in the table. Master mix is made by multi-
plying each reagent by the number of samples plus 1.

2. Include a negative control consisting of everything but tem-
plate (add 1 μl of water instead of template) and include a
positive control of bacterial genomic DNA.

3. Positive control template should have 25 ng for a 25 μl reac-
tion. Dilute template with water.

4. Thermal Cycler Conditions:
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94 �C for 2 min

94 �C for 30 s
55 �C for 30 s —35 cycles
72 �C for 2 min

72 �C for 7 min

4 �C forever

5. Gel Check Reaction: Run 5 μl of the reaction (plus 1 μl of 6�
gel loading dye) on a 1.2% agarose gel (90 V, 50 min) to
visualize products. The product of this PCR is a band ~1.5 kb
in length.

3.4 Extraction of

Packaged Phage

Nucleic Acids

1. Add 1/10 volume of 10� proteinase K digestion mix to phage
suspension from Subheading 3.2, step 4 and incubate at 55 �C
for 1 h. Cool down at room temperature naturally in a tube
rack (see Note 6).

2. Add 1/10 volume of 5 M NaCl and 1 volume of PCI. Shake
vigorously and spin in a table top microcentrifuge at room
temperature for 10 min.

3. Transfer aqueous layer to a new 1.5 ml Eppendorf-style tube.

4. Add 1 volume of PCI to the aqueous phase and shake and
centrifuge as before.

5. Transfer aqueous layer to a new 1.5 ml Eppendorf-style tube.

6. Add 2 volumes of isopropanol and 2 μl of linear acrylamide (see
Note 7). Shake gently to mix and place on dry ice for 5 min.

7. Pellet nucleic acids in a microfuge at 16,100 � g (max speed in
a microcentrifuge), 4 �C for 30 min.

8. Decant supernatant and wash the pellet with 1 volume of ice
cold 70% ethanol. Pellet nucleic acids again in a microcentri-
fuge at 16,100 � g, 4 �C for 20 min.

9. Decant supernatant using a sterile pipette and dry the pellet by
leaving the tubes open in a thoroughly cleaned PCR hood (see
Note 8). Resuspend pellet in 10 μl of EB (see Note 9) and let
set at room temperature for 10 min. The purified viral nucleic
acids are ready for SISPA.

3.5 SISPA Part 1:

Denaturation and

Annealing of the SISPA

Bar-Coded Primers

3.5.1 For DNA Phages

1. Combine 2 μl of resuspended phage dsDNA from Subheading
3.4, step 9 with 1 μl of 100 μM bar-coded SISPA “A” random
hexamer primer and 0.5 μl of 50% DMSO (7% final) in a sterile
PCR tube (see Note 10). Flick the side of the tube with your
finger and spin briefly in a microfuge to bring the liquid to the
bottom of the tube (see Note 11).

2. Heat in a thermocycler to 96 �C, 5 min. Snap cool on ice (see
Note 12).
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3.5.2 For RNA Phages 1. Combine the following in duplicate reactions (10 μl total
annealing reaction volume):

(a) Purified RNA template from Subheading 3.4 in a total
volume of 6.4 μl using DEPC-treated water.

(b) Add 3.6 μl of a master mix containing:
l 2 μl of 100 μM bar-coded SISPA “A” random hexamer

primer

l 0.6 μl of 10% DMSO

l 1 μl of 10 mM dNTPs
2. Incubate 96 �C for 5 min.

3. Snap cool on ice

3.6 SISPA Part 2:

Klenow Elongation

Step

3.6.1 For DNA Phages

1. In a PCR hood, mix the following into a “Klenow Master
Mix”, multiplying volumes by n + 1 where n is the number of
reactions that you want to amplify:

(a) 0.6 μl sterile water
(b) 0.5 μl 10� NEB Buffer 2

(c) 0.1 μl 10 mM dNTPs

(d) 0.3 μl (1.5 U) Klenow fragment (exo-) (5 U/μl)
2. Add 1.5 μl of this master mix per tube of annealed template

from Subheading 3.5.1, step 2, resulting in a 5 μl final reaction
volume.

3. Incubate in a heat block set at 37 �C for 1 h.

4. Add another 0.5 μl (2.5 U) of exo- Klenow fragment and
continue incubation at 37 �C for 1 h (see Note 13).

5. Heat-inactivate the DNA polymerase at 75 �C for 15 min.

3.6.2 For RNA Phages 1. In a PCR hood, and with all surfaces and pipettes treated with
RNaseZap®, mix the following to make a first strand master
mix, multiplying each reagent by n + 1 as noted above:

(a) 3.3 μl DEPC-treated water

(b) 4 μl 5� First Strand Synthesis Buffer

(c) 2 μl 0.1 M DTT

(d) 0.2 μl RNaseOUT™ (40 U/μl)
(e) 0.5 μl SSIIIRT (200 U/μl)

2. Add 10 μl of first strand master mix to 10 μl of primer-annealed
RNA template from 3.5.2, step 3.

3. Incubate in a thermocycler using these conditions:

(a) 25 �C for 10 min

(b) 50 �C for 50 min

(c) 85 �C for 10 min
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(d) Snap cool on ice

4. Remove RNA template by adding 1 μl RNaseH (5 U/μl)
5. Incubate in a thermocycler 37 �C for 20 min, 85 �C for 10 min

and hold at 4 �C forever.

6. Add 1 μl of Klenow (exo-) (5 U/μl) to generate second strand.

7. Incubate 37 �C for 1 h.

8. Heat-inactivate the DNA polymerase at 75 �C for 15 min and
place on ice.

3.7 SISPA Part 3:

Removal of Primers

and Short Fragments

(<200 Nucleotides)

1. If starting from DNA-containing genome, add 15 μl of sterile
water to bring the volume up to 20 μl and transfer the entire
volume to a new sterile 1.5 ml Eppendorf-style tube.

2. Add 10 μl of a 30% PEG 8000 supplemented with 10 mM
MgCl2 (see Note 14).

3. Mix well by finger flicking and let sit on ice for 15 min.

4. Pellet DNA at 16,100 � g (max speed in a microcentrifuge) at
4 �C for 30 min.

5. Carefully decant the supernatant with a micropipette and resus-
pend the pellet in 20 μl of sterile water. Incubate at room
temperature for 45 min (see Note 15).

6. Transfer entire volume into 0.2 ml PCR tubes.

7. Add 2.5 μl of 10� ExoI buffer and 1 μl of ExoI, finger flick the
tube and quickspin.

8. Incubate at 37 �C for 30 min.

9. Heat-inactivate at 80 �C for 20 min (see Note 16).

10. Pool duplicate reactions into a single tube.

3.8 SISPA Part 4:

Amplification of

Random Fragments

1. Per reaction, mix together the following reagents in a 0.2 ml
PCR tube in the following order on ice:

(a) 18 μl of sterile water
(b) 25 μl of 2� BioMix Red

(c) 2 μl of 10 μM of SISPA primer lacking the 30 random
hexamers

(d) 5 μl of pooled Klenow reactions from Subheading 3.7,
step 10.
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2. Place in a thermocycler and run using the following program:

98 �C for 30 s

98 �C for 10 s
54 �C for 20 s —35 cycles
72 �C for 45 s

72 �C for 5 min

4 �C forever

3. Run out a 1% or 1.2% agarose gel in 1� TAE, 90 V, 50 min to
check the size of fragments.

3.9 SISPA Part 4: Gel

Purification

1. If product has a smear between 300 and 1000 bp, run out the
whole reaction on 1.2% agarose TAE gel containing EtBr
(0.1 μg/ml final concentration) using a wide comb, 90 V, 2 h
to get good separation. Add 2 μl of 10 mg/ml EtBr stock
solution to the anode to sufficiently stain the lower third of
the gel.

2. Cut out the band between 300 and 850 bp using an ethanol-
sterilized razor blade and viewing the band with either blue
light or a long wavelength UV light source (see Note 17).

3. Extract DNA from the gel fragment using a QIAquick gel
extraction kit (catalog number 28704 or 28706). Follow the
manufacturer’s instructions and do all suggested extra steps.

4. Elute DNA with 25 μl of warm sterile water.

5. Quantitate DNA concentration using SYBR Gold or similar
fluorescent method (see Note 18).

6. For Sanger sequencing, clone into pCR4-Topo or similar vec-
tor, pick colonies, template and sequencing following Sanger
sequencing protocols.

7. For Next-generation sequencing methods, clean up fragments
further using Agencourt AMPure XP beads (https://www.
beckmancoulter.com/) and libraries are quantitated and
QC’d using the Agilent High Sensitivity DNA Kit and by
qPCR using a KAPA Biosystems (https://www.kapabiosys-
tems.com/) Library Quantification Kit [10].

4 Notes

1. Can also use 1 ml sterile plastic pipettes.

2. If the buffer contains Mg2+ and Ca2+ in sufficient amounts, skip
this step. If the volume recovered is<500 μl, adjust the amount
of MgCl2 and CaCl2 to add accordingly.
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3. Alternatively, one can use the Ambion® TURBO™ DNase
instead of DNase I, which is more active than DNase I and
recently used in a viral enrichment method [16].

4. Will only work if using just DNAse I since Benzonase (and the
TURBO™DNase) can not be inactivated by heat alone. If
lysate contains human/eukaryotic DNA (e.g., if purifying a
human/eukaryotic virus), use other primer sets targeting the
18S rRNA gene or Alu repeat sequences.

5. At this point, the plug suspension can be frozen or stored in a
refrigerator (overnight only).

6. For RNA genome purification, we recommend using the
RNeasy Mini Kit from Qiagen rather than the proteinase K/
SDS/EDTA method. Elute the RNA in 25 μl of RNase-free
DEPC-treated water.

7. The linear acrylamide is a coprecipitant/carrier that aids in the
precipitation of low amounts of nucleic acids [14] without risk
of contamination from other carriers such as glycogen [17].

8. Can also decant by pouring and then quick spin the tubes and
remove the remaining liquid using a micropipette. It takes ~1 h
to evaporate the remaining ethanol.

9. If extracting RNA, resuspend in DEPC-treated water instead.
EDTA in TE may interfere with the sensitivity of the down-
stream SISPA reactions.

10. This reaction volume was optimized to amplify as little as 10 pg
of DNA (Fig. 3) [10]. The addition of DMSO has been shown

Fig. 3 Modified SISPA reaction can amplify as little as 10 pg of DNA. SISPA
reactions were conducted from purified phage DNA serially diluted from 10 ng to
0.01 pg. Amplified products were run on a 1% agarose gel stained with EtBr.
The DNA molecular marker is the Invitrogen™ 1 kb Plus DNA Ladder
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to disrupt secondary structure of DNA to achieve higher yields
in PCR [18], but may not be necessary in all cases.

11. Set up two reactions per phage to increase randomness.

12. We have also added the “A” primer after snap cooling. Alterna-
tively, after snap cooling on ice, reactions can be incubated in a
thermocycler with a 1 �C/min ramp from 4 to 37 �C as
described previously [10]. This may increase sensitivity by
facilitating the annealing of the random hexamer portion of
the “A” primer.

13. Alternatively, add 0.5 μl of a Master mix: 0.1 μl 10� NEB
buffer 2, 0.1 μl 10 mN dNTPs, 0.6 μl Klenow (exo-), and
0.2 μl water. Adjust volumes of master mix ingredients by
multiplying by the number of reactions.

14. The final concentration of PEG is 8.7%, which will remove
<200 bp [15].

15. Or store at �20 �C overnight.

16. Both Subheading 3.7, steps 8 and 9 can be done in a
thermocycler.

17. Do not use short wavelength UV—it will damage the DNA!

18. We’ve found that Nanodrop (http://www.nanodrop.com/) is
not as accurate as fluorometric assays in quantitating small
amounts of DNA. The QIAquick gel extraction kit will remove
EtBr, according to the manufacturer.
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Chapter 13

Genome Sequencing of dsDNA-Containing Bacteriophages
Directly from a Single Plaque

Witold Kot

Abstract

The sequencing of phage genomes has become a routine procedure for phage characterization. The
protocol presented here allows rapid isolation of DNA from a single phage plaque followed by building
ready-to-sequence Illumina-compatible library.

Key words DNA sequencing, Single plaque, Genome, Illumina sequencing, Caudovirales

1 Introduction

Sequencing of bacteriophage DNA started in 1977 with the
genome of φX174 [1], the first genome to be completely
sequenced. The first double-stranded genome of DNA containing
bacteriophage, λ (lambda), was determined 5 years later [2]. The
vast majority of known bacteriophages (96%) belongs to Caudovir-
ales order and contains dsDNA as genetic material [3]. Tradition-
ally, in order to obtain high-quality DNA samples for sequencing,
high-titer phage stocks were purified by CsCl gradient centrifuga-
tion followed by dialysis, proteinase K treatment and phenol–-
chloroform extraction of DNA [4]. This method provides a large
amount of excellent quality DNA that is compatible with all
sequencing platforms in use, including the third generation plat-
forms [5] and allows additional genome analysis, e.g., restriction
endonuclease analysis, analysis of the termini of the chromosomes
etc.

If there are difficulties in obtaining a sufficient quantity of DNA
for library construction and sequencing, a range of DNA amplify-
ing methods like multiple displacement amplification (MDA) [6] or
sequence-independent single primer amplification (SISPA) [7] can
be used. However, these methods slow down the process and
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increase the overall cost of sequencing and might introduce addi-
tional biases.

With the introduction of transposon-based sequencing library
preparation kits, such as the Nextera XT (Illumina, CA, USA), it is
possible to sequence libraries from as little as 1 ng of DNA [8, 9].

The protocol presented below allows the isolation of DNA
from a single phage plaque and the building of a ready-to-sequence
Illumina-compatible library within just a few hours. This method
was tested with variety of phages of for example Escherichia coli,
Bacillus subtilis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Lactococcus lactis [8,
10–12].

2 Materials

1. A double agar overlay plate with well-separated, single plaques
of phages. Preferably, the overlay should be solidified with
lower concentration of agarose of (5–6 g/l).

2. Variable volume pipettors for covering volumes in range
2 μl–1 ml.

3. Broad end 1 ml pipette tips or regular 1 ml pipette tips broad-
ened to 1–2 mm of inside diameter with a sterile scalpel.

4. 1.5 ml capped microcentrifuge tubes, sterile.

5. Heating block for microcentrifuge tubes.

6. Laboratory vortex.

7. Ultrafiltration spin-columns (0.45 μm) which can be fitted in
1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube (Merck Millipore 20-218).

8. Centrifuge for microcentrifuge tubes.

9. DNase I and buffer for DNase I (1 U/μl, e.g., Thermo Fisher
EN0525).

10. 50 mM EDTA solution.

11. 1% SDS solution.

12. Proteinase K solution (e.g., Thermo Fisher EO0491).

13. DNA Clean & Concentrator-5 kit (Zymo Research cat #
D4013, contains: DNA binding buffer, Zymo-Spin columns,
DNA Wash Buffer, and DNA elution buffer).

14. Nextera XT DNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina, cat # FC-131-
1024 or -1096, contains: Tagment DNA buffer, Amplicon
Tagment Mix, Neutralize Tagment buffer, Nextera PCR mix
and Resuspension buffer).

15. Nextera XT Index Kit (Illumina, e.g., FC-131-1001, contains:
index 1 and 2 primers).

16. 0.2 ml PCR-tubes.
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17. Thermocyler.

18. Magnetic stand for 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes (e.g., Dyna-
Mag™-2 Magnet or similar).

19. Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, cat #
A63880).

20. 80% ethanol.

21. Qubit fluorometer with dsDNA HS kit (Thermo Fisher, cat #
Q32851).

3 Methods

3.1 Isolation of DNA

from a Single Plaque

1. Carefully pick up a single plaque using 1 ml pipettor equipped
with broad-end tip. Pick up only the overlay layer; avoid bot-
tom agar and bacterial lawn. Avoid transferring too much of
material as it might affect subsequent DNase I activity.

2. Suspend the material in 100 μl of 1� DNase I buffer (without
DNase I enzyme) in a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube.

3. Allow phages to diffuse for minimum 30 min at 37 �C.

4. Transfer the solution into a 0.45 μmultrafiltration spin-column
fitted in a new 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube and centrifuge at
2500 � g for 1 min. This step will remove host cells and thus
reduce amount of host DNA.

5. Add 5 U of DNase I (5 μl) and incubate for 30 min at 37 �C.
This step will reduce amount of host DNA that is not protected
by protein capsid.

6. Add 10 μl of 50 mM EDTA and 10 μl of 1% SDS to inactivate
DNase I and enhance the proteinase K activity.

7. Add 5 μl of proteinase K (approx. 3 U) and incubate for 45 min
at 55 �C. This step will digest phages capsids and release phage
DNA.

8. Purify the DNA using DNA Clean & Concentrator-5 kit. Add
2 volumes of DNA binding buffer (200 μl) and load the
mixture to a Zymo-Spin Column fitted in a collection tube

9. Centrifuge at full speed (>10,000 � g) for 30 s.

10. Add 200 μl of DNAWash Buffer and centrifuge for 30 s at full
speed. Repeat wash step.

11. Place the Zymo-Spin column into a new 1.5 ml microcentri-
fuge tube. Add 6 μl of DNA elution buffer directly to the
column matrix. Centrifuge for 30 s at full speed.

12. Use eluted DNA directly for the Nextera XT DNA Library
Prep Kit.
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3.2 Sequencing

Library Building

1. Label a new 0.2 ml PCR tube with sample name.

2. Add 10 μl of Tagment DNA buffer.

3. Add 5 μl of Amplicon Tagment Mix.

4. Add 5 μl of eluted phage DNA from a previous step without
adjusting the DNA concentration.

5. Vortex briefly and spin down for 30 s.

6. Place the tube in a thermocycler and run the following
program:

(a) 55 �C for 5 min

(b) Hold at 10 �C
7. When sample reaches 10 �C add immediately 5 μl of Neutralize

Tagment buffer.

8. Vortex briefly and spin down for 30 s and incubate for 5 min at
room temperature.

9. Add 15 μl of Nextera PCR master mix to the PCR tube.

10. Add 5 μl of index 1 primer to the PCR tube.

11. Add 5 μl of index 2 primer to the PCR tube.

12. Vortex briefly and spin down for 30 s.

13. Place the tube in a thermocycler and run the following
program:
(a) 72 �C for 3 min

(b) 95 �C for 30 s

(c) 16 cycles of:

l 95 �C for 10 s

l 55 �C for 30 s

l 72 �C for 30 s

(d) 72 �C for 5 min

(e) Hold at 10 �C

The higher number of cycles in comparison to the manufacturer’s
protocol is to compensate for <1 ng of DNA input.

14. Proceed to PCR cleanup. Label a new 1.5 ml tube with your
sample name and transfer 50 μl of Nextera XT library.

15. Add 25 μl of AMPure XP beads.

16. Vortex briefly and incubate at room temperature for 5 min.

17. Place the tube on a magnetic stand. Leave for 2 min.

18. Carefully remove and discard the supernatant.

19. Add 300 μl of 80% ethanol. Incubate at room temperature for
30 s. Carefully remove and discard the supernatant and repeat
the wash.
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20. Carefully remove and discard the supernatant.

21. With the tube still on the magnetic stand, allow the beads to
air-dry for 10 min.

22. Remove the tube from the magnetic stand. Add 52 μl of
Resuspension buffer. Vortex briefly and incubate in room
temperature for 2 min.

23. Place the tube on a magnetic stand and leave for 2 min.

24. Transfer 50 μl of ready library into a new, labeled 1.5 ml tube.

25. Keep library on ice until use or store at �20 �C.

4 Notes

1. Use filtered tips to avoid cross-contamination.

2. Try to lower the concentration of agarose in double layer
plates. This will result in larger and easier to pick plaques.

3. Use fresh plates as they produce better results.

4. Method can be adjusted to specific phage-host pair by use of
ultrafiltration spin-column with different cutoff value, e.g.,
0.2 μm.

5. This method might not provide good read coverage at the
regions proximal to the genomic termini. Nextera XT technol-
ogy has an expected drop in sequence coverage of about 50 bp
from each distal end. This seems not to be a problem for phages
that have terminally redundant genome.

6. The DNA Clean & Concentrator-5 kit is designed to purify
DNA fragments up to 23 kb; however, it works well with larger
phage genome sizes (e.g., T4 bacteriophage with a 168 kb
genome).
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Chapter 14

Preparing cDNA Libraries from Lytic Phage-Infected Cells
for Whole Transcriptome Analysis by RNA-Seq

Bob Blasdel, Pieter-Jan Ceyssens, and Rob Lavigne

Abstract

Whole genome wide analysis of transcription using RNA-Seq methods is a powerful way to elucidate
differential expression of gene features in bacteria across different conditions as well as for discovering
previously exotic RNA species. Indeed, RNA sequencing has revolutionized the study of bacterial tran-
scription with the diversity and quantity of small noncoding RNA elements that have been found and its
ability to clearly define operons, promoters, and terminators. We discuss our experience with applying RNA
sequencing technology to analyzing the lytic cycle, including extraction, processing, and a guide to the
customized statistical analysis necessary for analyzing differential host and phage transcription.

Key words Bacteriophage, RNA-Seq, Library preparation, Transcriptome, RNA, Gene expression

1 Introduction

RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq), also known as Whole Transcriptome
Shotgun Sequencing, is the use of second-generation platforms to
sequence cDNA libraries that have been reverse transcribed from
RNA populations present in target cells. When applied to phage-
infected cells it allows for the identification of both phage and host
encoded mRNAs, tRNAs, and sRNAs while quantifying them in
relation to each other in a single experiment. RNA-Seq presents a
number of significant advantages over microarray-based techni-
ques, as it is not biased by hybridization efficiencies between oligo-
nucleotides and allows the precise definition of RNA species to the
single nucleotide level for both host and phage. It is also able to
capture a faithful sample of the target population of RNAs across a
much wider range of expression levels as it does not rely on direct
detection methods like radioactivity or light, which can become
oversaturated when enough material is used to detect low abun-
dance transcripts (1).

As the number of both phage and bacterial genomes published
in public databases continues to increase exponentially, our ability
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to understand and annotate the gene features that give those gen-
omes useful function has not kept pace. Published gene features
have almost entirely been predicted in silico, based on the presence
of open reading frames and often distant orthology to other often
hypothetical features. By experimentally defining the shape and
location of transcripts in both phage and host, directional
RNA-Seq has the ability to discover novel coding sequences, par-
ticularly for small phage peptides falling below gene prediction
thresholds (2), and refine annotations of existing coding sequences.
Additionally, directional RNA-Seq allows detection of a plethora of
noncoding RNA species. For example, it can define cis antisense
encoded RNA, which has been described in N4-like phage (3), that
are not possible to predict in silico and exist on conditionally
bidirectionally transcribed regions and block translation or other
functions of sense transcripts (4).

It is important to consider that, excluding the smallest types,
phage typically progressively express multiple transcriptional
schemes—changing expression over time to fit the temporally dis-
tinct needs of the phage. Where, classically according to the T4
model, phage will first transcribe genes involved in shutting down
the host’s self-defense capability while converting its metabolism
toward viral production in an “early phase” of expression. Next,
genes involved in genome replication and the production of struc-
tural proteins are transcribed in a “middle phase” before genes
related to assembly, packaging, and lysis in a “late phase.” When
RNA-Seq is performed on a synchronously infected population of
cells, each phase can be captured individually in separate samples
and compared quantitatively.

With the biological replicates necessary to demonstrate statisti-
cal significance, RNA-Seq can also qualitatively evaluate differences
in gene expression imposed on the host relative to phage-negative
controls. Even as phage transcripts rapidly replace host RNA spe-
cies, RNA-Seq will detect both host operons specifically targeted by
the phage for modulation as well as the host mediated response to
phage infection. Whether differential expression is mediated by the
host or phage can be distinguished by performing RNA-Seq on
multiple phage infecting the same host.

When assessing whether RNA-Seq of the phage lytic cycle is
adaptable to a given phage-host model system, it is important to
consider that it requires accurately sequenced genomes for both
phage and host to align RNA-Seq reads to. Additionally, producing
synchronously infected cultures requires the ability to generate
high titers of phage that adsorb quickly relative to the timespan of
infection. Moreover, developing an educated guess for when to
take samples requires controlled infection parameters such as
when the latent phase ends and when lysis occurs in the system
being sampled from.
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1.1 Design Performing RNA Seq can be divided into three distinct parts,
collecting nucleic acid samples from various phases of a synchro-
nous infection (Part A, see Fig. 1), processing those samples into a
collection of sequencing reads that are representative of the RNA
population in the infected culture (Part B, see Fig. 1), and aligning
those reads to both the host and phage genomes (Part C, see
Fig. 1).

A. To collect data that is specific to the various phases of phage
transcription, a synchronous infection must first be prepared.
To do this, a culture of ~1 � 108 cells growing in the early
exponential phase is infected at a high MOI under conditions
that allow fewer than 5% of bacterial survivors to be remaining
within 5 min (see Note 1). Then, at time points selected to
represent early, middle, and late transcription, one third of the
infected culture is removed and halted by rapid cooling in
diluted phenol, which also temporarily stabilizes the RNA
population. Generating statistically significant differential
expression data requires that this be performed in triplicate to
create biological replicates.

B. To process collected samples into cDNA libraries for sequenc-
ing, cells are first lysed and RNases present in the cells and
media are inactivated to produce a stable suspension of nucleic
acids (step 1). Then all genomic DNA from both the phage
and host must be enzymatically removed from the suspension
(step 2). Optionally, rRNA may then be removed from the
sample with commercially available kits to better economize on
available sequencing depth (step 3). The RNA population is
then reverse transcribed using commercially available kits into a
cDNA library that can be shotgun sequenced (step 4).

C. The obtained sequencing reads for each sample must then be
processed to remove adaptors and low quality reads before
they can be aligned to the genomes of both phage and host
using either open source programs or commercially available
pipeline software. Once aligned to phage genomes, the distri-
bution of reads can be used to correct gene annotations, define
operons and upstream untranslated regions, as well as discover
new gene features such as sRNA and small peptides that fall
below ordinary gene prediction thresholds in size. Addition-
ally, with replicates, the read counts that align to annotated
gene features can be compared between samples to statistically
test for differential expression.

This chapter is primarily focused on Part B, but discusses
aspects of Part C. The methods required for Part A are described
in detail by Kropinski in Chapter 2.
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Fig. 1 Workflow for RNA-Seq analysis of cells infected by lytic phage. Biologically relevant samples are first
collected in triplicate from a phage-negative control as well as time points in a synchronous infection (Part A).
The samples must then be processed independently to liberate nucleic acids, remove both phage and host
genomic DNA, deplete rRNA, and convert the remaining RNA into cDNA libraries for sequencing (Part B). Once
sequencing is complete, the resulting reads must be aligned to their relevant reference genomes where they
can be visualized to show the shape of the transcriptome. Additionally, they can be counted to make statistical
comparisons between the abundance of reads that align to different gene features within a sample or between
samples (Part C)
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2 Materials

TRIzol® (Life Technologies)
Chloroform.RNase-free ethanol.RNase-free water.RNase-free

3 M NaOAc pH 5.2.RNase-free DNase.RNase-free disposables
such as pipette tips and microcentrifuge tubes.Titers of phage in
excess of 1 � 1011/ml.Stop Solution: One part RNA buffered
phenol to nine parts absolute ethanol by volume, kept ice cold.
Lysis Buffer: Solution of lysozyme prepared according to manufac-
turer’s instructions to 4 mg/ml.

3 Methods (Part B)

3.1 Organic

Extraction of RNA

(Step 1)

1. Before infection, prepare one centrifuge tube large enough to
contain 1/3 of the infection per time point to be taken, each
with one part Stop Solution for every nine parts of cell suspen-
sion that RNA is being extracted from and place on ice.

2. Over the course of infection, remove samples of ~2.5 � 107

cells at the desired time points and pipette them into one tenth
volume of prepared Stop Solution before immediately shaking
vigorously and placing back on ice.

3. After infection, centrifuge at 5000 � g for 15 min, to securely
pellet the stopped cells and remove the supernatant.

4. Resuspend pellet in 400 μl of Lysis Buffer before transferring to
a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube.

5. Incubate for 10 min, but not longer, at room temperature
before freezing with liquid nitrogen and thawing in a water
bath at 45 �C. Repeat the freeze–thaw cycle three times and
look under microscope to confirm cell lysis (see Note 2).

6. Add 500 μl TRIzol® to pellet, thoroughly pipette mix, and
incubate for 10 min at room temperature (see Note 3).

7. Add 200 μl chloroform and mix before incubating for 10 min
at room temperature.

8. Centrifuge ~16,000 � g for 15 min 4 �C.

9. Carefully transfer aqueous upper phase into new tube without
disturbing the organic phase or the protein layer found at the
interphase.

10. Add 1/10 volume RNase-free 3 MNaOAc and 2 volumes 96%
EtOH, splitting the sample into multiple tubes.

11. Store at �20 �C overnight to ensure precipitation of small
RNA species and centrifuge ~16,000 � g for 1 h at 4 �C.

12. Remove supernatant and wash pellet with ice cold 70% EtOH
before centrifuging again ~16,000 � g for 15 min at 4 �C.
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13. Remove supernatant, centrifuge again for 1 min to, remove
remaining supernatant and air-dry pellet for 5 min.

14. Resuspend the pellets for each sample in 200 μl total RNase-
free water and combine into a single tube.

15. Analyze sample on NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo
Scientific, Wilmington, DE) to ensure adequate concentration
and purity: OD260/280 & 260/230 > 1.8 (see Note 4).

16. Store at �20 �C.

3.2 Removal of

Genomic DNA (Step 2)

Complete removal of both phage and host gDNA is essential
to obtain accurate sequence information, as cDNA and gDNA
reads will be indistinguishable. Eliminating genomic DNA contam-
ination can be challenging, as the high concentrations of RNA
present will act as a competitive inhibitor to commercially available
DNase enzymes, impeding their function. It is also important
to consider that the DNase used may be sensitive to noncanonical
nucleotides commonly present in phage DNA. Using standard
DNase according to manufacturers’ instructions may work, though
below is an expanded protocol that optimizes enzyme function,
and even this may need to be repeated several times.

1. Add RNase-free DNase buffer to 1� concentration. Incubate
for 5 min at 65 �C to ensure remnant DNA is fully in solution
(see Note 5).

2. Return to room temperature before adding the recommended
amount of RNase-free DNase and incubating for 1 h at 37 �C.

3. Add the same amount of DNase a second time and incubate
for another 1 h at 37 �C.

4. Analyze each sample for residual phage and host DNA by
performing PCR using primers that amplify small products
and have been verified to be sensitive to low concentrations.

5. Store at �20 �C.

3.3 rRNA Depletion

(Step 3—Optional)

Depending on the sequencing resources available, it may be desir-
able to use commercially available rRNA depletion kits for bacterial
total RNA to increase the depth of coverage for desired RNA
species (Table 1). We have had variable success using the

Ribo-Zero kit available from Illumina (San Diego, California),
which captures rRNA using oligo hybridization to beads that are
then removed with a strong magnet. Although commercially avail-
able kits are typically regarded as less reliable than advertised, even a
reduction of the rRNA fraction from ~95% to ~50% of the sample
can result in enrichment of the output for other RNA species by an
order of magnitude.
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3.4 cDNA Library

Preparation

and Sequencing (Step

4)

DNA and rRNA depleted RNA is typically transformed into double
stranded cDNA libraries through a process that uses random hex-
amer primed reverse transcription, followed by synthesis of a sec-
ond strand. Through this process, both strands of cDNA are then
sequenced identically in a way that scrambles the natural strand
specificity inherent to transcription. However, particularly with the
extraordinary coding density of phage genomes the various strand
specific methods that have been devised for cDNA library prepara-
tion have special value for understanding the transcriptomes of
phage (5). Indeed, there have been significant amounts of antisense
RNA that have been characterized (3) that would be impossible to
distinguish with un-stranded RNA-Seq, and transcript features
often overlap in ways that strand specificity can aid in defining
appropriately.

While there are many established techniques for accomplishing
strand specificity in RNA-Seq a comprehensive comparative analysis
of strand-specific RNA sequencing methods has convincingly
argued that the Illumina RNA ligation methods (6) and the
dUTP second strand marking methods (7) provide better results
for the effort expended (8), see (5) for additional discussion. We
have had success with Illumina’s TruSeq® Stranded Total RNA
Sample Prep Kit, which uses a method similar to the dUTP second
strand marking method (Catalog #: RS-122-2201). However, once
a cDNA library is generated it can be sequenced using standard
high throughput platforms to generate the list of millions of short
reads that will be used in the next section.

4 Experimental Analysis (Part C)

4.1 Mapping Reads The first step in making sense of the millions of short reads gener-
ated by RNA-Seq is to turn those reads into a quantification of
localized transcript abundance by aligning them to either the phage
or host genomes. This involves attempting to match each read to a
corresponding sequence in each potential reference genome, a
process that is complicated by short reads aligning to multiple

Table 1
Commercially available rRNA removal methods appropriate for bacteria

Name Supplier
Catalog
Number

Ribo-Zero™ rRNA Removal Kit (Bacteria) Illumina #MRZMB126

MICROBExpress™ Bacterial mRNA
Enrichment Kit

Life Technologies (Thermo Fisher
Scientific)

#AM1905

Terminator™ Exonuclease (see Note 6) Epicenter Biotechnologies #TER51020
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locations, RNA-Seq sequencing errors, reference genome sequenc-
ing mistakes, and RNA editing events. Current protocols use either
the Burrows Wheeler transform or hash table based methods to
assemble a list of candidate matches available in the reference for
each read and then pick between them. Alignment can be per-
formed using various free and open-source software packages
such as the Burrows Wheeler Aligner (9) or TopHat (10).

4.2 Generating

Transcription Maps

Once aligned to both phage and host genomes, the reads form a
map revealing the abundance of RNA transcribed from any given
locus in the infected cell accurate to the single nucleotide level.
These maps can be used to precisely determine transcription start
and end sites allowing promoters and terminators to be predicted
and their operons to be characterized. With defined operons, 50

upstream untranslated regions can be annotated and their effects on
translation hypothesized. Additionally, unannotated yet transcribed
regions can be scrutinized for peptides that are too small to defini-
tively predict from sequence alone, indeed using RNA-Seq Ceys-
sens et al. (2) updated theΦKZ genome with 63 (20.5%) additional
coding sequences. Noncoding sRNAs will also be highlighted as
transcribed features without plausible open reading frames while
both cis and trans-encoded antisense RNAs will map to the anti-
sense strand of coding sequences. These maps can also point out
faulty annotations, when previously defined open reading frames
lack sense transcripts or the start of transcription indicates a differ-
ent start codon.

4.3 Differential

Expression Analysis

Differential analysis of the number of sequencing reads that align to
specifically annotated host gene features between an uninfected
control, sampled immediately before infection, and various time
points after infection also provides a valuable window into how
phage infection affects host transcript abundance. This is accom-
plished by summarizing expression data into a table of the number
of reads that map to each host CDS, ncRNA, and tRNA with three
biological replicates before infection and comparing them statisti-
cally to three biological replicates after infection. To perform this
differential analysis we recommend using DESeq as a R/Biocon-
ductor package to normalize read counts between samples and then
to test for differential expression and thus infer signal within the
noise inherent to RNA-Seq. DESeq uses a method based on the
negative binomial distribution to model the differences that would
be expected due to natural variation and thus determine if an
observed difference in read counts is statistically significant. This
is more appropriate than other methods based on the Poisson
distribution for modeling the variance inherent to phage
infection (11).

While the alignment of sequencing reads to either host or
phage has remained clear and distinct in our experience,
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determining whether the host or the phage is causing observed
changes in the host transcript abundance during phage infection
can become muddied. Differential analysis highlights changes in
the abundance of specific transcripts imposed on the host by the
phage such as the promotion and repression of particular tran-
scripts or targeted degradation. However, depending the presence
or success of phage mechanisms for shutting down host systems, it
will also highlight host responses to phage infection for defense or
as a reaction to various stresses that are inherent to phage infection.
The difference between the two can be potentially distinguished by
context and other sources of data, but can also be highlighted by
performing RNA-Seq on infections by several diverse phages in the
same host. As taxonomically divergent phages are unlikely to affect
even a common host in the same way, a similar transcriptomic
response to many phages will indicate that it is performed as a
host response.

When interpreting your results it is important to consider that,
aside from dramatic examples such as those produced by prophages
in the host sensing infection and attempting to escape (2), most
host transcripts will downshift in abundance relative to the total
RNA in the cell during a successful infection due to the rapid
synthesis of phage transcripts. Specific modulation of host tran-
scripts needs to be tested for independently of this global depletion,
which is done when normalizing only host read counts in one
sample to host read counts in another sample while excluding
phage reads. This will faithfully highlight how the distribution of
reads transcribed from the host genome changes, but will not on its
own show changes in abundance relative to the total transcript
population in the cell as it hides the natural relative decrease in
host reads.

5 Notes

1. If phage binding efficiency proves inadequate, the addition of
1–20 mMCaCl2 and/or MgCl2 to the mediummay be needed
to assist the phage (12).

2. If this proves inadequate to lyse the host, additional preferred
methods can supplement or replace incubation with lysozyme
such as beating with microbeads. It is important to ensure that
the time that the sample spends at room temperature before
step 6 is kept to an absolute minimum.

3. The RNA samples suspended in TRIzol® at step 6 can be safely
frozen at �20 �C for up to 3 months. It is important to note
that this stage is intended to inactivate the RNases made by the
host and present in the media. From this point on, all materials
that interact with the sample after this point must be RNase-
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free, gloves must be worn, and the samples should be kept on
ice when worked with on the bench.

4. A poor OD260/280 ratio indicates an unacceptable level of
either phenol contamination, from the phenol contained in
the TRIzol®, or protein contamination, from the white inter-
phase layer in step 9, relative to the RNA concentration. It can
be addressed by starting again from step 6. A poor 260/230
concentration indicates an unacceptable level of salt contami-
nation, from the NaOAc used in step 10 as well as the media,
relative to the RNA concentration. It can be addressed by
starting again from step 10.

5. The 20-OH group of RNA is capable of catalyzing autocleavage
of RNA strands at high temperatures and high pH.

6. Epicenter Bioscience’s Terminator™ 50-Phosphate-Dependent
Exonuclease is an inexpensive and especially effective way to
deplete rRNA, which are posttranscriptionally modified with a
50-monophosphate, but will also remove any other RNA spe-
cies that could have been similarly modified.
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Chapter 15

Essential Steps in Characterizing Bacteriophages: Biology,
Taxonomy, and Genome Analysis

Ramy Karam Aziz, Hans-Wolfgang Ackermann, Nicola K. Petty,
and Andrew M. Kropinski

Abstract

Because of the rise in antimicrobial resistance there has been a significant increase in interest in phages for
therapeutic use. Furthermore, the cost of sequencing phage genomes has decreased to the point where it is
being used as a teaching tool for genomics. Unfortunately, the quality of the descriptions of the phage and
its annotation frequently are substandard. The following chapter is designed to help people working on
phages, particularly those new to the field, to accurately describe their newly isolated viruses.

Key words Annotation, CDS, Electron microscopy, Genomes, Locus tag, ORF, Phage, Promoter,
Software, Taxonomy, Terminator

1 Introduction

The phage community, journals, public databases, and the Interna-
tional Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) are seeing a
marked increase in poor quality descriptions of newly isolated
phages. To fully characterize a phage, one should accurately
describe the plaque and particle morphologies; characterize the
phage adsorption kinetics and host range, including, ideally, the
identification of the surface receptor. Many of these features have
been dealt with in previous chapters in this book.

The problems that we increasingly see in manuscripts include:
(1) incomplete description of the phage life cycle and poor electron
micrographs, (2) taxonomy which is not borne out by the sequence
data, (3) incomplete phage genomes passed off as being complete,
(4) incorrectly assembled and chimeric genomes, (5) genomes for
which the annotation is incomplete or wrong, and, last but not
least, (6) poor, inaccurate, or inexistent metadata associated with
submitted phage genome sequences.
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https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7343-9_15, © Springer Science+Business Media LLC 2018
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This chapter is written to offer authors some hints on how to
fully and accurately describe their new phages and to recommend
that they validate their data prior to submission of the genome data
to one of the primary databases (GenBank, EMBL or DDBJ), to
phage-specific databases (e.g., PhagesDB (http://phagesdb.org/),
ACLAME (http://aclame.ulb.ac.be/) [1], PhAnToMe (http://
www.phantome.org) [2]), and for publication.

2 Naming

Scientists working on phages have the right to name them as they
see fit. In the phage community, in particular, naming traditions
have ranged from repetitive (e.g., P1, N4, S2 [3]) to too creative
(e.g., SheldonCooper and Jabbawokkie). Unfortunately, this has
resulted, though the general use of a combination of Greco-Roman
characters and Arabic numerals in names such as β, λ, φX174, K,
T4, and P22, which are meaningless to the general reader. In
addition, because of lack of awareness, different names have been
applied to the same virus, and the same name has been applied to
different viruses. Authors are encouraged to peruse Bacteriophage
Names 2000 (http://www.phage.org/names/2000/), GenBank,
and PubMed when naming their new virus. The use of Greek letters
in phage names should be strongly discouraged since, in databases,
φ and Φ will be represented as phi and Phi. In addition, some
caution should be used when “1” (one) and “l” (small letter L),
or O (letter) and 0 (zero) simultaneously occur in the name of the
virus, such as SIO1. The Mycobacterium phage community opted
for the use of more fanciful names such as Rosebush, Corndog,
Seabiscuit, and Jabbawokkie (http://phagesdb.org/phages/)—a
system which worked well until it was also applied to phages infect-
ing Bacillus and Streptomyces strains. The major problem with all of
these systems is that the names, in isolation, provide no information
about what the named entity is, nor the host or the taxonomic
position of the virus. To address these problems, Kropinski et al. [4]
proposed a formal four-part naming system for newly characterized
viruses. A phage recognition signal “vB” (virus of bacteria), analo-
gous to the small “p” which precedes many plasmid names, pre-
cedes all names. This is followed by a three letter abbreviation for
the host genus and species, usually derived from REBASE [5]; and,
a single letter for the phage morphotype, for example EcoP indi-
cates that the virus is a podovirus infecting Escherichia coli. Lastly,
the name in common usage in the laboratory is appended. There-
fore, coliphage λ and Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium
phage P22 would, if newly isolated, receive the formal names
vB_EcoS_Lambda and vB_SenP_P22. After using the formal
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name once in the paper’s title and/or abstract, the phage would be
referred to as Lambda or P22, respectively in the remainder of the
manuscript.

3 Morphology

Over 6400 bacterial viruses have been examined in the electron
microscope [6]. Interestingly we don’t have even 1/6th of the
genomes of those microscopically described phages. This has gen-
erated valuable insights as well as a lot of worthless data [7]. Briefly,
morphology is essential for viral family and, often, genus identifica-
tion. While some investigators seem to consider that morphology
can be replaced by genomics, this is definitely untrue. On the
contrary, electron microscopy is a short-cut for phage identifica-
tions by sequencing, while purely genomic investigations are often
beset by poor or absent electron microscopic data and abound in
questionable identifications.

Some manuscripts describing novel phages show no micro-
graphs at all, but instead offer vague family assignments such as
“myovirus” or “podovirus,” or give poor quality (unsharp, con-
trastless) pictures with no scale markers, dimensions, or structural
details (collars, base plates, or tail fibers). Many lack information on
the types of electron microscope and stains employed, or how the
virus was purified. Some descriptions affirm that isometric phage
heads are “icosahedral” without a shadow of proof (N.B., they
could be dodecahedral or tetrahedral). If dimensions are given,
the type of magnification control is not indicated and this makes
the whole description of limited usefulness. Finally, it is not uncom-
mon that the virus is shown on a stamp-sized micrograph, where it
resembles more a nail than a phage. Such publications, at least with
respect to electron microscopy, are misleading to genomics studies
and worthless to virology.

Cryo-electron microscopy is of no help here as it produces
image reconstructions and not original phage pictures. It cannot
replace conventional transmission phage images obtained after
negative staining. A way out of the present dismal situation can be
summarized in a few guidelines [8]:

1. Purify your phage, best by repeated washing.

2. Always indicate the type of electron microscope used, purifica-
tion method, final magnification, calibration method, and
stain.

3. Show a scale marker.

4. If uranyl acetate is not satisfactory, try phosphotungstate (or
vice versa).

5. Describe your phage in detail with complete dimensions
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6. Submit to journals micrographs that are highly contrasted (not
grey-on-grey) of a sufficiently high magnification for reproduc-
tion (at least 150,000–300,000�).

7. Do your electron microscopy yourself. Do not “farm it out” to,
possibly, unexperienced technicians.

4 Preliminary Determination of Genome Relationships

With the rapid increase in fully sequenced bacterial and viral gen-
omes being deposited in public databases, there is a stronger possi-
bility that a new virus will show homology at the DNA or protein
levels with the genomes or proteomes of existing phages. This can
readily be assessed by similarity search algorithms, such as BLASTN
and BLASTX, against the nr (nonredundant) database or “Organ-
ism, optional” Viruses (taxid:10239). We would most definitely
recommend the latter when dealing with temperate phages.

5 Accurate and Complete Metadata

When investigators submit one or a few virus genomes, they are
usually focused on the accuracy and completion of the genomic
data, which is very important; however, metadata associated with
the virus itself are equally important, especially for future compara-
tive genomic studies, or other studies related to viral/bacterial
genomics or metagenomics. The simplest definition of metadata is
that they represent a data set describing the submitted data. For a
viral genome, metadata may include anything describing the virus
or the genome, especially those data that cannot be deduced or
computed from the genomic information. For example, a genome’s
length (in base pairs), %G+C, nucleotide bias, and codon usage are
all useful metadata; however, they are easily computed from the
submitted DNA sequence. On the other hand, information such as
morphology, naming, taxonomy, source of isolation, and host
range is invaluable for several types of analyses. Comparative geno-
mics and metagenomic analyses often stop short of reaching impor-
tant conclusions because the metadata associated with the genomes
analyzed are incomplete, spurious, or jumbled. Metadata problems
include spelling inconsistencies (e.g., enterobacteria vs. Enterobac-
teriaceae; temperate vs. lysogenic in describing phage lifestyle),
absence of controlled vocabulary (e.g., naming issues described
above), and irrelevant data (e.g., providing geographic coordinates
for a virus isolated from bacteria causing bovine mastitis to a cow in
North France, while not providing the name of the bacterium or
the site of bacterial infection within the animal). We recommend
submitting all possible metadata about a viral genome, provided
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that these data are supported by strong evidence. As with other
genomic information, usually no data at all is better than entering
inaccurate data.

6 Genome Organization and Sequence Checking Prior to Annotation

It is imperative that the sequence deposited with the databases
minimally represent the nonredundant sequence of the phage and
be error free. It should be oriented in the same manner as the type
virus (see Fig. 1) to which it is related and be accompanied by an
accurate taxonomy. Lastly, the submission should include enough
metadata, i.e., information on who isolated it, when, from what
source and on what strain (see above). Commonly, phage genomes
have short 30 or 50-cohesive termini, or terminal redundancies,
ranging from hundreds to thousands of base pairs. The latter may
be accompanied by circular permutation. It must be rigorously
understood that circular permutation does not mean that the
genome is circular. Circular genomes do not exist in the Caudovir-
ales, being excluded by the packaging mechanisms. Information on
the nature of the ends can be derived from restriction analysis [9],
sequence data [10], pulsed-field gel electrophoresis [11, 12], the
nature of the large subunit terminase [9], or direct sequencing off
the ends of the phage genomic DNA [13–16].

If the new phage is similar to an existing virus in one of the
databases, possible errors in the assembled sequence can be indi-
cated by BLASTX analysis against the related ‘reference’ phage,

Fig. 1 progressiveMauve [17] alignment of three Salmonella phage genomes taken from NCBI GenBank. The
genomes show strong overall sequence similarity except in certain (white) regions—a very typical phenome-
non in phage genomics. The top represents the type species; phage genome A (middle) is collinear, while the
genome of phage B is the inverse complement (bottom)
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entered in the “Organism, optional” window of NCBI’s BLAST
interface. If the genome is >50 kb we recommend that the investi-
gator divide the genome into 25 kb segments before analysis.
Dividing or fragmenting a genome can readily be accomplished
with Segmenter at http://lfz.corefacility.ca/segmenter/. Alterna-
tively, Artemis Comparison Tool (ACT) [18, 22] is excellent for
comparing two or more entire genomes via BLASTN or
TBLASTX. Using this tool, the new phage can be compared to
related phages at the whole genome level, or zoomed in for com-
parison at the amino acid or nucleotide level. If the genome of the
new phage did not assemble into a single contiguous sequence
(contig), ACT is useful for reordering the contigs based on the
reference genome. To check for sequencing errors and confirm the
genome assembly is correct, the sequencing reads should be
mapped to the new genome assembly and carefully scrutinized.
ACT can also be used to visualize the mapped reads and the
genome should be carefully scrolled through to screen for potential
errors in the genome assembly. Particular attention should be paid
to coding sequences which have frameshifts compared to their
homologs in the reference genome. These are often caused by
homopolymeric tract sequencing errors, which are a common
problem with (454) pyrosequencing [19]. If there is no evidence
in the sequencing reads to support the “correction” of a frameshift,
the sequence should be confirmed by PCR to determine if it is
indeed an intact homolog or if it is a bona fide frameshift (which
could be read through by ribosomal slippage or result in a
pseudogene).

Lastly, again based upon the closest reference genome, the start
of the linear representation of a circularly permuted genome may
need to be rearranged so that it is collinear with the genome of the
type species. Easyfig [20] and progressiveMauve [17] are other
tools that provide a very useful visualization of the relationship
between two or more phage genomes. Other software packages
for genome comparisons are discussed in Chapter 18 by Dann
Turner.

7 ORF, CDS, and Locus Tag

These terms are not synonymous and have caused problems is
describing phage genes. “Most protein sequences are derived
from translations of CoDing Sequence (CDS) derived from gene
predictions. A CoDing Sequence (CDS) is a region of DNA or
RNA whose sequence determines the sequence of amino acids in a
protein. It should not be mixed up with an Open Reading Frame
(ORF), which is a series of DNA codons that does not contain any
STOP codons. All CDS are ORFs, but not all ORFs are CDS . . .”
(http://www.uniprot.org/help/cds_protein_definition). A CDS
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displays three essential features, an initiation codon, ribosome-
binding site and a stop codon. Bacterial and bacteriophage initia-
tion codons are commonly ATG (Methionine) or GTG (Valine),
occasionally TTG (Leucine) and rarely CTG (Leucine), ATA, ATC,
or ATT (Isoleucine). The most likely initiation codon will be
immediately downstream from a sequence showing similarity to
AGGAGGT which functions as the ribosome-binding site (Shine–-
Dalgarno sequence/box). Please note that whatever the initiation
codon, methionine is the first amino acid incorporated in the
nascent protein.

“The locus_tag is a systematic gene identifier that is assigned to
each gene. Each genome project have the same unique locus_tag
prefix to ensure that a locus_tag is specific for a particular genome
project, which is why we require that the locus_tag prefix be
registered. The locus_tag prefix must be 3–12 alphanumeric char-
acters and the first character may not be a digit. Additionally
locus_tag prefixes are case-sensitive. The locus_tag prefix is fol-
lowed by an underscore and then an alphanumeric identification
number that is unique within the given genome. Other than the
single underscore used to separate the prefix from the identification
number, no other special characters can be used in the locus_tag.”
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/genomesubmit/
#locus_tag). We recommend that you submit locus tags based upon
the name of your virus; otherwise GenBank will issue its own,
which can lead to confusion in future comparative genomics
studies.

With rare exceptions the genes of phages show short overlaps
with the upstream gene or short intergenic regions (Figs. 2 and 3).
The shortest CDSs are for λ Ral (28 AA) and Sf6 gp45 (27 AA)
while the longest in the current databases, at 20,798 bp, is for

Fig. 2 An example from GenBank of a portion of a poorly annotated phage genome in which the real coding
sequences are illustrated in black; the initiation codon for gene 14 is incorrect, leading to significant overlap in
coding sequences. The genes illustrated as stippled arrows do not exist. The identity of this sequence has
been concealed to protect the guilty
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cyanophage S-SSM4 locus_tag CYXG_00059 (N.B. please note the
discrepancy between the name of the virus and the locus tag
designator).

8 Primary Gene Annotation

Bacteriophage genomes typically have a high coding density, and
many of their coding regions are small. By way of a simple illustra-
tion, T4 phage encodes 278 proteins with an average size of
197 amino acids, while its host, E. coli K12 W3110, encodes
4213 proteins with an average size of 317 amino acids. Since
most of the gene calling algorithms are trained on larger genes,
there is a problem in distinguishing between small coding
sequences and artifacts [21]. Most phage genes are arranged with
short overlaps or with small intergenic gaps, though occasionally
gene wastelands occur [22]. Please note that many phages also
encode tRNAs for which two online resources are recommended
tRNAscan-SE ([23]; http://lowelab.ucsc.edu/tRNAscan-SE/)
and ARAGORN ([24]; http://mbio-serv2.mbioekol.lu.se/ARA-
GORN/). Genes encoding tRNAs do not overlap with genes
encoding proteins.

A number of automated annotation pipelines are freely available
(Table 1) alongwith free software packages for visualizing andmanu-
ally curating the annotation on Mac and PC computers. The latter
include Artemis ([25, 26]; http://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/
tools/artemis), Unipro UGENE ([27]; http://ugene.net/), and
DNA Master (http://cobamide2.bio.pitt.edu/computer.htm; PC
only). The latter program has been extensively used by theMycobac-
terium and Bacillus phage communities. What is essential at the
proof-reading stage of annotation is software that will present
the protein sequence on the DNA sequence so that the user can
easily verify the start codon and position of the ribosome-
binding site.

In the case of auto-annotated genomes, the results should be
meticulously scanned for missed genes, incorrectly called genes,

Fig. 3 The normal relationship of genes to one another with 1 and 2 being divergently transcribed; and 2–5 in
an “operon” with 3 and 4 showing minimal overlap of coding sequence while 4 and 5 show the far more rarely
observed significant overlap. Since transcription of 5 and 6 would lead to dampened expression of the
downstream gene, these elements are frequently separated by bidirectional rho-independent terminators
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genes with incorrect initiation codons, and misannotations before
submission to one of the databases. The availability of multiple
genomes from closely related phages often helps detecting errors
in start codon assignments by comparative genomics, provided one
or two of those closely related phages have been annotated and
published by a reliable research group. The opposite is also true:
with the spread of automated annotation pipelines and the difficulty
of reviewing every CDS in every submitted sequence, propagation
of annotation errors is quite common. Thus, when checking a start
codon or a gene call for accuracy, it is important not to give weight
to the majority of sequences but rather to the reliability of annota-
tions. More reliable sequences are usually those of type species/
reference sequences; those with experimental evidence (e.g., pro-
teomic evidence or mRNA sequences; and those with well
described annotation evidence) .

Table 1
Automated annotation pipelines for phage genomes

Name URL Comment

RAST http://rast.nmpdr.org Allows online annotation only [28]

RASTtk To download: https://github.com/
TheSEED/RASTtk-Distribution/
releases/

For tutorials: http://tutorial.theseed.org

Allows batch genome annotation [29]

MyRAST http://blog.theseed.org/servers/
installation/distribution-of-the-seed-
server-packages.html

Download: http://blog.theseed.org/
downloads/myRAST-Intel.dmg

Is becoming dated (not updated) [30]

Prokka http://www.vicbioinformatics.com/
software.prokka.shtml

Rapid annotation of prokaryote
genomes. Command-line only [31]

phAST http://www.phantome.org/
PhageSeed/Phage.cgi?page¼phast

Offers alternative genome-calling
algorithms

BASys http://basys.ca/ Uses more than 30 programs to
determine nearly 60 annotation
subfields for each gene [32]

GenSAS v3.0 https://www.gensas.org Requires registration; uses Glimmer3 for
prokaryote gene identification

IGS Prokaryotic
Annotation
Pipeline

http://ae.igs.umaryland.edu Fasta-formatted genome submitted by
email. Provides access toManatee [33]

MAKER Web
Annotation
Service
(MWAS)

http://www.yandell-lab.org/software/
mwas.html

Web-accessible genome annotation
pipeline [34]
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9 Naming of Gene Products

In several religious traditions major and minor sins are recognized.
The same applies to annotation: describing a product based upon
limited or no evidence as a “DNA polymerase” is far worse than
referring to it as a “hypothetical protein”. The use of “gp#” (gene
product) to describe a gene or protein product should be discour-
aged since it leads to confusion specifically with the T4 phage
community. More importantly, such names or symbols lead to
disastrous annotations with the application of automated pipelines
because computers know how to perfectly match patterns; how-
ever, they cannot tell that a gp3 of some phage family is not the
same as a gp3 of another family. The designation gp43, as used by
the T4 community refers to DNA polymerases. This same gp43
designation has been applied to radically different protein products
in Myoviridae active on Bacillus, Brochothrix, Burkholderia, Erwi-
nia, Listeria, Mycobacterium, and Sphingomonas. In addition, the
same product name has been used for numerous Podoviridae
including those active on Burkholderia, Escherichia, Salmonella,
and Xylella; and 12 different bacterial genera have siphoviral
phage proteins described as gp43. Other problematic product des-
ignations include: “UboA”, “NrdA”, “hypothetical protein
SA5_0153/152”, “ORF184” (as bad as gp184), “RNAP1”, and
“32 kDa protein” since they do not mean anything to the casual (or
even informed) reader. Full functional descriptions are always supe-
rior to symbols (e.g., DNA-dependent RNA polymerase type 1 is
much more meaningful and specific than RNAP1). Finally, for
computational annotation pipelines to work, consistency is a
must. Humans can easily tell that “DNA polymerase” is the same
as “DNA Polymerase” (uppercase P); however, computers will
classify those two identical names as two different enzymes. Asking
computers to ignore case will only introduce more problems.

We would recommend that you include in the “note” section of
the database submission file (Sequin in the case of GenBank) a
statement to the effect of “similar to NP_049662 gp43 DNA
polymerase [Enterobacteria phage T4].”

10 Defining Function of Encoded Proteins

Once the preliminary annotation of the genome has been com-
pleted one will want to define the function of the numerous “hypo-
thetical proteins” which abound in phage genomes. The protein
sequences of the genes defined in the GenBank flatfile (*.gbk) can
be extracted by GenBank to Fasta converters (e.g., http://roca-
plab.ocean.washington.edu/tools/genbank_to_fasta or gbk2faa).
In Windows-based computers, you can examine the results using
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Notepad or Wordpad. On Mac computers you can use a text editor
such as TextWrangler. Homology searches can then be run, on a
one-by-one or batch basis with BLASTP (protein-protein BLAST),
PSI-BLAST (Position-Specific Iterated BLAST), or the more
recent DeltaBLAST at NCBI. If you have a temperate phage it is
recommended that you limit the search to “Viruses (taxid:10239)”
since prophage genomes are notoriously poorly annotated in host
genome sequences. Similar algorithms are available with the FASTA
family of similarity searches [35]. The batch feature is not available
at EMBL-EBI or GenomeNet. There are various options for run-
ning both BLAST and FASTA on all or selected CDSs directly from
within Artemis. For a long time people solely relied on BLAST
analysis against the nonredundant (nr) protein databases to assign
function to their proteins. While useful, the sole reliance on the
results of these searches has several problems. First, poor annota-
tion, particularly automated annotation of prophage proteins can
lead one astray. Second, the relationship between experimental data
and in silico analysis is getting more distant. We offer two sugges-
tions (a) display considerable caution in accepting sequence
relatedness—Are the proteins of similar size? Are the percentage
identities high enough? Is there sufficient sequence similarity over
the full length of the proteins? Are the E-value scores stringent
enough (>10�5)? Do the results make biological sense? And; (b)
back up the proposed nomenclature with motif analysis. For the
latter we recommend Pfam (http://pfam.xfam.org/search; [36]),
InterProScan 5 ([37]; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/), the Con-
served Domain Database (CDD; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi; [38]) or HHpred [39] at https://
toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/#/tools/hhpred. Please note that
Pfam and CDD can be run in batch mode.

11 Caution with Interpreting Protein Motifs

Again, the results of searching protein motif databases need to be
interpreted with caution. Two examples will suffice. Cronobacter
phage GAP32 gp335 is a 43 kDa protein containing pfam05816
(E-value 1.03e�45) which is defined as “Toxic anion resistance
protein (TelA).” Both coliphage PBECO4 and Klebsiella phage
RaK2 contain homologs, while, outside these phage, homologs
are only to be found in bacteria such as the Staphylococcus aureus
tellurite resistance protein TelA (WP_000138402; BLASTP E-
value 4e�34). In Staphylococcus aureus tellurite resistance is
mediated by its (TeO3

2�; Te(IV)) reduction to Te(0), which has
been used in the selective and differential medium, Baird-Parker
agar [40]. In S. aureus, catalase [41] and cysteine synthase appear to
be responsible for tellurite resistance, but these proteins display no
homology to gp335 or to proteins designated as TelA. Pfam family
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TelA (PF05816) motif is based upon a protein (TelA/KlaB), which
is found in a “tellurite resistance” operon in plasmids and Rhodo-
bacter [42–44], yet this motif is found in ORFans [45] in S. aureus.
Unless you are a bioinformatician with expertise in protein domain
analysis, we would suggest that you ignore protein motifs with
scores <10�4, and even then be conservative reporting results.

Salmonella phage vB_SnwM_CGG4-1 gp100 encodes a Hoc
homolog, which HHpred suggests is highly related to titin (Protein
Data Bank accession number 3b43_A)—a protein that contributes
to myofibril elasticity. Again we would recommend that you only
report HHpred hits with probability values >90% where they make
sense.

It is important to take all available evidence into account when
annotating a gene, including (where possible) data from more than
one protein domain database, similarity with annotated genes in
related genomes, position within the genome and percentage iden-
tity to an experimentally characterized protein.

12 Toward a Consistent Nomenclature for Phage Gene Products

Unfortunately, at present there is no consistent method for describ-
ing the proteins encoded by genes. An example of the diversity of
names, both logical and illogical, derived from a BLASTP search
using coliphage T4 rIIA protein is shown in Table 2. As indicated

Table 2
Some names used to describe the product of T4 rIIA gene

rIIA protector from prophage-induced early lysis

protector from prophage-induced early lysis
protector from prophage-induced early lysis rIIA
membrane-associated affects host membrane ATPase
rIIA membrane-associated affects host membrane ATPase
phage rIIA lysis inhibitor
rIIA protector
rIIA
RIIA
rIIA protein
putative rIIa-like protein
putative rIIA
membrane integrity protector
orf001 gene product
1 gene product
hypothetical protein
unnamed protein product
protein of unknown function
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above, the use of controlled vocabulary and spelling consistency are
imperative for the proper functioning of computational genome
annotation pipelines.

13 Analysis of Promoters and Terminators

Promoters are located in the 30-ends of upstream genes or in the
intergenic regions. Two types of promoters can be found in phage
genomes, those recognized by the host RNA polymerase (RNP)
and those by phage-specified polymerases. The former promoters
fall into two classes, those recognized by unmodified host RNP
which are similar to the hosts’ kitchen variety promoter—often a
variant of TTGACA(N15-18)TATAAT and those recognized by
phage-modified host RNPs. In the absence of experimental data
we would recommend very conservative reporting on in silico
identified promoters and only allowing a 2 bp mismatch to the
consensus.

The best examples of phage RNP-recognized promoters are to
be found in the genomes of T7-like viruses. These are best discov-
ered using the program extractupstreamDNA (https://github.
com/ajvilleg/extractUpStreamDNA) coupled with MEME [46,
47] at http://meme-suite.org or; the Windows-based program
PHIRE (PHage In silico Regulatory Elements) [48, 49] on the
whole genome. Please note that the latter program, which is written
in Visual Basic, is very slow. The former program is excellent for
discovering host promoters plus phage-modified RNP promoters,
such as the middle promoters of T4-like phages.

Like promoters, transcriptional terminators are found at the 30-
end of genes and in intergenic spaces. The structure of a typical rho-
independent terminator is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows a GC-
rich stem, a small loop and a polythymidylate tail. The length of the
tail has been correlated with the efficiency of termination [50].

Online resources to identify terminators include those that select
for terminators immediately downstream of genes, which include
WebGeSTer [51] at http://pallab.serc.iisc.ernet.in/gester/;
ARNold ([52]; http://rna.igmors.u-psud.fr/toolbox/arnold/)
and FindTerm ([53]; http://linux1.softberry.com/berry.phtml?
topic¼findterm&group¼programs&subgroup¼gfindb). With the
latter program, choose to display “All putative terminators” with
“Energy threshold value” of >-10. With both these resources you
will have to check on the location of the terminator, and exclude any
which occur in the middle of genes.
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14 Comparative Genomics and Proteomics

A variety of tools are available for comparing the genomes and
proteomes of phages. Linear genome comparisons require that
the genomes are collinear, while proteome comparison requires
that the genes have been correctly annotated. At the DNA level
EMBOSS Stretcher [55] will provide you with quantitative data on
the sequence identity of the two genomes. As an alternatives, you
might consider NCBI BLASTN (multiplying the % coverage by the
% identity to give an overall % identity value), ANI (Average Nucle-
otide Identity; http://enve-omics.ce.gatech.edu/ani/), GGDC
2.0 (Genome to Genome Distance Calculator; http://ggdc.
dsmz.de/distcalc2.php) or jSpeciesWS (also an ANI program;
http://jspecies.ribohost.com/jspeciesws/ [56–62]).

For qualitative comparisons we recommend Easyfig ([20];
http://mjsull.github.io/Easyfig/) for gene maps and linear
genome comparisons and BLAST Ring Image Generator [63]
(BRIG; http://sourceforge.net/projects/brig) for circular

Fig. 4 Rho-independent terminator from Pseudomonas phage φKMV graphically represented using MFOLD [54]
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comparisons, both of which are available for Windows, Mac and
Unix; progressiveMauve ([17]; http://darlinglab.org/mauve/
mauve.html), which is available for Mac and PC computers;
CGView using the BLAST features ([64]; http://stothard.afns.
ualberta.ca/cgview_server/) or WebACT ([65]; http://www.
webact.org/WebACT/generate). Easy comparisons at the protein
level can be made using CoreGenes ([47]; http://www.binf.gmu.
edu/genometools.html). With the latter tool you can calculate the
percentage of homologous proteins, plus how the homologs are
arranged on the genomes. As mentioned above, other software
packages for genome and proteome comparisons are discussed in
Chapter 18 by Dann Turner.

15 Molecular Taxonomy

The Bacterial and Archaeal Virus Subcommittee of ICTV often
discusses how viral genera should be defined. In the past, phages
that possessed a total proteome 40% in common (as determined
using CoreGenes) with another phage were considered to be mem-
bers of the same genus [66, 67]. While this clearly shows close
relationship, it is not without problems, the first of which is that
both type and comparator phages must be equally well annotated
(their genes should be called by similar algorithms using similar
training sets; their start and stop codons should be defined by the
same standards). The other problem is that the two phages may
possess limited or no DNA sequence relatedness, which is the first
line of molecular taxonomy of their hosts. Three examples of such
problems include the relationships between Pseudomonas phage gh-
1 [68] and coliphage T7 (20.6% sequence identity); coliphages T1
and vB_EcoS_Rogue1 [69] (14.2% sequence identity); and Escher-
ichia phage N4 and Sulfitobacter phage EE36φ1 [70] (4.0%
sequence identity). These pairs of phages are commonly recognized
as being members of the T7likevirus, Tunalikevirus, and N4like-
virus genera, respectively. That DNA similarity is a great method for
grouping phages is recognized by the Mycobacterium phage com-
munity [71–73], and more recently to apply to all enterobacterial
phages [74]. These results strongly suggest that ICTV has been
lumping divergent phages into the same genera, and that overall
DNA sequence identity can be effectively used to, at least, demon-
strate relationships at the genus and subfamily level. Implementing
those directives is currently being addressed.
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Chapter 16

Annotation of Bacteriophage Genome Sequences Using DNA
Master: An Overview

Welkin H. Pope and Deborah Jacobs-Sera

Abstract

Current sequencing technologies allow for the rapid and inexpensive sequencing of complete bacterio-
phage genomes, using small quantities of nucleic acid as starting material. Determination of the location
and function of the gene features within the genome sequence, or annotation, is a necessary next step prior
to submission to a public database, publication in a scientific journal, or advanced comparative genomic and
proteomic studies. Gene prediction can be largely accomplished through the use of several freely available
programs. However, manual inspection and refinement is essential to the production of the most accurate
genome annotations. Here, we describe an overview of the annotation of a bacteriophage genome sequence
using the freely available program DNA Master.

Key words Bacteriophage, Genome, Annotation, DNA master, Sequence analysis

1 Introduction

The advent of next-generation sequencing technology has made it
possible to obtain high quality complete genome sequences of
bacteriophages from less than a fewmicrograms of DNA in a matter
of days for a few hundred dollars or less (Sequencing of Bacterio-
phage Genomes, D. Russell, Chapter 9). Although availability of
phage isolates remains the limiting factor in phage genomics, anno-
tation and bioinformatic analyses are often more time consuming
that the actual DNA sequence determination. The creation of a
well-supported bacteriophage genome annotation is a three-step
process beginning with rapid automated gene identification (“auto-
annotation”), manual inspection and revision, followed by func-
tional predictions. The auto-annotation is quick and effective, but
~5–10% of the genes are misannotated or have incorrect transla-
tional start site predictions. Manual inspection is important in the
identification and correction of these errors, and for evaluation of
short open reading frames that are often missed by automated
applications.
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The program DNA Master, written by Dr. Jeffrey Lawrence at
the University of Pittsburgh, alleviates some of the impediments to
the production of high quality annotations, as it is a single platform
with an easy-to-use interface that integrates multiple annotation
tools, interfaces with GenBank and NCBI, and has the ability
directly to generate GenBank submission files. DNA Master is
well-suited to phage genome annotation because of its integration
of multiple individual gene prediction programs such as GeneMark
[1] GLIMMER 3[2] Aragorn [3] and BLAST, simple editing of the
gene assignments, and prediction of common prokaryotic elements
including ribosome binding sites, promoters, conserved motifs,
programmed translational frameshifts, and self-splicing introns.
The overall quality of DNA Master-generated annotations is sup-
ported by proteomic analyses of phage-infected cells [4, 5].
Detailed descriptions of the gene prediction programs GeneMark
[1] and Glimmer 3[2], the sequence alignment tool BLAST[6],
and the tRNA-finding program Aragorn [3] are described else-
where and we will not review them here. For more information
on these programs, please see their websites:

https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/glimmer/

http://exon.gatech.edu/GeneMark/

http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi

http://mbio-serv2.mbioekol.lu.se/ARAGORN/

Beyond the basic annotation tools, DNA Master also contains
many integrated analysis tools for the more advanced bioinforma-
tician, including the ability to compare multiple genomes, analyze
biases in codon usage and nucleotide composition, scan for specific
DNA sequences, find origins of replication and more; these are also
out of the scope of this chapter. Many of these tools are explained in
the DNA Master Help files found within the program.

Although DNA Master was designed as a powerful research
tool, it is sufficiently accessible to be used by annotation novices,
and we have deployed it broadly for genome annotation within the
Science Education Alliance-Phage Hunters Advancing Genomics
and Evolutionary Science (SEA-PHAGES) program. With nearly
100 participating institutions and over 2600 students per year,
DNA Master has found widespread utility as a facile tool for
genome annotation, in an educational context.

This chapter discusses an overview of bacteriophage genome
annotation using DNA Master; space does not permit a detailed
description of program mechanics or annotation rationales. Our
full manual on bacteriophage genome annotation with DNA Mas-
ter that includes content for novice annotators [7] is available for
download at http://phagesdb.org.
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2 Installation

DNA Master runs only on Windows Operating Systems, versions
Windows XP or higher; and is available to download at: http://
cobamide2.bio.pitt.edu. In the menu on the left on the Lawrence
Lab website, click “Software”, and then select “DNA Master” on
the Software page.

To install the program, download and run the DNA Master
installer. This will launch a Set-Up Wizard. Follow the prompts in
the Wizard to install the program.

For further help with DNA Master installation, as well as some
useful tricks for troubleshooting see the DNA Master Installation
Guide, available at http://phagesdb.org/Documents.

By default, all necessary files and helper programs will be down-
loaded to the directory:

C://Program Files (x86)/DNA Master

After installation, there are three critical components that are
essential for the proper functioning of DNAMaster. The first is that
the files and folders within the /DNAMaster directory must not be
moved or rearranged. Within this directory, the file “DNAMas.
exe” is the executable file for the program. If it is moved from
this directory it cannot locate the various helper programs and
databases present in the /DNA Master directory that it needs to
access. Since the file structure makes launching the program time-
consuming, it is advisable to create a “Shortcut” to DNAMas.exe,
and place the “Shortcut” on the Windows Desktop. It is then
possible to launch the program via clicking on the Shortcut without
disrupting the file structure.

The second critical component is that the program must be run
with full Administrator privileges. In Windows 7 or later, this is
accomplished by logging into Windows with an account that has
Administrator rights and right-clicking on the DNAMas.exe file
icon, and then selecting “Run as Administrator” from the pop-up
menu. Failure to give the program Administrator privileges results
in errors in updating the program, saving files, auto-annotations,
and a number of errors in various processes (see Notes 1 and 2).

The third critical component for the correct running of DNA
Master is to immediately update the program after installation. At
the time of this writing, the version of the program installed directly
via download is from 2012; however, the most current version of
the program is from Jan. 2015. It is possible to determine the
version and release date of the program currently running on
your machine by choosingHelp! About at the top of the program
window. Program updates are released online and can only be
accessed and installed through the update function in within the
program. Updating is accomplished by launching DNA Master
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with Administrator privileges, clicking on the Help menu, and
selecting “Update DNAMaster”. After Updating, close and restart
the program.

3 Preferences

Prior to annotation of any genomes, the preferences of the program
should be set to accommodate the user of the program and the type
of genome s/he is annotating. The majority of the default prefer-
ences are recommended to the novice user, with the possible excep-
tions of the Default File saving location and the Default colors of
the program. The Preferences menu is found under File, at the top
of the program window. It is possible to change the colors within
the maps, six-frame translation, frames window, and other figures
using the Local Settings tab, Colors sub-tab, to set the start codons
for auto-annotations to include TTG and GTG using the Local
Settings, tab, Translation sub-tab, and to change the default loca-
tion for file saving on the Directories tab, using the “Archive to. . .”
field.

4 Using a fasta-Formatted Sequence File to Generate a DNA Master *.dnam5 File

In order to annotate a bacteriophage genome sequence, the
sequence must be correctly imported into DNA Master and a *.
dnam5 file must be generated. This is a one-time per sequence
process; once the *.dnam5 file is made, all annotations and data
will be saved in the *.dnam5 file. While DNA Master can handle
several types of sequence file formats, we will only discuss .fasta
here, as this format is widely used in both public databases and
sequencing cores.

Fasta-formatted files consist of a header line that begins with
the character>, followed by some information about the sequence.
Below the header line is the nucleotide sequence of the genome,
without line breaks or periods, etc. Fasta files are available from
GenBank and from many sequencing cores.

To import your fasta sequence file into DNA Master choose:
File ! Open ! Multiple Sequence Fasta file. Browse to find your
genome sequence file, select it, and press “Open”.

This will bring up a window labeled “FastA sequences from
‘yourfilename.here’”; where ‘yourfilename.here’ is the name of the
file that was opened. The header line from the .fasta file should be
visible in the central information pane in the window, as should the
full length of the phage genome in the file. It is important to check
that the known genome sequence length matches the length of the
sequence in the imported file; this will help avoid annotation errors
down the road due to incorrect sequence data. If the header
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information and the sequence length are correct, press the button
at the lower left corner of the window marked “Export”, and
choose “Create Sequence from this entry only”. This will generate
a *.dnam5 file with the genome sequence correctly imported into
the program (see Note 3).

5 *.dnam5 Sequence Files and the *.dnam5 File Structure

The primary file DNA Master generates and interacts with is a *.
dnam5 archive file. DNA Master *.dnam5 files are database files
comprised of a genome sequence and multiple tables that contain
data about that sequence, including gene start and stop coordi-
nates, functional assignments, BLAST data, etc. The term
“archive” in most instances within the program refers to the struc-
ture within each *.dnam5 file: each file is a collection of many pieces
of data about the sequence(s) within; and “archive” does not mean
that this file has been hidden away because the user is not planning
on frequently accessing it. Thus, as noted above, the location for
saving current files is labeled “Archive to . . .” and the default
location is c:/Program Files (x86)/DNA Master/Archives. For
more information on file structure, see the DNAMaster Help files.

The basic window of a *.dnam5 file shows five tabs on the left-
hand side: Overview, Features, References, Sequence, and Docu-
mentation. With a newly imported genome, the bulk of the infor-
mation in these tabs has not been determined yet, and so they will
be blank or empty. If the file was generated through importing a .
fasta formatted sequence file, the “Sequence” tab will contain the
sequence from the .fasta formatted file.

Once the file is auto-annotated (see Subheading6), the “Features”
tab will become populated with genes and/or tRNAs. The central
column of the Features tab is a display of all the information about the
Features currently stored in the database file. It is not possible to alter
the information in the central column by clicking on it directly;
changesmust bemade through the “Description” tab for that Feature
that appears immediately to the right of the central column.

The “Documentation” tab shows a static text document that
reflects the information found in the Features database. As Features
are changed or added, the Documentation should be periodically
recreated to match the contents of the Features database; this
improves the overall *.dnam5 file stability, make it less likely that
the file will suffer a major corruption, and provides a mechanism for
rebuilding the file in the case of major corruption. The Documenta-
tion does not change unless the user prompts it to, by pressing the
“Recreate” button on the tab, or by setting the program to auto-
matically adjust the Documentation during processes like Auto-
annotation, or gene insertion. We recommend recreating the Docu-
mentation immediately prior to saving the file (see Note 4).
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The “Parse” button found at the top of the Documentation tab
uses the contents of the Documentation tab to populate the con-
tents of the Features database, overwriting any features or informa-
tion currently stored in the database. The “Parse” button should
only be used if a complete overwrite of the Features table in the *.
dnam5 file is the goal of the annotator. The “Parse” function is the
opposite of the “Recreate” function; “Recreate” uses the informa-
tion from the “Features” Table to write the Documentation; and
“Parse” uses the notes in the Documentation to populate the
Features database.

6 Auto-annotation

Much of the gene identification work in DNAMaster is done using
the gene prediction programs GeneMark, GLIMMER 3, and Ara-
gorn. These programs are accessed through the auto-annotation
function of DNA Master. During auto-annotation, the raw
sequence is submitted by DNA Master to the servers at the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) that host
the heuristic versions of GLIMMER and GeneMark (see Note 5).
The coordinates of the protein-encoding genes that these two
programs find are retrieved from the NCBI servers and written
into the Features database of the *.dnam5 file. The two programs
together are highly accurate, and the bulk of the gene predictions in
the auto-annotation will be correct. However, in every genome,
some genes will be missed, sometimes the two programs disagree
on the inclusion of a particular gene or where a particular gene
starts; and some genes are added erroneously. This is especially
apparent in the case of mobile or parasitic elements such as
homing-endonucleases and transposons; or in the case of genes
recently acquired within the genome. Therefore each auto-
annotation must be hand-curated to make these corrections; and
to add functional assignments where appropriate.

Auto-annotation is accomplished through opening a saved or
generating a new *.dnam5 sequence file, and then selecting “Auto-
annotate” through the Genomemenu. In the window that appears,
it is possible to choose which of the two gene prediction programs
should “win” if the two programs don’t agree. It doesn’t matter
which one is selected, as the output from both will be recorded in
the Notes for each gene Feature during Auto-annotation (see Note
6). On a separate tab, it is also possible to generate numerous
analyses that may aid in the manual inspection of the auto-
annotation, including an ORF map. Finally, it is possible to have
all of the protein sequences of the Features found automatically
compared to the GenBank protein sequence database via BLASTp,
and to have those results retrieved from NCBI and permanently
stored in the *.dnam5 file (see Note 7).
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The program Aragorn is used to find tRNA genes within the
sequence during auto-annotation. The stand-alone version of Ara-
gorn embedded within DNA Master is an older version than the
current online release, and so we recommend analyzing any
genome sequence with the most current version of Aragorn avail-
able on the Aragorn website, and then adjusting the tRNA coordi-
nates manually.

7 Manual Inspection and Refining the Annotation

Once an auto-annotation has been completed, it is necessary to
examine each of the new features to assess its validity as a gene, to
adjust its start coordinate if necessary, and to add functions where
appropriate. During this examination, it is important to keep in
mind the guiding principles of bacteriophage annotation [7] (some
are listed below):

1. The majority of the sequence space in a bacteriophage genome
is occupied by protein encoding genes (90% or greater).

2. Each piece of DNA is generally limited to one protein-
encoding gene; that is, there are not usually two genes
expressed from the same piece of DNA in different translational
frames.

3. Genes are grouped in operons, and therefore change transcrip-
tional direction on a gene-by-gene basis infrequently.

4. While some genes have canonical Shine–Dalgarno sequences,
others do not; and therefore a good ribosome binding site is
not essential for selecting a specific start (see Note 8).

Manual inspection of the genome can be most easily accom-
plished through the use of the Frames window in DNA Master.
After the genome has been auto-annotated, open the *.dnam5 (if it
isn’t already), and select “Frames” from the “DNA” menu (see
Note 9). This will bring up a window with six horizontal tracks,
one for each translational frame. Vertical bars within the tracks
represent start and stop codons; with stop codons running the
full vertical height of the track, and start codons appearing half
the height of the stop codons (Fig. 1). Buttons on the lower left-
corner of the window control the navigation of the map; it is
possible to scroll from left to right down the length of the genome,
or to zoom in. It is possible to show all of the Features in the
database of a *.dnam5 file on the Frames window by pressing the
“ORFs” button in the lower-right hand corner of the window.

Shine–Dalgarno scores for each possible start codon can be
obtained by first clicking on the ORF of interest in the frames
window, and then on the “RBS” button in the lower right-hand
corner. This will bring up a new window that lists all the possible
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start codons for the ORF, along with the upstream sequence. It is
possible to select a scoring matrix to evaluate the strength of the
upstream sequence match to the canonical Shine–Dalgarno
sequence, in conjunction with the spacer distance between the
location of that sequence and the putative start codon. The matri-
ces available in DNA Master are Kibler 5, 6, 7, 9, 10A, or 10B [8];
and the spacer matrices available are Broad, Relaxed, Karlin
Medium, Karlin High, or Karlin Ribosomal [9]. The default
choices (Kibler 7, Medium work well to evaluate the majority of
bacteriophage genes. In the evaluation of the final score, the least
negative number represents the best match, and a Z-value above
2 indicated that the match is two standard deviations away from a
match to a random sequence.

All changes to the auto-annotated Features in the *.dnam5 file
must be made through the Features tab. Addition or deletion of
gene features is accomplished through the use of the “Insert” or

Fig. 1 Typical configuration of DNA Master windows for gene evaluation. Top window is the Frames window,
showing six reading frames. Stops are vertical lines that bisect each row, starts are designated as lines half
that length. The thick horizontal green bars are the annotated genes in the window, labeled by a number that
matches the feature table feature name. The bottom left window is the *.dnam5 sequence file currently being
annotated, with Feature tab selected and the Feature table displayed; the Feature table lists each feature and
associated descriptors that are currently stored in the sequence database. The Features database can be
edited using the fields in the Description sub-tab, shown to the right of the Feature table. The thin green line in
the Frames window was generated by clicking on that Feature in the Frames window; subsequent pressing of
the “ORF” button in the lower-right corner of the Frames window generated the “Choose Start” window that
appears on the lower right side. Each row in the Choose Start window represents the data for each possible
start in the open reading frame selected in the Frames window
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“Delete” button at the bottom of the Features database table. To
Insert a Feature, press the Insert button, and then enter the coor-
dinates and type of Feature (CDS for “coding sequence” or
“tRNA”) in the pop-up window. To delete a Feature, click on it
in the table, and then press “Delete”. Modification of the start
coordinate of any Feature is accomplished through the Description
sub-tab associated with that Feature. To modify a start coordinate,
click on the Feature to be altered in the Features table, and click on
the Description tab on the right-side of the window (if it isn’t
already selected). The gene boundaries are listed in the fields
marked “50 end” and “30 end”. These labels refer to the 50 and 30

end of the genome as a whole, and not the 50 and 30 ends of the
specific gene. For genes transcribed in the rightwards (forwards)
direction, the start coordinate is shown in the 50end box; simply
click in the box and type the corrected start coordinate. For left-
wards (reverse) transcribed genes, click in the 30 box and type the
new start coordinate. After changing the start, the gene length
must be manually adjusted; this is accomplished by clicking the
button next to the Length field that looks like a calculator. Clicking
this button will also post the change to the database table
automatically.

In addition to adjusting the gene content and start coordinates,
functional assignments must be entered. Functional assignments
should be listed in the field marked “Product”. Functional assign-
ments can be found using BLASTp and the GenBank database, the
conserved domain database, or by using HHPred and the Protein
Data Bank. All functional matches should be carefully considered in
the context of quality and length of their alignments as well as with
respect to the biology of the organism prior to their inclusion in an
annotation file for GenBank submission. We prefer to err on the
side of caution, and do not assign functions without significant
supporting evidence. If there is no known function for a particular
gene, this field should be filled in with “Hypothetical protein”. This
can be done automatically for all genes of no known function at the
end of the annotation through the “Validation” tab.

8 Validation and Formatting for GenBank

At any point during the annotation, it is possible to validate the
annotation by pressing the “Validate” button at the bottom of the
Features table. During validation, the program will assess the anno-
tation and report if any Features begin without a start codon,
contain a stop codon within them, or are not the correct length
in the Validation tab. All Features should be valid prior to submis-
sion to GenBank. Within the Validation tab (which automatically
appears once the “Validate” button is pressed), it is also possible to
renumber all of the Features in the Features table, to add a custom
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locus tag for GenBank submissions, and to assign “Hypothetical
protein” to all of the genes without a known function. This is
accomplished through the sub-tabs “Control” and “Numbering”,
which appear at the bottom of the Validation tab.

9 Generation of GenBank Files and Submission to GenBank

After the annotation has been completed, validated, and saved a
final time, it is possible to generate GenBank flat file and submission
files through the Submit to GenBank tool found in the Tools menu.
The new file should be added as a New Project using the “Add”
button on the lower left side of the window (Fig. 2). The other tabs
contain various fields that correspond to headers in GenBank files.
Critical information that is required by GenBank for submission
includes the selection of the correct genetic code “Bacterial and
Plant Plastid”, if the genome sequence is complete, if the genome is
linear or circular, the host strain, the lineage of the bacteriophage,
the sequencing platform and fold coverage, the sequence assembly
software and release date, and the annotation authors. DNAMaster
has a tab for almost all of this information, the exception is that of
the sequencing platform, coverage, and assembly software; and this

Fig. 2 Submit to GenBank window. This is the first window used to prepare a file to submit to GenBank. Note
the tabs—Project, Organism, Isolation, Submitter, References, and Process—on the right side, each of which
should be filled out prior to generation of the GenBank file for submission. Displayed is the “Project” tab, with
the sub-tab “Description” correctly filled out. Other sub-tabs for Project are Private Notes, the contents of
which will not be included in the final submission file, and Submission Comments, the contents of which will
be included in the final files
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can all be entered manually on the tab marked “Submission
comments”.

After all of the appropriate information has been entered, the
final flat files and submission files can be generated from the Process
tab. The Flat file is a text file that appears the way a final GenBank
entry would. This should be carefully inspected for typographical or
other errors prior to the submission of the *.asn1 final file to
GenBank. At the time of this writing, the ability of DNA Master
to automatically submit annotations has been disabled; however,
the submission file can be saved as a simple .txt file, and then
emailed to gb-sub@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

10 Notes

1. Merely installing the program DNA Master using an account
that has Administrator privileges and launching the program is
NOT sufficient. (In Windows XP, it is sufficient to run the
program merely when logged in with an account that has
Administrator privileges.)

2. InWindows 7 or above, it is possible to permanently launch the
program with Administrator privileges by right-clicking on the
DNAMas.exe file, and selecting “Properties” from the pop-up
menu. In the Compatibility tab, under “Run this program in
compatibility mode” select “Windows XP Service Pack 3” from
the drop-down menu; and under “Privilege Level” check the
box next to “Run this program as an Administrator”. It is also
possible to then click “Change settings for all users”, which
allows all users of the Windows machine to correctly run DNA
Master, even if they are logged into an account that does not
have Administrator rights. This is particularly useful in a stu-
dent computer lab setting, as Universities IT staff are generally
unwilling to allow students to log into University computers
with Administrator accounts.

3. It might be tempting to start a new annotation by creating a
new *.dnam5 file via the menu “File ! New”, and pasting the
genome sequence from a .fasta file into the sequence tab of the
*.dnam5 file. Do not do this. Copying and pasting the
sequence data can result in copying line breaks or other types
of invisible-to-the-user marks in the file into the sequence pane
that are then read by the program as part of the sequence. This
leads to a corrupted sequence and may cause some parts of the
program to not work correctly.

4. If the *.dnam5 file becomes corrupted during annotation, it is
possible to recover the annotation features and notes that have
been saved in the Documentation. This is accomplished by
creating a fresh *.dnam5 file through importing the original.
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Fasta formatted sequence as above; and then pasting the con-
tents of the Documentation tab from the old file into the new
one and pressing the “Parse” button. This only works if the
Documentation has been recreated with regularity.

5. Auto-annotation will fail if the NCBI servers that host GLIM-
MER and GeneMark are offline; likewise, it will fail if the
computer does not have an internet connection. As this func-
tionality of DNA Master is reliant on a third-party’s website, it
is possible to lose this ability of the program without warning
when changes are made to NCBI’s servers. Once appropriate
maintenance of DNA Master is completed, this function is
usually restored to the user with a program update.

6. It is important to know that if both programs agree on a gene
call, only the output from the “preferred” program, selected
during auto-annotation, will be displayed. If the programs
disagree, both outputs will be displayed.

7. Retrieving the BLAST alignment data from GenBank for an
entire genome can take many hours depending on the time of
day, during which time DNA Master cannot be used for any-
thing else. If you decide to batch BLAST the genome, you may
want to start at 9 pm EST, which is the beginning of Off-Peak
hours for the NCBI servers.

8. The most common arrangement of genes within the phages of
the Order Actinomycetales that we have observed is a 4 bp
overlap between the stop codon of the upstream gene and the
start codon of the downstream gene.

9. The Genome Menu and the DNA Menu can only be accessed
when a *.dnam5 file has been opened. All of the selections in
these menus are alphabetized.
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Chapter 17

Phage Genome Annotation Using the RAST Pipeline

Katelyn McNair, Ramy Karam Aziz, Gordon D. Pusch, Ross Overbeek,
Bas E. Dutilh, and Robert Edwards

Abstract

Phages are complex biomolecular machineries that have to survive in a bacterial world. Phage genomes
show many adaptations to their lifestyle such as shorter genes, reduced capacity for redundant DNA
sequences, and the inclusion of tRNAs in their genomes. In addition, phages are not free-living, they
require a host for replication and survival. These unique adaptations provide challenges for the bioinfor-
matics analysis of phage genomes. In particular, ORF calling, genome annotation, noncoding RNA
(ncRNA) identification, and the identification of transposons and insertions are all complicated in phage
genome analysis. We provide a road map through the phage genome annotation pipeline, and discuss the
challenges and solutions for phage genome annotation as we have implemented in the rapid annotation
using subsystems (RAST) pipeline.

Key words Phage, Genome annotation, RAST, Functional annotation, Gene predictions

1 The Steps of Phage Genome Annotation

The essential steps in annotating any genome, whether phage,
bacterial, or eukaryotic, consist of identifying the features in the
genome and assigning terms describing roles or functions to those
features. Typical features that can be found in a phage genome
include protein-encoding genes, noncoding RNA genes, insertion
elements and transposons, direct and indirect repeats, origins of
replication, and attachment or integration sites. Annotations are
routinely only added to protein and RNA-encoding genes, labels
are often provided for insertion elements or transposons. Specific
for phages, they are fundamentally dependent on a cellular host to
replicate, and the functions on its genome can only be completely
understood in the context of the genome of the host. Thus, identi-
fication of prediction of the bacterial or archaeal host is an impor-
tant part of phage annotation. Together, these features provide the
core annotation of phages and this annotation provides the first
steps to understanding the function of the phage as it interacts with
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its host (Fig. 1). We discuss the approaches to identify and annotate
each of these features below, and discuss how these annotations are
performed in the Rapid Annotation Using Subsystems Technology
approach (RAST) [1, 2].

Protein-encoding genes are the focus of most automated anno-
tation systems, and more algorithms have been designed to handle
these features than other features. Generally a protein-encoding
gene can be identified as a long stretch of sequence in one reading
frame that can be translated into protein sequence without includ-
ing one of the three stop codons; these long stretches are called
Open Reading Frames (ORFs). In gene calling, the stop codons are
obvious because there is a choice of three codons to choose from
and they are all stop codons (unless the phage encodes a suppressor
tRNA which we do not discuss here). Most algorithms attempt to
identify the longest nonoverlapping ORFs in a genome, based on
the theory that the longer the open reading frame the less likely it is
to occur by chance. There are many alternative gene-finding algo-
rithms that have been developed over the last two decades,

Fig. 1 Pipeline of phage genome annotation starting with DNA sequences and
ending with an annotated genome
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including CRITICA [3], GeneMark [4, 5], GISMO [6], Glimmer
[7, 8], MetaGeneAnnotator [9], and Prodigal [10]. Most of the
gene-finding algorithms find the same large genes because these are
obvious and have high confidence. The algorithms may differ in the
particular start sites that they identify; there may be multiple methi-
onine (ATG) or valine (GTG) codons that could all be used as the
start codon, and predicting exactly which start codon is the correct
one for a given gene is difficult without a priori knowledge of the
translation boundaries of the gene. In addition, the gene callers also
differ in their ability to identify small protein-encoding genes.
Short genes are statistically difficult to separate from the back-
ground noise of stretches of nucleotides that do not encode a
stop codon, and often gene calling algorithms use an artificial cut
off of (for example) 75 amino acids. It remains to be determined
howmany small proteins are encoded in phage genomes, and this is
unlikely to be approached from a pure bioinformatics standpoint, as
it will require biological validation of bioinformatics predictions or
large-scale proteomic studies.

Most bacterial genomes are not thought to contain overlapping
open reading frames, and these shadow ORFs are removed during
the annotation step [10]. In viruses, including phages, however,
there are several well-known examples of two different genes from
the same stretch of DNA, such as the Rz/Rz1 system [11]. One
study even suggests that new genes may be born via this process,
providing evidence from the comparative genomics of Rhabdovir-
idae genomes [12]. These overlapping regions are generally not
predicted using most bioinformatics approaches, as adding over-
lapping ORFs to gene prediction algorithms would include an
enormous number of false positives to compensate for only a few
false negatives. Therefore, most phage protein prediction schemes
ignore overlapping proteins.

Following ORF identification, most bioinformatic gene predic-
tion tools assign a confidence score to the ORFs using a model of
what a gene is expected to look like, based on its nucleotide usage
statistics. These statistics are specific for a species, and depend on
properties like the codon usage and GC content of the genome. In
bacterial genomes, the RAST pipeline starts by identifying highly
conserved genes that are present in nearly every genome. The
statistics from those genes are then used to build a genome-specific
model for open reading frame identification that is applied to the
rest of the genome. In phage genes, there are typically very few, if
any, highly conserved genes, and never enough to build a reliable
gene model. Therefore, most gene calling is performed by a generic
model that is not trained on the specific genome being annotated
but on the genomes of all phages. By default, the RAST pipeline
uses Glimmer to identify the open reading frames, but options are
available to use MetaGeneAnnotator [9], GeneMark [4], or
Prodigal [10].
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The functional annotation of protein-encoding phage genes is
usually based on homology searches against existing phages. His-
torically, phage genes were named with a single letter starting at
gpA, and either proceeding along the genome or assigning names
based on the order in which the genes or their products were
found. This resulted in several unrelated proteins from different
phages all having the same names. For example both terminases and
DNA replication initiation proteins have been annotated as gpA in
different phage genomes available from GenBank. This confusion,
amplified by the explosion of genome sequences in recent years, led
to efforts to categorize phage proteins into either phage ortholo-
gous groups (POGs) [13] or subsystems [14] that have unified the
annotation of many phage proteins. These common, descriptive,
names provide a framework for comparing annotations among
different phage genomes. The RAST system uses a combination
of homology, chromosomal clustering, and subsystems to assign
functions to proteins. First, proteins are annotated on the basis of
homology to known proteins. If this initial search yields matches to
proteins that are a component of a subsystem, RAST then tries to
find other members of the subsystem that should be present in the
same genome based on information from the previously annotated
genomes. The advantage of this approach is that the RAST system
can strengthen otherwise weak assertions of homology, based on
predictions from subsystem annotations. Of note, the RAST tools
allow the analysis of proteins in their chromosomal context, which
sometimes helps determine the roles of proteins with unknown
functions based on the functions of their chromosomal neighbors
(e.g., protein subunits encoded by different genes, members of
operons, or transporters of metabolites whose metabolizing
enzymes are encoded on the same cluster). Phage genomes, like
bacterial genomes, also order some of their genes, and this infor-
mation can be leveraged to identify clusters of genes. For example,
the small and large terminase (TerS and TerL) are frequently adja-
cent on the genome, and the identification of one leads to the
identification of the other.

A major difficulty in the functional annotation of protein-
encoding genes on phage genomes by homology searches is the
fact that most proteins have no close homologs in the reference
databases. Especially for novel phages, this results in the majority of
encoded ORFs having no annotated function, or a hypothetical
function at best. A possible solution includes homology-indepen-
dent annotation, based on amino acid usage profiles of the proteins.
One such approach, iVIREONS (https://vdm.sdsu.edu/ivireons/
) uses machine learning to “learn” the characteristics of manually
annotated phage proteins and then tests unknown proteins to see if
they have similar characteristics [15].

Noncoding RNA (ncRNA) genes. Although Ribosomal RNAs
have not yet been found in phage genomes, most pipelines,
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including RAST, look for them anyway as the pipelines have been
developed for bacterial genome annotation and the computational
cost of looking for rRNA genes is a minimal addition to the pipe-
line. Ribosomal RNA genes are highly conserved and are identified
by extrinsic gene calling—using a database of known RNA genes to
compare against. In contrast to rRNA genes that are recognized by
homology, tRNA genes are recognized by intrinsic gene calling—
using only features of the sequence. They are typically identified by
computational tools built specifically to recognize the secondary
structure of the tRNA molecule [16]. As with tRNAs, the function
of other non-protein coding RNA genes also depends on the
structure of the folded RNA molecule rather than the nucleotide
sequence. Therefore, other noncoding RNA genes are also recog-
nized by their conserved secondary structure rather than homology
to existing sequences [17]. The RAST pipeline uses a manually
curated database of ribosomal RNA genes to find them in a
genome, and uses tRNAScan-SE [16] to identify tRNA genes.
Many phages encode tRNA genes, and it has been proposed that
these may supplement host-encoded tRNAs in translating phage
proteins for anticodons that are insufficiently covered by the bacte-
rial tRNAs [18]. These tRNA genes are also often used as phage
integration sites in the host’s genome (attP). Integration of the
phage disrupts the host gene, and thus carrying complete, or near
complete, tRNA genes allows the phage to reconstitute a tRNA
into which it can integrate [19]. There has been little exploration of
the role of ncRNA in phage lifestyle. Recent work with CRISPR/
Cas systems have identified the presence of these systems in phage
genomes [20] and metagenomes [21], and it is thought that they
are being used to attack other phages that may be infecting the
same host.

Insertion elements and transposons are currently identified by
annotations of protein-encoding genes. Transposases (Tn) are
readily identified as protein-encoding genes, and the similarity
between members of the transposase family, and with other recom-
binases, is high enough that they usually receive accurate annota-
tion. However, the repeats flanking the insertion sequence or
transposon are not typically automatically annotated. There are
boutique databases of these problematic mobile elements
[22, 23], but often the classification of insertion (IS) elements is
dependent on one or a few residues. Typically automatic annotation
systems identify the Tn or IS elements but cannot identify the fine
details responsible for the accurate categorization of these ele-
ments. More work is required to accurately denote the ends of
these mobile elements in automatic phage annotation systems.
Direct and indirect repeats are usually used to identify the ends of
insertion elements and transposons [22], and to predict the ends of
prophages that have been found in bacterial genomes [13]. Stan-
dard informatics approaches can easily identify repeats longer than
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approximately 14 nucleotides in a phage genome. Below that
length, repeats are found too frequently to ascertain whether they
are indeed the correct flanking repeats, or randomly occurring
repeated sequence elements. A few websites can be used to identify
repeats in DNA sequences (e.g., [24, 25]).

Phage attachment sites are impossible to detect de novo if only
the phage is known, but if the phage and the host genome
sequences are known, they are trivial to find. The phage carries
the attachment site P (attP) that has sequence homology to the
bacterial attachment site B (attB). Integration is initiated by recom-
bination between attP and attB, resulting in attL and attR sites
that flank the nascent prophage.

Accurately Annotating Phage Metadata. Annotating genomic
metadata is a general challenge to genomics and metagenomics.
With bacteriophages, this issue is even more problematic, given the
lack of systematic nomenclature for viruses (as opposed to the
binomial system used for cellular organisms, see Chapter 15 of this
book). Some attempts were made to suggest systematic nomencla-
ture for viruses similar to those used for plasmids [26], but they are
not widely applied or enforced. In addition to accurate taxonomic
descriptions of viruses, including metadata associated with the virus
(e.g., its morphology, actual host, host range, and lifestyle) is
equally important. These make comparative genomics studies pos-
sible, enable predictive tools such as those that identify the host of
unknown phages [27], or predict the lifestyle of new phages [14]
and improve metagenomic/microbiomic annotations. Other
important types of metadata can be computed from the genomic
information, e.g., a genome’s length, %G+C, and codon usage
[28]. These too have quite powerful applications in comparative
genomics, prophage finding, and metagenomics. For example,
information content of phage genomes has improved prophage
finding [29] and is proposed to improve metagenomic analysis
[30]. As with gene annotation, metadata annotation needs to use
a controlled vocabulary (which has to be consistent but not neces-
sarily rigid or hierarchical). Spelling inconsistencies (e.g., firmicutes
vs. Firmicutes vs. gram-positive bacteria) or terminology inconsis-
tencies (e.g., temperate vs. lysogenic lifestyles) are all obstacles
against computational analysis and data propagation.

To summarize, phage annotation involves the identification
and functional description of several types of features, including
protein-encoding genes, RNA genes, insertion elements and trans-
posons, repeats, and attachment sites. Moreover, phage–host asso-
ciations are an important part of understanding phage biology that
can be predicted using a range of computational tools [27]. The
RAST pipeline provides an automated approach to phage genome
annotation. The pipeline currently uses bacterial ORF-finding algo-
rithms to identify the proteins in the genome, and a combination of
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homology-based and subsystems-based approaches to decorate
those proteins with their functional annotation. RNA genes are
detected by a combination of extrinsic and intrinsic gene calling
methods. There remain several hurdles to accurate phage genome
annotation, especially the assignment of functions to unknown
proteins, the identification of small proteins in the genome, and
the correct and unambiguous identification of insertion elements
and transposons. The combinations of bioinformatics advances and
a better understanding of phage biology will help to improve phage
genome annotation, making this field a fertile area for further
exploration.
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Chapter 18

Visualization of Phage Genomic Data: Comparative
Genomics and Publication-Quality Diagrams

Dann Turner, J. Mark Sutton, Darren M. Reynolds, Eby M. Sim,
and Nicola K. Petty

Abstract

The presentation of bacteriophage genomes as diagrams allows the location and organization of features to
be communicated in a clear and effective manner. A wide range of software applications are available for the
clear and accurate visualization of genomic data. Several of these applications incorporate comparative
analysis tools, allowing for insertions, deletions, rearrangements and variations in syntenic regions to be
visualized. In this chapter, freely available software and resources for the generation of high-quality
graphical maps of bacteriophage genomes are listed and discussed.

Key words Phage, Genomes, Comparative genomics, Visualization, Software

1 Introduction

The visualization of data is a key element of communicating
research and ideas; to quote Tufte “graphics reveal data” [1]. Dia-
grams should seek to be intuitive, instructive, coherent, displaying
the data without ambiguity.

Circular and linear DNA diagrams provide a powerful tool for
illustrating the structure, organisation and comparisons of bacterial
genomes. Compared to bacteria, phage genomes are relatively
small, ranging between 2.4 kb of the inovirus Leuconostoc phage
L5 [GenBank: L06183] to 497.5 kb for the giant myovirus Bacillus
phage G [GenBank: JN638751]. This smaller size allows the
genome and annotated features to be clearly presented in their
entirety as diagrams.

In addition to illustrating the structural organization of anno-
tated features in a genome, visualization serves as a powerful tool to

Martha R.J. Clokie et al. (eds.), Bacteriophages: Methods and Protocols, Volume 3, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1681,
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exemplify similarities and differences between closely and distantly
related phages uncovered by comparative genomic analysis. These
relationships can include the syntenic conservation of gene order,
grouping of genes into functional modules, positional relationships
such as insertions, deletions, rearrangements, localized areas of
alignment and the identification of orthologous gene pairs. Repre-
sented as diagrams, these relationships can be grasped quickly and
intuitively from complex data, which might otherwise be presented
as dense tabular information.

This chapter provides an overview of applications available for
creating genome diagrams. All applications listed in this chapter
come with a manual and tutorials for their usage, distributed either
with the application or on their website. Most of the applications
have an easily accessible graphical user interface for use on a per-
sonal computer (Note 1), or can be used via a web-service
(Table 1). Step-by-step methods are provided to produce publica-
tion quality genome images using the two command-line only
applications CGView Comparison Tool and Circos, as well as the
graphical-user interface application Easyfig.

2 Resources

This section lists some of the applications and resources currently
available for producing linear and or circular genome diagrams
along with a brief description. A summary of the features for each
program is presented (Table 1). The choice of tool depends firstly
upon whether a simple genomemap is required or visualization and
organization of complex comparative data from multiple
sources (Note 2). An additional consideration is whether a graphi-
cal user interface is preferred over manipulating data files or writing
scripts.

BLAST Ring Image Generator (http://brig.sourceforge.net)
The BLAST Ring Image Generator (BRIG) is a versatile, easy-

to-use, cross-platform (Windows, Mac, and Unix) application that
can be used to compare large numbers of genomes and display in a
circular image [2]. Via a user-friendly graphical user interface
(GUI), BRIG performs all file parsing and BLAST comparisons
automatically, using a locally installed copy of BLAST [3] to per-
form comparisons between sequences and CGView to render a
circular diagram in raster (JPEG, PNG) or vector (SVG) format
[2]. The configuration and generation of diagrams is a step by step
process where a reference sequence and one or more comparison
genomes or sequences are selected and assigned to rings by the user
and subjected to a user-declared BLAST [3] analysis (Fig. 1a). The
presence or absence of BLAST hits to the sequences in the reference
genome are displayed in concentric rings, with colours selected for
each comparison genome graduated based upon the percent
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Fig. 1 Comparative circular genome maps generated using BRIG. (a) Comparative circular genome map of
P2-like phages. Enterobacteria phage P2 [AF063097; [4]] was used as the central reference sequence and the
innermost rings show GC content (black) and GC skew (purple/green). The next rings shows BLASTn
comparisons of seven P2-like phage genomes against the P2 genome (L-413C [AY251033; [5]],
186 [U32222], PSP-3 [AY135486; [6]], WPhi [AY135739], FSL SP-004 [KC139521; [7]], fiAA91-ss
[KF322032; [8]]), with the genomes of other tailed phages (Fels-2 [NC_010463; [9]], phiCTX [AB008550;
[10]], T4 [AF158101; [11]], Mu [AF083977; [12]], T7 [V01146; [13]] and lambda [J02459; [14]]) collapsed into
a single ring. The BLASTn hits are colored on a gradient according to % identity as shown in the key (right).
The outermost ring shows the CDSs of phage P2 as arrows, color-coded according to function (bottom key). (b)
Comparative circular genome map of Pseudomonas phage assembled genomes and unassembled sequencing
data. The central reference sequence is the complete genome of Pseudomonas phage phiPsa374 (KJ409772;
[15]) with the colored rings showing BLASTn hits to a draft genome assembly (contigs > 2 kb) of the
sequencing reads of phiPsa440 (PRJNA236447; [15]), with the complete genomes of other Pseudomonas
phages (JG004 [GU988610; [16]], PAK_P1 [KC862297; [17]], PAK_P2 [KC862298] and PaP1 [HQ832595;
[18]]) and other tailed phages (as above) collapsed into a single ring each. The sequencing reads of phiPsa374
and phiPsa440 were mapped to the complete phiPsa374 genome using BWA and the coverage of the mapped
reads (sam format) is shown, as per the key ( far right). The read mapping data highlights the terminal
redundancy at the genome ends of phiPsa374 (red graph; [15]) and the misassembly in the draft genome of
phiPsa440 (blue graph). The outermost ring shows the CDSs of phiPsa374 as grey arrows
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identity of BLAST hits (Note 3). Regions of interest, custom labels
and additional analyses can be added to the diagram by providing
custom annotations either by entering each entry manually or by
providing the information in a tab-delimited text, GenBank,
EMBL, or multi-FASTA format file. Additional diagram elements
such as the height and size of the final image, features, ticks, and
labels can also be configured. The configuration settings for each
BRIG project can be saved as a template for future use. In addition
to visualizing complete genome comparisons, BRIG can also dis-
play the presence/absence/truncation/variation of genes in com-
parison genomes with a user-defined multi-FASTA file of genes as
the input reference, as well as visualizing comparisons with draft
genomes and unassembled sequence data in SAM-formatted read-
mapping files (Fig. 1b).

Fig. 1 (continued)
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CGView (http://wishart.biology.ualberta.ca/cgview)
CGView is available as either a web-service or command line

application for Unix/Linux (requires proprietary sun-java6-jdk
package) [19]. The CGView server produces circular genome dia-
grams in PNG format, where BLAST results for up to three com-
parison sequences, or sets of sequences in FASTA format, are
displayed as concentric rings. Comparison sequences may be ana-
lyzed using the BLAST programs BLASTn, tBLASTx, and BLASTx
with options for controlling the query split size and overlap. The
BLAST hits for each comparison sequence can be filtered by speci-
fying cutoff thresholds for percentage identity and alignment
length and displayed with partial opacity to enable the identification
of overlapping hits. For tBLASTx and BLASTx analysis, the resul-
tant hits can be displayed by reading frame. Maps can display GC
skew and GC content plotted as the deviation from the average of
the entire sequence as well as additional feature and analysis data
provided from optional General Feature Format (GFF) files.
Finally, zoomed images centred upon a specific base can be pro-
duced to illustrate a region of interest in greater detail.

CGView Comparison Tool (http://stothard.afns.ualberta.
ca/downloads/CCT)

The CGView Comparison Tool (CCT) is a command line
application that retains and expands the functionality of CGView
by enabling the comparative analysis and visualization of large
numbers of sequences [20]. CCT can be installed and configured
manually, or downloaded as a virtual machine (compatible with
Windows, Mac, and Unix) of the Ubuntu Linux operating system
with CCT and all dependencies already installed. A reference
genome or sequence can be supplied in FASTA, GenBank or
EMBL formats. Sequences for comparison can be supplied as Gen-
Bank or EMBL format or as multi-FASTA files consisting of nucle-
otide (.fna) or protein (.faa) sequences. Comparisons are
performed using a locally installed copy of BLASTþ and hits to
the reference sequence in the comparison genomes can be drawn
with a height proportional to the percent identity of the hit or a
colored with a gradient scale. Additional features and analyses, for
example the location of conserved domains and expression data,
can be displayed by providing data as GFF files. Several utility
scripts are supplied with CCT that allow sequences of interest to
be downloaded directly from NCBI (GenBank). Diagrams can be
produced in several sizes in PNG, JPEG, SVG and SVGZ formats.

Circos (http://circos.ca)
Circos is a highly flexible command line application written in

Perl and can be run on Windows, Unix, and Mac [21]. Data are
supplied to Circos using GFF-style data tables and the appearance
of the map and associated elements are controlled by editing
Apache-like configuration files and images are rendered in PNG
and SVG format. Circos is ideal for illustrating positional
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relationships such as synteny, insertion, deletions and rearrange-
ments between genomes (Note 4). These positional relationships
are represented by links displayed as connecting lines or ribbons,
defined between pairs of positions. Data from analyses can be
displayed in 2D tracks as highlights, heatmaps, tiles, scatter, line,
and histogram plots. This inherent flexibility allows Circos to dis-
play multivariate data at several levels of detail. However, it should
be noted that Circos does not perform any analysis nor is it able to
read in genome flat files natively. Instead, sequence and analysis data
must first be converted into a format parsable by Circos.

DNAPlotter (https://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/
dnaplotter)

DNAPlotter is an interactive application for Windows, Unix
and Mac, which allows the generation of linear and circular DNA
maps in raster or vector formats [22]. DNAPlotter is included
within the Artemis annotation tool [23] but can also be down-
loaded as a standalone program or executed as a Java Webstart
application. DNAPlotter implements the Artemis libraries to filter
features, which can then be separated into individual tracks defined
using the track manager. Graphs of GC content and GC skew may
also be displayed and additional flat files containing feature infor-
mation in GenBank, EMBL, or GFF format may be read in and
displayed on separate tracks.

Easyfig (http://mjsull.github.io/Easyfig/)
Easyfig is an application available for Windows, Unix and Mac,

that allows the creation of linear diagrams of one or more genomes
and BLAST comparisons. It has an easy-to-use graphical user inter-
face or can be run via command-line [24]. Easyfig can plot the
feature objects gene, coding sequence (CDS), tRNA or any other
user-defined features in the input annotation file (GenBank or
EMBL format). These features can be colour coded within Easyfig
or by adding the feature qualifier “/colour¼” to gene features in
the annotation flat file, a task easily performed using Artemis
[23]. Comparisons between two or more genomes can be per-
formed using BLASTn or tBLASTx from within Easyfig (Fig. 2).
BLAST can be downloaded from within Easyfig if not already
installed. BLAST hits are displayed as cross-links between genomes,
colored with a gradient scale of percent identity. Users can define
the length, expect value and percent identity of BLAST hits to be
rendered in the comparison diagram. Subregions may be selected as
an alternative to entire genomes and graphs can also be added to
the figure (GC content, GC skew and user-defined custom graphs,
e.g., transcriptomic data or sequence read coverage). Easyfig can
render images in either BMP or SVG format.

GenomeDiagram (http://biopython.org/wiki/Download)
GenomeDiagram is a command-line module packaged as part

of the Biopython distribution, designed to display genomes and
comparative genomic data as linear or circular diagrams [27]. Maps
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of individual genomes and genome comparisons are constructed
using python scripts. Genome flat files can be loaded and parsed
using the SeqIO and SeqFeature modules of Biopython. Similarly,
files containing comparative data can be parsed from within the
script and data used to either colour individual tracks or produce
cross-links illustrating regions of sequence homology. While Gen-
omeDiagram requires the knowledge (and patience) to code an
appropriate script, the resulting images can be very powerful.
Images produced by GenomeDiagram can be output in a variety
of vector and raster formats. A tutorial for creating genome maps is
available online (http://biopython.org/DIST/docs/tutorial/
Tutorial.html#htoc212).

GenomeVx (http://wolfe.ucd.ie/GenomeVx)
GenomeVx is a webservice which renders simple circular

genome diagrams in PDF format using CDS, tRNA and rRNA
features extracted from GenBank flat files or entered manually
[28]. Features can be colored automatically or by using a vector
graphics editing program (Fig. 3). Custom features can be entered
manually and added to one or more inner tracks.

GView (https://www.gview.ca/wiki/GView/WebHome)
GView is a GUI application for Windows, Unix and Mac that

allows viewing and examining prokaryotic genomes in a circular or
linear context [30]. GView can read standard sequence file formats
(EMBL, GenBank and GFF) and additional annotations can be
optionally added in GFF format. Additional customization on
genome maps can be also made in Gview, using the “Genome

Fig. 2 Comparative linear genome map of Salmonella siphoviruses Jersey [KF148055; [25]] and vB_SenS-
Ent1 [HE775250; [26]] generated using Easyfig. The genome annotations are color-coded according to
function, as shown in the key. Regions of grey between the two genomes depict sequence similarity, shaded
according to % tBLASTx identity as shown in the key (bottom right). The graph above Jersey shows variation
above (red) and below (blue) the average GC content (49.97%; black line)
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Style Sheet” (GSS) format and these settings can be saved for later
use. Diagrams can be output in raster or vector formats.

GView Server (https://server.gview.ca)
The GView Server expands upon the functionality of GView by

providing a web service front-end for performing comparative
analyses between genomes. A range of BLAST analyses are available
allowing the preparation of diagrams illustrating sequences repre-
senting the core, unique, accessory and pan-genome. Once the job

Fig. 3 Circular genome map of siphovirus HK97 [NC_002167; [29]] generated using GenomeVx. Coding
sequences are labelled with the annotated product and color-coded according to their functional module. The
colour code is provided at the bottom of the diagram
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has been completed by the server, diagrams can be viewed immedi-
ately in either linear or circular layout by launching the GView
Webstart application or alternatively, the results can be downloaded
with or without the GView executable file. The BLAST results table
can be downloaded separately in Excel or comma-separated value
(csv) text formats.

OrganellarGenomeDRAW (http://ogdraw.mpimp-golm.
mpg.de)

OrganellarGenomeDRAW (OGDRAW) is available as a web
service and a command line application for Unix/Linux platforms
[31]. While optimized for the display of organellar genomes it can
be used to produce circular maps of bacteriophage genomes
(Fig. 4). The output may be customized by creating a configuration
file, allowing custom feature classes to be defined. In addition to
GC content graphs, cutting sites for selected restriction enzymes
and transcriptomic data can also be displayed. OGDraw renders
maps in raster and vector formats.

3 Implementation and Use

This section describes the step-by-step methods for producing
images using the two command-line only applications CGView
Comparison Tool and Circos, which create different types of circu-
lar images, plus the GUI application Easyfig that creates linear
diagrams. For the other applications described in this chapter,
detailed instructions in the manuals and tutorials are available on
their respective websites.

3.1 CGView

Comparison Tool

1. This method describes the steps required to produce a compar-
ative genome diagram of members of the myovirus genus
Viunavirus using Salmonella phage Vi01 as the reference
genome (Fig. 5). The CCT website has extensive guidance
for use and a number of tutorials for creating maps.

2. Edit the cgview_comparison_tool/lib/scripts/cgview_xml_-
builder.pl to add additional colors for the individual compari-
son genomes:

Line 110 blastColors ¼> [

111 "rgb(139,0,0)", #dark red

112 "rgb(255,140,0)", #dark orange

113 "rgb(0,100,0)", #dark green

114 "rgb(50,205,50)", #lime green

115 "rgb(0,0,139)", #dark blue

116 "rgb(106,190,205)", #light blue

117 ]
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3. Create a new CCT project containing all required directories
and configuration files using the command:

cgview_comparison_tool.pl -p Viunavirus

Fig. 4 Circular genome map of siphovirus T1 [NC_005833; [32]] generated using OGDRAW. Coding sequences
are labeled with the annotated product and color-coded according to their functional module. The color code is
provided at the bottom of the diagram
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4. Copy the genome to act as the reference to the reference_gen-
ome folder

5. Copy the comparison sequence files to the comparisons folder

6. Edit the project_settings.conf file so that a tBLASTx compari-
son is performed between the reference and query genomes,
GC content and GC skew are displayed on the map and a
divider is drawn to indicate that the genomes are linear:

query_source ¼ trans

database_source ¼ trans

cog_source ¼ none

draw_gc_content ¼ T

draw_gc_skew ¼ T

Fig. 5 Comparative circular genome map of the myovirus genus Viunavirus prepared using CGView Compari-
son Tool. Salmonella phage Vi01 [NC_015296; [33]] was employed as the reference sequence and tBLASTx
(E-value 0.01) used for comparing sequence similarity against PhiSH19 [NC_019530 [34]], PhaxI
[NC_019452; [35]], CBA120 [NC_016570; [36]], SFP10 [NC_016073], phiSboM-AG3 [NC_013693; [37]]
and LIMEstone1 [NC_019925; [38]]. GC content is depicted in black while positive and negative GC skew is
denoted by green and purple, respectively
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draw_divider ¼ T

map_size ¼ small, medium

7. The project settings file also allows the user to set a more
stringent expect value, the query split size and query overlap
used in BLAST searches.

8. To create a list of labels to be displayed on the final diagram,
first create a summary table from the GenBank file using the
perl utility script gbk_to_tbl.pl (Supplementary File 1):

$ perl gbk_to_tbl.pl <FILENAME.gbk> FILENAME.txt

9. Edit the summary file using a spreadsheet application, remov-
ing all columns except “seqname” and “product,” then remov-
ing all rows where the product is described as a hypothetical
protein. Copy and paste the two remaining columns to an
empty plain text file, using Notepadþþ or an alternative plain
text editor, and save the file as labels_to_show.txt in the Viu-
navirus project directory.

10. To create the diagram run the cgview comparison tool
application:

$ cgview_comparison_tool.pl -t --custom ’labelPlacementQuali-

ty¼best labelLineThickness¼2 maxLabelLength¼250 useInnerLa-

bels¼false labelFontSize¼20 tick_density¼0.25 labels_to_show’

-p Viunalikevirus

11. If preferred, the BLAST results can be colored using the
percent identity of each hit rather than by genome by using
the -cct option:

$ cgview_comparison_tool.pl -t -cct --custom ’labelPlacement-

Quality¼best labelLineThickness¼2 maxLabelLength¼250 useIn-

nerLabels¼false labelFontSize¼20 tick_density¼0.25

labels_to_show’ -p Viunalikevirus

12. Redraw the map in SVG format:

$ redraw_maps.sh -p Viunavirus -f svg

13. Make any final adjustments to the labels and position of the
colour key in a vector graphics editing application.

3.2 Circos 1. This method describes the steps to create a diagram illustrating
a tBLASTx comparison of phages HK022 and HK97 to
Lambda using Circos version 0.67 (Fig. 6). The configuration
and data files required to produce this figure are available as
Supplementary material (Supplementary File 2).

2. Create a new directory to contain the files for the Circos
project. Create the karyotype.txt file. The karyotype file defines
the genomes with data supplied in the format “chr - ID, Label,
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Start, End and Colour”. The ID defined in the karyotype file is
used to identify the chromosome in all other data files.

chr – NC_001416 Lambda 1 48502 green

chr – NC_002167 HK97 1 39732 blue

chr – NC_002166 HK022 1 40751 red

Fig. 6 Circos map depicting tBLASTx alignment results of HK97 [NC_002167; [29]] and HK022 [NC_002166;
[29]] relative to Lambda [NC_001416; [14]] with an E-value threshold of 0.01. The coloured segments on the
outer ring depict the genomes of Lambda (Green), HK97 (Blue) and HK022 (Red) respectively. The numbered
scale indicates the genome size in kb. Hatch marks (grey) on the inner ring indicate the location and coding
strand of genes. The coloured ribbons depict conservation and orientation of translated sequences �50 bp
relative to Lambda. The ribbons terminate at a histogram track displaying percent identity
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3. Create two highlight files to represent the forward and reverse
strand gene features, respectively. Data are entered in the for-
mat “ID, Start and End”.

NC_001416 20147 20767

NC_002167 14715 14975

NC_002166 13751 13972

4. Concatenate the query sequences NC_002166_HK97.fna and
NC_002167_HK022.fna producing a single multi-FASTA file:

$ cat NC_002166_HK97.fna NC_002167_HK022.fna > HK97_HK022.fna

5. Run the tBLASTx analysis using the command line BLASTþ
application. The flag ‘-outfmt 70 is used to save the alignment
results in a tabular format. This data will be used to create the
links and histogram track data files:

$ tblastx -query NC_001416_Lambda.fna -subject HK97_HK022.fna

-evalue 0.01 -outfmt 7 -out tblastx.txt

6. Other programs aside from BLASTcan also be used to generate
the alignment data, for example, Nucmer [39] could be run
using the following command and the output parsed to yield
the alignment coordinates:

$ nucmer --maxmatch -b 200 -g 90 -c 65 -l 20 NC_001416_Lambda.

fna Lambda_query.fna

$ show-coords -T out.delta > delta.txt

7. Set up the links file. Links are provided as position pairs in the
format “Query ID, Query Start, Query End, Subject ID, Sub-
ject Start and Subject End”:

NC_001416 44925 46088 NC_002166 37006 38169 color¼red_a1

NC_001416 27518 29125 NC_002167 21024 22631 color¼blue_a1

8. Set up the histogram.txt data file. Histogram data are entered
as “ID, Start, End, Score, [Options]”. For this example a text
file is created containing the subject id, subject start, subject
end, and % identity columns of the tBLASTx results file in
addition to a column defining the color of the link.

NC_002166 37006 38169 87.37 fill_color¼dred

NC_002167 21024 22631 92.54 fill_color¼dblue

9. Set up themain configuration file circos.conf and the additional
configuration files ideogram.conf, ideogram.position.conf,
ideogram.label.conf, and ticks.conf saving each one in the
Circos project directory. These files are included in the Supple-
mentary material (Supplementary File 2) with comments
added to explain the function of variables.
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10. Run Circos to generate the genome comparison map using
the command:

$ circos -conf circos.conf

3.3 Easyfig 1. This method describes the steps required to produce a compar-
ative linear tBLASTx genome diagram between Salmonella
siphoviruses Jersey [KF148055] and vB_SenS-Ent1
[HE775250] (Fig. 2). The Easyfig GUI can be downloaded
for free from the website, along with a manual that has exten-
sive guidance for use as well as a number of tutorials for
creating figures. The annotation flat files required to produce
this figure are available as Supplementary material (Supplemen-
tary File 3). Prior to starting this walkthrough, ensure that a
local copy of BLAST is installed. If BLAST is not installed
locally, open Easyfig and from the menu bar, select
Blast ! Download Blast automatically.

2. Launch Easyfig. On the main screen, click on the Add feature
file button, located underneath the “Annotation files” box. In
the newly opened window, navigate to the unzipped Supple-
mental_file3 folder.

3. Select Jersey.gbk and click on the open button.

4. Click on the Add feature file button again, navigate to the
Supplemental_file3 folder, select Ent1.gbk and click on the
open button.

5. Click on the Generate tblastx Files button to generate the
tBLASTx comparison file. Ensure that the pop up window
shows the Supplemental_file3 folder and click choose. This
closes this pop up window and initiates tBLASTx.

6. Observe the yellow box on the main screen. Proceed to the
next step only when it shows “Performing tblastx. . .complete”.

7. From the menu bar, select Image ! Figure.

8. From the Figure Options, select “centre” for Alignment of
genomes and in the Legend Option, enter “5000” for Length
of scale legend. Ensure that the checkbox for Draw Blast iden-
tity legend is checked. Keep the rest of the options as default.
Click close once changes are made.

9. From the menu bar, select Image ! Annotation.

10. Key in “regulatory” in the text box under misc_feature and
ensure that only this check box and the check box next to CDS
is checked. There is no need to select colors as they are already
defined in the genome flat file. Select “arrow” and “pointer”
for CDS and regulatory features respectively. Click close once
changes are made.
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11. From the menu bar, select Image ! Graph.

12. Select GC content from the graph drop down menu. Change
the value of Step size to “1” and Window size to “500”. Click
close once changes are made.

13. On the main screen, click on the Save As button. Ensure that
the pop up window shows the Supplemental_file3 folder. Key
in “Easyfigexample” as the file name to save as and click on Save
to close this window.

14. In the main screen, click on Create Figure. Once the image has
been rendered, it can be found in the Supplemental_file3
folder.

4 File Formats

Two dimensional images are stored as either raster or vector gra-
phics formats. Raster image formats utilize a dot matrix data struc-
ture and include bitmap (.bmp) portable network graphics (.png),
joint photographic experts (.jpg) and tagged image file (.tiff) for-
mats. Because raster image formats are made up of fixed set of dots
(pixels) they are resolution-dependent and cannot be increased in
size without a concomitant loss of quality.

In contrast, vector image formats, such as extended postscript
(.eps) and scalable vector graphic (.svg), store images as paths
defined by mathematic equations. This feature makes vector gra-
phics resolution independent and allows images or individual
objects to be scaled, moved, rotated or edited without any degra-
dation of image quality. A further advantage is that images rendered
in this format can be easily edited using vector graphics image
editing software (see below). For publication purposes, once vector
images have been scaled and manipulated to the user’s require-
ments they can be rasterized into tiff format files at an appropriate
resolution for print (usually 300–600 ppi).

5 Image Editing Software

Images in vector format (EPS, PS, PDF or SVG) can be easily
modified by using applications such as proprietary Adobe Illustra-
tor (http://www.adobe.com) or open-source Inkscape (https://
inkscape.org). Further enhancements performed using such appli-
cations might include the movement, alteration, scaling, rotation,
addition, or subtraction of labels and elements. A wide range of
tutorials for using Adobe Illustrator and InkScape are available at
https://helpx.adobe.com/illustrator/tutorials.html and https://
inkscape.prg/en/learn/tutorials, respectively. Images in raster for-
mat (BMP, PNG, GIF, JPEG, or TIFF) can be adjusted using
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applications including proprietary Adobe Photoshop (www.adobe.
com/Photoshop) or CorelDraw (http://www.coreldraw.com), or
open-source GIMP (http://www.gimp.org).

6 DPI, PPI and Image Size

The pixel dimensions of a digital image are an absolute value. For
example, an image with dimensions of 3000 � 3000 pixels would
allow for a 1000 by 1000 figure at 300 pixels per inch (PPI). Most of
the applications described here allow control of the output pixel
size of the image which can be matched to the size specifications in
the journal guidelines. Dots per inch (dpi) refers to the resolution
of the printing device. It is important to remember that an image
displayed on the screen at 100% does not represent the actual
physical size of the printed image.

To change the output resolution of an image without altering
the physical size in Adobe Photoshop select the Image ! Image
size menu option. In the dialog window check the “resample
image” box and enter a new resolution. The resolution of the
image in PPI has now been set to the specified value leaving the
pixel dimensions of the image unchanged. To change the image
output dimensions select the Image! Image size menu option. In
the dialog window select the “resample image” and the “constrain
proportions” check boxes and alter the width to the required value
by entering data into the pixel dimensions or document size text
boxes.

7 Notes

1. In many cases, an additional layer of flexibility is provided by
installing the command line versions of the programs discussed
in this chapter on an appropriate Linux distribution. BioLinux
8, a dedicated open source bioinformatics platform based on
Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS base, developed and maintained by
the UK Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) is
particularly recommended [40]. BioLinux is distributed with
a large number of preinstalled bioinformatics packages includ-
ing Artemis [23], ACT [41], BLASTþ, MUMMER3 [39] in
addition to BioPerl [42], Biopython [43], and R [44]. UNIX/
Linux distributions can also be run from within Windows or
Mac OS using virtual machines such as Oracle VM VirtualBox
(https://www.virtualbox.org), VMware (http://www.vmware.
com) or Parallels (http://www.parallels.com).
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2. All of the visualization tools allow for the display of unpub-
lished genomes, provided that the annotated sequences are
available as a flat file in GenBank or EMBL format.

3. The choice of color palette is an important element in the
design of data graphics. Particularly recommended are Brewer
palettes, manually defined selections of colors for sequential,
diverging and qualitative data (http://colorbrewer.org). Mar-
tin Krzywinski’s website has an excellent section on Brewer
palettes with swatch files available for loading these palettes
into Adobe applications (http://mkweb.bcgsc.ca/brewer).

4. It is important to note that applications which display genome
comparisons as concentric rings relative to a reference genome
do not serve to illustrate syntenic or positional relationships
between the genomes. Additionally, sequences which are pres-
ent in the comparison genomes but absent in the reference will
not be displayed.
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Chapter 19

Transposable Bacteriophages as Genetic Tools

Ariane Toussaint

Abstract

Phage Mu is the paradigm of a growing family of bacteriophages that infect a wide range of bacterial species
and replicate their genome by replicative transposition. This molecular process, which is used by other
mobile genetic elements to move within genomes, involves the profound rearrangement of the host
genome [chromosome(s) and plasmid(s)] and can be exploited for the genetic analysis of the host bacteria
and the in vivo cloning of host genes. In this chapter we review Mu-derived constructs that optimize the
phage as a series of genetic tools that could inspire the development of similarly efficient tools from other
transposable phages for a large spectrum of bacteria.

Key words Bacteriopage Mu, Transposable phages, Mini-Mu, Mini-muduction, In vivo gene cloning

1 Introduction

Mu (http://viralzone.expasy.org/all_by_species/507.html) is the
paradigm of a large family of phages and prophages that replicate
their genome by replicative transposition, hence their name “trans-
posable phages.” They are also similar in genome length
(35–40 kbp), genetic organization and protein content. It was
therefore proposed that they should be organized into a new taxo-
nomic family “Saltoviridae” (from the Salto skating figure/jump;
[1]). At least 26 transposable phages have now been described and
their genomes sequenced. They infect a very wide range of Gram-
negative bacteria. In addition, many transposable prophages have
been identified in bacterial genome sequences, whether Gram� [2]
or Gram+ [3].

Mu was discovered by A.L. Taylor in 1963 [4]. He readily
noticed that, as a result of its promiscuous integration, the phage
induces insertion mutations, which were soon shown to be strongly
polar (see for example [5]).

The powerful potential of Mu as a genetic tool became obvious
when major host chromosome rearrangements (inversions, dupli-
cations, deletions of adjacent genes, replicon fusions, and
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transpositions of host DNA segments) were recognized as an
intrinsic part of the unique mode of Mu replication by replicative
transposition ( [6] and references therein for a historical review of
Mu transposition). Many useful genetic tools were derived from
Mu, devised to avoid killing while retaining the capacity to induce
host chromosomal rearrangements and combining Mu properties
with selective markers, plasmid origins of replication, reporter
genes and other features that make them useful for all sorts of
genetic manipulations. At first view such tools, which only exploit
in vivo processes (conjugation and viral infection) may appear out
of date in face of new generation sequencing and the variety of
systems available for targeted mutagenesis, such as CRISPR derived
tool kits (see for instance [7]). However, these latter procedures
involve transformation, which in many cases remains much less
efficient than conjugation or infection to introduce DNA in a cell.

In this chapter, as an introduction to three methodological
chapters describing specific Mu-based methods (gene mapping
and in vivo cloning, Mu-printing and methods based on in vitro
assembledMu transposition complexes), we shall overview how the
interactions of Mu with its host DNA (chromosome, other pro-
phages, and plasmids) has been exploited to mutate and move
genes within and between bacterial cells and to study gene expres-
sion and function. These methods could be easily developed with
other transposable phages, to be used in a variety of important
bacterial species, which are not susceptible to Mu infection.

2 Mu in Brief

Mu is a temperate phage that infects E coli and other Enterobac-
teria. Mu viral particles contain a ~40 kb linear double stranded
DNA consisting of the Mu 38 kbp dsDNA genome, flanked by
variable host DNA sequences (variable ends or VE DNA)
100–150 bp on one side defined as left, and 1–1.5 kbp on the
right end. VE DNA is the result of the packaging of viral DNA by a
regular full head mechanism, which initiates at the pac site located
near the left end and proceeds on randomly integrated Mu copies,
spread through the host genome as a result of the transpositional
replication/replicative transposition mode of Mu DNA amplifica-
tion (http://viralzone.expasy.org/all_by_species/4017.html for
an illustration of the process [1].

The Mu genome consists of seven functional blocks (Fig. 1 and
http://viralzone.expasy.org/all_by_species/4356.html, for more
details). Two early transcriptional units drive the synthesis of (1)
the lysogenic repressor Repc, and (2) the lytic repressor MuNer, the
MuA transposase, the MuB transposition activator required for
integration and replication and the “semi-essential region.” Most
of the genes in this SE region are dispensable for viral development,
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and of unknown function. The last gene product from the operon is
MuMor. It activates transcription of the middle operon (absent
from most “Saltoviridae”) that consists of the single C gene.
MuC activates the four late transcriptional units from the plys, pI,
pP and pmompromoters, which control the synthesis of the lysis,
head, tail and fiber genes and the host restriction evasion system
Mom.

Repc, MuNer, and MuA bind to the overlapping operators
(O1–O3, see Fig. 1) and internal transposition enhancer (IAS),
thereby regulating the lytic-lysogeny switch (Repc binding to the
operators), early transcription (MuNer binding to the operators)
and the early steps of transpososome assembly (Repc and MuA
binding to the IAS; for details see http://viralzone.expasy.org/
all_by_species/4516.html).

The mom gene product modifies a fraction of the adenines
residues in Mu and host DNA (http://viralzone.expasy.org/all_-
by_species/4277.html), such that Mu DNA is partially resistant to
several restriction enzymes both in vivo and in vitro.

3 Mu as a Genetic Tool

3.1 Thermoinducible

Mu and Mu Derivatives

with Selectable

Markers

The original Mu phage cannot be induced by UVor mitomycin C;
hence the most widely used mutant of Mu is the thermoinducible
Mucts62 [8]. To make the selection of lysogens more direct, drug
resistances and other selectable genes have been introduced in
plaque-forming derivatives, Mucts62Apl and Mucts62Ap5 [9] and

attL attR

Late genes

repc ner A B

Phage Mu genome

SEE

Early genes

mor C
pCM pE pm pLys pI pP pmom

G gin

pAp5, pKn7701 pAp1

mini-Mu A+B- lacZ, nptI

oriV mini-Mu plasmid replicon

O1-O3, IAS

pac

mini-Mu A-B-

*

*

*

Fig. 1 Genetic and physical map of Mu and mini-Mu’s. See text for details on genes promoters (filled squares).
The position of selectable markers (ampicillin and kanamycin for pAp1, pAp5, and Kn7701 respectively) and
fusion reporter genes (lacZ0 and nptI) are indicated. Mini-Mu with or without A and/or B genes and a plasmid
origin contain the repressor gene repc, the attL and attR MuA transposase binding sites, and the operator/IAS
region. SEE semi-essential early region. VE ends are not indicated
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Mucts62Kn7701 and Mucts62Kn7711 (available from Martha M.
Howe’s laboratory; https://www.uthsc.edu/molecular_sciences/
directories/faculty/m_howe.php). These carry the bla (β-
lactamase, ampicillin resistance) and nptl (kanamycin resistance)
gene from Tnl and Tn5, respectively.

Plaque forming [Mu(Ap,lac)] derivatives of Mu have been
constructed that carry an ampicillin resistance gene and the lactose
operon structural genes, without the lactose promoter, near theMu
right end. Upon lysogenization after infection, these phages also
integrate their genome at random sites in the host E. coli chromo-
some. The Mu(Ap,lac) structure ensures that when integration
occurs in a gene in the appropriate orientation, the lactose struc-
tural genes (including lacZ) are expressed solely from the promoter
of that gene. Expression of the gene can then be easily assessed
through β-galactosidase measurement [10].

Because of the very low selectivity for target site selection
during Mu integration/transposition (e.g., [11–14]) the phage,
which contains several transcriptional terminators, can be used to
isolate defective, strong polar mutations in most if not any gene in
the chromosome of any bacterial strain susceptible to Mu infection.
About 1% auxotrophs are recovered after infection of Escherichia
coli [4] with around 107 phages. Mu insertional mutations can be
screened, selected and mapped as any other type of mutation. One
should however remember that due to the presence of the pro-
phage, their transfer by conjugation or transduction into a non-
lysogenic host provokes induction of the Mu prophage. This may
not only decrease the efficiency of transfer but also lead to the
appearance of secondary Mu-induced mutations in the new host.
Such drawbacks can be eliminated by using, instead of the phage,
Mu disarmed derivatives, the mini-Mu’s (see more below).

3.2 Expanding Mu

Host Range

Originally isolated from E. coli K12, and almost exclusively studied
in this species, Mu is also infecting and developing in other enter-
obacteria. This results in part from the presence on the Mu 38 kb
dsDNA genome, of an invertible DNA segment, the G region, that
contains two sets of tail fiber and fiber chaperon genes. Each set is
expressed in one orientation [G(þ) or G(�)]. Inversion is con-
trolled by the phage encoded Gin invertase (reviewed in [15], see
http://viralzone.expasy.org/all_by_species/4277.html for an
illustration). Some enterobacteria are naturally sensitive to Mu
virions with either the G(þ) or G(�)-directed host range, Mu-
sensitive Shigella, Salmonella enterica Typhimurium, Salmonella
Typhi, Salmonella Montevideo, Serratia marcescens, Citrobacter
freundii, Enterobacter, Klebsiella pneumoniae, and Erwinia have
been found either among natural isolates [4, 16–18] or in mutant
derivatives. For example, S. enterica andK. pneumoniae that carry a
deletion extending from the his locus become Mu-sensitive (e.g.,
[17, 19]).
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In resistant strains, broad host range plasmids (e.g., IncP plas-
mids RP4, RK2, R68) containing a Mucts62 prophage have been
used to introduce the phage by mating [20–22]. Transfer to differ-
ent bacterial species occurs at widely different frequencies. In enter-
obacteria such as Erwinia stuartii, Klebsiella aerogenes, and K.
pneumoniae transfer occurs at 10�3–10�5 per input donor
[23–25] and transconjugants that acquire the plasmid produce
108 phage/ml upon induction at 42 �C. In other bacterial species
transfer occurs at a very low frequency (10�7–10�8 per input
donors from E. coli to A. tumefaciens, Ralstonia solanacearum, K.
pneumoniae, and Sinorhizobium meliloti or Rhizobium legumino-
sarum for instance; [20, 21, 25]) and the plasmids in the few
recovered transconjugants are largely deleted. Nevertheless, Mu
appears to transpose to a certain extent in Agrobacterium [21].

Although such attempts to introduce Mu in nonsensitive hosts
may still be considered, the presence of a very efficient host range
variation system, the diversity generating retroelement DGRE
([26] and references therein), on several “Saltoviridae” genomes
offers an interesting perspective for developing broad host range
derivatives. In addition, it seems that using the variety of “Salt-
oviridae” available within a very large spectrum of host species,
including Firmicutes, combined with new in vitro recombination
technologies available, would provide more straightforward ways to
design “Salto” and “mini-salto” derivatives targeting any bacterium
of interest.

3.3 Mu-Mediated

Gene Transfer by

Conjugation; Polarized

and Unpolarized

Transfer

It was by mating an E. coli/Flac infected by Mu with a polyauxo-
trophic E. coli recipient, that van de Putte and Gruijthuijsen ([27]
first observed that all the donor chromosomal markers were trans-
ferred to the recipient at the same high frequency (10�4) even when
the donor was RecA�. It is now obvious that upon infection of the
donor, the Mu genome integrates at random into the host chro-
mosome or the F so that replicon fusion occurs between the chro-
mosome and the plasmid. The donor population becomes a
mixture of “Hfr” with F integrated at random positions, flanked
by twoMu prophages in the same orientation The overall probabil-
ity of any gene to be near the F is equal, leading to equal transfer
efficiencies for all genes.

Transfer from the donor can also be polarized by different
means. If a Rec+ strain carries a Mu prophage at a fixed position
in the chromosome and in the F, homologous recombination
between the two prophages generates a unique type of “Hfr”
with a transfer polarity directed by the respective orientations of
the two Mu prophages [28]. Alternatively, Hfr’s can be selected, in
Rec+ or in Rec� bacteria, by different means such as for instance
selection at high temperature of cells that keep a plasmid thermo-
sensitive for replication after infection withMu. Each selected clone
has integrated the plasmid at a given chromosomal location flanked
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by two Mu copies in the same orientation as a result of replicon
fusion [27]. Using broad host range IncP plasmids or their deriva-
tives with thermosensitive replication allows the use of these stra-
tegies in a large spectrum of bacterial species. In methodological
Chapter 21, van Gijsegem provides more details about Mu-
mediated gene transfer (concentrating on the more efficient mini-
Mu derivatives see below) and the possibility to exploit this prop-
erty for in vivo gene cloning,

3.4 Mu-Based

Suicide Vectors

Efficient transposon mutagenesis requires efficient introduction of
the transposon into the desired strain, followed by the elimination
(“suicide”) of the transposon vector.

Mu inserted in a plasmid can be the killing actor of the suicide if
induced when introduced in a new host. Killing can result from
expression of some lethal phage function (e.g., Kil, Lys) or/and
replication. Plasmid pJB4JI [29] has been most popular and a
powerful tool in many instances despite the fact that its transfer
and suicide/Tn5 transposition efficiencies are very strain depen-
dent. pJB4JI derives from pPHI, which encodes resistance for
chloramphenicol, gentamycin spectinomycin and streptomycin by
insertion of a Muc+::Tn5. pJB4JI has been transferred and success-
fully used in a large series of strains includingCaulobacter crescentus
[30], Acinetobacter sp. [31], Azotobacter vinelandii [32], Aeromo-
nas hydrophila [33], e.g., fast- and slow-growing Rhizobium (e.g.,
[34, 35]), A. tumefaciens (e.g., [36, 37]), several Erwinia species
(e.g., [38, 39]).

4 Mu-Derived Genetic Tools

4.1 Mini-Mu’s To optimize the potential of Mu as a genetic tool, it was essential to
reduce its killing effects, while keeping its promiscuous integration
and capacity to promote chromosomal rearrangements.

To function as a transposon, a Mu element requires only the
MuA transposase and its cognate binding sites at Mu ends, attL and
attR. However the MuB protein and IAS enhancer significantly
stimulate transposition and associated genome rearrangements.
MuA and MuB proteins can be provided in cis or in trans by a
prophage or by a suitable plasmid construct. The optimal combina-
tion is of course a mini-Mu with all transposase binding sites (attL,
attR, IAS) but deleted from all the phage coding genes includingA
and B, and a complementing plasmid that can be eliminated once
the mini-Mu has integrated in its new host, which prevents the
occurrence of secondary transposition events (recently reviewed in
[40]).

Alternatively, the disarmedmini-Mu can be complemented by a
complete helper Mu phage. In this case, all phage structural and
lysis proteins are provided by the helper, in addition to the
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transposition proteins. The mini-Mu replicates and is packaged into
viral particles. Successful packaging requires that the Mu-derived
element be <40 kb long to fit into the phage head, and carry a
functional pac site (see Fig. 1). As a result of full head packaging, any
internal deletion of phage DNA will be compensated by an equiva-
lent lengthening of the right VE.

The most useful mini-Mu’s that retain attL, attR, IAS, and the
pac site and are deleted for the phage lytic and structural functions,
carry a selection marker (pAp1 or Kn7701 see above) and the
thermosensitive allele of the phage lytic repressor Repcts62.

These can be easily propagated as viral particles formed upon
thermal induction of Mucts62-mini-Mucts62 double lysogens
[41–43]. The lysates obtained contain about 1% mini-Mu contain-
ing virions, the genome of which consists of the mini-Mu with a
long VE at its right end (40 kbp minus the length of the mini-Mu).
In some cases this VE contains the left end of the complementing
Mucts62 (which happened to transpose in the appropriate orienta-
tion near a mini-Mu) including the A (and eventually the B) gene,
or a second mini-Mu in the same or opposite orientation (see
Fig. 2).

Single mini-Mu lysogens (and among them mini-Mu induced
host mutations) can be isolated upon infection (usually at low
temperature because of the presence of the cts allele) with a mixed
Mu-mini-Mu lysate. They are recovered among clones that carry
the mini-Mu selectable marker (usually antibiotic resistance) but do
not produce phage. This works, though at a slightly lower

Fig. 2 DNA packaging after induction of a Mucts-mini-Mucts double lysogen. Several mini-Mu and one Mu are
represented with arrows pointing toward the Mu right end. White diamonds represent pac sites. Phage
particles that contain two mini-MuAþ in the same orientation are those that will promote mini-Muduction of
the bacterial segment X when infecting a new host. The particle that contains the mini-Mu and the left end of a
helper Mu, can deliver and integrate the mini-Mu into a new host
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frequency, even when the mini-Mu does not carry the A gene,
promoted by those mini-Mu residing on a DNA with a helper Mu
left end containing the A (and possibly B) gene.

4.1.1 Mini-Muduction In mixed Mu mini-Mu lysates, it is not uncommon that two copies
of the mini-Mu flanking host DNA, in similar or opposite orienta-
tion, fit within a 40 kbp segment of DNA [42] packaged into a
virion. When ejected into a new host, provided the mini-Mu’s are
A+ and in the same orientation, the whole mini-Mu-host DNA-
mini-Mu segment can be integrated by MuA mediated transposi-
tion using attL from one mini-Mu and attR from the second so
that the new host acquires DNA from the former one. This process,
called mini-Muduction [44] does not require homologous recom-
bination and allows for transferring DNA between hosts of differ-
ent species [45].

4.2 Mini-Mu Plasmid

Replicons and In Vivo

Construction of Gene

Libraries

Mini-Mucts plasmid replicons carry, between Mu ends, a high- or
low-copy-number plasmid origin of replication and plasmid func-
tions required for replication and maintenance (e.g., from the high-
copy-number plasmid pMB1 or P15A or the low-copy-number
broad-host-range plasmid pSa). They also carry selectable genes
for resistance to kanamycin, chloramphenicol, or streptomycin/
spectinomycin. Just like any other mini-Mucts, they can be com-
plemented by a helper Mucts to transpose at high frequency and be
packaged. Viral particles are generated, some of which contain a
40 kbp DNA segment consisting of two copies of the mini-Mu
replicon in the same orientation flanking a fragment of host DNA
(Fig. 3). In this case, after ejection of that DNA in a new host,
homologous recombination between the mini-Mu sequences, pro-
duces a plasmids carrying the host DNA sequences and one mini-
Mu. The most efficient mini-Mu replicons allow for the isolation of
complete host gene libraries within as little as 1 μl of a lysate
containing 106 helper phages. The shortest of the mini-Mu repli-
cons is only 7.9 kbp long, allowing for the cloning of 23.2-kbp-
long DNA segments. Some mini-Mu plasmid replicons also carry a
truncated lacZYA operon, combining the formation of either tran-
scriptional or translational fusion to promoters and genes present in
the cloned fragment. Combination with an origin of transfer oriT
from a broad host range plasmid provides the further advantage
that clones obtained with these mini-Mu replicons can be mobi-
lized by conjugation [46, 47].

4.3 Mini-Mudlac and

Other Reporter Fusion

Generating Derivatives

Mini-Mudlac carry the same disarmed lac reporter operon as Mu
(Ap,Lac) described above. They can be grown into phage particles
as other mini-Mu’s and when they insert in the appropriate orien-
tation in a gene of a new infected host, the lac operon is expressed
from that gene promoter. Depending on the site of insertion,
translation initiated at the gene start codon will either proceed
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through the lacZ gene and produce a fusion protein with the N-
terminal segment of the gene of interest and β-galactosidase, or
encounter a stop codon. In that case genuine β-galactosidase will be
produced from the lacZ start codon, corresponding to a so called
“gene fusion”. Several types of mini-Mudlac were engineered to
generate one or the other type of fusion.

4.3.1 Gene Fusion

Generating Derivatives

Various types of mini-Mu with one among several reporter genes,
usually lac, lux [48, 49] or nptI (neomycin/kanamycin/G-418
aminoglycoside phosphotransferase resistance [50]) have been con-
structed. The promoterless reporter gene/operon is always near
the Mu right-end, which was engineered to allow for transcription
to proceed across the Mu end into the reporter gene/operon.
Translation stops and reinitiates at the reporter gene start codon
so that he reporter gene/operon is under the control of the pro-
moter of the gene targeted by the mini-Mu insertion.

4.3.2 Protein Fusion

Generating Derivatives

Other mini-Mu fusion elements were designed to generate protein
fusions with the lacZ and nptI-encoded proteins [48]. These two
proteins were selected because they remain active when extra
amino-terminal amino acids are appended. These Mu derivatives
have, near the right-end, truncated gene fragments, which carry no
promoter, no translation-initiation region and lack the first few
codons, which are dispensable for enzymatic activity. The truncated
genes were incorporated into Mu, 117-bp from the right-end.
These 117-bp contain no nonsense triplet in the correct phase so
that transcription and translation can proceed from outside into the
right-end of the Mu element across the 117 bp and into the
truncated gene. The fusion LacZ or NptI proteins produced con-
tain amino acids coming from the translation of the 117-bp seg-
ment and the amino-terminal end of the gene into which the mini-
Mu element has inserted. The generation of this type of fusion
requires that the Mu insertion occurs in the appropriate orientation
and phase within a translated structural gene. Sometimes, however,
one out-of-phase insertion produces an active protein, if translation
from the inserted gene terminates and subsequently reinitiates in
the correct phase. Furthermore, at a low frequency, translation can
“slip” and change phase or be terminated or initiated from a
nonstandard sequence. Such low levels of gene products can be
readily detected with the sensitive assays for β-galactosidase.

Each of the lacZ and nptI systems have their distinct advan-
tages, such as the extensive genetic techniques and assays for
β-galactosidase and the versatile selection of aminoglycoside resis-
tance for nptI, which can be carried out in many organisms, includ-
ing bacteria, yeast [51], mammalian tissue-culture cells [52], and
whole plants (e.g., [53, 54]), Hybrid proteins generated by this
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type of fusion have many uses such as studies of translation regula-
tion, binding of the protein to nucleic acids, raising of antibodies,
localization of the polypeptide on or through membranes.

5 Other Mu-Derived Genetic Tools

5.1 Hybrids Between

Mu and Other Phage

Genomes

Mu derivatives adapted to infect particular bacterial species, e.g., S.
typhimurium, have been isolated (reviewed in [55]).

These hybrids between Mu and Salmonella temperate and
generalized transducing phage P22, carry two-thirds of the P22
genome sandwiched between the ends of Mu. Insertions of these
elements in the Salmonella chromosome generate P22 prophages
that cannot excise. Upon UV induction (which inactivates the P22
repressor), the prophage replicates in situ, resulting in the amplifi-
cation of neighboring regions of the chromosome. In an induced
lysate of a Mud-P22 lysogen, the P22 moiety provides the machin-
ery (P22 packaging pac site, head proteins including TerL-TerS
terminase) for processive headful packaging, in one direction,
from the P22 pac site. Each packaging produces three contiguous
headful of adjacent DNA, each of which contains a DNA molecule
corresponding to several minutes of chromosomal DNA adjacent
to the site of prophage insertion and is assembled into a phage
particle. Ordered libraries of the S. Typhimurium chromosome can
be generated as lysates from a representative set of Mud-P22 inser-
tions. This type of approach should be applicable to a variety of
other bacteria, provided they are sensitive to a characterized tem-
perate phage [56].

5.2 Mini-Mu Based

Gene Amplification

Kurahashi et al. (cited in [39]) were the first to report the use of
mini-Mu’s to amplify a particular metabolic pathway (L-threonine-
overproduction in E. coli). They used a dual-system where a dis-
armed mini-Mu containing the L-threonine metabolic pathway is
inserted in the E. coli chromosome and amplified by replicative
transposition using transient complementation by a plasmid pro-
ducing MuA and MuB. The level of expression of the metabolic
pathway carried by the mini-Mu increases proportionally with the
mini-Mu copy number although it is influenced by the location of
the mini-Mu’s in the chromosome ([40] and references therein).

5.3 Mu Derivatives

for In Vitro-Based

Transposition

Applications

Once the Mu DNA segments and proteins required for Mu trans-
position had been identified by genetic analysis, purification of the
MuA transposase and MuB transposition activator allowed for
setting up in vitro assays using appropriate mini-Mu’s and target
plasmid DNA [57]. Within 10 years the chemistry of the
transposase-mediated reaction (hydrolysis of a specific phosphodie-
ster bond at each Mu terminal nucleotide exposing 30-OH ends,
which then attack target DNA at staggered positions 5 bp apart),
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confirmed a model originally proposed by Shapiro [58]. Both steps
are direct phosphoryl-transfer reactions that do not involve cova-
lent protein-DNA intermediates. MuA,Mu attL, attR, and IAS are
the minimal requirements for the assembly of a functional transpo-
sosome that can be introduced into a host of interest by electropo-
ration [59, 60]. The method, as well as other in vitro based
applications of mini-Mu-transposase complexes, is described in
detail in Chapter 20.

5.3.1 MuDel MuDel is one example of a tool exploiting in vitro mini-Mu trans-
position (seeChapter 20, for more details) for the isolation of small,
targeted deletions of a fixed number of residues in proteins of
interest [61, 62]. Several applications were developed based on
the same MuDel, for example to replace trinucleotide deletions at
random positions in a target gene with a randomized trinucleotide
sequence donated by various DNA cassettes, allowing for the isola-
tion of numerous targeted substitutions in proteins of interest [62].

6 Avoiding Mu to Become a Nuisance

As mentioned earlier, transfer of a Mu prophage, whether c+ or cts,
by conjugative transfer or generalized transduction, provokes its
induction (zygotic induction). As a result, Mu lysogens, including
mutants resulting from prophage insertion, are often recovered in
the recipient progeny. In addition, experiments that involve the
mixing of cultures of a Mu lysogen and a nonlysogenic strain,
often result in the lysogenization of the latter, unless it is resistant
to the phage. This probably results from the spontaneous induction
of a few lysogens, even in a priori noninducing growth conditions.
Although quite a lot of information is available on the Mu Repc
protein (especially Repcts62), on its role in combination with host
proteins in the lysis-lysogeny switch ( [63] and references therein),
the exact conditions that lead toMuwild type induction still remain
to be elucidated. Muc+ and Mucts62 prophages are for instance
induced in stationary phase, so that phages can be recovered upon
dilution of an overnight culture in fresh broth and growth for a
couple of hours ([63, 64] and references therein). This has to be
kept in mind when using Mu lysogens, even in experiments where
Mu properties are not directly exploited. Ferrières and coworkers
[65] reported such a case that went overlooked for years. They used
a suicide system, which was designed by P€uhler’s laboratory [66] to
isolate random transposon insertions in various bacterial species. It
involves a donor strain with a broad host range suicide vector. This
plasmid is complemented for replication by a replicase gene located
in the chromosome. Upon transfer in a new host (devoid of the
replicase) the plasmid is unable to maintain, allowing for the
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selection of cells that have integrated the transposon into their
chromosome. Muc+ was used to construct the donor strains
(known as SM10 λpir and S17-1 λpir), remained there as a pro-
phage and, it turns out, transfers to E. coli recipients at high
frequency both by conjugation and infection. This may seriously
compromise the correct characterization of the isolated
transposon-induced mutants. New Mu-free donors were derived
from SM10 λpir and S17-1 λpir that overcome that problem [65].

7 Conclusions

Mu is one among many transposable elements that can be used as
genetic tools. Through the years a large number of disarmed Mu
derivatives have been isolated that turned out very useful in a
growing number of bacterial species. The most recent ones
(reviewed in [40] for in vivo methods, Chapter 20 for in vitro
methods) have several advantages over mini-Mu’s isolated earlier.
First, they restrict and stabilize as much as possible the number of
transposition events in the recipient cell. Second, they do not rely
on infection and hence are applicable in a larger number of species
of interest. One limitation of these methods, however, is that they
rely on transformation for moving DNA into new hosts, which may
turn limiting in some bacterial species. It seems, therefore that
combining the controlled transposition capabilities of these new
generation constructs with the old mode of moving DNA between
strains by conjugation or infection (the later by using complemen-
tation to generate viral particles, which deliver the mini-Mu), in
particular with the variety of available “Saltoviridae,” should still
provide many efficient protocols for studying an ever larger spec-
trum of bacterial species.
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Chapter 20

Applications of the Bacteriophage Mu In Vitro Transposition
Reaction and Genome Manipulation via Electroporation of
DNA Transposition Complexes

Saija Haapa-Paananen and Harri Savilahti

Abstract

The capacity of transposable elements to insert into the genomes has been harnessed during the past
decades to various in vitro and in vivo applications. This chapter describes in detail the general protocols and
principles applicable for the Mu in vitro transposition reaction as well as the assembly of DNA transposition
complexes that can be electroporated into bacterial cells to accomplish efficient gene delivery. These
techniques with their modifications potentiate various gene and genome modification applications, which
are discussed briefly here, and the reader is referred to the original publications for further details.

Key words DNA transposition technology, Phage Mu, Transpososome

1 Introduction

Bacteriophage Mu transposition is one of the best characterized
DNA transposition systems, and it is the first, for which an in vitro
reaction was established [1]. Thereafter, a substantially simpler
version of the original reaction has been developed, and it requires
only a simple buffer and three purified macromolecular compo-
nents: transposon DNA, MuA transposase, and target DNA [2, 3].
This minimal in vitro reaction has further been modified to yield a
variety of elaborate applications, e.g., for DNA sequencing [4],
protein engineering [5–10], SNP discovery [11, 12], and con-
structing of gene targeting vectors [13–16]. The reaction has
found its utility also in functional analyses of proteins, genes, and
entire genomes [17–23]. With an additional in vivo step, the mini-
mal system can be used for efficient gene delivery not only in a
variety of bacteria but also in yeast and mammalian cells [24–28].
The gene delivery technology is characteristically species nonspe-
cific, and it can be used to generate exhaustive insertion mutant
libraries for many types of microorganisms, with the latest
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development widening the scope of the technology also to archaeal
species [17]. All of the abovementioned methodologies are criti-
cally dependent on the high efficiency and low target site selectivity
of the Mu in vitro transposition reaction [2, 29–31], which makes
the system ideal for a wide variety of applications.

In this paper we describe general protocols and principles for
Mu in vitro transposition reaction as well as the assembly of DNA
transposition complexes (Mu transpososomes) and their
subsequent electroporation into bacterial cells as an example of
the gene delivery methodology.

2 Materials

MuA transposase protein:

MuA can be purified by using the published protocol [32]. The
protein preparation is recommended to be flash-frozen and stored
at�80 �C. Alternatively, you may obtain MuA from Thermo Fisher
Scientific (Waltham, USA). As this product is not frozen, the man-
ufacturer recommends its storage at �20 �C (https://www.ther-
mofisher.com/order/catalog/product/F750).
MuA storage buffer:

25 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 20% (w/v)
glycerol, 500 mM KCl. This buffer is recommended for long term
storage of MuA preparations made in house.
MuA dilution buffer:

0.3 MNaCl, 25 mMHEPES pH 7.6, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mMDTT,
10% (w/v) glycerol.
Use this buffer to dilute MuA from the stock solution directly prior
to use. Store at �20 �C.
5� MuA stop:

0.1% bromophenol blue, 2.5% SDS, 50 mM EDTA, 25% Ficoll
400. Store at �20 �C.
Triton X-100:

Prepare 1.25% solution from 10% stock solution by diluting with
H2O directly prior to use.
2� MIX:

50 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 200 μg/ml BSA (bovine serum albu-
min), 30% (w/v) glycerol. Use high quality molecular biology
grade BSA. Store at �70 �C.
1 M HEPES pH 7.6:

Dissolve 13.015 g HEPES (sodium salt) and 11.915 g HEPES
(free acid) in 100 ml H2O. Filter-sterilize. Do not try to adjust
additionally the pH of the solution!
5� complex buffer:
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750mMTris–HCl pH 6.0, 0.125% Triton TX-100, 750mMNaCl,
0.5 mM EDTA. Filter-sterilize. Store at �20 �C (e.g., in 1 ml
aliquots). This buffer is used for transpososome assembly.
Transposon DNA:

Mu transposon DNA can be prepared in house from carrier plas-
mids by using the published protocol [2] (see Note 1). Several
ready-to-use transposons (called Entranceposons) are available
from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, USA) (https://www.
thermofisher.com, search for “entranceposon”).
TAE buffer:

To prepare a concentrated (50�) stock solution of TAE dissolve
242 g Tris base in approximately 750 ml deionized water. Add
57.1 ml of glacial acetic acid and 100 ml of 0.5 M EDTA (pH
8.0). Adjust the final volume to 1 l with deionized water.
SOB:

2% Bacto Tryptone, 0.5% Bacto yeast extract, 10 mM NaCl,
2.5 mM KCl. Autoclave. This SOB solution is made without the
addition of MgCl2.
SOC:

Add to 100 ml of SOB solution 1 ml of both 2 M MgCl2 and 2 M
glucose from stock solutions sterilized by filtration through a
0.22 μm filter.
E. coli cells:
Any standard E. coli strain that is suitable for cloning can be used for
the methods described.

3 Methods

3.1 General Protocol

for Mu In Vitro

Transposition

Reactions

A standard reaction protocol is described here, but it can be mod-
ified in many ways (see Notes 2 and 3).

Reagent Volume

2� MIX 12.5 μl

Target DNA (typically 50–500 ng) typically 1–2 μl

Transposon DNA (0.5 pmol/μl) 1 μl

2.5 M NaCl 1 μl

1.25% Triton X-100 (freshly diluted) 1 μl

0.25 M MgCl2 1 μl

H2O up to 24 μl

MuA (220 ng/μl) 1 μl

∑ 25 μl
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1. Dilute MuA into a final concentration of 220 ng/μl with cold
MuA dilution buffer. Keep MuA preparation on ice.

2. Assemble the reactions on ice without MuA.

3. Add MuA to start the reaction and incubate at 30 �C, typically
for 1 h (see Note 4).

4. Stop the reaction by the addition of 25 μl of 1% SDS and
incubate at room temperature for 30 min. Add 50 μl of water
to reduce the salt concentration. Electrotransformation can be
done with this preparation using 1 μl aliquots (see Note 5).

5. Alternatively, for gel analysis, stop the reaction by the addition
of 5� MuA stop (e.g., 5 μl sample þ 1.5 μl 5� MuA stop).
Electrophorese the products using an agarose gel in TAE buffer
and, following the run, stain the gel with ethidium bromide to
visualize the reaction products.

3.2 General Protocol

for the Assembly of Mu

Transpososomes and

Their Subsequent

Electroporation into E.

coli

3.2.1 In Vitro Assembly of

Mu Transpososomes

A standard 20 μl reaction protocol is described here, but the
reaction can be scaled up to include the reaction volume of 80 μl.

Reagent Volume

5� complex buffer 4 μl

Glycerol 10 μl

H2O 4 μl

Transposon DNA (1.1 pmol/μl) 1 μl

MuA (400 ng/μl) 1 μl

∑ 20 μl

1. Adjust the transposon concentration to 1.1 pmol/μl.
2. Dilute MuA into a final concentration of 400 ng/μl with cold

MuA dilution buffer. Keep MuA preparation on ice.

3. Assemble the reaction with 5� complex buffer, glycerol, and
H2O at room temperature, transfer the tube on ice.

4. Add transposon to the reaction.

5. Add MuA to start the reaction and incubate at 30 �C, typically
for 2 h (see Note 6).

6. Transpososome assembly can be monitored using native aga-
rose gel electrophoresis. Prepare 2% agarose gel (NuSieve 3:1,
Lonza; http://www.lonza.com/) containing 87 μg/ml BSA
(Sigma) and 87 μg/ml heparin (Sigma) in TAE buffer. Run the
gel using buffer circulation. Electrophorese at 5.3 V/cm for
2 h at 4 �C. Prior to loading, add 0.2 volume of 25% Ficoll 400
to the samples. Stain the gel after the run to visualize stable
protein-DNA complexes, i.e., transpososomes.
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3.2.2 Electroporation of

Mu Transpososomes into E.

coli

1. Dilute the Mu transpososome preparation 1:5 or 1:10 with
H2O to reduce the salt concentration onto a level suitable for
electroporation.

2. Thaw competent E. coli cells on ice (see Note 7).

3. Add 1 μl of diluted transpososome preparation into 25 μl of
electrocompetent cells in a cold tube. Mix gently.

4. Rapidly transfer the mixture into an ice-cold electroporation
cuvette (0.1 cm electrode spacing, Bio-Rad).

5. Electroporate immediately using the following pulse settings:
voltage 1.8 kV, resistance 200 Ω, and capacitance 25 μF (see
Notes 8 and 9).

6. Add 1 ml SOC (room temperature solution), transfer to a
microcentrifuge tube.

7. Incubate at 37 �C by shaking (220 rpm) for 40 min (see Note
10).

8. Spread the cells onto appropriate selection plates.

Electroporation protocols for other cell types can be found in
recent literature (see Notes 11 and 12).

4 Notes

1. Mini-Mu transposons utilized in in vitro reactions are linear
DNA molecules that contain in each of their ends, in an
inverted relative orientation, a 50 bp segment from the right
end of the phage Mu genome. This so-called R-end segment
contains a pair of MuA transposase binding sites. The DNA
between the R-ends can be of any origin and modified with
regard the needs of each particular application. Also the R-end
DNA can be modified, at least to some extent, as restriction
sites and translation stop signals have been engineered success-
fully into these ends to allow downstream processing possibi-
lities. These R-end modifications enable efficient protein
engineering applications, by which short insertions [2, 5],
deletions [6, 7], single amino acid substitutions [8], or domain
additions [9] can be produced.

2. The standard reaction described generates reaction products in
amounts sufficient for a majority of applications. However, if a
more efficient reaction is needed for the product generation,
the concentration of MuA and donor DNA (¼transposon) can
be increased. The Mu transposition reaction proceeds within
the context of the Mu transpososome that contains four mole-
cules of MuA synapsing two transposon ends. Therefore, the
stoichiometry between MuA and transposon ends should be
kept relatively constant. With our standard transposons (1–2 kb
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in length) we have used the stoichiometry of 1 pmol transpo-
son ends (equals to 0.5 pmol of mini-Mu transposon DNA)
and 2.7 pmol (220 ng) MuA. MuA is used in a moderate
excess, as it binds not only to its binding sites in the R-ends
but also sequence nonspecifically along the entire transposon
DNA, albeit with a lower affinity. Thus, if longer transposons
or more target DNA need to be used, also the MuA concentra-
tion in the reaction should be increased. MuA binds to plastic
surfaces, e.g., pipette tips and tube walls. Therefore, it is worth
minimizing such contacts when working with the enzyme. The
volume of the standard reaction is 25 μl, but it can be increased
at least up to 100 μl.

3. Make sure that your target DNA does not contain the same
selectable marker gene that is present in the transposon DNA
that you are using. The use of different selectable markers in
the target and donor DNA allows the easy selection of proper
integration products.

4. Depending on the transposon DNA, different incubation times
may be needed to allow the reaction to proceed into comple-
tion. In particular, extended incubation times are needed with
long transposons, or if the transposon used contains modified
R-ends.

5. The SDS treatment disassembles transpososomes. The proto-
col described allows a quantitative analysis of reaction products
by the use of biological selection. This is, reaction products are
transformed or electroporated into E. coli and scored as colo-
nies on appropriate selection plates. Transpososomes may also
be disassembled using phenol extraction. This is recommended
particularly if further downstream processing is included in the
application protocol. In short, reaction products from several
reactions may be pooled, extracted with phenol and subse-
quently with chloroform, ethanol-precipitated, and resus-
pended in a buffer appropriate for further processing.

6. MuA transposase and transposon DNA assemble transposo-
somes in the absence of divalent metal ions. Under these con-
ditions transpososomes are inactive but can be activated by the
addition of Mg2+. Extended complex assembly time may be
needed with long transposons, or if the transposon used con-
tains modified R-ends. Transpososomes are stable under the
conditions used for the assembly. The transpososome prepara-
tion can be flash-frozen under liquid nitrogen and stored at
�80 �C for later use.

7. It is important that the recipient cells used are kept in a solution
devoid of Mg2+ ions to prevent the activation of transposition
chemistry prior to electroporation.
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8. Mu transpososomes will encounter Mg2+ ions inside the recip-
ient cell and become activated for transposition. Subsequently,
transpososomes are able to integrate the delivered transposon
DNA into the host chromosome.

9. The protocol has been developed for Genepulser II electropo-
ration apparatus (Bio-Rad). If other brand is used, optimal
pulse parameters may differ.

10. During the incubation, the cells will recover from the stress
inflicted by freezing and electrical pulse. To avoid cell duplica-
tion prior to plating, the incubation time may need to be
adjusted depending on the bacterial strain used.

11. The electroporation protocol described has been optimized for
gram-negative bacteria [24]. Its further optimization for gram-
positive bacteria has been published [25].

12. Electroporation of transpososomes into yeast, mouse ES cells,
human HeLa, and human ES cells is also feasible [26].
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Chapter 21

Use of RP4::Mini-Mu for Gene Transfer

Frédérique Van Gijsegem

Abstract

Gene cloning is an invaluable technique in genetic analysis and exploitation of genetic properties of a broad
range of bacteria. Numerous in vitro molecular cloning protocols have been devised but the efficiency of
these techniques relies on the frequency with which the recombinant DNA can be introduced in the
recipient strain. Here, we describe an in vivo gene transfer and cloning technique based on transposable
bacteriophageMu property to rearrange its host genome. This technique uses the broad host range plasmid
RP4 carrying a transposable mini-MuA+ derivative and was successfully used as well in enteric as in
environmental nonenteric bacteria.

Key words In vivo cloning, Chromosome mobilization, Gene mapping, Transcription unit
identification

1 Introduction

Gene transfer and gene cloning are seminal for several genetic
analyses such as gene mapping or mutation complementation,
mutant construction or introduction of gene clusters bringing
new properties to a recipient bacterium. Since the recombinant
DNA revolution, several sophisticated in vitro molecular cloning
protocols have been devised, based on phage and/or plasmid vec-
tors, mainly for cloning in the model Escherichia coli species. A
number of cloning vectors derived from broad host range plasmids
have been subsequently developed for analysing a large variety of
environmental and pathogenic bacteria that do not belong to the
enterobacteria [1]. In vitro cloning involves many steps and relies
on the efficiency with which the recombinant DNA can be intro-
duced in the recipient strain (usually by transformation or electro-
poration), a process that might occur at low frequency—especially
when cloning large DNA fragments—and with widely different
efficiencies in recipient strains of different genera. In this chapter
we described a technique of in vivo gene transfer and cloning based
on transposable bacteriophage Mu property to rearrange its host
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genome (reviewed in Toussaint, Chap. 19). Although developed a
long time ago, this technique is rapid and can be easily used in
various bacterial genera. It can thus still be useful especially for
cloning genes that are not expressed in enteric bacteria.

1.1 Outline of the

Method

The method exploits the capacity phage Mu, when it is inserted in a
plasmid, to promote the random transfer of the bacterial chromo-
some and to allow for in vivo cloning by generating plasmids that
have captured large chromosomal DNA fragments. To be proficient
in gene transfer in as many bacterial genera as possible, Mu deriva-
tives have been constructed that leave the occurrence of replication
associated chromosomal rearrangements at a reasonable level while
eliminating most of the killing caused by the Mu lytic cycle
(http://viralzone.expasy.org/all_by_species/4277.html). Some
of these constructs were inserted in a broad host range plasmid
that can be transferred to donor bacteria at a reasonable frequency.
RP4::mini-Mu, pULB113 is the most widely used derivative
among these constructs. It is derived from the broad host range
self-transmissible plasmid RP4 [2] and carries a mini-Mu that has
an active transposase/DDE recombinaseA gene, a truncated trans-
posase activator B gene, and intact Mu termini ( [3], see Fig. 1 in
Chap. 19).

The mechanism of RP4::mini-MuA+ mediated gene transfer is
outlined in Fig. 1. The plasmid first spontaneously and randomly
integrates into the host genome by replicon fusion. As a result,
since RP4 is self-transmissible, a fraction of the donor population
consists of Hfr-like derivatives, each having the plasmid integrated
at a different position. The overall probability of any gene being
near the RP4::mini-Mu is the same, leading to equal transfer effi-
ciencies for all genes. After transfer in the recipient bacterium, if
sufficient homology exists within the transferred region between
donor and recipient chromosomes, genes from the donor can be
integrated in the recipient chromosome by homologous recombi-
nation (Fig. 1a).

Once integrated in the donor chromosome, the RP4::mini-
MuA+ can also re-excise by a second mini-Mu-mediated rearrange-
ment (occurring during a subsequent round of replication). This is
called “excision-deletion” and leads to the formation of rearranged
plasmids that carry a host DNA segment of variable length, origi-
nally adjacent to one side or the other of the integrated plasmid and
flanked by two mini-Mu prophages in the same orientation. This
second event generates R-prime hybrid plasmids that, due to the
random location of the integrated plasmids following replicon
fusion, have an equal probability of carrying any chromosomal
marker (see Fig. 1b).

RP4 DNA is in black, mini-Mus are in red, donor strain chro-
mosome is in blue, recipient strain chromosome is in violin.
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1.1.1 Chromosomal

Transfer Versus In Vivo

Cloning

As discussed above, mating a donor strain with a mini-MuAþ
carrying conjugative R plasmid allows for the selection of transcon-
jugants that have acquired a given marker, either as a result of

Replicon-fusion

Chromosome transfer Excision-deletion

A. B.

Fig. 1 Gene transfer mediated by RP4::mini-Mu
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chromosome transfer (following integration of the plasmid in the
donor chromosome) and homologous recombination or by the
acquisition of an R-prime plasmid. In matings between strains of
the same species (thus 100% homologous), R-prime formation is
approximately 10 times less efficient than gene acquisition by trans-
fer and homologous recombination. To prevent chromosomal
recombination and ensure the recovery of transconjugants that
carry the selected marker on the plasmid, the recipient should be
either Rec� or from another bacterial species that shares little
sequence similarity with the donor chromosome. In a typical case,
the donor would be the bacterium from which one wants to clone a
gene and the recipient would be a well-characterized bacterium
with appropriate markers to allow for selection of either the gene
one wants to clone, or a marker known to be linked to that gene, or
a large number of markers (so that there is a good chance of
recovering the gene of interest cocloned with one of the selected
markers). E. coli does not seem to be the best recipient for the
expression of nonenteric genes. Some Pseudomonas strains and
Cupriavidus metallidurans (previously Alcaligenes eutrophus), for
instance, for which quite a few well-characterized mutants exist,
were shown to be more suitable [4].

When the RP4::mini-Mu donor strain is not well characterized,
the degree of homology existing between the donor and recipient
chromosomes is unknown and it is difficult to predict which of the
R-prime or chromosomal recombinants will be the major type of
transconjugants recovered.

Heterospecific matings have been successfully used in the con-
struction of R-primes derived from a variety of poorly characterized
bacteria (using E. coli and Pseudomonas fluorescens or C. metalli-
durans as recipients, respectively). In all cases, most, if not all, of the
transconjugants carried R-primes that could be used further either
to define the order of two or more genes in a given region of the
donor chromosome or to subclone genes of interest [4–8].

1.2 Efficiency of

RP4::Mini-Mu

Mediated Gene

Transfer

The efficiency of RP4::mini-Mu mediated gene transfer depends
first on the capacity of RP4::mini-Mu to transfer in bacterial species
of interest and second on the efficiency of homologous recombina-
tion or the rate of R-prime plasmids formation and transfer to
recipient strains.

1.2.1 Transfer of RP4::

Mini-Mu in Different

Bacterial Species

RP4::mini-MuA+ plasmids such as pULB113 have been shown to
transfer at high frequency (10�2–10�3 per input donor) from E. coli
K12 to many enterobacteria (Salmonella typhinurium, provided it
is restriction-negative, Proteus mirabilis, andKlebsiella pneumoniae
[3]). In pectinolytic enterobacteria (Dickeya and Pectobacterium
species previously regrouped as pectinolytic Erwinia), the fre-
quency of transfer of the RP4::mini-MuA+ plasmid from E. coli
seems to depend both on the subspecies and on the strain used
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(from 10�2 to 10�7 per input donor [9]). RP4::mini-Mu also
transfers efficiently (frequency from 1 to 10�3 per input donor) to
other Gram-negative bacteria such as P. fluorescens, C. metallidur-
ans [4],Agrobacterium tumefaciens, Pseudomonas oxalyticus (F. van
Gijsegem and M. Mergeay, unpublished), and Myxococcus xanthus
[10].

1.2.2 Efficiency of Gene

Transfer Mediated by RP4::

Mini-Mu

In different bacterial species (E. coli K12, P. fluorescens, and C.
metallidurans), pULB113 mediates the transfer of any chromo-
somal marker at a frequency of 10�4–10�5 and R-primes are
formed at frequencies ranging from 10�5 to 10�8 per input
donor in both enteric and nonenteric gram-negative bacteria.
These frequencies are usually highest in enterobacteria, such as
Salmonella Typhimurium, Proteus mirabilis, Klebsiella pneumoniae
[3], and various Dickeya and Pectobacterium species (previously
Erwinia carotovora atroseptica, Erwinia carotovora carotovora,
Erwinia chrysanthemi) [5, 6, 8, 9, 11–13], or Enterobacter cloacae
[7], and lowest in nonenteric strains, such as P. fluorescens, C.
metallidurans, or A. tumefaciens [4, 14].

2 Materials

2.1 Media 1. Rich media for matings: medium composition should be
adapted to the bacteria of interest and chosen such that
donor and recipient strains grow at about the same rate. The
Luria Bertani (LB) medium is suitable for matings that involve
most enterobacteria and Cupriavidus strains.

LB medium: Bacto Tryptone 10 g/l, yeast extract 5 g/l, NaCl
10 g/l.
When required, media are solidified by adding 15 g/l agar.

2. When transconjugants are selected for the complementation of
auxotrophic markers, the selective minimal medium should be
adapted to the recipient strain used. For enterobacteria, M63
medium ( [15]; http://biocyc.org/ECOLI/NEW-IMAGE?
type¼Growth-Media&object¼MIX0-48) is widely used:

– in 900 ml H2O, dissolve 13.6 g KH2PO4 and 2 g
(NH4)2SO4.

– Add 1 ml Fe SO4 (10 mM).

– Adjust to pH 7.0 with 10 M KOH.

– Adjust to 1 l.

– Autoclave.

– Add 1 ml 1 M MgSO4 and a carbon source at 0.2%.
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For some soil bacteria like Ralstonia species for instance, the salt
content of the M63 medium is too high but a twofold dilution
of the medium works fine.

3. Antibiotics are added at the following final concentrations:
Ampicillin (Ap) 100 μg/ml; kanamycin (Kn) 25 μg/ml; tetra-
cycline (Tc) 15 μg/ml.

2.2 Plasmid DNA

Extraction

2.2.1 Material Needed

CsCl (irritant).

10 mM ethidium bromide solution (mutagen, irritant).

10% SDS (irritant).

5 M NaCl.

PEG-8000.

A high-speed centrifuge for centrifugation of up to 100 ml volumes
at 27,000 � g.

An ultracentrifuge.

2.2.2 Buffers Sucrose solution: dissolve 25 g sucrose in 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8)
and adjust to 100 ml.

Lysozyme solution: 5 mg/ml lysozyme in 0.25 M Tris–HCI at pH
8.0.

Lysis buffer: 20 ml of 0.25 M Na2EDTA (pH 8), 5 ml of 1 M
Tris–HCl (pH 8), 20 ml of 10% SDS in 10 mM Tris (pH 8),
and 55 ml of H2O.

TE: 50 mM Tris pH 8, 20 mM EDTA.

TES: 50 ml Tris–HCl at pH 8, 5 mM EDTA, 50 M NaCl.

TAE (Tris–acetate–EDTA) electrophoresis buffer (50� stock solu-
tion): 242 g Tris base, 57.1 ml glacial acetic acid, 37.2 g
Na2EDTA · 2H2O, H2O to 1 l.

3 Methods

3.1 Preparation and

Testing of the Donor

Strain

Plasmid pULB113 is available in the E. coli strain MXR (del(pro,
lac), galE, thi, recA53). It’s donor and mobilization properties
should better be checked before use, for instance by mating accord-
ing to the protocol below, with an appropriate polyauxotrophic
derivative of E. coli, followed by selection on minimal media of
transconjugants that acquired the wild type alleles complementing
one or another of the auxotrophic mutations of the recipient, as
well as the pULB113 encoded antibiotic resistances, KnR, TcR, and
ApR.
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3.2 Mating Protocol

(Adapted from Betlach

et al. [16])

1. Grow stationary cultures of the donor and the recipient strains
in a suitable rich medium and at the optimal growth tempera-
ture for the bacteria of interest. For enteric bacteria, Pseudomo-
nas or Cupriavidus species, this is usually performed overnight
at 30 �C (see Note 1).

2. On a plate containing the same but solid rich medium, spot one
drop (20–50 μl) of the donor, one drop of the recipient, and
one drop of a mixture of equal volumes of both bacteria.

3. Incubate the plate at 30–42 �C depending of the growth
characteristics of the donor and recipient bacteria used. In
our experience, 30 �C is a convenient temperature for warm
blood organisms-associated commensal and pathogenic bacte-
ria and for many soil, water and plant-associated bacteria (see
Note 2). For enteric bacteria and Pseudomonas or Cupriavidus
species, an incubation of 6–16 h is sufficient but this mating
period may be extended depending of the growth rate of the
bacteria of interest.

4. Recover separately the bacteria grown in the different spots
with a loop or a pipette and resuspend by vortexing in 1 ml of
10 mM MgSO4 buffer (or rich medium).

5. Spread aliquots of the concentrated suspension and a 100-fold
dilution of the mating suspension on selective medium. As
negative controls, spread aliquots of the concentrated suspen-
sion of each partner on this same medium. Spread aliquots of
the 106 and 107 dilutions of the mating suspension on selective
media that allow separate titration of the donor and recipient in
the mating mixture.

3.3 Characterization

of Transconjugants

1. Purify transconjugant colonies grown on the selective medium
once on the same selective medium.

2. Verify the antibiotic profile of the transconjugants on rich
medium plates supplemented with the corresponding antibio-
tics. If pULB113 or an R-prime is present, the clones should be
KnR, TcR, and ApR.

3. Antibiotic resistant clones may carry either an R-prime or the
parental plasmid while having acquired the selected marker in
the chromosome by homologous recombination. To discrimi-
nate between these two possibilities, using the protocol
described in 3.2, transconjugants should be mated with a new
recipient that allows for selecting either the marker of interest
or plasmid antibiotic resistance. If the selected marker is on an
R-prime, the antibiotic resistance and the selected marker are
transferred at the same high frequency.

4. To identify the size of the chromosomal fragment carried by
the R-prime and for subsequent cloning, the R-prime plasmid
has to be purified and analyzed as described below (seeNote 3).
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3.4 Preparation of

RP4::Mini-Mu–Host-

DNA–Mini-Mu R-Prime

DNA

Many kits are available today that allow for the purification of low
copy number plasmids carrying large cloned DNA fragments (up to
250 kb according to the manufacturers). These kits should be
suitable for preparing pure DNA from pULB113 derived R-primes.
However, these kits are designed mainly for use with E. coli. If you
are troubleshooting problems with the use of such kits when using
other bacterial genera, the DNA extraction and CsCl gradient
purification technique that allowed us to purify R-prime plasmids
up to 150–200 kb from either enterobacteria or C. metallidurans
can still be useful and is presented below.

Please note: CsCl is an irritant; ethidium bromide is a mutagen
and an irritant. Safety rules have to be followed for conducting this
protocol (see Note 4).

1. 1–2 g of bacteria is required for this procedure. Grow a suitably
sized culture of the R-prime containing strain, in a medium
that selects for the maintenance of the chromosomal insert
present on the R-prime and eventually supplemented with
antibiotics ensuring selection of the plasmid.

2. Centrifuge the bacterial culture for 10 min at 12,000 � g.

3. Resuspend the pellet in 50 ml of TE buffer mixed with 100 ml
ethanol (see Note 5) and centrifuge for 10 min at 12,000 � g.

4. Resuspend the pellet in 17 ml of 25% sucrose in 50 mM
Tris–HCl (pH 8) and keep on ice for 5 min.

5. Add 3.3 ml of a freshly prepared lysozyme solution and keep on
ice for 5 min.

6. Add 6.7 ml of 0.25 M Na2EDTA (pH 8) and keep on ice for
5 min.

7. Add 27 ml of lysis buffer (see Subheading 2.2).

8. Incubate at 37 �C until the mixture is clear (usually about
60 min).

9. Add 13 ml of 5 M NaCl and mix by gently turning the bottle
upside down several times.

10. Keep on ice for 5–15 h and then centrifuge 30 min at
27,000 � g.

11. Recover the supernatant and add PEG-8000 to a final concen-
tration of 10% and keep at 4 �C for one night (or longer).

12. Centrifuge for 30 min at 10,400 � g and resuspend the pellet
in 5 ml of cold TE buffer.

13. Centrifuge the large debris for 10 min at 5000 � g and dialyze
twice for 2 h against 1 l TES at 4 �C.

14. Recover the content of the dialysis tube.

15. Add 1.1 g CsCl/ml of DNA solution (The volume has to be
adjusted depending of the capacity of the ultracentrifuge tubes
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used). Dissolve. Add 0.4 volume of 10 mg/ml ethidium bro-
mide (see Note 6).

16. Transfer to sealable centrifuge tubes. If needed, balance tubes
with CsCl in TES buffer (1.05 g/ml). Seal tubes. Spin 4 h in a
vertical rotor at 500,000 � g or 16 h at 350,000 � g at 20 �C
(see Notes 7 and 8).

17. Under short-wave UV light, two separate bands are visible in
the gradient, the upper band consists of chromosomal DNA
and the lower band of plasmid DNA (Fig. 2). To allow air entry
in the sealed tube, insert gently a 20G-needle at the top of the
tube (Fig. 2, step 1). If the chromosomal DNA band is large, it
is preferable to discard it before recovering the plasmid DNA.
For this, insert a 20G-needle mounted on a syringe just below
the upper band with the bevelled side up and gently suck
(Fig. 2, step 2). Let the syringe in place and recuperate the
plasmid band the same way (Fig. 2, step 3).

18. Plasmid DNA can then be purified by using desalting columns
(see Note 9).

3.5 Physical Analysis

of R-Prime Plasmids

R-primes derived from RP4::mini-Mu carry a continuous random
piece of host DNA, flanked by two mini-Mu prophages in the same
orientation. The whole structure is located on the plasmid at the
site where the mini-Mu was originally inserted [3–6]. In conse-
quence, the number of mini-Mu present on the R-prime and the
size of the cloned chromosomal fragment are easily visualized by
digesting the plasmid with a restriction enzyme like PstI that cleaves
twice into the mini-Mu (see Fig. 3a for the restriction map of
pULB113). Restriction fragments are visualized on 0.7% TAE
agarose gels. An example of such an analysis is shown in Fig. 3b
(see Note 10). The R-prime plasmids should harbor the six bands

1

23

Fig. 2 Collection of plasmid DNA from a CsCl gradient
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present in the parental pULB113 plasmid and a variable number of
bands corresponding to the inserted chromosomal fragment. Since
the mini-Mu is present in two copies on the R-primes, the 2.9 kb
band internal to the mini-Mu is more intense. R-primes carrying
the same selected marker share some of the additional PstI frag-
ments which correspond to the chromosomal region encompassing
the selected gene.

1. PstI restriction map of pULB113 and a R-prime derivative.
Open boxes correspond to mini-Mu DNA, the wavy line cor-
responds to chromosomal DNA. The PstI sites are marked by
arrowheads.

2. PstI restriction profiles of pULB113 (slot 1), R-primes thy
derived from E. coli/E. coli matings (slots 2–4) and a R-prime
leu derived from a Salmonella/E. coli mating (slot 5). The
2.9 kb internal to the mini-Mu is marked by a big arrow.
Electrophoresis was performed in Tris–acetate buffer on 0.7%
agarose gels at 50 mA for 5 h (adapted from [3]).

Fig. 3 Physical characterization of R-prime plasmids
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4 Applications

Besides isolation of genes by in vivo cloning, gene transfer mediated
by the RP4::mini-Mu can be used for the following applications:

1. Mapping by chromosome transfer

During homospecific transfer, random integration of the RP4::
mini-Mu into the donor chromosome results in a nonoriented
transfer, which, however, can be used to map genes on the
donor strain’s chromosome. Indeed, the probability of the
plasmid integrating between two given markers decreases as
the distance between those markers decreases. Therefore, the
closer the markers, the more frequently they are simultaneously
transferred to recipients. Once transferred, they will be simul-
taneously incorporated into the recipient chromosome by
recombination with a frequency again inversely proportional
to their distance. The mapping thus rests on the overall fre-
quencies of cotransfer of two markers from the donor to the
recipient, each individual marker being transferred at the same
frequency. This strategy has been successfully used to construct
a first map of the chromosome of Dickeya and Cupriavidus
strains [17–19] (see Note 11).

2. Mapping by Cotransposition

Because in most cases Mu (or mini-Mu)-mediated transposi-
tion of chromosomal DNA results in the transposition of a
unique and continuous piece of host DNA of variable size,
any individual marker can be transposed onto a plasmid at the
same frequency, and any marker linked to it can be cotran-
sposed with a frequency inversely related to the distance that
separates the two markers. Consequently, the system can be
used to map genes, by looking at the frequencies at which
unselected markers are cotransposed on R-primes with a
given selected marker. The method has an advantage over
cotransduction in that it allows genes to be mapped that are
much further apart (genes separated by 3.5 min on the E. coli
chromosome can still be cotransposed at 16%; [20]). This type
of mapping allows the respective order of markers in a rather
long region of bacterial chromosomes or plasmids to be easily
determined, and the physical analysis of R-prime DNA pro-
vides, in addition, a good indication of the physical distance
between the markers studied. To perform mapping, once
isolated, the R-primes are tested for the presence of unselected
markers, either directly if the recipient had the appropriate
markers or after retransfer into an appropriate recipient. The
cotransposition frequency, i.e., the ratio between the number
of clones harboring both the selected marker and a given
unselected marker and the number of clones carrying the
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selected marker, gives a measure of the distance separating the
two markers (see Notes 12 and 13).

3. Identification of transcription units

Because the ends of transposed fragments containing a given
marker are not fixed, the method allows for the direct detection
of transcriptional units. If, for instance, R-primes are selected
that carry a marker located downstream (but not in) a tran-
scription unit, all of the genes belonging to this unit will be
expressed only by plasmids that received the unique promoter
and the genes it controls. Consequently, some classes of plas-
mids will be missing [21].

4. Gap closure of genomic sequences

Filling gaps in bacterial genome sequencing projects is some-
times tedious in particular when one has to deal with the
presence of large repeated regions at different locations in the
chromosome. Although there is no report of such an applica-
tion in the literature, RP4::mini-Mu mediated in vivo cloning
might theoretically be used to fill such gaps simply by selecting
R-primes carrying genetic markers located at each side of the
gap and sequencing the chromosomal fragment carried by
these R-primes.

5 Notes

1. If the RP4::mini-Mu is stable in the donor strain, there is no
need to add antibiotics in the donor strain culture. If antibiotics
are added, the bacteria have to be washed to remove the
antibiotic before mating (2 min full speed centrifugation in
tabletop centrifuge and resuspension in rich medium without
antibiotics).

Plasmid stability can easily be checked by plating isolated colo-
nies of the donor strain and testing 50–100 isolated colonies
for plasmid presence. Simply test the colonies for antibiotic
resistance present on the plasmid (ampicillin, kanamycin or
tetracycline for pULB113) by toothpicking on plates with
and without the suitable antibiotic.

2. RP4::mini-Mu pULB113 carries the cts62 thermosensitive
repressor allele. Nevertheless, the mini-Mu promotes gene
transfer even at low temperatures. At most, there is a fivefold
difference in the frequencies of gene transfer at 42 and 30 �C
(our unpublished results).

3. The size of the chromosomal DNA carried by R-primes is
variable (from a few to more than 250 kb) and seems to be
dependent on the origin of the fragment. For instance, R-
primes carrying the exuT-uxa region from Dickeya
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chrysanthemi B374 are on the average 10 times shorter than
those carrying the uxuA-uxuB region [5].

4. Wear personal protective equipment including lab coat, nitrile
gloves for ethidium bromide handling, UV eye protection.
Materials contaminated with ethidium bromide must be col-
lected in plastic bags and disposed as hazardous waste.

5. It is quite hard to resuspend the pellet by vortexing. An alter-
native is resuspension by pipetting up and down 20ml of buffer
and then adjusting the volume to 50 ml.

6. You may see red flocculates in the preparation. This is made by
complexion of ethidium bromide with proteins and can be
eliminated by centrifugation of the DNA preparation for
5 min at 2000 � g at room temperature. The ethidium bro-
mide/protein complex will form a ring at the top of the tube.
The DNA solution below this disc can be recuperated with a
Pasteur pipette.

7. The CsCl-DNA solutions may also be centrifuged in swinging
buckets rotors for example for 30–48 h at 400,000 � g in
Beckman Ti70 rotor or equivalent.

8. The temperature of centrifugation is important because at
temperatures lower than 15 �C, CsCl may precipitate at the
bottom of the tube causing rotor imbalance.

9. Plasmid DNA can also be purified as follow:

(a) Eliminate ethidium bromide by extraction with CsCl-
saturated isopropanol. Repeat twice after the sample
became colorless. Prepare CsCl-saturated isopropanol
solution as follows: Take 10–15 g CsCl, dissolve in
5–10 ml TE buffer. You have to see a few crystals of
CsCl on the bottom of the tube. Add 20 ml of isopropa-
nol. Keep at room temperature.

(b) Remove CsCl by using desalting columns or by dialysis
overnight against 2 l of TE buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl pH
8.0, 0.1 mM EDTA) or water.

10. In some instances, the R-primes isolated were found to carry a
deletion of RP4 DNA at one of the junctions with the mini-Mu
[3, 9]. It is not clear whether such deletions occur before or
during the formation of the R-prime. There are also a few cases
where only one mini-Mu prophage was found on R-primes
isolated from S. Typhimurium [3] and from K. pneumoniae
(G.A. Sprenger, pers. comm.), suggesting that factors other
than the mini-Mu (IS1 in the mini-Mu, Tn1 in RP4) might
sometimes be involved in R-prime formation.

11. Retrotransfer/Gene capture
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During experiments using RP4::mini-Mu-mediated gene
transfer from a prototrophic SmR donor to a polyauxotrophic
Sms recipient, it was first suspected that selection of SmR

transconjugants that had acquired several wild-type alleles
from the donor led to the recovery, not of the expected trans-
conjugants, but of donor derivatives that had received the SmR

allele from the recipient [17, 22]. In some matings, these
“reverse” transconjugants occur at low frequency (about 0.1%
of the total number of transconjugants recovered), whereas in
others, they can represent the major class of transconjugants
(>90%). By introducing a small Tra� Mob� plasmid in the
RP4::mini-Mu donor strain, it could be clearly demonstrated
that a particular class of transconjugants did result from back
transfer of one allele from the recipient to the donor [23].
When the donor is an auxotroph, appropriate selection can
lead to the recovery, in the donor, of R-primes that have
captured the corresponding wild-type allele in the recipient
and brought it back to the donor. This may be the major type
of event in heterospecific matings where the partner’s chromo-
somes have little homology, so that no chromosomal recombi-
nation can occur after back transfer of the recipient
chromosome to the donor. In matings between P. fluorescens
and C. metallidurans, where one or the other carries
pULB113, depending on the selection used, either one or
the other mating partner can be recovered with R-primes that
have incorporated genes from the other. This observation
opens the way to a new type of mini-Mu-mediated cloning
where the donor is also used as the selective recipient strain.
This retrotransfer or gene capture process is a property of IncP
plasmids that can only be detected if the plasmid has the ability
to capture host genes that distinguish it from the resident
plasmid, provided for instance by a mini-Mu [23]. As so far
other broad-host-range plasmids such as IncN and IncW have
not been shown to promote gene capture, shuttle transfer
should be avoided by using derivatives of these plasmids with
a mini-Mu insertion.

12. Kanamycin-sensitive (Kns) RP4::mini-Mu plasmids have been
isolated to allow the mapping of Tn10-induced mutations
(pULB110 [6]). When using these mutations, it should be
kept in mind that there are two superimposed transposing
systems, the mini-Mu on the mobilizing plasmid and the trans-
poson in the studied mutation. This transposon could also
mediate the integration of the plasmid by replicon fusion.
The respective frequencies of the two kinds of events should
depend on the respective frequencies of transposition of Tn10
and mini-Mu, which may be quite different in different bacte-
rial backgrounds.
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13. Coincident Transposition

When selecting for a particular Mu- or mini-Mu-induced rear-
rangement in the host genome, one should always keep in
mind that since rearrangements occur at high frequency during
Mu lytic growth, there is a significant probability of recovering
clones that have undergone more than one rearrangement. A
typical example is what is usually called coincident transposi-
tion. A large fraction of the R-primes formed by Mu-mediated
transposition carry more than one chromosomal segment, each
segment being flanked by Mu prophages, so that the R-prime
carries more than two copies of Mu. A given E. colimarker can
be recovered at a frequency of 1% on any type of selected R-
prime, and the frequency at which that marker is coincidentally
transposed with any other is not correlated with the distance
that separates them. Although such an approach has never been
reported, this should allow for the isolation of any marker on
an R-prime by simultaneous selection with any other marker.
On R-primes derived from RP4::mini-MuA+, the same phe-
nomenon occurs although at a lower frequency. Physical anal-
ysis of R-prime plasmids revealed that 1–10% carried more than
two mini-Mu prophages and thus, most probably, more than
one chromosomal segment [3].

The occurrence of coincident transposition should be kept
in mind especially when using Mu/mini-Mu-mediated trans-
position for mapping distant genes that cotranspose at low
frequency, since only plasmids that carry a unique chromo-
somal segment will provide relevant linkage data.
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Chapter 22

Muprints and Whole Genome Insertion Scans: Methods for
Investigating Chromosome Accessibility and DNA Dynamics
using Bacteriophage Mu

N. Patrick Higgins

Abstract

Bacteriophage Mu infects a broad range of gram-negative bacteria. After infection, Mu amplifies its DNA
through a coupled transposition/replication cycle that inserts copies of Mu throughout all domains of the
folded chromosome. Mu has the most relaxed target specificity of the known transposons (Manna et al., J
Bacteriol 187: 3586–3588, 2005) and the Mu DNA packaging process, called “headful packaging”,
incorporates 50–150 bp of host sequences covalently bound to its left end and 2 kb of host DNA linked
to its right end into a viral capsid. The combination of broad insertion coverage and easy phage purification
makes Mu ideal for analyzing chromosome dynamics and DNA structure inside living cells. “Mu printing”
(Wang and Higgins, Mol Microbiol 12: 665–677, 1994; Manna et al., J Bacteriol 183: 3328–3335, 2001)
uses the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to generate a quantitative fine structure map of Mu insertion sites
within specific regions of a bacterial chromosome or plasmid. A complementary technique uses microarray
platforms to provide quantitative insertion patterns covering a whole bacterial genome (Manna et al., J
Bacteriol 187: 3586–3588, 2005; Manna et al., Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 101: 9780–9785, 2004). These
two methods provide a powerful complementary system to investigate chromosome structure inside living
cells.

Key words Transposition, DNA replication, Headful DNA packaging, polymerase chain reaction
(PCR), Plaque forming units (PFU), DNA melting temperature (Tm), Luria Broth (LB), Chromo-
some immunoprecipitation (ChIP), Chromosome immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-Seq)

1 Introduction

Bacteriophage Mu is a transposing replicon [1]. As such, it com-
bines the characteristics of a lysogenic bacterial virus with the DNA
replication mechanism of an efficient and highly active transposable
element. During the lytic cycle, Mu can transpose to hundreds of
thousands of different chromosomal positions in a bacterial popu-
lation. At each insertion site, Mu DNA is flanked by directly
repeated 5 bp duplications of the host DNA. After replication,
when every cell contains several hundred copies of Mu, the viral

Martha R.J. Clokie et al. (eds.), Bacteriophages: Methods and Protocols, Volume 3, Methods in Molecular Biology, vol. 1681,
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DNA is transferred into phage capsids by a double-stranded DNA
headful packaging mechanism. The packaging reaction initiates
with a double-strand break in host DNA near the Mu left end
that enters the capsid and is followed by viral DNA and then
2–3 kb of covalently linked adjoining host DNA beyond the right
viral end. Each virus is unique, because the host DNA flanking
sequences at the left and right ends of each virus are different in
each phage. Thus, the phage retains a record of its insertion during
the transposition in the chromosome. In 1 ml of a fresh Mu phage
lysate (109–1010 plaque forming units), there are enough viruses to
have integrated into every bp of a 4-mega base pair bacterial chro-
mosome 1000 times over. Using modern tools of molecular biol-
ogy that include PCR andDNAmicroarray analyses, it is possible to
reconstruct Mu transposition profiles for any region of a chromo-
some and to compile efficient and highly reproducible patterns of
genome-wide transposition under different growth conditions.
The results provide important information about host DNA struc-
ture and chromosomal dynamics for cells growing at different
doubling times and in media composed of different sources of
carbon or nitrogen.

2 Materials

2.1 Viruses Bacteriophage Mu was discovered by Larry Taylor to be the cause
of multiple mutations when the virus lysogenizes Escherichia coli
[2]. Later Mu was shown to cause multiple mutations in a single
E. coli gene [3], and the recognition that this rare virus is in the
transposon family led to many clever genetic modifications
designed to facilitate its use in the discovery and mapping of new
genes in the bacterial chromosome [4]. Here, we’ve used exclu-
sively two Mu plaque-forming derivatives of Mu for Muprint and
microarray studies. MupAp1 [5] is a plaque-forming derivative of
Mu carrying the ampicillin resistance gene from Tn3 and the tem-
perature-sensitive cts62 repressor [6, 7]. MuNXKan [8] has the
cts62 repressor plus a selectable kanamycin-resistance (Kan) gene in
addition to sites for the rare cutting restriction enzymes NotI and
XbaI (Fig. 1). Digestion of purified phage DNAwith either enzyme
releases the Kan-linked pool of 2 kb host junction sequences, which
is convenient for purifying DNA libraries, cloning, or labeling the
host sequences for microarray and Muprint experiments.

2.2 Bacterial Strains Constructing genetic strains for genome analysis is often a time
consuming step in a genetic research project. For many strains of
E. coli, it is possible to carry out a Muprint by infection with a high
titer plaque-forming Mu phage stock. However, stocks of phage
Mu are often not stable during prolonged storage, so making a Mu
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lysogen with a cts62 thermoinducible prophage is a sensible way to
make high titer Mu lysates for DNA isolation and genome analysis.
One method to make a Mu lysogen is by conjugation, using an Fþ

donor carrying a copy of MupAp1 or MuNXKan and an F� test
strain. The conjugation method can also be used to introduce Mu
into a variety of different gram-negative bacterial species including
Salmonella Typhimurium, Salmonella Typhi, and Klebsiella.

Another option for making phage lysates in bacteria that
express the Mu tail fiber receptor on the cell surface is to infect
and select lysogens. E. coli strains can be converted to Mu lysogens
by infecting exponential cultures with Mucts62pAp1 or MuNXKan
at a multiplicity of infection of 0.1 and plating aliquots at 30 �C on
LB agar plates containing 25 μg/ml ampicillin. This method yields
lysogens at a frequency of approximately 1% of infected cells, but
such lysogens have a mutation somewhere in the genome. Putative
lysogens must be restreaked on LB þ ampicillin plates and tested
for lysis and Mu phage production after thermoinducing mid-log
cultures by shifting to a 42 �C shaking incubator. Starting cultures
with a mixture 5–10 independently isolated lysogens can reduce the
impact of a specific phage-induced mutation on the experimental
outcome.

2.3 Purification of

Phage DNA from Cell

Lysates

The protocol described below is a simple and efficient method to
purify phage DNA from a fresh lysate.

1. Grow a 50 ml culture of a test strain at 30 �C to an optical
density at A600 of 0.5.

2. Initiate lytic growth by either infection with a high titer phage
stock at a MOI of 5 PFU/cell or by shifting a lysogenic culture

Fig. 1Map of thermoinducible bacteriophage MuNXKan [8]. (a) MuNXKan was designed to make purification of
left and right ends of packaged virus convenient for applications involving interrogation of the host sequences
covalently attached to the viral left (attL) and right (attR) ends. It has a thermoinducible Mucts62 repressor to
make DNA conveniently from lysogens that grow well at 30 �C switch to the lytic cycle when cultures are
shifted to growth at 42 �C. Early genes transcribed left to right (alternating green and yellow segments) encode
proteins required for DNA replication, transposition, and induction of late gene expression. Late genes also
transcribed left to right include structural proteins for the viral capsid, for packaging phage DNA, and for cell
lysis. A Kan gene introduced at the end of viral sequences allows selection, and the sequence of rare
restriction endonucleases XbaI and NotI lie between the genetic right end and adjoining 1–3 kb of host DNA at
the right end. (b) Cleavage of phage DNA with XbaI (lane 2) or NotI (lane 3) releases the Kan–attR—host DNA
fragments that migrate as a somewhat fuzzy band centered at the 3 kb position
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containing a thermoinducible prophage to a 42 �C shaking
incubator.

3. After 20 min, add EGTA (ethylene glycol-bis(β-aminoethyl
ether)-N,N,N0,N0-tetraacetic acid) to 10 mM to prevent the
lytic phage crop from binding and injecting viral DNA into
bacterial debris. In E. coli K12 derivatives, lysis usually occurs
in 50 min in LB, but lysis can take 2 h in some host mutants or in
minimal medium containing a range of different the carbon
sources.

4. After lysis, add NaCl to 0.5 M and remove cell debris by a
10 min centrifugation at 10,000 � g in a Beckman J21 centri-
fuge rotor or the equivalent.

5. Add polyethylene glycol 8000 (Sigma) to 6% w/v. Mix at room
temperature until the solution clears. Then place at 4 �C
overnight.

6. Collect the flocculent phage precipitate by centrifugation at
4000 � g at 4 �C. Suspend the pellet in 1 ml of SM buffer
(0.1 M NaCl, 0.05 M Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 0.01 M MgSO4, and
0.01% gelatin).

Phage stocks made with this method generally yield
1010–1011 PFU/ml. Mix the phage solution with 1 ml of chlo-
roform to kill any remaining viable bacteria. Store the upper
phage layer at 4 �C.

7. Disrupt phage particles in 0.1% SDS and 5 mM EDTA. Mix this
solution with phenol saturated with 0.1 N Tris base. Then
extract again with a 1:1 mixture of phenol and chloroform.

8. Precipitate phage DNA with 2 volumes of 95% ethanol. Suspend
the DNA in TE buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5. 0.1 mM
EDTA). Store at �20 �C.

2.4 Purification of

Chromosomal DNA for

Muprinting

(See Note 1)

Muprints can also be synthesized using the DNA template isolated
from cells prior to phage lysis. The advantage of Muprinting chro-
mosomal DNA is that one can analyze long PCR products from the
attL end of phage insertions. When using phage, only the attR end
gives long (1–2 kb) PCR products. With attR-only reads, one
misses the Mu insertions with the opposite orientation (about half
of the insertions). At many positions in the chromosome a strong
bias exists for insertions in one orientation [9].

The purification described below produces cellular DNA from
bacteria that is suitable for PCR reactions.

1. Initiate bacterial cultures (30–50 ml) with a fresh overnight
culture by a 1:500 dilution in fresh LB.

2. Start the Mu lytic cycle at a cell density of 0.5 A600 by either
phage infection or temperature shift of a Mu cts62 lysogen from
30 to 42 �C.
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3. When the lytic cycle is well underway (30–40 min in LB), chill
the culture to 4 �C. Pellet the cells by centrifugation at
10,000 � g for 10 min at 4 �C.

4. Suspend the cells in 1 ml of a solution of 15 mM EDTA,
150 mM NaCl, 1 mg/ml egg white lysozyme. Incubate at
4 �C for 20 min.

5. Lyse the bacteria by adding 0.15 ml solution of 0.1 M Tris, pH
8, 0.1 MNaCl, 0.1 M SDS. Add 10 μl of a 10 mg/ml Proteinase
K solution. Incubate the reaction for 1 h at 60 �C.

6. Shear the DNA by five passages back and forth through a
22 gauge needle. Extract the solution twice with an equal vol-
ume of a 1:1 mixture of phenol and chloroform.

7. Precipitate DNA by adding 1/10 volume of 3 M sodium ace-
tate, pH 7.0, and 2.5 volumes of 95% ethanol.

8. Collect the DNA by centrifugation or by spooling DNA onto a
glass capillary pipette. Rinse by dipping into 70% ethanol and
dry briefly by blotting on a Kimwipe. Then suspended the DNA
in TE buffer at a concentration of 500 μg/ml.

2.5 Oligonucleotide

Primers

Oligonucleotides for Muprint experiments should be carefully
designed and pretested in PCR reactions with host DNA to ensure
that they do not create artificial bands (i.e., no bands with only one
primer) and that they yield pure PCR reactions of the desired
length in control reactions using a purified host DNA template.
For this purpose the program Primer3Plus (http://www.bioinfor
matics.nl/cgi-bin/primer3plus/primer3plus.cgi) is valuable
because it gives choices of multiple locations in which a 20-mer
has optimal predicted primer properties with a Tm near 70 �C. The
left and right ends of Mu are AT-rich, so we recommend two
primers that work well for PCR reactions from left and right viral
ends. For Mu right end PCR reactions, synthesize the MuR 25-mer
50-TTCGCATTTATCGTGAAACGCTTTC and use an annealing
temperature of 67 �C. The MuL left end primer is a 22-mer with
the sequence of 50-TTTTTCGTACTTCAAGTGAATC, and PCR
reactions can be performed using an annealing temperature of
59 �C.

3 Methods

3.1 Muprinting PCR

and Gel

Electrophoresis

Muprints are controlled amplifications of segments of bacterial
DNA fused to the right or left end of Mu. The Muprint outline
for analyzing chromosomal DNA is shown schematically in Fig. 2.
Each Muprint reaction includes one labeled oligonucleotide primer
that matches a sequence in bacterial DNA and an unlabeled MuR
primer. When this technique was developed, Taq polymerase was
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widely used for most PCR reactions. This enzyme lacks an editing
function and can reliably make products only 1–2 kb in length.
Today, high fidelity enzyme like the Phusion polymerase (e.g., New
England BioLabs; https://www.neb.com/products/m0530-phu-
sion-high-fidelity-dna-polymerase can efficiently generate PCR
products of 10 kb and longer. It is feasible to scan large segments
of bacterial chromosomes on agarose or composite agar-acrylamide
gels to identify regions with significantly different accessibility to
Mu transposition in vivo. The protocol described below is designed
specifically for Taq reactions and resolution of products on dena-
turing sequencing gels.

Each Muprint PCR reaction includes a radiolabeled chromo-
somal primer, a nonradioactive (“cold”) MuL or MuR primer, and
bacterial genomic DNA. Synthetic nonphosphorylated
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oligonucleotide primers can be radiolabeled using phage T4 poly-
nucleotide kinase in 10 μl reactions as follows:

1. Assemble a mixture containing: 2 μl of oligonucleotide (10 μM
stock), 1 μl of T4 kinase buffer (600 mM Tris–HCl [pH 7.8],
100 mM MgCl2, 150 mM KCl); 1 μl of fresh 150 mM dithio-
threitol; 0.5 μl of T4 polynucleotide kinase (1-U/ml); and 5 μl
of [γ-32P]ATP (NEN; 3000 Ci/mmol).

2. Incubate at 37 �C for 30 min followed by heating to 80 �C for
5 min. The radiolabeled primer from this reaction can be used in
four Muprint PCRs.

3. Assemble PCR reactions containing 2.5 μl of radiolabeled oligo-
nucleotide (described above); 2.5 μl of MuL or MuR primer
(10 mM); 5 μl of Taq PCR buffer (100 mM Tris–HCl [pH 8.3];
500 mM KCl); 6 μl of 25 mM MgCl2; 1 μl of Taq polymerase
(2.5 U); 2 μg of bacterial genomic DNA; and water to make the
final volume 50 μl.

4. Carry out 20–30 thermocycling rounds with steps of 1 min at
94 �C; 1 min at 55 �C; and 2 min at 72 �C.

5. Precipitate PCR products by adding EDTA to 10 mM and 2.5
volumes of ethanol. Air dry and suspend in 10 μl of sequencing
stop solution (95% deionized formamide, 10 mM EDTA
[pH 8.0]; 0.1% bromophenol blue; and 0.1% xylene cyanol.

6. Load 2 μl of each Muprint reaction into one lane of a 6%
polyacrylamide denaturing sequencing gel, and electrophorese
at a constant 1600 V. Save the rest for reanalysis on a second gel.

7. After electrophoresis, dry the gel and make an autoradiograph
for quantitative analysis.

3.2 Genome Wide

Microarray Scans of In

Vivo Mu Transposition

Insertions (See Note 2)

Transposition efficiency at each gene can be measured from a ratio
of fluorescent signals from two input DNAs. Random priming
generates the first label using genomic DNA purified from the
test strain. The second DNA is made with a Mu specific primer
that labels host genes linked to the Mu right end. The method
uncovers transposition hot spots and cold spots that have particular
interest for chromosome function (Fig. 3). A range of microarray
platforms can be used to detect and quantify transposition sites and
frequencies, including oligonucleotide arrays and PCR chips that
include all genomic open reading.

3.2.1 Host Chromosome

Labeling

1. Shear genomic bacterial DNA to 2 kb fragments. One method is
to use the Branson Sonifier 450 (Emerson Industrial Applica-
tion; http://www.emersonindustrial.com/en-US/branson/
Products/Sonifiers/Pages/default.aspx) with output control
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setting at 5, the duty cycle setting of constant, and sonication
bursts of 10 s.

2. Mix 2 μg of sheared DNA with 20 μl of 2.5� random priming
buffer mix from RadPrime DNA labeling kit (Invitrogen).
Assemble a 50 μl reaction for each chip containing 5 μl of 10�
dNTPs (1.2 mM each of dATP, dTTP, and dGTP, and 0.6 mM
dCTP); 3 μl of 1 mM Cy3-dCTP (Amersham Pharmacia Bios-
ciences); and 2 μl (50 U) of the Klenow fragment of DNA
polymerase I (Invitrogen).

Fig. 3 Mu hot spots in the transcriptional control region of the bglC gene of E. coli. At top is a map of the bglC
control region along with DNA primers used for Muprint PCRs from genomic DNA. The cyclic AMP protein DNA-
binding site (CAP), and the bglC transcription start site are indicated. (a) Muprints were developed using BglC1
and MuR (lane 1), PhoUI and MuL (lane 2), PhoUII and MuL (lane 3), BglC1 and MuL (lane 4), PhoUI and MuR
(lane 5), and PhoUII and MuR (lane 6). The strong hot spots are indicated to the left and right of the
autoradiographic image. (b) Examples of cloned Muprint bands run alongside the Muprint PCR. Lanes 1
through 4 show PCRs (using primers BglC1 and MuR) of four cloned Muprint bands, with insertions determined
by sequencing (See Note 3)
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3. Incubate at 37 �C for 2 h. Stop the reaction by addition of 5 μl of
0.25 M EDTA.

3.2.2 Host DNA Labeling

from Mu Phage DNA

This protocol generates a red probe complementary to the
sequences presence in Mu phage DNA.

1. Assemble a 50 μl reaction for each chip containing the compo-
nents: Cy-5 dCTP (3 μl of 1 mM stock); 5 μl of 10� PCR buffer
(Sigma); 2.5 mM MgCl2; 2 μg Mu phage DNA; MuR primer
(5 μl of 10 mM stock); 0.2 mM each of dATP, dTTP, and dGTP;
0.1 mM dCTP; 5 U of Taq polymerase (Sigma); and H2O to
make a 50 μl reaction volume.

2. Carry out 30 cycles of linear DNA synthesis in a thermocycler
with steps of 1 min at 55 �C; 15 s at 94 �C; and 2 min at 72 �C.

3. Remove unincorporated nucleotides from labeled DNA probes
using a Microcon 30 filter from EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA,
USA; http://www.emdmillipore.com/US/en/product/Ami-
con-Ultra-15-Centrifugal-Filter-Units,MM_NF-C7715).

4. Mix the red and green probes and apply to a microarray chip,
following procedure for conditioning the chips, denaturing the
mixed probes, loading chip, hybridization, washing, drying and
reading the chip according to procedures that recommended by
the manufacturer.

The reproducibility of microarray scans of two independent
phage experiments is illustrated in Fig. 4.

4 Notes

1. In many cases, the Muprint technique offers an inexpensive
alternative technology to ChIP, ChIP-SEQ, or in vivo DNA
footprinting for investigating the structure of chromosomal
regions inside living cells. Transposition patterns are influenced
by transcription and can indicate remodeling of sites up- and
downstream of a transcribed operon that accompanies gene
expression. Muprints of the lac and bgl operons in E. coli
under induced and repressed conditions demonstrate the local
impact of transcription on structures at the promoter and down-
stream in the transcribed tract [9, 10]. The importance of a
transcription effect was confirmed with genome wide scans of
E. coli and Salmonella that demonstrated the presence or move-
ment of RNA polymerase on highly transcribed genes insulates
these regions from transposon insertions [13, 14]. And
Muprints illustrated the dynamic local impact of transposition
immunity, which prevents transposons like Mu and Tn3 from
inserting into their own sequences [15]. Surprisingly, the major
hotspots were not shared between E. coli and Salmonella, which
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confirms the finding that species differences are important fac-
tors in the phenotype of identical mutations in homologous
genes [16, 17]. One general conclusion is that transcription,
translation, and DNA replication machineries are highly
integrated systems that must work together seamlessly. The
common core of housekeeping genes are critical, but the distri-
bution of the workload among these proteins can differ signifi-
cantly between species [16, 18]. Techniques that can be carried
out to compare different species are essential for understanding
how evolutionary forces customize the gene expression systems.

2. The two techniques described here are complementary and can
be applied to many current problems in molecular genetics. The
structure/function mechanism of the ubiquitous protein H-NS
is one example. This protein regulates gene expression in many
different organisms. However, the phenotype of a null mutant is
quite different between E. coli and Salmonella. One property of
H-NS is its ability to bind to a high affinity site and then spread
out upstream and downstream of a control point to silence gene
expression of 2–300 genes in E. coli and Salmonella. Muprints in
E. coli provided a model for how H-NS binding/spreading
works in the bgl operon, and cooperative protein spreading
along DNA has become a major theme for proteins that control
DNA replication and movement during the cell cycle. Examples
include the mechanism of DnaA acting to control initiation of

Fig. 4 Two blocks (400 pin spots) of a whole genome chip hybridized to mixed E. coli probe demonstrate
reproducibility of the technique. Mu insertion scans for E. coli were carried out using cells grown in LB at mid
log phase. Phage Mu DNA was prepared from two independent cultures and was thermoinduced on different
days. The host probes [11] and phage Mu R single-stranded probes [12] were synthesized, mixed, and applied
to two microarray slides that were hybridized and developed on different days. Aside from imperfections in
some of the spots, the two patterns are identical to the naked eye
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replication at oriC [19], the binding of the MuB protein during
Mu transposition [11], and behavior of the P1 ParB plasmid
system that controls segregation of newly replicated DNA to
sister cells [20]. A microarray experiment in Salmonella identi-
fied a cold spot on the pSLT plasmid located near the parS site of
this plasmid partitioning gene parB (Fig. 5 open symbols on
left). When the parB gene was disrupted, the cold spot disap-
peared (Fig. 5 closed symbols on left). And when an ectopic P1
parS site was introduced into the cob operon of Salmonella,
Muprints showed this to be a hotspot when ParB protein was
repressed, and it changed to a >500 bp cold spot after ParB
expression (Fig. 5 on right). Muprinting can clearly be useful for
finding targets of spreading proteins and defining their limits
in vivo.

3. There are critical regions of the bacterial chromosome that seem
suitable for the Muprint analysis. For example, the distribution
of proteins and the cold spot created by transcription across the
highly expressed ribosomal RNA operons inform understanding
of long-range supercoiling effects. Also, the E. coli chromosome
replication termination Ter domain, which has multiple complex
systems that coordinate sister chromosome segregation is a good
target for Muprinting. Locations of interest include the region
near the dif site, which has a high affinity site for Topo IV and
XerCD resolvase. These enzymes work together to decatenate
sister chromosomes and resolve chromosome dimers before cell
division [21]. The FtsK motor protein displaces proteins as it
moves across the Ter domain in the direction toward dif
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[22]. And the MatP protein binds to more than a dozen matS
sites to coordinate final stages of DNA replication [23]. Under-
standing how the key proteins in this complex system work
together temporally during a cell division could require all the
help one can get.
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